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Appendix A
Tabulations for Preliminary Reliability Analysis
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Appendix B
Tabulations for Detailed Reliability Analysis
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Appendix C
Failure Effects Analysis of Initial System Configuration Compared
to Split-System Configuration
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Appendix D
Failure Effects Analysis of Split-System Configuration
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Appendix E
Failure Effects Analysis of POST RANGER VI System Configuration
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Appendix F
Post Ranger VI Stress Analysis
F-1
TABLE F-1
ASSEMBLIES TESTED
Assembly Designation Stress Tabulation
Camera
Decoupler
Preamplifier
Camera Electronics
Horizontal Syne Generator
Vertical Syne Generator
Deflection Amplifier
Deflection Programmer
G1 Regulator
Video Amplifier
Camera High-Voltage Regulator
Converter Power Supply
Low-Voltage Regulator
Deflection Programmer
Deflection Amplifier
G1 Regulator
Shutter and Lamp Drive
Video Amplifier
Video Combiner
F-Scan Video Summing Amplifier
Isolation Amplifier
Tone Oscillator
Control Programmer and Camera
Sequencer
Deal Oscillator
Controller Modulator
P-Camera Controller
P-Channel Counter
AI
AIA1 to AIA4
AIAI to AIA6
A2 to A7
A2
A2
A2 to A5
A2 m A5
A2 to A5
A2 _ A6
A2 to A7
A2 _ A7
A2 to A7
A6, A7
A6, A7
A6, A7
A6. A7
A6, A7
A8
A9
F-4
F-5
F-6
F-7
F-8
F-9
F-10
F-II
F-12
F-13
F-14
F-15
F-16
F-17
F-18
F-19
F-20
F-21
F-22
F-24
F-24
F-25
F-26
High-Current Voltage Regulator
Transmitter Power Supply
Low-Current Voltage Regulator
Telemetry
AC Amplifier
Telemetry Converter
Telemetry Voltage Regulator
Sequencer Power Supply
Telemetry Processor Assembly
Distribution Control Unit
Electronic Clock
Command Control Unit
AI2, A37
AI6, A21
AI7
A26
A28
A29, A30
A34
A35
A39
F-27
F-28
F-29
F-30
F-31
F-32
F-33
F-34
F-35
F-36
F-37
F-3
TABLE F-2
DRAWINGS AND LISTS OF MATERIAL
G1 Regulator P- Channel
Deflection Programmer P-Channel
Camera High-Voltage Regulator
Camera Shutter and Lamp Drive
Camera Low-Voltage Regulator
DC-DC Converter
Video Amplifier, P1 Camera
Camera Vertical Syne Generator
Camera Horizontal Sync Generator
Video Amplifier F-Camera
Deflection Amplifier F-Camera
Deflection Programmer F-Camera
G1 Regulator F-Camera
Video Amplifier P2, 3, 4 Cameras
Deflection Amplifier P-Camera
Controller Modulator
Video Summing Amplifier F-Camera
Tone Oscillator
AC Amplifier, Channel 8
Telemetry Regulator
Telemetry Processor
Video Summing Amplifier P-Camera
Telemetry Amplifier and Clipper
Dual Oscillator
Counter P- Channel
Controller, P-Channel
Preamplifier, P- and F-Cameras
High-Current Voltage Regulator
Low-Current Voltage Regulator
Transmitter Power Supply
Electronic Clock
Sequencer Power Supply
Telemetry Assembly, Telemetry Converter
Sipican Modules*
Sipican Modules*
Sipican Modules*
Sipican Modeles*
Sipican Modules*
Sipicar Modules*
Camera Decoupling Assembly
1753177 B
1753014
1753007
1753099 D
1754123 B
1754122
1753157
1703809 A
1754163
1753189
1754360 A
1754253
1753178 C
1753122 A
8624826 F
1753142
1754073 C
1725507
8481476 A
Sketch
8747475 D
1173796 E
1725508
1703811B
1753140
1753037
8747129 H
1706631C
1708611 F
1183526 G
1753325
1753035
1182555 B
1729114 A
1729117 B
1729118 A
1702050 B
1702049 B
1175087 B
1729592
1754355 B
1754132 B
1754136 B
1754189 D
1754324 D
1754143
1754309 C
1754145 C
1754142 A
1754362 B
1754363 B
1754376 C
1754352*
1754284 B
8624846 J
1753144 C
1706355 J
1706281 E
8626058
1706280 H
1073575 H
1753136 B
1073571 M
8747178 D
8747152 E
1706820 J
17O6852 E
1708947 G
1182554
1753338 D
1753326 D
1073576 M
*Vendor supplied data, verified by combination of electrical measurements at terminals and circuit analysis.
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TABLE F-3
PARTS OPERATED ABOVE DERATING POLICY LEVEL3
Circuit Symbol Measured Stress Maximum % Stress Derating
Schematic Subassembly and Part Type Rating Level %
1754122 Camera Electronics C6 100/_f 22 volts 30 volts 74 70
A1 Frame Conver- Wet Tantalum
ter
1754360 F-scan Unit De- C14 10,000 p#f 50 volts 100 volts 50 10
flection Amplifier Mica
1753189 Video Amplifier C-24 2.2_f 16 volts 20 volts 80 70
F-scan Solid Tantalum
1753178 G1 Re_niator R5, R7 350 volts, 1/2 watts 56.5 50
F-scan 432K _ 284mw
1753178 G1 Regulator C13 0.01_/_f 80 volts 200 volts 40 10
F-scan Ceramic
1753177 G1 Regulator R34 70 volts to 100 volts 1/8 watts 60 50
P-scan 100Kn 50_ each, 75row
1754123 Low-current Voltage C5A, B 950 volts 1500 volts 63 10
Regulator 0.22_f Mica
1754123 Low-current Voltage C15 50 volts 200 volts 25 10
Regulator 3900/_/_f
Ceramic
1754123 Low-current Voltage C16 260 volts 1500 volts 17 10
Regulator 2700_/_f
Mica
1754123 Low-current Voltage CR14 430 volts PIV=5000 86 80
Regulator 1N648
1753189 Video Amplifier Q17 VCE=27 BVcEo=36 90 80
F-Scan 2N2432
1703809 Vertical Sync R15 870 12V, 175mw 1/4 watts 70 50
Generator
1753035 Sequencer Power
Supply
C3
C6
CIO
C12
C16
C18
C21
Q20
11 volts
11 volts
12 volts
12 volts
12 volts
12 volts
12 volts
operation appears
to be just on
threshold of base
control over dis-
sipation & volt-
ages not involved
15 volts
15 volts
15 volts
15 volts
15 volts
15 volts
15 volts
R2
R31
R10
R39
R16
R45
2.44 watts
2.45 watts
169 mw
169 mw
10 watts
10 watts
3.0 watts
3.0 watts
250 mw
250 mw
14 watts
14 watts
74
74
80
80
8O
8O
80
81
81
68
68
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
50
5O
5O
5O
5O
50
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TABLE F-3
PARTS OPERATED ABOVE DERATING POLICY LEVELS (Continued)
Circuit Symbol
and Part Type
Measured StressSche matic Sub as se mbly
8747129 Preamplifier C2 50 volts 60 volts
CL45, 4pf
1706631 High-Current C1 27.2 volts 36 volts
Voltage Regulator CL15, 1000 pf
1183526 Transmitter R1 560 volts 1000 mw
Power Supply 470K 670 mw
1183526 1000 mw
1729592
1753142
1754360
1754360
Transmitter
Power Supply
Camera
decoupling
assembly
Counters
Deflection
Amplifier
F-scan
Deflection
Amplifier
F-scan
Video
Amplifier
F-scan
Video
Amplifier
P2, 3, 4
1753189
R2
470K
C1
C2
C3
C4
C6
C7
C1, C2
C28
Q3, 2N930
Q8, 2N1893
Q12, 2N930
Q12, 2N9301753122
535 volts
610 mw
1120 volts
825 volts
280 volts
111 volts
30 volts
30 volts
1000 vol_
35 volts
VBE > 12 volts
VBE=7 volts
V =7 volts
BE
VBE=6.25 volts
Maximum
Rating
% Stress
83
76
67
61
1400 at 85 ° C 70
1400 at 85° C 59
600 volts 48
200 volts 56
50 volts 60
50 volts 60
1600 volts 62
27.5 volts 82
BVBEo=5 volts 240
BVBEo=7 volts 100
BVBEo=5 volts 140
BVBEo=5 volts 125
1753157 Video Q6, 2N930 VBE=6.25 volts BVBEo=5 volts
Amplifier
Pl
1753099 Shutter and R45, RC20GF _360 mw* 500 mw
Lamp Drive
1185526 C5 100 volts peak 200 volts
BVcE O
Transmitter
Power Supply
1753325 Clock Q2, 2N722 VCE=41 volts
125
72
5O
85
Derating
Level %
70
70
50
50
10
70
8O
8O
8O
8O
8O
5O
10
8O
* Power dissipated depends on the selected value of the resistor. RA-7 values are 40 _ or greater and has a maximum average power dissipation of 360 wm. Values
on RA-8 and subsequent units will be checked for ohmic value and will be replaced by greater power-handling capability if less than 40 ohms.
,T
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TABLE F-4
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA SUBASSEMBLY DECOUPLER, 1729592
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R1
C1
C2
RC07
1751107-1
1751107-1
10 K _, 1/4 watt
0.01 _ f,
1600 volts DC
0.01 _f,
1600 volts DC
0
1000
I000
< 10
62
62
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TABLE F-5
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA SUBASSEMBLY PREAMPLIFIER, 8747129
Designation
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
V1
LI
CI
Part Description
Type
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8987915-29
CL45BK
C L45BK
C L45BK
8987915-29
A15274B
8701588-257
CL45CE330-
MP3
Rating
1.0 Megfi, 1/4 watt
100K_, 1/4 watt
1.0Megfl, 1/4 watt
330_, 1/4 watt
6.8K_, 1/4watt
2.2 Kfl, 1/4 watt
0.01 _ f, 200 volts
4 vf, 60 volts
4 _f, 60 volts
4_ f, 60 volts
0.01 _ f, 200 volts
Nuvistor
200 volts
Voltage
(volts)
50
0 to 50
4.4
0.2
14.8
4.7
40
50
28.5
28.5
40
FIL= 6to 6.3
P-Grd = 28.5
K-Grd = 15
0.3
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
0.05
65 peak
Average Percent
Power Rated
{milliwatts} Stress
25 peak
32
10.5
< i0
< i0
< 0. i
< 0. i
13
< 10
20
83
48
48
20
< i0
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TABLE F-6
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY HORIZONTAL SYNC GENERATOR, 1754163
Part Oescription Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Oeslgnation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milllwatts) Stress
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R19
R20
R21
R23
C1
C2
C3
C4
CR1
CR3
CR4
CR5
RC07
RC07
8447750-5
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447750-3
RC07
8447750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Tantalum
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
10 K fl, 1/4 watt
10 K f_, 1/4 watt
25 K f2, 1/4 watt
18KQ, 1/4 watt
1.2 Kfl , 1/4 watt
3.1 Kfl, 1/4 watt
10 K i_, 1/4 watt
33 i_, 1/4 watt
3.3 Kft, I/4 watt
3.9 K_, 1/4 watt
27 K(2, 1/4watt
25 K_l, 1 watt
180 _, 1/4 watt
5Kfl, lwatt
3.3 _, 1/4 watt
3.9 K f_, 1/4 watt
3.9 Kl_ , 1/4 watt
20 Ki_, i/4 watt
1 Kll, I/4 watt
0.02 _ f, 50 volts
0.01 _f, 200 volts
0.05 _ f, 50 volts
15_f, 10volts DC
250mw at 25 = C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
5
0.6
5
i0
6
0.6
6
0.I
6.5
3 peak
7
5
1.5
3.5
6
7
5.5
5
4.5
-5
4.5
+5
6
+0.6, -1.4
0.5
0.2
0.556
5
0.6
3.3
2
0.77
0.25
0.25
8.3
1.8
1.8
1.4
4.5
O. 5 peak
+0.4
+1.1, -1.0
+0.6, -1.2
0.6 peak
1.3 peak
I. 3 peak
2.5 < 10
- < 10
1 < 10
1 < 10
30 12
- < 10
4 < 10
<1 < 10
13.3 < 10
2.3 < 10
1.6 < i0
I < 10
12.5 < 10
< 10
1 < i0
12.5 < 10
7.8 < I0
- < 10
20 < 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
60
0.3 < 10
< 10
1.3 peak < I0
1.3 peak < I0
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TABLE F-6
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY HORIZONTAL SYNC GENERATOR, 1754163 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
CR8
CR9
CRI0
CRII
CRI2
CRI3
CRI4
Q1
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q8
IN916
IN916
IN916
IN916
IN916
IN916
IN916
2N718A
2N718A
2N718A
2N329A
2N916
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
-0.5, +4.3
+0.5, -5.5
+0.5, -13
+0.5, -7
+0.5, -6
+0.5, -4
+0.6, -0.9 1.3 peak
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500mw at 25 ° C
ambient
390 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
BE + 0.6
CE + 10
BE+ 0.6
CE=6
BE + 0.6, -3.5
CE = 6
BE + 4, -4
CE =5.5
BE + 0.2, -0.8
CE=7
0.556
5
3
2
4.5
i. 3 peak
0.3
3
1.2
1
Percent
Rated
Stress
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
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TABLE F-7
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VERTICAL SYNC GENERATOR, 1703809
Parl Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating |volts| i |milliamperesl {milliwatts} Stress
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
RI0
RII
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
RI7
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447750-4
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
847750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
5.1 K_2, 5%, 1/4watt
5.1K_2, 5%, 1/4watt
100_, 5%, 1/4 watt
3.3K_, 5_, 1/4 watt
5Kfl, 5%, lwatt
1 Kl], 5%, 1/4 watt
20Kfl, 5%, 1/4 watt
3.3 Kl2, 5%, 1/4watt
180 _2, 5%, 1/4 watt
33 K f}, 5%, 1/4 watt
10 K l_, 5%, 1/4 watt
20 K_2 , 5%, 1/4 watt
22 K 12, 5%, 1/4 watt
33 Kf_, 5%, 1/4 watt
870 _, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6 K_, 5%, 1/4watt
5Kl_, 5%, 1/4watt
1 K_2, 5%, 1/4watt
56Kfl, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6 Kfi, 5%, 1/4watt
10 K _2, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6 Kfl, 5%, 1/4watt
22 K fl, 5%, 1/4 watt
56 K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
1.5Kf}, 5%, I/4watt
5.6 K_, 5%, 1/4watt
5 KD, 5%, 1/4 watt
1 K_2 , 5%, 1/4 watt
56 KD , 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6 K fl, 5%, 1/4watt
17
17
0.75
10
5
1.8
5
11.2
4
12.5
5
5
12.5
2.7
12
12
5.5
3.7
3
2.5
10
Ii
12.5
3
12
7.5
5
4.5
3
2.5
1.8
1.8
0.38
0.38
3.7
3.7
1.8
57 23
57 23
5.7 2.3
33 13.2
9 < 10
1.8 < i0
1.25 < 10
38 16
89 36
4.8 < 10
2 < 10
1.25 < 10
7.1 < 10
0.22 < 10
175 70
25.8 10
2.04 < 10
13.7 < 10
0.17 < i0
1.1 < 10
10 < 10
22 < i0
7.1 <10
0.16 < 10
96 39
10 < 10
9 <10
20 < 10
0.17 < 10
1.1 < 10
F-II
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TABLE F-7
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VERTICAL SYNC GENERATOR, 1703809 (Continued)
Designation
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
R50
R51
R52
R53
R54
R55
R56
R57
R58
R59
R60
Part Description
Type
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
847750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
Rating
10K_2, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
22 K(_, 5%, 1/4 watt
56K(1, 5%, 1/4 watt
1.5KC_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6 K _, 5%, 1/4watt
5 KD, 5%, 1/4 watt
1 K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
56 K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6KC_, 5%, 1/4 watt
10 K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6KC_, 5%, 1/4 watt
22 K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
56K_2, 5%, 1/4 watt
1.5K_, 5%, 1/4watt
5.6K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5 K(l, 5%, 1 watt
1 Kfl , 5%, 1/4 watt
56 KC_ , 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6 K_2, 5%, 1/4watt
10 K g_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6K_, 5%, 1/4watt
22 K(_, 5%, 1/4 watt
56 K _2, 5%, 1/4 watt
1.5K_, 5%, 1/4 watt!
5.6K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5 K(_ , 5%, 1 watt
1 K_ , 5%, 1/4 watt
56K _, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6K(1, 5%, 1/4 watt
12.5
12.5
12.5
1
12.5
12.5
Voltage
(volts)
2.7
2.5
3
3
12.5
12.5
10
O. 63
11
11
5
5
2.5
2.7
11
11
11
O. 63
5
10
5
3.7
3.1
3.1
Stress Analysis
Average
Current Power
(milliamperes) (milliwatts)
15
28
7.1
0.02
104
28
2.5 6.75
2.5 6.25
O. 17
0.17
15.6
28
4.6
81
22
5 25
5 25
0.1
1.3
12.1
22
5.6
17
18
3.7 18.5
3.7 14
0.17
1.7
Percent
Rated
Stress
< 10
11
< 10
< 10
42
11
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
11
< 10
< 10
32
< 10
< 10
10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
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TABLE F-7
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VERTICAL SYNC GENERATOR, 1703809 (Continued)
Pad Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts} (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R61
R62
R63
R64
R65
R66
R67
R68
R69
R70
R71
R72
R73
R74
R75
R77
R79
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
Cll
C12
C13
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8412778-96
8412778-312
8412778-312
CK06
CK06
8412778-57
CK06
CK06
CK06
8412778-71
CK06
8412778-58
8412778-36
10 Kll, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6K1_, 5%, 1/4 watt
22 Kf_, 5%, 1/4 watt
56KD, 5%, 1/4 watt
1.5 KQ, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6 KQ, 5%, 1/4 watt
5 K l], 5%, 1/4 watt
1 K_l, 5%, 1/4watt
56K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6KQ, 5%, i/4watl
I0 K i_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5.6Kfl, 5%, 1/4 watt
22 Kfl, 5%, 1/4 watt
56 Kl_ , 5%, 1/4 watt
1.5 K l_, 5%, 1/4 watt
20KQ, 5%, 1/4 watt
33K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
100_ f, 15 volts
33 _ f, 15 volts
33 # f, 15 volts
0.01 _f, 200 volts
0.01 _f, 200 volts
I0 # f, 15 volts
0.01 _f, 200 volts
0.01 _ f, 200 volts
0.01 #f, 200 volts
6.8 _ f, 15 volts
0.01 _ f, 200 volts
68 _f, 15 volts
0.1 _ f, 35 volts
ii
II
II
0.75
ii
ii
3.2
1.3
6.3
3
12.5
Ii
II
0.63
12.5
7.5
10
6
9
11
17
15
11
I0
13
6
12
15
12
17
1.3
1.3
12.1
22
6
81
22
4.2
1.7
0.71
1.6
15.6
21.6
5.5
104
2.9
3.3
< i0
< I0
< I0
< i0
33
< 1O
< i0
< I0
< i0
< I0
< i0
< 10
< i0
< I0
42
< 10
< 10
40
6O
74
9
8
74
5
7
1.5
8O
8
80
5O
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TABLE F-7
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VERTICAL SYNC GENERATOR, 1703809 (Continued)
Part Description
Designation
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C19
C20
C21
C22
C23
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR5
CR11
CR13
CR14
CR15
CR16
CR17
CR18
CR19
Type
CK06
CK06
8412778-71
CK06
8412778-71
CK06
CK06
8412778-57
CK06
CK06
1N757
1N757
1N746
1N746
1N746
1N746
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
IN916
Rating
0.01 g f, 200 volts
0.01 g f, 200 volts
6.8 #f, 15 volts
0.01 gf, 200 volts
6.8 #f, 15 volts
0.01 gf, 200 volts
0.01 g f, 200 volts
I0 _f, 15 volts
0.01 g f, 200 volts
0.01 gf, 200 volts
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
75 ma max at 25 ° C
ambient
75 ma max at 25 ° C
ambient
75 ma max at 25 ° C
ambient
75 ma max at 25 ° C
ambient
75 ma max at 25 ° C
ambient
75 ma max at 25 ° C
ambient
Voltage
(volts)
13
18
12
15
12
18
12
12
17
21
9.1
9.1
+0.6, -3.0
±0.6
+0.6, -5
+0.6, -0.6
+0.6, -0.6
+0.6, -4
+0.6, -8
+0.5, -10
+0.5, -0.6
Stress Analysis
Current
{milliamperes)
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.7
0.38
0.38
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
33
33
Percent
Rated
Stress
7
9
8O
8
8O
9
6
8O
9
10
< 10
<I0
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< I0
< 10
< 10
< 10
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TABLE F-7
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VERTICAL SYNC GENERATOR, 1703809 (Continued)
Pad Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milllwatts)
+0.4, -0.6 0.38CR20
CR21
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Qe
Q7
Q8
Q9
QlO
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
1N916
1N753A
2N329A
2N718A
2N722
2N722
2N718A
2N722
75 ma max at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 °C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
+0.6, -5
BE = 10, -5
CE =-12
BE =6.0, CE =12
BE =+6, -0.6,
CE = 12
BE = 2, -0.6
CE = 12
BE =0.6, -0.5
CE = 13
BE = 1.2, -0.6
CE =9
2N722
2N718A
2N722
2N722
2N718A
2N722
2N722
2N718
2N722
2N722
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 °C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
BE =2.5, -0.6
CE = -12.0
BE = 0.8, -0.4
CE = 13
BE =0.4, -0.6
CE = 12
BE =2, -0.6
CE = ii
BE = 0.6, -3
CE = 13
BE =0.4, -0.7
CE =7.5
BE =2.5, -0.6
CE = 12
BE = 0.8, -0.4
CE = 13
BE =0.4, -0.7
CE = 12
BE = 2, -0.6
CE = 10
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
3.7
3.8
154
2.2
4.4
8
2
4.4
8
2
4.4
8
2
4.4
8
2
44
46
180
26
57
72
24
57
96
22
57
60
24
58
96
20
Percent
Rated
Stress
< 10
< 10
18
10.8
45
< 10
14.2
18
< 10
14.2
24
< 10
14.2
15
< 10
14.5
24
< 10
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TABLE F-8
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 8624826 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
CE = 13Q17
Q18
Q19
Q2O
Q21
2N718A
2N722
2N722
2N718A
2N722
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mw at 25° C
ambient
400mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
BE = 0.7, -0.5
CE - 10
BE =0.4, -0.6
CE = 11
BE = 0.5
CE = 13
BE = 0.3, -0.6
CE = 7.5
4.4
8
2
4.4
8
57
80
22
57
60
Percent
Rated
Stress
14.2
20
< 10
14.2
15
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TABLE F-8
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 8624826
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Oesignation Type Rating (voltsl (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
RC07
RN65
RC07
RN65
RN65
RN65
RN65
RC07
8977933-66
RC07
8977939-239
8977933-66
8977939-209
RC07
8977939-147
RC07
8977939-258
8977939 -289
RC07
RC07
8977939-339
RC20
RC20
RC07
RN75
RC07
RC65
RC07
RN65
RN65
10 Kft , 5%, 1/4 watt
5110_, 1%, 1/4watt
10 Kf_, 5%, 1/4 watt
5110_, 1% 1/4 watt
2.37 K_, l%,I/4wat_
3.37 Kfl, l%i/4watl
100Kfl, i%, I/4watti
i00 Kfl, 5%, 1/4 watt
47.5fl, I%, 1/8 watt
1.5K_, 5%, i/4watt
3.01K_, 1%1/4watt
47.5_ , 1%, 1/8 watt
1.47 K_, i%, 1/4w
2200_ , 5%, 1/4 watt
332fl, 1%, i/4watt
470fl, 5%, I/4watt
4750_ , 1% 1/4 watt
I0 Kf_ , i%, 1/4 watt
22K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
270fl, 5%, 1/4watt
33.2 Kl_, 1%, 1/4 watl
27_, 5%, 1/2 watt
2712 , 5%, 1/2 watt
4.7 K_, 5%, 1/4 wait
511fl, 1%, lwatt
10 K _2, 5%, 1/4 watt
5110_2 , 1%, 1/4 watt
10 K 12, 50%, 1/4 watt
5110_ , 1_/o, 1/4 watt
2.37 K_, 1%, 1/4watt
1.0
2.5
1.0
2.5
4.0
1.5
2.5
2.0
0.75
5.0
2.5
0. I
6.2
5
0.2
5
30
22
0. I
7.5
0.5
0. i
7
5.0
6
2O
5.0 peak
2.4
2.5
0.i
0.49
0.1
0.49
1.69
0.63
0. 025
0.02
16.1
3.33
0.83
2.1
4.2
2.27
0.6
1.05
3.0
1.0
3.7
0.226
19
3.7
1.5
9.8
0.6
3.9
0.5
0.47
1.1
0.1 < 10
1.22 < 10
0.1 < 10
1.22 < 10
6.8 < 10
0.95 < 10
0.063 < 10
0.04 < 10
12.1 < 10
16.7 < 10
2.1 < 10
0.21 < 10
26.1 10.4
11.4 < 10
0.12 < 10
5.25 < 10
90 36
22 < 10
0.37 < 10
1.7 < 10
9.5 < 10
0.37 < 10
10.5 < 10
49 < 10
3.6 < 10
78 31
2.5 < i0
1.1 < 10
2.6 < 10
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4TABLE F-8
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 8624826 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
R50
R51
R52
R53
R54
R56
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
RN65
RN65
RC07
8977933-66
RC07
8977939-239
8977933-66
8977939-209
RC07
RC07
8977939-147
RC07
8977939-258
8977939-289
RC07
RC07
8977939-339
RC20
RC20
RC07
RN75
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447748-1
8412778-80
CK05CWl02K
8924416-232
CK05CW102K
8914319 -345
10 K_, 1%, 1/4 watt
100 K_ , 1%, 1/4 watt
100 K_ , 5%, 1/4watt
47.5 _, 1%, 1/8 watt
1.5 K_I, 5%,l/4watt
3010_2 , 1%, 1/4 watt
47.5_, 1%, 1/8 watt
1.47 K_, l%,l/4watt
100_, 5%, 1/4 watt
2200_, 5%, 1/4 watt
332_, 1%, 1/4 watt
100 ft, 5%, 1/4 watt
4750ft , 1%, 1/4 watt
10 KfI, 1%, 1/4 watt
22 K_, 5%, 1/4 watt
270_, 5%, 1/4 watt
33.2 K_2 , 1%, 1/4 watt
27_, 5%, 1/2 watt
27_, 5%, 1/2 watt
6.2 K_2 , 5%, 1/4watt
316_, 1%, lwatt
10 K_2, 5%, 1/4 watt
10 K_2 , 5%, 1/4 watt
560_, 5%, 1/4watt
1_ f, 10%, 100 volts
0.15bLf, 10%, 35 volts
1000 pf,10%, 200 volts
8300 pf, 2%, 300 volts
1000 pf, 10%,200volts
750 pf, 5%, 300 volts
5.0 peak-to-peak
15
2
0.12
5.0
3.0
0.05
6.0
0.05
5
1.8
1.2
6
40
22
0.2
24
0.2
0.25
22
5
4
2.5
22
5
3
24
0.5
0.15
0.02
2.8
3.3
1
1
4.1
0.5
2.1
5.4
12
1.3
4
I
0.8
0.7
8
9
3.6
1.6
2.5 <10
2.3 <lO
0.04 <10
0.31 <10
16.5 <10
3 <10
0.05 <10
24.6 <10
0.025 <10
10.5 <10
i0 <i0
14.4 <10
7.8 <10
160 64
22 <10
0.16 <10
17 <10
1.6 <10
2.3 <10
78 31
8 <10
<i0
<i0
ii
<i0
<i0
<i0
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TABLE F-8
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 8624826 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Designation
C7
C8
C9
C10
Cll
CR1
Type
8447748-1
CK05CWl02K
CK05CWl02K
CK05CW102K
CK06CW222K
Rating
1_ f, 10% 100 volts
1000 pf, 10%, 200 volts
1000 pf, 10%, 200 volts
1000 pf, 10_,200 volts
2200 pf, 10_, 200 volts
4
3
24
22
1
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
4
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
4
CE =+2.5
BE =-7
Current
{milliamperes)
Average
Power
(mil]iwatts)
11.7
11.7
1.4
1.4
1.8
1.8
20
3.6
3.6
1.3
1.3
2.4
2.4
2O
5
CR2 1N916
CR3 1N916
CR4 1N916
CR5 1N916
CR6 1N916
CR7 1N2032
CR8 1N916
CR9 IN916
CR10 1N916
CRII 1N916
CR12 1N916
CR13 1N916
CR14 IN2032
Q1 2N943
1N916 250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 raw at 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 °C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
25 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
750mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250 raw at 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
750mwat25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 250° C
ambient
Voltage
(volts)
19.5
19.5
2.3
2.3
3.0
3.0
5
6
6
2.1
2.1
4
4
5
2
Percent
Rated
Stress
< 10
< 10
12
11
< 10
16
16
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
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TABLE F-8
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 8624826 (Continued)
Designation
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Part Description
Type
2N943
2N930
2N722
2N930
2N930
2N722
2N718A
2N718A
2N498
2N1244
2N943
2N943
2N930
2N722
2N930
Rating
250 mw at 250 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 250 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mwat25 ° C
ambient
4 watts at 25 ° C case
1 watt at 25 ° C ease
Voltage
(volts]
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
Stress Analysis
2N930
2N722
2N718A
300 mw at 25 ° C BE
ambient C E
EC = 2.5
BE = -3.5
EC =5
BE = 0.75
EC =6
EB = 0.5
EC = 3.5
EB = 0.6
EC =4
EB = 0.6
EC = 25
EB = 0.5
CE = 30
BE =0.5
CE = 30
BE = 0.6
CE = 30
BE = 0
BE = 0.75
CE = 30
BE = 5
CE = 3 peak
BE = 1.5
CE = 3
BE = 0.5
CE = 5
BE = 0.6
CE=5
=0.6
_3.5
300mwat25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
BE = 0.5
CE = 4
BE = 0.5
CE = 25
BE =0.9 peak
CE = 35
Current
Imilliamperes)
1
<1
16
2.1
0.6
1.1
3.7
2
19
3.7
1.1
0.5
<0.1
2.8
1
5.4
0.8
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
2.5
<5
96
7.4
2.4
27.5
111
60
570
111
3.3
1.5
<0.5
14
3.5
21.6
28
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
24
<10
<10
<10
24.5
]2
14
11
<10
<10
<10
<10
< 10
<10
< 10
<10
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TABLE F-8
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 8624826 (Continued)
Designation
Q2O
Q21
Q22
Part Desaiption
Type
2N718A
2N498
2N1244
Rating
500mwat25 ° C
ambient
4 watts at 25 ° C case
1 watt at 25 ° C case
Voltage
(volts)
BE =0.6
CE = 35
BE =0.6
CE = 35
BE = 1
CE = 40
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
140
280
360
Percent
Rated
Stress
28
<10
36
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TABLE F-9
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION PROGRAMMER, 1753014
Designation
R1
R2*
R3
R4*
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R16
R17
R19
R20
R21**
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
R33"
Part Description
Type
RC07
8977939-193
RC07
8977939-193
8977933-318
8977933-318
RC07
8977933-289
RC07
RC07
RC07
Rating
4700_, 1/4 w
1000_, 1/4 w
2200_, 1/4 W
1000_, 1/4 w
20 K_, 1/8 w
20 Kt'_, 1/8w
33 K i"i, 1/4 w
10 K_, 1/8 w
47001"_, i/4 w
120 K_, 1/4w
10 Kt'_, 1/4 w
RC07
RC07
8447750-5
8447750-5
RC07
8977933-269
RC07
8977949-193
8977933_234
8977933-234
8977933-269
8977933-314
RC07
8977939-193
8977933-330
8977933-234
8447750-50
8447750-50
8977939-193
180 K_, 1/4 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
25 K_, 1 w
25K_, lw
180 K_, 1/4w
6.19K_, 1/8w
120 Ki'_, 1/4 w
1000_, 1/4 w
2.67 K_"i, 1/8 w
2.67 K_, 1/8w
6.19K_, 1/8w
18.2Kn, 1/8w
75 K_, 1/4 w
1000_, 1/4 w
26.7 Kl'_, 1/8w
2.67_, 1/8w
25K_, lw
25 K_'i, lw
1000_, 1/4 w
Stress Analysis
Voltage
(volts}
8
13 max
6.5 peak
Current
(milliamperes)
1.7
13 max
3 peak
12
ii
ii
17
12
4.5 peak
12max
0.55
0.55
0.52
1.2
0.94
12
5
20.5
5
20
20
20
6
11
12
6
5
1
5
7
6
11
2.1
20
20
12
0. I
0.5
0. ii
0.5
0.8
0.8
0. ii
1
<0. i
12
2.18
1.9
0.13
0.27
<0.1
6
0.41
0.79
0.8
0.8
12 max
Average
Power
(milliwafts)
14
169 max
19
144 max
6
6
9
14.4
4
1.2
2.5
2.3
2.5
16
16
2.2
6
10
21
13.5
9.5
0.13
1.4
<i
36
4.5
1.7
16
16
144 max
Percent
Rated
Stress
<i0
34
<i0
29
<i0
<i0
<i0
12
<i0
< 0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<10
<10
<10
<10
11
<i0
<10
<10
< 0
14
<i0
10
<10
<i0
29
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TABLE F-9
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION PROGRAMMER, 1753014 (Continued)
Part Oesaiption Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
R34
R35"
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R47
R48
RS0
R51
R52
R53
R54
R55
R57
R58
R59
R60
R61
R62
R63
R68
R75
R76"*
RC07
8977939-193
8977933-318
8977933-318
RC07
8977933-289
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8447750
8447750-5
RC07
8977933-269
RC07
8977939-193
8977933-234
8977933-330
8447750-5
8447750-5
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8977933-289
8977933-318
8977933-269
2200_, 1/4 w
1000_, 1/4 w
20 K_, 1/8 w
20 K_, 1/8 w
33K_, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/8 w
4.7 K_, 1/4w
120K_, 1/4w
i0 K_, 1/4 w
180K_, 1/4w
I0 KQ, 1/4 w
25K_, lw
25K_, lw
180K_, 1/4w
6.19 K_, 1/8w
75 K_, 1/4 w
1000_, 1/4 w
2.67K_, 1/8w
26.7K_, 1/8w
25K_, lw
25K_, lw
2.7 K_, 1/4w
6
12
11
11
14
13
4
12
5
20
6
20
20
20
5
6
6
2.5
12
20
20
2.6
2.7 K_, 1/4w
6.8 K_, 1/4w
6.8 K_, 1/4w
6.8 K_, 1/4w
6.8 K_, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/8 w
20 K_, 1/8 w
6.19K_, 1/8w
26
10 peak-to-peak
10 peak-to-peak
10 peak-to-peak
5.3
Test Point
10 peak-to-peak
13 peak-to-peak
2.8
12 max
0.55
0.55
0.5
1.3
0.8
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.11
0.8
0.08
6
0.94
0.45
0.8
0.8
0.97
0.97
1.5 peak
1.5 peakl
1.5 peak
17
144 max
6
6
6
17
3.5
1.2
2.5
2.2
3.6
16
16
2.2
4.1
<1
36
2.4
5.4
16
16
2.5
25
15 peak
15 peak
15 peak
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
29
<10
<10
<10
14
10
<0
<10
<0
10
<10
<10
<0
<10
< 0
14
<0
<10
<10
<10
<10
10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-9
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION PROGRAMMER, 1753014 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R77
R78
R79
R80
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C8
C9
C10
Cll
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR7
CR8
CR9
CR10
CR12
CR13
CR14
CR15
CR16
CR17
RC07
8977933-281
8977933-330
RC07
8987915-6
8987915-6
CK05CW102K
8987915-6
8987915-6
8987915-6
8987915-6
8987915-6
8924416-131
CK05CW102K
470 K_, 1/4 w
8.25 K_, 1/8W
26.7K_, 1/8W
i.i K_, i/4w
120 pf, 200 volts
120 pf, 220 volts
0. 001 _f_ 200 volts
120 pf, 200 volts
120 Pfr 200 volts
120 pf, 200 volts
120 pf_ 200 volts
120 pf, 200 volts
6200 pf, 300 volts
0. 001 _f, 200 volts
IN2039
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
IN916
1N916
750 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
7
12 peak-to-peak
20
5.5
i0
12
14
4
ii
ii
i0
13
8
18
-5.5
+0.4
-6
0.5
-5
-4.5
-17
-5
-9
-9
-6
-9
-9
-7
<i0
<i0
12
ii
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<I0
<i0
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-9
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION PROGRAMMER, 1753014 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (miUiamperes) (milliwattsl
CR18
CR19
CR20
CR21
CR23
CR25
CR26
CR27
QI
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q1O
Qll
Q12
Q13
IN916
IN916
IN916
IN916
IN916
IN747
IN916
IN916
2Nl132
2N916
2N916
2N869
2N943
2N943
2N916
2N916
2N916
2N916
2N916
2N916
2N869
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
400 maat 25 °C
ambient
75 ma max at 25 ° C
75 ma max at 25 ° C
600 mwat25 °C
ambient
360mwat 25 °C
ambient
360 mwat 25 °C
ambient .
360 mwat25 °C
ambient
250 mwat25 ° C
ambient
250 mwat 25 °C
ambient
360 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360mwat25 °C
ambient
360 mwat25 °C
ambient
360 mwat 25 °C
ambient
360 mwat25 ° C
ambient
360 mwat25 °C
ambient
-6
0.5
-6
0.5
-9
2
0.8
0.8
EB=0.8,
CE=4
EB=-0.8, O.4
CE=I2, 0.5
EB=-0.8, 1.2
CE=I2, 0.3
EB=0.5, 6
CE=6, 11
EB=0.5, 10
CE=0, 11
EB=0.5, 10
CE=12, 0.6
EB=0.5, 5
CE=3, 14
EB=-5
CE=-14. 5
EB=-5
CE=-12
EB=-5.5
CE=-5.5
EB=-0.8
CE=-II. 5
EB=O. 8 to -i. 1
CE=I, 12
EB=7
CE=5.5, 6.5
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<lO
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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iTABLE F-9
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION PROGRAMMER, 1753014 (Continued)
Designation
QI4
QI5
QI6
QI7
QI8
QI9
Part Description
2N943
2N943
2N916
2N916
2N916
2N916
Type Rating
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
*Approximately 50% duty cycle
**Approximately 14% duty cycle
t
Voltage
(volts}
EB=0.4
CE=0.4
EB=0.4
CE=I. 1
EB=5
CE=I. 5, 2.7
EB=5.5
CE=2.2, 2.7
EB=0.7, -0.6
CE=6.3, 5.5
EB=+6.0, -0.5
CE=-10
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
F-26
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TABLE F-10
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY G1 REGULATOR, 1753177B
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes| Imilliwatts| Stress
R1
R2*
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13"*
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26.*
R27
R28
R29"*
R30**
8977933-384
8977933-261
RC07
8977933-385
8977933-353
RC07
8977933-293
8977933-97
847750-4
847750-5
8977933-243
8977933-243
RC07
RC07
8977933-369
RCO7
8977933-369
8977933-326
8977933-371
8977933-328
8977933-289
8447750-3
8977933-269
8977933-281
8977933-289
8977933-377
8977933-409
8977933-365
100 K_, 1/8 w
5.11f_, 1/8w
120 K_, 1/4 W
102 Kf_, 1/8 W
46.4 K_, 1/8w
82 K_, 1/4 w
11K_, 1/Sw
100n, 1/8 w
10K_, lw
25K_, lw
3.32 Kl't, 1/8w
3.32K_, 1/8w
470 K_, 1/4 w
1 Meg,, 1/4w
68.1 K_, 1/8w
100 K_, 1/4w
68.1Kn, 1/8w
24.3 K_, 1/8w
73.2 K_, 1/8 w
24. 3 K_, 1/8w
i0 K_, 1/8 w
5Kn, lw
6.19K_, 1/8w
8.25 K_, 1/8 w
10 K_, 1/8 w
84.5 K_, 1/8 w
182 K_, 1/8 w
61.9 K_, 1/8w
Test Point
9 peak-to-peak
9 peak
22 peak
14 peak
5.5 peak
13 peak
1.5 peak
10 peak
4 peak
11.5 peak
7 VDC avg. plus
7 peak
1.0
l.O
30
2.5
25
3.5
28
7
14
7
4.5
15 to 25
4
7
20 to 26
6 to 18
<10
13
<10
<10
<10
<10
12
18
peak
<10
<10
32
peak
18
<10
<10
11
25
<10
<10
<10
<lO
<10
<10
<10
30
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-IO
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY G1 REGULATOR, 1753177B (Continued)
Designation
R31"*
R32
R33
R34"*
R35"*
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
R50
R51
R52
R53
R54
R55
R56
R57
R66
R67
Part Description
Type
8977933-325
847750-5
8977933-329
Rating
23.7 K_, 1/8 w
25 K_, 1 w
26.1 Kt'_, 1/8 w
8977933-384 100K_, 1/8w
RC07 56 KS1, 1/4 w
8977933-384 100 K_, 1/8 w
RC07 10 K_, 1/4w
Voltage
(volts)
6 to 26
10
10
70 to 100
50
Test Point
2.5 peak-to-peak
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC0 7
RC07
RC07
RC20
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RW59
RC07
RC07
RC07
91 K_'i, 1/4w
3.3 Meg t'i, 1/4 w
47 K_, 1/4w
2.4Meg,, 1/2w
2.4Meg,, 1/2w
2.4 Meg,, 1/2 w
2.4 Meg,, 1/2 w
3.3Meg,, 1/2w
18 K_, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/4 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
10 K _'i, 1/4 w
01 K_, 1/4 w
3.3 Meg,, 1/4w
47 K_, 1/4 w
1K_, 1/4w
100 K_, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/4w
1_, 3w
39 K_, 1/4 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
270 K_, 1/4w
20 peak
19
3.0
3.5
2.0
2.0
2 peak
20 peak
10
3.0 peak
Test Point
1.4
0.1
25
2.5 peak-to-peak
5
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
Percent
Rated
Stress
ii
<i0
<i0
40
max
<i0
<10
<i0
<10
<i0
<10
<i0
<i0
<I0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<I0
<i0
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TABLE F-10
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY G1 REGULATOR, 1753177B (Continued)
Designation
R68
R69"*
R70
R71
R72
R73
R74
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CI0
CII
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C19
C20
C21
CRI
CR2
Part Description
Type
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
CP09AIKE
154K
8412778-41
8412778-76
8412778-76
CK06CWl03K
CK06CWl03K
8412778-41
8412778-50
8412778-53
8412778-44
8914319-316
8914319-316
CK06CWl03K
8412778-10
8412778-10
8412778-19
8412778-61
8412778-61
1N457
1N457
Rating
18K_, 1/4w
1000_, 1/4 w
330 K_, 1/4 w
330 K_, 1/4w
75 K_, 1/4 w
24 K_, 1/4 W
20 K_, 1/4w
0.15 #f, 400 volts
4. 7 Df, 35 volts
22 Df, 15 volts
22 Df, 15 volts
0.01 Df, 200 volts
0.01/_f, 200 volts
4. 7/_f, 35 volts
i00 _f, 20 volts
47 /_f, 35 volts
2.2 Bf, 35 volts
47 pf, 500 volts
47 pf, 500 volts
0.01 _f, 200 volts
15/af, 20 volts
15 _f, 20 volts
47 _f, 6 volts
22 _f, 35 volts
22 _f, 35 volts
200 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
200 mw at 25o C
ambient
Voltage
(vol_)
45
9 peak
3 peak
9 peak
3.5 peak
1.6 peak
1.0
280
5
3.5
7 peak
7 peak
7 peak
0.8
14
25
4
19
45
2
2.6
i.i
12
i0
-I. 4 peak
2 peak
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
Percent
Rated
Stress
45
15
11
peak
<10
<10
<10
<10
70
<10
33
23
<10
<10
20
peak
<10
40
71
<10
<10
23
10
13
18
34
29
<10
<10
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TABLE F-10
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY G1 REGULATOR, 1753177B (Continued)
Part Description
Designation Type
CR3 IN457
CR4 IN457
CR5 IN457
CR6 IN746A
CR7 IN962B
CR8 IN457
CR9 IN457
CRI0 IN457
CRII IN457
CRI6 IN645
CRI7 IN3041B
CRI8 IN916
CRI9 IN916
CR20** IN963
Q1 2N930
Q2 2N718A
Q3 2N722
Q4 2N722
Q5 2N930
Stress Analysis
Rating
200 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
200 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
200 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C case
200 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
200 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
200 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
200 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 ma max at 25 ° C
ambient
1 w at 25 ° C case
205 mw at 25 ° C case
VoLtage
(volts)
0.6
O. 6 peak
O. 6 peak
-1.6
I0
2.5
3.0
Current
(milliamperes)
2.0
+0.7
-70
7O
+0.7
-12
250 mw at 25 ° C case
500 mw at 25 ° C case
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C case
270 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
270 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
+0.4
12
BE=0.4
CE=3 to 6
BE=7.5
CE=12
BE=2 peak
CE=3 peak
BE=0.5
CE=25
BE=0.25
CE=18
0.5
9
<1
<1
<4
<1
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
10
1
7O
6.3
<54
< 3
<12
12
<18
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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oTABLE F-10
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY G1 REGULATOR, 1753177B (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) Imilliamperes] (mill(watts]
500 mw at 25 ° C caseQ6
Q7
Q8
Q9
QlO
QI1
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q18
2N718A
2N930
2N1656
2N722
2N1656
2N1656
2N930
2N722
2N930
2N722
2N930
300 mwat 25 °C
ambient
250 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
270 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
250 mwat25 °C
ambient
250 mwat 25 °C
ambient
300 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
270 mwat25 ° C
ambient
300 mwat25 °C
ambient
270 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
300 mwat 25 °C
ambient
*Square wave
**50% duty cycle
***Less than50% du_ cycle
BE=0.4
CE=I. 2
BE=0.5
CE=16
BE=(}. 5
CE=20
BE=0.5
CE=18
BE=6
CE=50
BE=0.7
CE=25 to 75
BE=0.5
CE=10
BE=0.5
CE=8
BE=0.5
CE=9
BE:0.5
CE=I. 5
BE=0.5
CE=25
1
0.3
1
0.25
1 peak
0.2
<1
1.5
4.8
20 peak
13
25 peak
<2
1.5
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<ZO
<ZO
<10
<10
<10
<10
<ZO
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TABLE F-1 1
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY VIDEO
AMPLIFIER, 1754284,
Designation
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
Part Description
Type
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
Rating
47K_, 5%, 1/4w
47K_, 5%, 1/4w
10 K_, 5%, 1/4w
5100C_, 5%, 1/4w
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
8447750-3
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
4.7K_, 5%, 1/4w
47 K_, 5%, 1/4w
68_, 5%, 1/4 w
1500_, 5%, 1/4w
5 K_
6200_, 5%, 1/4 w
39n, 10%, 1/4 w
10001"_, 5%, 1/4 w
360"0_, 5%, 1/4 w
1500_, 5%, 1/4w
47K, ±5%, 1/4w
47K, ±5%, 1/4w
220_, ±5%, 1/4 w
6200_, ±5%, 1/4 w
4700_, 4-5%, 1/4 w
220_, _-5%, 1/4 w
4301"_, 4-5%, 1/4 w
47_, *5%, 1/4 w
i0 K_, ±5%, 1/4 w
56 Ki_, _5%, 1/4 w
i00 Ki'_, :_5%, 1/4 w
100 K_, ±5%, 1/4 w
100 K_, *5%, 1/4 w
I0_, :_5%, 1/4 w
27 Ki'_, *5%, 1/4 w
1753157, OR 1753189
2.5
2.5
18
4.2
1.9
0.6
0.05
0.25
0.75
10
0. 025
7
3
11.0
0.6
1
0.25
11
6
0.3
5
0.65
18
5
5
5
0.1
6
Voltage
(volts)
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
<0.1
0.06
1.8
0.8
0.4
<0.1
0.7
0.2
0.2
1.6
0.6
7
0.8
7.5
<0.1
<0.1
1.1
1.8
1.3
1.4
11.6
13.8
1.8
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
10
0.22
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
<1
<1
32.5
3.4
0.8
<1
<1
<1
<1
16
<1
49
2.5
8O
<1
<1
<1
19.5
8
<1
58
9
33
<1
<1
<I
<1
1.3
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
13
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
2O
<10
32
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
23
<10
13
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-11
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY VIDEO
AMPLIFIER, 1754284, 1753157, OR 1753189 (Continued)
Port Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Oesignation Type Rating Ivolts| (milliamperes) Imilliwatts) Stress
R30
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47"
R48
R49
R50*
R51
R52
R53"
R54
R55"
R56
R57
R58
RC 07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
4.7K_, :b.5%, 1/4w
33 K_, *5%, 1/4 w
5600_, ±5%, 1/4 w
2200_, _5%, 1/4 w
6
5
2 peak
1.5
1.3
0.15
0.36
0.68
RC 07
RC 07
RC07
RCO7
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC 07
RCO7
RC07
RC07 1.2 K_, _5%, 1/4 w
844750-3 5KN, 0.8wat 70 °C
RC07 II Kf_, -5_, I/4 w
8200_, _5%, 1/4 w
10 K_, _5%, 1/4 w
18o_, _%, 1/4 w
10_, *5%, 1/4 w
10 K_, *5%, 1/4 w
470_, :_5%, 1/4 w
4.7 K_, -+-5%, 1/4 w
10 K_, ±5%, 1/4 w
3.3K_, _=5_, 1/4w
10 K_, :_=5%, 1/4 w
3 peak
10
0.75
0.01
10 peak
2.5
12
12
10
5
7.5
3.5
5.5
0.37
1
4.2
1
1
5.3
2.6
1.2
3
0.5
6.3
0.7
5
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
6.2 Ki'_, *5%, 1/4 w
10 K_, *5%, 1/4 w
10 K_, _5_, 1/4 w
20 K_, *5%, 1/4 w
3.3K_, _5%, 1/4w
27 K_, *5%, 1/4 w
47 K_, ±5%, 1/4 w
270 K_, _5%, 1/4 w
6.2 K_, ±5%, 1/4 w
6.2Kg$, _5%, 1/4w
8.2 K(_, :_-5%, 1/4 w
3900('$, *5%, 1/4 w
10
10
0.
5
3
10
65
7.0
0.75
6
6.5
20
0.7
1.6
1
<0.1
0.25
1
0.37
0.15
<0.1
1
1.1
2.4
0.2
7.8 <10
<1 <10
<1 <10
<1 <10
<1 <10
10 <10
3.1 <10
<1 <10
I_ 10
13.4 <10
31 12
14.4 < 10
3 <10
2.5 <10
47 19
2.5 <10
27.5 11
16 <10
10 <10
<1 <10
1.3 <10
3 <I0
3.7 <I0
1.1 <10
<1 <10
6 <10
7. 1 <10
48 20
<1 <10
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TABLE F-11
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY VIDEO
AMPLIFIER, 1754284, 1753157, OR 1753189 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts} Stress
R59
R60
R61
R62
R63
R64
R65
R67
R68
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
Cll
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C20
RC07
RC07 15 K_,
560_, _-5%, 1/4 w
_-5%, 1/4 w
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC07 I00 K_
RC 07 6.2 K_
RC07 22 K_,
10 Kt2, ±5%, 1/4 w
1K_, *5%, 1/4w
100 Kn, :_5%, 1/4 w
18 K_, +5%, 1/4 w
, _-5%, 1/4 w
, 4-5%, 1/4 w
±5%, 1/4 W
2
0
7.5
28
0
10
12
8412778-95
8412778-95
8412778-70
CK06
8414319-340
8412778-95
8412778-95
8412778-95
8412778-7
8414319 -340
8412778
8412778-95
8412778-95
8914319-316
C P09A IK_B
I04K3
8914319 -341
8412778-30
8987915-25
8412778-30
6.8 #f, ±20%, 35 volts
6.8 #f, ±20%, 35 volts
1 #f, ±20%, 35 volts
3300 pf, 200 volts
470 pf, 300 volts
6.8 #f, ±20%, 35 volts
6.8 /zf, ±20%, 35 volts
6.8 bff, *20%, 35 volts
2.2 /_f, =_20%, 35 volts
470 pf, 300 volts
4.7 #f, ±20%, 35 volts
6.8 _f, ±20%, 35 volts
6.8 pf, ±20%, 35 volts
47 pf, ±5%, 400 volts
0.1 pf, ±10%, 100 volts
510 pf, ±5%, 300 volts
40 pf, ±20%, 10 volts
0. 0047 pf, ±10%,
200 volts
4.0 #f, ±20%, 10 volts
7.5
14
6.8
2
11.5
11.5
7.5
12
11
11
11
9.0
12
2O
20
10
6
2.0
10.7
0.33
0.2
0
<0.1
1.6
0
1.6
0.55
64
1.6
<1
0
<1
45
0
16
6.6
26
<10
<10
<10
<10
18
<10
<10
<10
21
40
19
<10
<10
33
21
34
31
<10
31
26
34
<10
20
<10
60
<10
6O
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TABLE F-11
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA
AMPLIFIER, 1754284, 1753157, OR
ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY VIDEO
1753189 (Continued)
Pad Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (voltsl (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
C23
C24
C25
C26
CRI
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR7
CR8
CR9
CRI0
CRI1
CRI2
CR13
CRI4
CR15
CR16
CR19.
8{}14319-316
8412778-7
8412778-95
8412778-58
1N755AZ
1N755AZ
1N963B
1N 757A
1N963B
1N916
1N916
1N457
1N457
1N459
1N457
1N758A
1N459
1N457
1N968B
1N916
47 pf, :e5%, 500 volts
2.2 /_f, 4-20%, 20 volts
6.8 _f, ±20%, 35 volts
68 _f, _20%, 15 volts
400 mw at 25" C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25* C
ambient
400mwat25 °C
ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambienl
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
100maat25 °C
ambient
75 ma at 25" C ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
100 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
400 mw at 25* C
ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
and 250 mw max
di s sipation
2.5
6
AC 5 peak-to-peak,
11 Total
AC --1.2on 2 DC
7.5
7.5
12
9
11
+0. 7
+0. 7, -10
+0. 7
+0. 6, -5
-7.5
-10
-10
+0.7
-7
+0.7
-7
19
+0.7
-6
1
15.2
15, 2
11.6
11.6
3.5
3.5
1.6
2.4
1
1.1
10.7
peak
3
7.5
114
182
105
128
<2.5
2.5
1.1
24
<1
1
202
peak
2,1
<10
30
31
20
<10
28.5
45.5
26
32
<10
<10
<10
<lO
<10
<10
<10
<lO
<10
51
peak
<10
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ELECTRICAL
Designation Type
CR20* 1N916
CR18"* 1N746A
CRIB* IN747B
Q1 2N930
Q2 2N930
Q3 2N930
Q4 2N930
Q5 2N930
Q6 2N930
Q7 2N943
Q8 2N916
Q9 2N916
QlO 2N943
Qll 2N722
Q12 2N930
Q13 2N916
Q14* 2N916
STRESS
TABLE F-11
ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY VIDEO
AMPLIFIER, 1754284, 1753157, OR 1753189 (Continued)
Rating
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
and 250 mw max
dis sipation
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 _ C
ambient
300mwat25 ° C
ambient
300mwat25° C
ambient
300mwat25 ° C
ambient
300mwat25 ° C
ambient
300mwat25 ° C
ambient
300mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
1.2wat 25 ° C case
1.2wat 25 ° C case
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
220mwat25 ° C
ambient
300mwat25 ° C
ambient
1.2wat 25 ° C case
1.2 w at 25 ° C case
Stress Analysis
+0.7
-7.5
3.3
3.6
Voltage
(volts}
BE= 0.6
CE--4
BE= 0.6
CE= 7.5
BE-- 0.6
CE= 7.5
BE= 0.6
CE= i0
BE_ 0.65
CE= i0
BE= 0,7 to -4
CE=6
BE-- 0.6 to -6.5
CE = -12,5
BE= 1.25+
CE= 12.5
BE = -2.7
CE = +12
BE = -9 peak
CE -- +7, -I0
BE = +0.6
Current
[milliamperes)
2.4
2.4
0.4
0.8
0.8
1.1
CE =+7
BE = -5 peak
CE -- +6.3 peak
BE = +0.75
CE = +0.75
BE = -6
CE--+6
Average
Power
(milliwatts]
Part Description
2.1
8
8.7
1.6
6.0
6.0
11
1.4 14
1.8 11
1.3 8
5.3 66
4.2 51
0.5 5
6.3 44
1 6.3
1 O. 75
1 6
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
20
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-11
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY VIDEO
AMPLIFIER, 1754284, 1753157, OR 1753189 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
QI5
QI6
Q17
QI8
2N722
2N930
2N916
2N943
*Used in partial-scan camera video amplifier only.
**Used in full scan video amplifier only.
220 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
1.2 w at 25 ° C case
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
BE=+0.5, -3
CE --+12.5
CE --15
BE =+0.5
CE = +28
BE =+0.65
BE = -4
CE = +0. 15
1.1
0.2
1.6
13.7 < 10
3 <10
45 <lO
- <10
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TABLE F-12
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY HIGH-VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1753007
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) {milliwatts) Stress
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R8
RI0
RII
RI2
RI3
RI4
RI5
RI6
RI7
RI8
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R33
R34
RB17
8977933-218
8977933-261
8977933-289
89 77933 -261
8977933-128
8977933-184
8977933-289
8977933-229
8977933-289
8447750 -1
RC 07
RC20
RC 07
8977939-293
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
8977939-285
RC07
RC20
RC07
8977939-293
RC07
RC07
RC07
8977939-285
RC07
RC07
20C_, 1/2 w
1820_, 1/8 w
5.11K_, 1/8w
10 K_, 1/8 w
5.11K_, 1/8w
200_, 1/8 w
806_i 1/8 w
10 K_, 1/8 w
2.37K_, 1/8w
10 K_, 1/8 w
I00_, 1 w
22 K_, 1/4 w
1 K_, 1/2 w
12 K_, 1/4 w
11 KO, 1/4 w
470i_, 1/4 w
4.7 Ki'_, I/4w
4.7K_, 1/4w
9.09K_, 1/4w
22 K_, 1/4 w
1 K_, 1/2 w
12 K_, 1/4 w
11 K_, 1/4 w
470_, 1/4 w
4.7K_, 1/4w
4.7K_, 1/4w
9.09K_, 1/4w
39 K_, 1/4 w
2.7 K_, 1/4w
1.8
3
16
20
3.5
1.5
6
10
10
10
0.7
5.5
0.06
11
11.5
1.8
2.5
8
5
0.1
11
11
1.3
2,5
8
3.5
2
90
1.7
3.1
2
<1
<8
7.5
1
4.2
1
7
<0,5
1
1
<0.5
0.5
<1
1
1
0,5
<1
162 32
5 <10
50 40
40 32
2, 4 <10
<12 <10
44.5 36
10 <10
42 34
10 <10
5 <10
<1 <10
<10
10 <10
12 <10
<10
<I <i0
1.3 <10
9 <10
- <10
- <10
10 <10
10 <10
<10
- <10
1.3 <10
9 <10
- <I0
- <I0
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TABLE F-12
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY HIGH-VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1753007 (Continued)
Parl Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
R51
R52
R53
R54
C7
C8
C9
CI0
C13
C14
C16
C17
C18
RC07
RB58
RB58
8977939-197
RC07
RC07
RC07
RB56
8447750-3
8977933-384
8977933-384
8977939-125
8977933-
8977939-125
8977933-361
8977933-169
RC32
RC07
RC 07
CK06CW103M
C L45BH400SP3
CK06
CL45
1729503-1
1751107-1
C L45
CK06
HP5B30D1
39 K_, 1/4 w
500 K_, 2 w
500 K_, 2 w
1.1K_, 1/4w
39 K_, 1/4 w
39K_, 1/4w
39 K_, 1/4 w
5K_, 0.15w
5K_, lw
100 K_, 1/8 w
100 K_, 1/8 w
196_, 1/4 w
16.4 KL_to 150 K_,
selected at 1/8 w
196_, 1/4 w
56.2 K_, 1/8 w,
selected value
562_, 1/8 w
1000_, 1 w
lOO_, 1/4 w
5.6 K_, 1/4w
0.01 #f, 200 volts
40/_, 30 volts
0.01 #f, 200 volts
40 #f, 30 volts
0. 001 #f, 1500 volts
0.01 #f, 1600 volts
100 #f, 30 volts
3900 pf, 200 volts
5 #f, 30 volts
3
500
500
12
8
24
18peak
6
4.5
Test Point
Test Point
1.1 peak
8
18
0.5 peak
5.6
20
20
20
20
1000
1000
18
3.5
16
1
1
1.1
0.6
1.2
0.5
20.4
18
5
1
<10
500 40
500 40
127 52
- <10
15 <10
- <10
7.2 <10
- <1o
<10
<10
- <10
<4 <10
81.5
324
2.5
5.5
33
<I0
<10
32
<10
<10
10
67
10
67
67
63
60
<10
53
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TABLE F-12
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY HIGH-VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1753007 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts} Stress
CRt6
CR19
CR20
CR21
CR22
CR25
CR26
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q2o
8447747-1
(1N1530A)
1N816
1N816
1N816
1N816
8447747-1
(IN1530A)
1N 765
8447743-1
(2N389)
2Nl132
2N722
2N 718A
2N 718A
2N722
2N 722
2N 722
2N 722
2N 718A
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
150mwat25 ° C
ambient
150mwat25 ° C
ambient
150mwat25 ° C
ambient
150mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
85 w at 25 ° C case
600 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
500mwat25 ° C
ambient
8
+0.6
+0.6
+0.6
+0.6
BE _-
CE=
BE=
CE--
BE=
CE=
BE -
CE--
BE=
CE=
BE =
CE=
BE=
CE_-
BE --
CE---
BE=
CE=
BE =
CE_
0.6
8.5
0.6
22
0.6
14.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
13.5
0.6
14.5
0.6
5
0.6
6
0.6
21
0.6
7
11
1
1
1.1
<5
100 peak
2
3.1
0.5
88 35
0.6 <10
0.6 <10
- <10
- <10
9 <10
<10 <10
850 <10
44 <10
15 <10
2 <10
14 <10
15 <10
25 <10
6 <10
21 <10
3.5 <10
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TABLE F-12
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY HIGH-VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1753007 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Q26
Q28
Q29
Q3O
Q31
Q33
2N718A
2N71aA
2N718A
2N718A
2N722
2N722
2N718A
2N1656
2N1656
2N71aA
2N1613
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25" C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 maw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25" C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
800 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
BE-, 0.6
CE--6
BE= 0.7
CE= 1.8
BE-- 0.5
CE=5
BE,, 0.6
CE = 20
BE:, 0.6
CE=7
BE= 0.6
CE,, 7
BE--- 0.5
CE--- 8o0
BE:, 0.4
CE ffi 21
BE= 0.4
C E :, 35 peak
BE= 0.4
CE--8
BE:. 0.6
CE= 3.0
0.5
20.4
2
1
i
0.5
1
0.6
0.6
I
5
3
38
10
20
7
3.5
8
13
<20
8
15
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-13
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY CONVERTER POWER SUPPLY, 1754122
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
, Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) , (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R3*
R4*
R5
R6*
RS*
R9*
Rll
R12*
C2
C5
C6
C8
CR3
CR6
QI**
L1
L2
T1
T2
RC20
RC07
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC07
RC 32
RC 32
C L45
C L45
C L45
8924416-310
1N645
1N645
2N 1486
2N 1486
2N 1486
100 _, 1/2 w
22 i'_, 1/4 w
1800 _, 1/w
120 _, 1/2 w
180 n, 1/2 w
22 _, 1/4 w
5.6 K_, lw
120 i'_, 1/2 w
60 Df, 50 volts
25 pf, 50 volts
100 pf, 30 volts
1000 pf, 500 volts
600 mw max at 25 ° C
ambient
600 mx max at 25 ° C
ambient
25 w at 25 ° C case
25w at 25 ° C case
25w at 25 ° C case
3
0.5
26
2.5
2.8
0.5
23
2.5
26
23
22
25
+0.75, -1.8
+0.8, -0.2
BE -- 0.6, -5
CE -- 50
BE = 0.6, -5
CE -- 50
BE = 0.6, -5
3
23
14.5
2O
8
23
4.1
20
2N1486
2N1485
8701590-263
8701590-263
1175301-1
1175301-2
25wat 25" C case
25wat 25 ° C case
I rating -- 760 ma
R= 0.65
I rating -- 760 ma
R-- 0.65
Toroidal Transformer
Toroidal Transformer
CE= 43
BE-- 0.6, -5
CE= 43
BE-- 0.6 DC
CE=4
0.3DC
0.3 DC
14.5
4.1
92
92
Not Ascertained
Not Ascertained
I
188
188
188
*Square wave
**ApproximateIy ,50% duty cycle
9
14
375
52
11
14
94
52
11.4
3.3
90
90
180
180
750
NA
NA
18
<10
38
10
<10
<10
<10
10
52
46
73
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-14
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY LOW-VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1754123B
Part Description Stress Analysis
Oesignation
RI*
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
RI0
RI1
R12
R13
RI4
RI5
R16
RI7
R19
R20
R21"*
R22
R23"**
R24"**
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
Type
RC07
RC07
8977933-1
8977933-
8977939-24
RC07
8977939-26
RC07
RC 07
RC20
RC20
8977933-
8977933-
8977939-241
RC 07
8977739-261
RC 07
RC07
RC 07
8447750-5
RC20
RC 07
RC07
RC20
RC20
RC20
8977933-384
RC07
RC 07
Rating
220 f_, 1/4 w
220 Ft, 1//4 w
10 _, 1/8 w
10 f_, 1/8 w
3.16 Kt'_, 1//4 w
4. 7 K_, 1//4w
5.11 Kf], 1//4w
220 f_, 1/4 w
220 f_, 1//4 w
2.7 K_, 1/2w
1.8 KN, 1/2w
196 f_, 1//8 w
90.9 _, 1//8w
3.16 Ki'_, 1//4w
4.7 Ki'_, 1/4w
5.11 Kt_, 1//4w
39 K_, 1//4 w
470 f_, 1//4 w
470 t_, 1/4 w
25 K_, ww lw, P51
360 K_, 1/2 w
270 _, 1//4 w
270 _, 1//4 w
130 K_, 1//2 w
4.7_, 1/4w
4.7 _, 1//4w
100 Kt_, 1//8 w
470 _, 1//4 w
470 n, 5%, 1/4 w
Voltage
(volts)
Peak 3
Avg. d-c 1
0° 01
6
0.8
5.5
2 peak-to-peak
26
20
0.1
0.1
6.5
0.5
6
42
1.5 peak
1.5 peak
25 d-c +50 peak
290 peak
0,5 d-c + 4 peak
1.0 d-c + 4 peak-
to-peak
115
1 peak-to-peak
1 peak-to-peak
Test Point
1.2 d-e + 9 peak
1.2 d-c + 9 peak-
to-peak
Current
(milllamperes}
13.7peak
1.0
1.9
0.17
1.08
9.1 peak
9.6
11.1
0.51
1.1
2.06
0. 106
1.17
I. 08
3.2
3.2
4 peak
0.81
52 peak
3.52 peak
0. 113
106
106
19.2 peak
19.2 peak
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
4.1
0.01
11,4
O. 136
6.0
18 peak
25O
222
0.05
0. II
13.4
0. 053
7.02
45.5
4.8
4.8
5.0
235 peak
43.4
52.2
13.0
53
53
4.8
4.8
Percent
Rated
Stress
40
<lG
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
5O
44
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
18
<10
<10
<10
47 peak
17.5
21
<10
21
21
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-14
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY LOW-VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1754123B (Continued)
Designation
R31
R32
R33
R34
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5A
CSB
C7
C8
C9
CI0
Cll
C12
C13
C14
C15,_
C16_
CR1 o
CR2 *
CR3 *
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
CR8
CR9
CRI0
Part Description
Type
847750-5
RC 07
8977933-384
RC20
C L45
C L45
C L45
C L45
1175388-2
1175388-2
8980848-576
8980848-576
8980848-514
8980848-514
CL45
C L45
C L48
C L45
CK06
UDM
1N3189
.1N3189
1N3189
1N3189
1N827
1N816
1N3189
1N3189
1N3189
1N3189
Rating
25 Ki_, 1 w
51 Ki2, 1/4 w
100 K_, 1/8 w
360 K_, 1/2 w
170 Df, 15 volts
100 pf, 30 volts
170 pf, 15 volts
100 pf, 30 volts
0.22 pf, 1500 volts
0.22 pf, 1500 volts
0.15 pf, 600 volts
0.15 pf, 600 volts
0.15 pf, 200 volts
0.15 pf, 200 volts
60 pf, 50 volts
40 /jr, 75 volts
40 _f, 75 volts
40 pf, 75 volts
3900 pf, 2000 volts
2700 pf, 1500 volts
50
1.8
2.5
290
7
6
7
6
95O
950
290
28O
120
115
25
30
48
32
50
260
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
6.0
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
Voltage
{volts}
peak
Stress Analysis
Current
{milliamperes)
2
0.035
0.025
0.8 peak
300
300
300
300
9
1.2
300
300
300
300
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
100
0.06
0. 063
232
240 peak
240 peak
240 peak
240 peak
54
0.7
240 peak
240 peak
240 peak
240 peak
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
4 7 peak
47
47
47
2O
63
63
48
47
6O
58
50
40
64
43
25
17
12
12
12
12
22
<10
12
12
12
12
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TABLE F-14
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY LOW-VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1754123B (Continued)
Oes_nation
CRII
CRI2
CRI3
CRI4
CRI5
CR16
CRI7
CRI8
CRI9
CR20
CR21
CR22
CR23
CR24
CR25
CR26
CR27
CR28
CR29
CR30
CR31
CR32
Part Description
Type
IN827
IN816
PS2419
IN648
IN648
IN648
IN648
1N646
1N646
IN646
1N646
8982499-1
1N645
8982944-1
LN645
8982944-1
1N645
8982944-1
1N645
8982944-1
1N645
8982944-1
1N645
8982944-1
1N645
8482944-1
1N645
8482944-1
_N645
8482944-1
1N645
8482944-1
LN645
Rating
400 mw at 25 ° C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
400 mw at 25°C ambient
Voltage
(volts)
6.0
0.6
+4, -1200
+1,
+I
+1
+I
+I, -120
+1, -120
÷I, -120
+1, -120
+0. 7, -28
+0.7, -28
*0. 7, -28
*0. 7, -28
_. 7, -36
40. 7, -36
_0. 7, -36
+0. 7, -36
*0.7, -50
+0.7, -50
_. 7, -50
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
9
1.2
1.2
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
22
22
22
22
105
105
105
105
100
100
100
100
2.6
2.6
2.6
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
54
0.7
5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
2
2
2
2
75
75
75
75
7O
7O
7O
7O
18
18
18
Percent
Rated
Stress
22
<10
< 10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<2O
<20
<20
<20
<20
<20
<20
<20
<10
<10
<1o
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TABLE F-14
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY LOW-VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1754123B (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Voltage Current
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes)!
+0.7, -50CR33
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
L1
L2
L3
L4
8482944-1
1N645
2N722
2N1485
2N7184
2N1485
2N722
2N718A
1X3000L
1X3000L
1X3OOOL
1X3000L
400 raw at 25°C ambient
270 mw at 25°C ambient
9.4 w at 25°C ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C ambient
9.4 w at 25 ° C ambient
270 mw at 25°C ambient
500 mw at 25°C ambient
BE-- 0.6
CE = 6.0
BE = 0.7
CE- 0.8
BE = 0.4
CE= 5.0
BE= 0.6
CE= 0.9
BE = 0.6
CE= 5,0
BE = 0.6
CE= 5,0
2.6
13.7
1000
1
1000
9
1
NOT ASC
Average Percent
Power Rated
(milliwatts) Stress
18 <10
82 30
800 <10
5 <10
800 <10
45 17
5 <10
ERTAINED
*10% duty cycle
**5% duty cycle
***7.5% duty cycle
tl% duty cycle
$square wave
050% duty cycle
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TABLE F-15
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION PROGRAMMER, 1754253
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15"
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
RC 07
RC07
RC07
8977933-269
8977933-318
8977933-269
8977933-289
RC07
RC07
8977933-346
RC07
RC07
8977933-193
RC07
1100_, 1/4 w
4700_, 1/4 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
6190_, 1/8 w
20K[_, 1/8w
6190_, 1/8 w
10 K_, 1/8 w
6.2 KN, 1/4w
6.2 K_, 1/4w
39.2 K_, 1/8 w
39 K_, 1/4 w
120 K_, 1/4 w
1 K_, 1/8 w
100 K_, 1/4 w
1000_, 1/4 w
2670_, 1/8 w
26 Kf_, 1/8 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
6.2 Kf_, 1/4w
15 Ki'_,1/4 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
6200_, 1/4 w
15 KO, 1/4 w
33 K_, 1/4 w
1 K_, 1/4 w
1K_, 1/4w
18.2K_, 1/8w
2K_, lw
25 K_, 1 w
33 Ki_, 1/4 w
8977939-193
8977933-234
8977933-330
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8977933-314
1700383-5
1700383-9
RC07
6
7
Test
12
8.5
5
3
7
5.5
12.5
1
13
0.8
18
2 VDC plus 12 peak
2.5
22
12
12
11
16
18
10
10
4
6
12.5
2
6.5
5
5.45
1.5
Point
1.95
0.425
0.83
1.5
0.85
0.32
0.8
12 peak
1
0.83
1.2
2
7.5
1.6
3
0.67
0.33
4
6
0.69
32.7 13
10.4 <10
<10
23.3 19
3.5 <10
4 <10
-- <10
10.4 <10
5 <10
0.3 <10
-- <10
-- <10
0.64 <10
-- <I0
18 <10
2.4 <:10
18.4 15
14 <10
24 <10
8 <10
25.6 <I0
54 21
7 <I0
3 <I0
16 <10
36 14
8.6 <10
-- <I0
1.7 <10
-- <I0
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TABLE F-15
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION PROGRAMMER, 1754253 (Continued)
Part Description StressAnalysis
Designation
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
C1
C2
C3
C4
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
Type
RC 07
RC 07
1700383-9
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
1700383-9
RC 07
RC O7
RC 07
RC 07
1700383-7
1700383-9
CK05
CK05
CK05
CK05
1N916
1N2039B
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
Rating
1 Kt], 1/4 w
6801"_, 1/4 w
25 Kf_, I w
4300_, 1/4w
15 K_, 1//4 w
120 K_, 1//4 w
100 Ki2, 1/4 w
1 Ki], 1//4 w
1 K_, 1//4 w
25 Kl], 1 w
120 K_, 1//4 w
100K_, 1/4w
51 K_, 1//4 w
100 Kfl, 1//4 w
lO Ki'_, lw
25 K_, 1 w
0. 001 Df, 200 volts
120 pf, 200 volts
0. 001 Dr, 200 volts
6200 pf, 200 volts
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
750 mw at 25°C
250 mw at 25 °C
ambient
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
250 mw at 25_C
ambient
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
Voltage
(volts)
5
5
18
4
30
20
11
0.2
0.3
20
20
11
18
10
20
20
17
3
17
11
+0.5, 7.0
20
+0.5, -I0.0
+0.4, -ii.0
+0.5, -16
+0.6, -7.0
Current
(milliamperes)
5
7.35
0.72
1
2
0. 167
0.11
0.8
0. 167
0.11
0.4
2
0.8
1.5
2 plus 12
peak
2 plus 12
peak
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
25
37
15
4
6O
3.3
1.2
16
3.3
1.2
6.4
4O
16
0.5
30
6 peak
5 peak
2.5
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
15
<1o
<10
24
<1o
<10
<1o
<10
<1o
<10
<10
<1o
<10
<1o
<10
<1o
<1o
<10
<1o
<10
<10
<1o
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-15
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION PROGRAMMER, 1754253 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
40.5, -15CR7
CR8
CR9
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
QI2
Q13
Q14
*10% duty cycle
i
1N916
USAF 1N645
USAF 1N645
2N2432
2Nl132
2N916
2N2432
1175999
(2N943)
2N869
2N916
2N2432
1175999
1175999
2N2432
2N2432
2N2432
1175999
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
600 mw at 25°C
ambient
600 mw at 25°C
ambient
300 mw at 25°C
ambient
600 mw at 25°C
ambient
360 mw at 25°C
ambient
300 mw at 25°C
ambient
250 mw at 25_C
ambient
360 mw at 25°C
ambient
300 mw at 25°C
ambient
300 mw at 25 °C
ambient
250 mw at 25_C
ambient
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
300 mw at 25 °C
ambient
300 mw at 25°C
ambient
300 mw at 25°C
ambient
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
+0.7
40.7, -5.5
BE = -10, +0.7
CE = 11.5
BE= 0.6
CE=4.0
BE= 1.2
CE=5.5
BE = I0
CE= 9
BE=4.5, -0.7
CE-- 0.9
BE= 0.9
CE --- 12
BE = -3.5, 40.8
CE = 11.5
BE= 0.7, -1.5
CE= 7.5
BE= 7.5
CE=4.0
BE= 5.0
CEffi 6.5
BE= 5.5
CE -- II. 0
BE _ 11, 0.6
CE= 0.5
BE = 11.5
CE= 0.5
BE -- 16
CE= 0.6
lpeak
12 peak
12 peak
2 peak
5.5
1
12 peak
2
2
6
1
1
1
7.5
12
10
10
0.5
8.4
8.4
1.4
3.3
1.2
7.2 peak
2
2
25
1
1
1
5
7
5
5
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-16
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 1754360
Designation
R1
R2
R5
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R15
R16*
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21"*
R22"
R23
R24
R25"
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
R31
R32
R33
Part Description
Type
RC 07
RN65
RN65
RN65
RC 07
8977933-66
RC 07
8977939-239
8977933-66
Rating
5
10
5
4
3
0,3
5
4
0.04
StressAnalysis
8977939-209
RC 07
8977939-147
RC 07
8977939-258
8977939-289
RC 07
RC 07
8977939-339
RC20
RC20
RC 07
RN75C
RC 07
RN65C
RC 07
RN65C
RN65C
RN65C
RN65C
10K_, 5%, 1/4w
5,11K_, 1/4w
2.37 K_, 1/4w
100 K_, 1/4 w
100 K_, 5%, 1/4 w
47.5 _, 1/8w
1.5K_, 5%, 1/4w
3.01K_, 1/4w
47.5 _, 1/8w
Voltage
(voTts)
Current
[milliamperes]
0.5
2
7
3.3
6.2 max1.47K_, 1/4w
1K_, 5%, 1/4w
332 C_, 1/4 w
27 _, 5%, 1/4w
4.75 Kt'_, 1/4 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
22K_, 5%, 1/4w
270 _, 1/4 w
33.2K_, 1/4w
27 l'_, 1/2 w
27 _, 1/2 w
4.7K_, 5%, 1/4w
511 t'_, 1 w
6.2 K_, 1/4w
2.37 K_, 1/4w
6.2 Kl"_, 1/4w
2.37K_, 1/4w
1.0 K_, 1/4w
1.0 K_, 1/4w
100 K_, 1/4 w
5to9
5
0to 4
0.02 to 0.12
5
45
24
0.5
+24 to -24
1.6 peak
2.2 peak
+20 to -20
+5to -7
1.7
7.5
8
3
3.5
8
5
12 max
4.5 peak
1.1
<1
60
81
50 peak
14 peak
3.1
3.3 peak
3.0 peak
3.5 peak
Average
Power
milliwatts)
2.5
20.
2
16.5
55 max
25
24
200 peak
28
18
96 peak
180 peak
103
96 peak
24
27
9
13
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<1o
<10
<1o
<10
<1o
<10
22
<1o
<10
<1o
<10
4O
11
<10
<10
19 peak
36 peak
41
<10
<10
<10
<10
11 peak
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-16
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 1754360 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) {milliwatts)
NC07R34
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
RS0
R51
• R52
R53
R54
R56
R59"*
R60
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
8977933-66
RC07
8977939-239
8977933-66
8977939-209
RC07
RC07
8977939-147
RC07
8977939-258
8977939-289
RC07
-RC07
8977939-339
RC20
RC20
RC07
RN75C
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
1729236-1
1729236-1
1729236-1
8412778-87
VK30
1171712-3
100 K_, 1/4 w
47.5 _, 1/8 w
1.5 Kl], 1/4w DC
3.01 K_, 1/4w
47.5 _, 1/8 w
1.47 K_, 1/4w DC
i00 f_, 1/4w
2.2K_, I/4w
332 n, 1/4 w
100 Q, 1/4 w
4.75 Kt'_, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/4 w
22 K[_, i/4w
270 _, 1/4 W
33. 2 Kf_, I/4w
27 _, 1/2 w
27f_, i/2w
6.2n, 1/4W
316 _ • 1 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
10Kfl, 1/4w
560 _, 5%, I/4 w
1.5 K_, 1/4w
30 _, 5%, 1/4 w
3.0 bLf, 150 volts
3.0 _f, 150 volts
3.0 _f, 150 volts
1.0 /2f, 35 volts
6200 _f, 200 volts
10,000 Df, 100 volts
2
0.5
5
3.5
0.10
6
5
0.8
5
4O
22
0.2
22
0.5
0.5
27 peak-to-peak
+3.5 to -6
0.1
15 peak-to-peak
8
8
8
6
22
6
3
3.3
1.5
2
4
2.3
2.4 peak
1.1
4 peak
1
<1 peak
<1 peak
18
18
2.2
19 peak
Test Point
Test Point
<1
10 peak
m_
0.5
17
4.1
0.2
24
11
2.4
5.5
160 peak
22
<i
<22
9
9
59
79
<1
50
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
< 10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
64
peak
<10
<10
<10
<10
< 10
23
<10
<10
<10
<10
¢10
<10
< 16
<11)
<10
17
11
<10
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TABLE F-16
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER,
CAMERA ELECTRONICS
1754360 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
C7
C8
C9
CI0
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
CRI
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
CR8
CR9
CR10
CR11
CR12
CK05
8914319 -345
CK05
CK05
CK05
CK06
1171712-3
8914319 -336
CK05
1N916
1N916
1N645
1N645
1N916
1N916
1N2032
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1000 pf, 200 volts
750 pf, 300 volts
1000 pf, 200 volts
1000 pf, 200 volts
1000 pf, 200 volts
2200 pf, 200 volts
10,000 pf, 100 volts
330 pf, 100 volts
6.2 pf, 200 volts
250mwat 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
600mwat25 ° C
ambient
600mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
750mwat 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
3
50 peak
25
25 peak
3
1.5
6
+25 to -25
22
0.7
0.7
0.65
0.65
0.7
0.7
4
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.75
<7
<7
<6
<6
<6
<6
1
<5
<5
<5
<3
<6
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
4
<5
<5
<5
<5
<5
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
17
13
13
<10
<10
<10
25
11
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-16
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 1754360 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Designation
CRI3
CRI4
QI
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
QlO
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Type
1N916
1N2032
2N943
2N930
2N722
2N930
2N930
2N722
2N1893
2N1893
2N498
2N 1244
2N943
2N943
Rating
250 mw at 25" C
ambient
750 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 _ C
ambient
800 mw at 25 ° C case
800 mw at 25* C case
4wat25"C case
lwat 25"C case
0.7
4
Voltage
(voltsl
250 mw at 25 _ C BE =
ambient C E --
250 mw at 25 ° C BE =
ambient C E =
BE=+3, -0.4
CE= 10
BE =+0.6
CE=6
BE = +0.6
CE=6
BE= 0.6, -2.5
CE=4
BE=+0.7
CE=4.5
BE=+0.6
CE ffi 24
BE:+0.6, -7
C E = 50 peak
BE = 0, 6, -3 max
CE= 50
BE-- 0.6
CE= 50
BE = ]2.5, -1.8
CE= 50
0.6, -5
0.5, -7.5
0.6, 8
0.5, 8
2N930
2N722
2N930
2N930
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
BE=+0.6, -3
C E -- -5, -6 peak
BE= 0.8, -0.7
CE-- 5, -6peak
BE= 0.6
CE=4
BE = 0.6 to -2.5
CE= 4.5
Current
{millinmperesl
<6
5 peak
2 peak
6
12 peak
1
12 max
1
1.8
Average
Power
Imilliwatts)
<5
20
1
3.6
72
4
54
24
93
4.5
18
81
<0.1
3
2
2.4
225
900
145
3 peak 1.5
3.5 peak 2.2
<1
18
8
11
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
4O
<10
<10
18
<10
18
<10
12
27
23
14.5
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-16
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY DEFLECTION AMPLIFIER, 1754360 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating [volts] (milliamperes} (milliwatts]
Q18
Q19
Q2o
Q21
Q22
2N 722
2N718A
2N718A
2N498
2N1244
*Approximately 50% duty cycle
**Square wave
***30% dut'cycle
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
500mwat 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25* C
ambient
4wat25 ° C case
lwat25 ° C case
BE-- 0.6
CE= 25
BE= 0.6, -0.3
CE= 40
BE = 0.6, -6
CE= 50
BE= 0.6, -0.3
CE= 40
BE = 0.6, -1
CE = 15, 54
1.1
1 peak
4
18
18
28
4O
40
72O
27O
Percent
Rated
Stress
<IO
<I0
<IO
18
27
F-54
Designation
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R18
R19
R20
TABLE F-17
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY G1 REGULATOR; 1753178
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
Part Description
Type Rating
Stress Analysis
Voltage
(volts)
Current
{milliamperes)
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
_7
8977933-384
8977933-384
RC07
RC 07
8977940-437
RC07
8977940-437
8977933-281
8977933-289
8977933-377
RC07
RC 07
8977933-269
8447750-5
RC07
8977940-429
8977933-325
8977933-365
8977933-409
RC07
8977933-365
8447750-5
844749-1
8977933-421
RC20
RC20
100K_, 1/8w
100 K_, 1/8 w
180 K_, 1/4 w
300 K_, 1/4 w
432 K_, 1/2 w
8200_, 1/4w
432 K_, 1/2w
8250_, 1/8w
i0 K _, 1/8 w
84.5 K_, 1/8 w
1 Meg,, 1/4w
470 K[2, 1/4 w
6190 _, 1/8w
25K_, lw
100K_, 1/4w
294Kn, 1/2w
23.7 Kgi, 1/8_
61.9 K_, 1/Sw
182 K_, 1/8 w
100 K_, 1/4 w
61.9 K_, 1/8w
25 K[_, lw
2OO K_
243 K_, 1/8 w
2.4 Meg,, 1/2 w
350 volts
2.4 Megf_, 1/2 w
6
8
300
6
350
15 to 25
1 to 10
25
1
1.5
2
35
2.5
250
6 to 25
5 to 18
20 to 52
70 max
15
8
40
120
320
220
Test Point
Test Point
0.70 210
0.73 4.4
0.81 283
I. 82 to 51
3.04
1 10
0.3O 7.5
0.32 0.65
1.4 49
0.85 220
0.38 to 1.6 to 2_
1.1
0.08 to 0.4to 5.2
0.29
0.11 to 2.2 to
0.14 3.4
0.70 49
0.24 3.6
0.32 2.5
0.2 8
0.50 60
0. 144 40
0. 096 20
Percent
Rated
Stress
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
42
< 10
57
42
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
43
<10to
21 max
< 10
< 10
20 ma_
< 10
< 10
< 10
48
< 10
< 10
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TABLE F-17
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY G1 REGULATOR; 1753178 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts} Stress
R28 RC20 180 0.075 17 < i0
R29
R30
R31
R32
R33
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
R50
R51
R52
R53
R55
R56
R57
R58
R59
R60
R61
C1
C2
C3
RC20
RC20
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RW59
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
CP09
CP09
8412778-76
2.4 Meg', 1/2 w
350 volts
2.4 Meg,, 1/2w
3.3 Meg,, 1/2 w
18 K_, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/4w
10K_, 1/4w
10 Kt'_, 1/4w
75K_, 1/4w
3.3Meg,, 1/4w
47 Kt2, 1/4w
10Kl_, 1/4w
100 K_, 1/4w
3.3 Meg,, 1/4w
4.7 K_, 1/4w
1K_, 3w
1K_, 1/4w
I0 K_, 1/4 w
39 K_, 1/4 w
i00 K_, 1/4w
18 Ki_, i/4w
330 K_, i/4w
330 K_, 1/4w
330 K_, 1/4w
75 K_, 1/4 w
24K_, i/4w
43 K_, 1/4 w
0.033 pf_ 600 volts
0.015 _f, 600 volts
22 _f, 15 volts
3.5
290
3.5
3
6.3
2
10
10
6.3
3
25
8
6.3
5
27.5
45
5
7
3
1
1.5
295
295
6
0.2
0.3
0.63
0.13
0.3
0.25
0.14
150
0.5
0.7
Test Point
2.5
<i0
<10
7 < i0
1 <10
4 < i0
<i0
1.3 <10
<i0
<i0
1 <i0
6.25 < i0
<10
1 <10
22 <10
- < 10
2.5 <10
19 <10
<10
112 45
- <10
- <10
- <10
- <10
- <i0
- <10
49
49
4O
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TABLE F- ! 7
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY G1 REGULATOR; 1753178 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Designation
C4
C5
C6
C7
CIO
CII
C12
C13
C14
C15
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
CR11
CR12
CR13
CRI4
CR15
CRI6
CR17
Type
8914319-316
8412778-76
CK06
8914319-316
8421778-304
8421778-10
CK06
8421778-61
8421778-61
JANIN457
JANIN457
USNIN978B
Rating
47 pf, 500 volts
22 _,f, 15 volts
0.01 _f, 200 volts
47 pf, 500 volts
180 Df, 6 volts
8421778-10 15 Df, 20 volts
15 _f, 20 volts
0.01, 200 volts
22 _f, 35 volts
22 _f, 35 volts
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
400mwat 25 °C
ambient
JANIN457 75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
JANIN457 75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
USN1N989B 400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
USN1N989B 400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
JAN1N457 75 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
JAN1N457 75 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
JAN1N457 75 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
1N916 75 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
USN1N645 400 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
USAFIN3041 1 w at 25o C case
1N916 75 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
Voltage
(volts)
10
7
70 max
20
1.5
3
4
80
8
10
0.7
4
4.0
Current
(milliamperes)
140
140
+0.6, -7.0
+0.6, -i0
0.6
+0.6 peak, -0.4
-75 peak
75
-0.5
0.24
0.24
0.73
100
4
IR= 0
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
28
0
0
36
36
7.5
300
Percent
Rated
Stress
< i0
47
35 max
<i0
25
15
20
40
23
29
<i0
<i0
<10
< I0
< I0
<10
<i0
<10
<I0
< 10
< 10
<10
30
< 10
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TABLE F-17
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY GI REGULATOR; 1753178 (Continued)
Designation
CR18
CR19
CR20
Q1
Q2
Q3
Part Description
Rating
-10
9
BE
CE
BE
75 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 °C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400mwat25 °C
Q4
Q5
Q6
Type
ambient CE
500 mw at 25 ° C BE
ambient CE
at 25 ° C BE
CE
at 25 ° C BE
CE
at 25o C BE
CE
Q7
QlO
Qll
Q12
Q13
IN916
IN916
IN963
2N916
2N722
2N718A
400 mw
ambient
250 mw
ambient
250 mw
ambient
BE
CE
BE
CE
BE
CE
BE
CE
BE
CE
Voltage
(volts)
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
0.73
Average
Power
(milliwatts}
4.2
23
0.2
0.6
53
11
2.4
1.3
1.34
1.4
2.8
2N722
2N1656
2N1656
2N722
2N930
2N930
2N930
2N722
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
300mwat25 °C
ambient
300mwat 25 °C
ambient
300 mw at 250 C
ambient
220mwat 25 oC
= 2.0, 0.6
=6to0.6
=+0.6 to -0.6
= 0 to 19
=0.6to 0
= 0.6to 0
=0.5
= 25
=1.0
=75
= 8
= 27
=0.5
=8
= 0.6
= 26
= 0.6
= 10
= 0.6
= 10
=0.6
=4
0.32
0. 025
0.32
0.3
0.05
0. 134
0.14
0.7
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
6
<i0
<i0
21
<i0
< 10
<i0
<i0
< i0
<i0
F-58
TABLE F-1B
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY SHUTTER AND LAMP DRIVE, 1753099D
Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Oesignation (volts) Imilliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7*
R8
R9
R10
RII
RI2
RI3
RI4
R15
RI6
R17
R18"*
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26.
R27"
R28
R29
R30***
Part Description
Type Rating
RC07 6.2 K_, 1/4w
RC07 10 K_, 1/4w
RC07 10 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 3.3 K_, 1/4w
RC32 1 K _, 1 w
RC07 330 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 3.3 K_, i/4w
RC07 120 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 20 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 6.2 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 6.2 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 20 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 120 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 3.3K_, i/4w
RC07 330 K_, 1/4 w
RC07 33K_, I/4w
RC07 1K_, 1/4w
RC20 IK_, 1/2w
RC07 1 K_, 1/4 w
RC20 220 _, 1/2 w
RC07 IK_, 1/4w
RC32 22 _ D 1 w
RC07 820 i'_, 1/4 w
7.5
4
1
5
16
2
+5 to +15
18
12
15
15
11
18
15
2
27
4.5
20
4
3
0.7
1.2
1
1.2
0.4
0.1
1.5
16
4.5 peak
0.15
0.6
2.4
2.4
0.55
0.15
4.5
0.006
RC07
RC32
Type RS-2
Type RS-2
RC32 10 _, 1 w
RC20GF 220 f_, 1/2 w
Type RS-2 1.0 _, 3 w
220 fi, 1/2 w
10 i'_, lw
1.0 i'_, 3w
1.0 i'_, 3w
3.
0.
I.
1.
0.
4
i.
0.82
4.5
20
4
13.7
0.7
55
i. 25
16.0
50
1600
1600
60
18.2
1600
9.0 <i0
1.6 < i0
0. i < I0
7.5 <I0
256 26peak
-- < I0
68 peak 27 peak
2.5 <10
7.2 <10
36 <i0
36 < 10
6.0 < 10
2.5 < 10
67.5 27
0.012 < 10
22 < 10
20 < 10
19 < 10
16 < 10
41.1 < i0
0.49 < 10
66 < 10
1.25 < 10
56 11
25 < 10
122 < 10
122 < 10
36 < 10
72.8 15
225 < 10
F-59
ELECTRICAL STRESS
ASSEMBLY SHUTTER
Part Description
Designation
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35"*
R36
R37
R38
R39
R41***
R42
R43
R44
R45
R46
C1
C2
C4
C6"***
CR1
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
CR8
CR9
CR10
CR11
Type
RC32GF
RC20GF
RC07GF
RC 07GF
RC20GF
RC20GF
RC07GF
RC07GF
RC07GF
RC07GF
RC07GF
RC07GF
RC07GF
RC07GF
RC07GF
8987915 -129
8987915 -129
8412778-10
CS13AD680K
IN916
1N3020B
IN916
1N916
IN916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N538
Rating
22_, lw
220 f_, 1/2 W
1K_, 1/4w
1K_, 1/4w
1 K_, 1/2 w
1Ka, 1/4w
33Ka, 1/4w
10 Kt2, 1/4 w
10 K t'_, 1/4 w
200 _, 1/4 w
2.2 Kn, 1/4w
5.6 K_, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/4 w
68 _, 1/2 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
0.01 pf, 200 volts
0.01 gf, 200 volts
15 gf, 20 volts (150 D)
68 pf, 15 volts
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
1 w at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25o C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 250 C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
750maat 25 oC
ambient
TABLE F-18
ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
AND LAMP DRIVE, 1753099D (Continued)
Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
(volts) {milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
1.0
3
0.8
0.8
20
5
27
0.3
0.3
6
+2.5 to -4.5
-3, +6
15
17 peak
+11 to -10
+ii to - 9
11
0
+0.6, -2
10
+0.7
-13
-13
+0.7
+0.5, -10
+0.4 to +0.6
+0.6, -0.7
-24
45.5
13.6
0.8
0.8
20
5
0.82
0.03
0.03
30
3.2
1.6
1.5
250 peak
Test Point
45.5
40.8
0.64
0.64
19
25
22
0.009
0.009
18
11.2
14.4
22.5
400 (P)
27 (F)
1.2 <1
16 160
3 2.1
3 2.1
1 9
1 1
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
<10
<10
80 (Pl
< 10 (F I
< i0
< 10
< 10
55
< i0
16
< 10
< 10
< i0
< i0
< i0
< 10
< 10
< 10
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TABLE F-18
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY SHUTTER AND LAMP DRIVE, 1753099D (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
6 amps +0.4 to +0.9 1600 maxCRI2
CR13
CRI4
CRI5
CR16
CRI7
CRI9
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
QIO
QI1
QI2
8447742-1
(1N1583)
1N538
8447742-1
(1N1583)
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
2N916
2N916
2N916
2Nl132
2Nl132
8447741-1
(2N1208)
2N697
8447741-1
(2N1208)
8447741-1
(2N1208)
2N697
2N722
8447741-1
(2N1208)
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
6 amps
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient:
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25 ° C ambient
75 ma at 25o C ambient i
360 mw at 25o C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360mwat25 °C
ambient
600mwat25 °C
ambient
600mwat25 °C
ambient
45 w at 25 ° C case
800mwat25 ° C case
45 war25 o C case
45wat25 ° C case
800 mw at 250 C case
270 mw at 25 ° C case
ambient
45 w at 25 ° C case
-24
+0.9
+0.6, -10
+0.6, -4
+0.6, -0.7
+0.6, -1.2
BE =+0.7, "0.9
CE = -12
BE = +0.7, -1.2
CE = 12
BE = +0. 8, -1.2
CE = -12
BE = +0.6, -0.7
CE = -32
BE = -0.9, +3
CE = -22
BE = 0.8
CE = +27
BE =+0.6, 5
CE = 1.8, 32
BE = +1, -0.5,
CE = 32
BE=+I, -0.5
CE = 32
BE = +0.9
CE = 32
BE ffi -0.7
CEffi 5
BE =0.9
CE =0.9to22
1600 max
2.4
2.5
<2 peak
1.5 max
4.5 peak
4.5 peak
20 peak
5
55
18
45
45
18
i. 25
1600 peak
1400 max
1400 max
1.5
1.6
18 max
54 max
54 max
12 peak
ii0 peak
1500
33
1440
1440
33
6.25
1440
Percent
Ra_d
Stress
16
< 10
16
< 10
<10
< 10
< 10
< 10
15
15
< 10
<20
<10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
< 10
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TABLE F-18
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY SHUTTER AND LAMP DRIVE, 1753099D (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Oesignation Type Rating {volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
13.6 peak IQI3
Q14
QI5
QI6
QI8
2NI132
2NI132
2N916
2N722
2N1486
*Square wave
**5% duty cycle
***10% duty cycle
*****Not used in P1 Camera
600mwat 25 °C
ambient
600mwat 25 °C
ambient
360mwat25 °C
ambient
270mwat 25 °C
ambient
25 w at 25 ° C case
BE = +3, -1
CE = 22, 0.7
BE = +5, -5
CE = 32, 0.7
BE = -0.5, +0.8
CE=6, 0.7
BE =0.7
CE =-28, 0.7
BE =+0.8, 0.4
CE = 28, 0.7
20 peak
30
30
250
10 peak
14 peak
21
21
175
Percent
Rated
Stress
< 10
< 10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-19
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VIDEO AMPLIFIER, 1753189B
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes} (milliwatts) Stress
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16*
R17*
R18"
R19*
R20*
R21
R22
R23"
R24"
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
R30
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
8447750-3
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC O7
RC 07
RC O7
RC 07
RC 07
RC O7
RC 07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
47K_, 1/4w
47 K_$, 1/4 w
10K_, 1/4w
5.1K_, 1/4w
4.7 K_, 1/4w
47 KL_, 1/4 w
68_, 1/4w
1.5 K_, 1/4w
5K_, 1/4w
6.2 K_, 1/4w
39 _, 1/4 w
1K_, 1/4w
3.6 K_, 1/4w
1.5 K_, 1/4w
47K_, 1/4w
47 K_, 1/4 w
82L_, 1/4w
6.2 K_, 1/4w
4.7 K_, 1/4w
82 _, 1/4w
430_, 1/4w
47 K_, 1/4 w
3
+2.4
20
2.2
1.8
1.0
1.2
0.5 peak-to-peak
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
RC07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
10K_, 1/4w
56 K_, 1/4 w
100 Kn, 1/4 w
100 K_, 1/4 w
100 KL_, 1/4 w
10_, 1/4w
56 K_, 1/4 w
4.7 KL_, 1/4w
10
0.07 peak-to-peak
7
6
1.2
3
-3 to +2
0 to +0.8
+10 to +13
8
0.5
6
0.6
10 to 20
_5
2
0.15
+6 to -10
-10
1.6
7
1.7
10
1.9
1.7 peak
6
14
2 peak
Test Point
Test Point
Test Point
15
2
-- <10
-- <10
40 16
-- <10
-- <10
-- <10
<10
-- <10
-- <10
16 <10
-- <10
49 20
10 <10
-- <10
-- <10
-- <10
8 <10
24 <10
14 peak <10
3 <10
84 33
-- <I0
23 <10
-- <10
<10
<10
<10
3 <10
-- <10
20 <10
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TABLE F-19
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VIDEO AMPLIFIER, 1753189B (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes} Imilliwatts) Stress
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R37
R38
R39
R40
R41
R42
R43
R44
R45"
R46"
R48"
R49"
R51
R52
R54
R56
R57"
R58"
R59
R60
R61
R62
R63
R64
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC O7
33 K_, 1/4 w
5.6 K_, 1/4w
2.2 K_, 1/4w
8.2 K_I, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/4 w
180 t2, 1/4 w
10 _, 1/4 w
10 _, 1/4 w
470 _, 1/4 w
4.7 Kt"_, 1/4w
10 Ki2, 1/4 w
5
2
1.8
6
10
11
11
RC O7
RC 07
3.3 Kt'l, 1/4w
10K_, 1/4w
RC 07
8447750-.-3
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
1.2 K_, 1/4 w
5K_, lw
11 K_, 1/4 w
10K_, 1/4w
3.3 K_, 1/4w
27 Ki'l
270 K_
6.2 K_
RC07 8.2 K_I, 1/4w
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
3.9 KI'I, 1/4 w
560 1"t, 1/4 w
5.6 K_I, 1/4w
10 Kl'_, 1/4w
1K_, 1/4w
30 K_, 1/4 w
18 K_, 1/4 w
0.4 to 1.2
0.13
9
3.0to 0.6
5
5
9
0.6
0.8
15 max
2.5 max
5 max
5 to 17
1.5
7.0
9 peak
5
7
28
4.5
3.8
2.4
2.4 max
0.7 peak
10
>1
0.56 max
2.1 max
12.5
1.6 peak
0.5
Test Point
1.6
-- <10
-- <10
-- <10
-- <10
-- <10
4 <10
-- <10
-- <10
8 <10
26.4 11
-- <I0
19 <i0
-- <10
96 39
-- <I0
<10
2 <10
-- <10
-- <10
8.4 <10
-- <10
4 <10
15 <I0
-- <10
90 38
14.5 peak <10
<3 <10
<10
-- <I0
43.5 17
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TABLE F-19
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VIDEO AMPLIFIER, 1753189B (Continued)
Pall Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating Ivolts} (milliamperes) Imilliwattsl Stress
R65
R67
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CI0
CII
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
C20
C24
C26
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
RC07
RC07
8412778-95
8412778-95
8412778-70
8987915-25
8914319-340
8412778-95
8412778-95
8412778-95
8412778-7
8914319-340
8412778-24
8412778-95
8412778-95
8914319-316
CP09
8914319-341
8412778-30
8987915-25
8412778-30
8412778-7
8412778-95
IN755A
IN755A
1N963B
1N757A
100 Kf_ , 1/4 w
10Kf_, 1/4w
6.8 btf, 35 volts
6.8 Df, 35 volts
1 pf, 35 volts
4700 pf, 200 volts
470 pf, 300 volts
6.8 Df, 35 volts
6.8 _tf, 35 volts
6.8 _f, 35 volts
2.2 _tf, 20 volts
470 pf, 300 volts
4.7 _f, 10 volts
6.8 _f, 35 volts
6.8 _f_ 35 volts
47 _f, 500 volts
0.1 _tf, 100 volts
510 pf, 300 volts
40 pf, 10 volts
0. 0047 _f, 200 volts
40 _f, 10 volts
2.2/If, 20 volts
6.8 _f, 35 volts
400 mw at 25°C
ambient
400 mw at 25°C
ambient
400 mw at 25°C
ambient
400 mw at 25°C
ambient
10 max
7
15
7
2.5
12
12
8
12
10
11
0.6
10
12
20
20
_5
6
2
6
15
10
7.2
Test Point
1 max
7.2
12
9
2
8
8
15
i0 max
14
58
96
135
< 10
<10
20
43
20
<10
< 10
34
23
34
50
<10
< 10
29
34
<10
20
< 10
60
< 10
60
80
29
< 10
< 15
25
34
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TABLE F-19
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VIDEO AMPLIFIER, 1753189B (Continued)
Designation
CR5
CR7
CR8
CR11
CR12
CR13
Part Description
Type
1N963B'
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N916
1N964B
CRI4 IN916
CRI5 IN916
CRI6 IN968B
CRIB IN946
Q1 2N930
Q2 2N930
Q3 2N930
Q4 2N930
Q5 2N930
Q6 2N930
Q7 2N943
Rating
400 mw at 25°C
ambient
250 mw at 25 °C
ambient
250 mw at 25 °C
ambient
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
250 mw at 25°C
arab lent
400 mw at 250°C
ambient
250 mw at 250 °C
ambient
250 mw at 250 °C
Voltage
(volts)
12
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
15
3 peak
3 peak
-5, +0.5
-i0, +0.5
13
+0.6, +5
+0.6, -i0
<1
<1
1.4
2
2
ambient
400 mw at 250 °C
ambient
400 mw at 250 °C
ambient
300 mw at 250 °C
amb lent
300 mw at 250°C
ambient
300 mw at 250°C
ambient
300 mw at 250°C
ambient
300 mw at 250 °C
ambient
300 mw at 250 °C
ambient
250 mw at 25 °C
ambient
2O
0.6
BE
CE
BE
CE
BE
CE
BE
CE
BE
CE
BE
CE
BE
CE
to 2.1
=0.6
=5
=0.6
=8
=0.6
=8
=0.6
= 12
=0.6
=9.0
=0.6
=9
= 0.6, -0.6
= 12.5
10.4
1
1
1.7
i0 peak
6
2
2
Average
Power
(mi)liwatts)
180
2
2
18.5
2O8
5
8
14
60
54
18
25
Percent
Rated
Stress
45
< 10
<10
< 10
< 10
<10
<10
<10
52
<10
<10
<10
20
<20
<10
10
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TABLE F-19
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CAMERA ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY VIDEO AMPLIFIER, 1753189B (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating {volts) {milliamperes) {milliwatts)
2N916Q8
Q9
Q10
QII
Q12
Q13
QI4
Q16
Q17
QI8
*Square wave
360mwat 24 °C
ambient
BE =+0.8
CE = 12.5
2N916
2N943
2N722
2N930
2N916
2N722
2N930
2N2432
2N943
360mwat24 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
400 mw at 25"C
ambient
300 mw at 25"C
ambient
360 mw at 25"C
ambient
400 mw at 25"C
ambient
300 mw at 25"C
ambient
300 mw at 75"C
ambient
250 mw at 25"C
ambient
BE = 0.6, - 2.5
CE = 12.5
BE = 0.6, -12
CE = 0.7, +7
BE = 0.6
CE=8
BE = 0.6, -7
CE =7°0
BE =0.6
CE =2.0
BE = 0.4, -4
CE -- 0.7, +12
BE =0.6
CE = 15
BE = 0.6, -5
CE = 0. 8, 27
BE = 0.6, -.,4
CE =1.5
4
4.5 max
3 peak
I0
1
1
2
2
2
-2
50
56
<3
80
7
2
1.5
30
1.2
3
Percent
Rated
Stress
14
< 16 max
<lO
29
<10
<10
<10
10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-20
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE VIDEO COMBINER
ASSEMBLY F-SCAN VIDEO SUMMING AMPLIFIER, 1754073C
Designation
R1
R3
R16
R17
R19
R20
R21*
R22
R23*
R24"
R25"
R26"
R27"
R28
R29"
R30
R44
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
RS0
RS1
R52
R53
R54"
R64
R79
RC07
RC07
RC60C
RN60B
RN60B
RC60C
RN60C
RN65C
RN60C
RN60C
RC07
RC07
RN60C
RC07
RN60C
RN60C
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RN60C
RN60C
RC07
Rating
Part Description
Type
8.2 K_, 1/4w
25 Kl-l, 1/4w
10 K¢I, 1/S w
200 _, 1/S w
200 _, 1/8 w
10 K_, 1/8 w
100 i-i, 1/8 w
1 K_, 1/4w
100 l_, 1/8 w
4.32 Kl_, 1/8 w
1.2 K_, 1/4w
100 _, 1/4 w
10.5 K_, 1/8 w
2K_, 1/4w
10.5 K_, 1/8 w
1.3 K_, 1/8w
12 K_, 1/4 w
10 K_, 1/4 w
2.7 Kt'_, 1/4 w
2 Ki'_, 1/4 w
5.1 K_, 1/4w
820 l'_, 1/4 w
1.5 K_, 1/4w
1.5K_, 1/4w
820 _, 1/4 w
5.1 Ki'_, 1/4 w
10 K_, 1/8 w
182 K_, 1/8 w
820 _, 1/4 w
Voltage
(volts)
Test
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
1.6
3.5
2.4
0.025
0. 025
2.4
0.05 to 0.1
1.6
0.05 to 0.1
3 to 5.5
5 to 7.5
0.5 to 0.75
0 to 0. B
0.4
0 to0.8
12
0.12
7
5
7
6
4
4
6
7
0 to 0.75
Point
]
Average
Power
(miIIiwatts}
0.31
0.5
0.625
0.03
0.03
0.62
0.1
2.6
0.1
7
47
5.6
0.064
0.064
12
0. 014
18
12.5
10
44
10
10
44
10
O.056
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
19
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
18
<10
<10
18
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-20
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE VIDEO COMBINER
ASSEMBLY F-SCAN VIDEO SUMMING AMPLIFIER, 1754073C (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
RS0
R83
R84
R85
R86
R87
C2
C4
C7
C8
C9
CR4*
CR7
CR8
CR9
CR10
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
RC07
RC07
RN60C
RC07
RC07
8883168-5
CS13
8914319-316
8924416-307
CL45
CL45
4-1N916's
1N645
1N645
IN645
1N645
2N930
2N930
2N869
2N869
2N869
1K_, 1/4w
3.9 K_, 1/4w
10 K_, 1/8 w
680 K_, 1/4 w
910 _, 1/4 w
200 _, 1/8 w
6.8 Df, 35v
47 pf, 500 v
750pf, 500 v
15/_f, 15 v
15/_, 15 v
75 ma each at 25 ° C
ambient
400maat25 °C
ambient
400 maat 25 ° C
ambient
400 maat25 °C
ambient
400 maat 25 °C
ambient
300mwat25 °C
ambient
300 mwat 25 °C
ambient
360 mwat25 °C
ambient
360 mwat25 °C
ambient
360 mwat 25°C
ambient
5
5.5
0.01
4
2
0.8
5
5
-0.6, -1.8
+0.75, -6
+6, -0.75
+6, -0.7
-6, +0.7
BE =0.6
CE = 4
BE =0.6
CE = 4
BE = 0.65
CE = 9
BE =0.7
CE = 5
BE = O. 95
CE=5
0.5
12
12
12
12
0.6
0.6
11.6
2.2
5
D--
2.5
0.0001
0.9
9
9
9
9
2.4
2.4
100
11
25
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
11
0
0
34
34
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
28 max
<10
<10
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TABLE F-20
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE VIDEO COMBINER
ASSEMBLY F-SCAN VIDEO SUMMING AMPLIFIER, 1754073C (Continued)
Designation
Q10 2N869
Qll 2N869
*Sine wave
i
Part Description
Type Rating
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
Voltage
(volts]
BE = 0.9, +5
CE = 0.25, 7
BE = 0.75, 0.15
CE =0.6, 8
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes]
<1
Average
Power
milliwatts)
<5
4.2
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<i0
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TABLE F-21
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE VIDEO COMBINER
ASSEMBLY ISOLATION AMPLIFIER, 1725508A (F-CHANNEL ONLY)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (mill(watts) Stress
R45
R46
R47
R48
R51
R52
R53
QlO
Qll
8983168-5
8977933-155
8977933-258
RC07
RC 07
8977933-126
8983168-5
2N916
2N869
200 _, I w
402 _, 1/8 w
200 _, 1/8 w
110 _, 1/4 w
110 D, 1/4 w
200 fl, 1/8 w
20On, lw
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360row at 25 ° C
ambient
2
3.5
0.01
0.01
O.01
1.2
BE--1
CE=0.7to6
BE= 0.6
CE = 0.7to 5.5
40
8.7
12
52 peak
52 peak
20 <I0
30 25
-- <I0
-- <I0
-- <I0
-- <I0
14.4 <I0
52 <15
4O II
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TABLE F-22
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE VIDEO COMBINER, TONE OSCILLATOR, 1725507
Part Description
Designation
R8*
R9*
R10
Rll*
R12
R13*
R14*
R22"
R23"
C8
C9
C 10
Cll
C12
C13
C 14
C22
C23
Q3*
Q4*
L2*
Y2
*Sine wave
Type
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
RC 07
8977933-249
8977933-249
8977933-153
8977933-153
8924416 -322
8924416
Mica
Mica
Mica
Mica
Tantalum
Ceramic
Ceramic
2N916
2N916
1175627
1175498
Rating
240 K_I, 1/4 w
39 KS1, 1/4 w
200 _1, 1/4 w
20 KS1, 1/4 w
1 KS1, 1/4 w
3.83K_, 1/8w
3.83K_1, 1/8w
383 _l, 1/8 w
383 _, 1/8 w
3600 pf, 500 volts
Selected, 500 volts
7500 pf, 100 volts
1500 pf, 500 volts
200 pf, 500 volts
1600 pf, 500 volts
0.47 Ill, 35 volts
0, 02 /_f, 30 volts
0.02 Df, 30 volts
360mwat 25 ° C
ambient
360mwat 25 ° C
ambient
i. 12 mh
144 kc
Voltage
(volts)
+4.5
-i
I0 to 14
0.02 peak
1.1
5
0.35
0.5
0.05
0.05
3,5
8
8
8
8
16
2
6
6
BE-- +0, 7to -1.4
CE= 0to 3.5
CE = 1.7to 2.4
+4 to -4
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
0.3
5
0.3
5
Average Percent
Power Rated
(milliwatts) Stress
3.4
25
1
9.5
<1o
<1o
<10
<1o
lO
<1o
<1o
<1o
<10
<1o
<1o
<lO
<1o
<10
<1o
<10
2O
2O
<10
<1o
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TABLE F-23
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL PROGRAMMER
AND CAMERA SEQUENCER DUAL OSCILLATOR, 1703811B
Designation
R1
R2
R3
R6
R7
R8
R9
RI0
RI3
RI4
RI5
RI6
RI7
RI8
R20
R21
R22
R23
R25
R31
R32
R33
R34
R35
R36
R38
R39
R40
R41
R44
Part Description
Type
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC 07
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
RC07
RC O7
RC 07
RC 07
RC07
Rating
1.78K_, 1/8w
2.61K_, 1/8w
2.61K_, 1/8w
5.11K_, 1/8w
2.61Kf}, 1/8w
2.61 Kf_, 1/8 w
1.78K_, 1/8w
5.11Kn, i/8w
39.2Kn, 1/8w
10.0K0, I/8w
3.32 K[_, I/8 w
1.21 Kl'_, 1/8 w
2.37Kf_, 1/Sw
4.22 Kf_, 1/8 w
220 Cl, 1/4 w
I. 8 K_, 1/4w
3.3 K_, 1/4w
33 K_, 1/4 w
6.81K_, 1/8w
39.2 Kf_, 1/8 w
IO. o Kf_, I/8 w
3.32K_, I/Sw
1.21 Kf_, 1/8w
2.37KN, 1/8w
4.22 KC_, i/8 w
220 _, 1/4 w
1.8 K_, 1/4w
3.3 K_, 1/4w
33 K_, 1/4 w
6.2 Kf_, 1/4w
6
4.5
5
10
5
4.5
6
10
9
2.5
3.0
1.5
3.4
8.0
3
14
4.5
15
7
9.0
2.5
3.0
1.5
3.4
8.0
3
14
4.5
15
2
Stress Analysis
Voltage
(volts)
Current
(milliamperes)
3.4
1.7
1.9
2
1.9
1.7
3.4
2.0
0.23
1
1
1.5
2
13.6
7.8
1.5
0.5
1
0.23
1
1
1.5
2
13.6
7.8
1.5
0.5
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
2O
7.6
9.5
2O
9.5
7.6
2O
2O
2
2.7
1.9
4.9
15
41
109
6.1
6.8
7.2
2
2.7
1.9
4.9
15
41
109
6.1
6.8
Percent
Rated
Stress
16
<10
<10
16
<10
<10
16
16
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
12
16
43.6
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
12
16
43.6
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-23
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL PROGRAMMER
AND CAMERA SEQUENCER DUAL OSCILLATOR, 1703811B (Continued)
Designation
R45
R46
R47
R48
R49
R50
R51
R52
1t53
R54
R55
R56
R57
R58
R59
R60
C1
C2
C3
C5
C6
C7
C8
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
Part Description
Type
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933 3.83 K_,
Rating
5
5
11
3.
3.
3.
3.
Stress Analysis
8977933
8977933
8977933
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
8977933
8977933
CP09
CP09
C P09
CP09
C P09
CP09
CS13
1N916
1N916
1N916
IN916
3.83K_, 1/8w
3.83Kf_, 1/8w
19.6K_, 1/8w
3.83K_, 1/8w
6.81Kf_, 1/8w
6.81K_, 1/8w
1/8 w
Voltage
(volts)
5
3.5
5
7
10
7
10
7
3.5
12
8
6
12
8
6
7
+0.7, -7.0
+0.7, -7.0
+0.7, -7.0
Current
[milliamperes]
3.83Kf_, 1/8w
3.83K_, 1/8w
3.83K_, 1/8w
3.0 K[_, 1/4w
1.5Kf_, 1/4w
3.0K_, 1/4w
1.5K_, i/4w
6.81K_, 1/8w
3.83K_, 1/8w
0. 047 /_f, I00 volts
0.1 _f, i00 volts
0.047 b_f, I00 volts
0.047 Df, I00 volts
0.1 _f, I00 volts
0. 047/_f, I00 volts
33 /af, 35 volts
250mwat 25 _ C
ambient
250mwat 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat 25 ° C
ambient
+0.6, -7.0
1,3
1.3
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
1.3
1
1.3
2.3
6.7
2.3
6.7
1
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
Average
Power
(milliwatts}
6.5
6.5
6.7
3.5
1.8
1.8
3.2
6.5
3.2
6.5
16
67
16
67
7.2
3.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
Percent
Rated
Stress
<1o
<10
<10
<1o
<1o
<1o
<1o
<1o
<1o
<1o
<10
27
<1o
27
<10
<10
12
<1o
<1o
12
10
<1o
2o
<1o
<10
<10
<1o
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TABLE F-23
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL PROGRAMMER
AND CAMERA SEQUENCER DUAL OSCILLATOR, 1703811B (Continued)
part Description Stress Analysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
+0, -5CR7
CR8
CR9
QI
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
QS
Q9
QIO
QI1
Q12
L1
L2
Y1
Y2
1N916
IN916
IN916
2N916
2N869
2N916
2N869
2N916
2N916
2N916
2N869
2N916
2N869
2N916
8723001-401
8723001-401
1077463-1
1077463-1
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat 25 ° C
ambient
360mwat25 ° C
ambient
360mwat25 ° C
ambient
360mwat 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360mwat25 °C
ambient
360mwat 25 ° C
ambient
360mwat 25 ° C
ambient
360mwat25 ° C
ambient
360mwat 25 ° C
ambient
360mwat25 ° C
ambient
360mwat 25 ° C
ambient
1.5 mh
1.5 mh
RH-8, 18 kc
RH-8, 18 ke
+0, -6.0
+0.6
BE= 0.6
CE -- 10 peak
BE -- 0.7 to 2.2
CE-- 8peak
BE-- 0.6
CE -- 11 peak
CE--4
BE= 0.7
CE-- 8peak
BE= 0.7
CE= 8peak
BE= 0.6
CE -- 10 peak
BE-- 0.7to2.2
C E = 8 peak
BE= 0.6
C E = 11 peak
CE--4
BE= 0.7
CE=5.5peak
2.6 peak
2 peak
2.4 peak
14 peak
1
4.4
4.4
2 peak
2.4 peak
14 peak
1
1.6
5
11
8O
4
35
35
5.3
11
8O
4
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
22
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
22
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-24
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL PROGRAMMER AND
CAMERA SEQUENCER CONTROLLER MODULATOR, 1753142
Designation
R146
R147
R148
R 149
RI50
RI51
R152
R153
R154
R192
R193
R194
R195
R 196
R197
R198
C26
C28
CR51
CR52
CR53
CR54
CR55
CR56
Part Description
Type
RC07
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RC07
RC07
8977939
8977933
RC 07
8977939
8977933
RC07
RN60B
RN60B
RN60B
RN60B
CS13
150D
IN758A
1N 758A
1N916
2N1871A
IN916
1N750A
Rating
1 K_, 1/4 w
3.3 K_, I/4w
10 K_, 1/4 w
6.8 K_, 1/4w
4.7K_, 1/4w
6.8 K_, 1/4w
1 K_, 1/4 w
19.6 Kt'_, 1/8 w
6.8K_, 1/4w
1 K_, 1/4 w
19.6 Ki'_, 1.8w
150 i'_, 1/4 w
51.1Ki'_, 1.8w
8.25K_, 1/8w
51.1K_, 1/8w
113 K_, 1/8 w
6.8 Df, 35 volts
0.033 _f, 35 volts
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25" C
ambient
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
1.25 amps
4.5
3
24
12
10
12
11
11
0
Voltage
(volts}
14
0
17 max
5max
27max
12max
2
27.5
11
0, +1
Ii
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
4.5
1
2.4
1.8
2.11
1.8
11
0.56
250mwat25 ° C
ambient
400mwat 25 ° C
ambient
CA= 0.8
CG-- 0.8
+I. 0, 0
14 peak
10
0.33
0.61
0.53
0.1
26
6
3
12
11
1.5
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
20
3
57.6
21.2
21
21.2
121
6.2
98max
10
5.7
3
14
10
66
66
3
9.6
11
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
23
<10
<10
<10
48
<10
<10
39
max
<10
<10
<10
<10
11
<10
<10
82
17
17
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-24
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL PROGRAMMER AND
CAMERA SEQUENCER CONTROLLER MODULATOR, 1753142 (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Designation
CR74
CR75
CR76
Q27
Q28
Q37
K2
Type
1N750A
FD300
1N916
2N869
2N1613
2N1613
1077484-1
Rating
400mwat25 ° C
ambient
500mwat25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 _C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
800mwat25 ° C
ambient
800mwat25 ° C
ambient
Contacts Closed -
V Coil
Voltage
(volts)
6
-12
+0.6
BE= 0.7
CE= 0.3
BE= 2.2
CE= 0.8
12
Average
Current Power
(milliamperes) (milliwatts)
4 16
2
2.5
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
F-77
TABLE F-25
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL PROGRAMMER AND
CAMERA SEQUENCER ASSEMBLY, P-CAMERA CONTROLLER, 1753037A
Designation
R30
R31
R32
R279
C3
C13
CR21
CR22
CR23
Q10
Part Description
Type
8977933
8977933
8977933
RC07
CYFM15C
8945696-403
1N916
1N916
IN916
2N916
StressAnalysis
Rating
3.83K_ 1/8w
3.83K_ 1/8w
19.6K_ 1/8w
1.5 Kl_ 1/4 w
1000 pf, 300 volts to
500 volts
5000 pf, 100 volts
250 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
250 mwat 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
Voltage
(volts)
6
1.2
Ii
12
7.0
14
-3.5, +0.6
-5.5, +0.6
-2.5, +0.6
CE = 7.0
BE = 0.75
Current
(milliamperes)
1.57
0.56
8
+0.6
+O. 6
0.6
8
Average
Power
milliwatts)
9.1
6.2
91
0.4
0.4
0.4
6
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
38
2 max
]4
<10
<10
<10
<10
F-78
Designation
R73"
R74
R75
R76
R77
R78
R79
R80
R81
R82
R83
R84
C13
TABLE F-26
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL PROGRAMMER AND
CAMERA SEQUENCER ASSEMBLY P-CHANNEL COUNTER, 1753140
Port Description
Type
C14
CR13
CRI4
NOTE:
8977933-249
RC07
8977933-249
8977933-249
8977933-249
RC07
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
CYFMI5C
CYFMI5C
IN916
IN916
Rating
There are 18 identical
flip-flop circuits in-
cluding steering net-
works and 82 identical
gates. One flip-flop
circuit and one gate
were measured and the
results are recorded
Voltage
(volts}
below.
3.83 K_, 1/8 w
220 _, 1/4 w
3.83 K_, 1/8w
3. 83 K_, 1/8w
3. 83K_, 1/8w
220 _, 1/4 w
2.26 K_, 1/8 w
2.26K_, 1/8w
2.26 K_, 1/8 w
2.26 K_, 1/8 w
11.5 K_, 1/8 w
11.5 K_, 1/8 w
11 peak
0.7
0.07
11 peak
0.05
0.7 peak
7.5 peak
7 peak
6 peak
12 peak
12 peak
12 peak
1000 pf, 300 volts to
500 volts
1000 pf, 300 volts to
500 volts
250 mw at 25°C
ambient
250 mw st 25°C
ambient
11
-13
+0
-10
+0
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
2.9 peak
2.9
3.3
3.1
2.7
5.4 peak
1
Average
Power
(milliwatts}
12
m
31
25
22
16
32 peak
12
12
Percent
Rated
Stress
10
<10
<10
25
<10
<10
20 peat
17 peat
13 peal
52 peat
<10
<10
<10
<1.0
<10
<10
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TABLE F-26
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL PROGRAMMER AND
CAMERA SEQUENCER ASSEMBLY P-CHANNEL COUNTER, 1753140 (Continued)
Part Description
Designation Type
Q13 2N914
Q14 2N914
*40% duty cycle
i
Stress Analysis
Rating
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
360 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
Voltage
(volts)
CE = 0.75, 7.5
BE =0.75, -1.8
CE = 0.75, 7.5
BE =0.75, -1.8
Current
(milliamperes)
5.4 peak
5.4 peak
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
4.1
4.1
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<3.O
F-80
ELECTRICAL STRESS
VOLTAGE
Designation
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
RI0
RI1
R12
RI3
RI4
R15
RI6
R17
R18
RI9
R22
R23
R24
1125
R26
R27
R28
R29
C1
C2
Part Description
Type
RC20
RC20
1175270-3
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
RETOG
RETOG
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
RN65E
RN65E
RN65E
RN65E
RN65E
RN65E
RC20
RC20
RC1OGF392J
RC10GF272J
CL15D
CP09
Rating
6.8 K_, I/2w
3.0 K_, i/2w
500G, 1war 70 °C
7.5 I_'_, 1/2 W
7.5 KG, 1/2 w
1.8 K_, i/2w
2I_, I/2w
IK_, i/2w
1.2 K_, i/2w
0.2 g], 15w
0.2 _, 15 w
150 fl, 1/2 W
11 K_, 1/2 w
2.7 KG, 1/2w
220 _, 1/2 w
1 K_, 1/2 w
1.5 K_, 1/2w
51.1 K_, 1/4w
31.6 K_, 1/4 w
226 K_, 1/4 w
31.6 K_, 1/4w
20 K_, 1/4 w
31.6 K_, 1/4w
10I_, 1/2w
47 G, 1/2 w
3.9 K_, 1/4w
2.7 K_, 1/4w
1000 #f, 36 volts
0.22 _f, 100 VDC
TABLE F-27
ANALYSIS OF THE HIGH-CURRENT
REGULATOR, 1706631E
Stress Analysis
Voltage
(volts)
18.9
8.2
0.13
16.9
16.7
7.8
18.9
3.8
i0
0.45
0.5
1.8
25.9
6.4
4.6
2.4
6.1
3.8
27.9
4.0
1.9
3.0
14
5.5
27.2
25
Current
(milliamperes)
2.78
2.73
0.26
2.25
2.22
4.33
9.45
3.8
8.3
2250
2500
13
2.36
2.36
4.6
1.6
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.095
0.095
3.6
2
Average Percent
Power Rated
(milliwatts) Stress
52.5 <11
22.4 <10
0.026 <10
38.0 <10
37.0 <10
34.6 <10
179 36
14. 5 <10
83.0 17
I000 <10
1250 <10
23.4 <10
61.2 12
15.2 <10
- <10
20.2 <10
3.84 <10
0.73 <10
0.45 <10
3.42 <10
O. 5 <10
0.18 <10
0. 285 <10
- <10
- <i0
50 <10
Ii <10
75.5
25
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TABLE F-27
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE HIGH-CURRENT
VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1706631E (Continued)
Designation
CRI
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
K-I
K-2
Part Description
Type
1709319-1
(CD411)
1N457A
1N945B
1N945B
C50DR309
IN945B
IN945B
2N329A
2N329A
2N329A
2N329A
2N1486
2N1490
2N1490
SCDllDB-36
SCDIIDB-36
Rating
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
100 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
500 mw at 25 ° C
500 mw at 25 ° C
90 amps
500 mw at 25 ° C
500 mwat 25 ° C
390 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
390 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
390 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
390 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
25 w at 25 ° C case
75 w at 25 ° C case
75 w at 25 ° C case
36 volts nominal coil
voltage at 1250 ohms
and 2 amps contact
rating within specifica-
tion.
36 volts nominal coil
voltage at 1250 ohms
and 2 amps contact
rating within specifica-
tion.
Stress Analysis
Voltage
(volts)
8.4
-4
11.7
11.7
11.7
11.7
CE = 2.7
BE = 0.5
BE = 0.54
CE=2.7
BE = 0.6
CE = 14
BE = 0.54
CE = 15
CE = 3
BE = 0.64
CE _4.3
BE = 1.3
CE =4.3
BE = 1.3
Current
(milliamperes)
9.4
2.6
2.6
16000
2
2
2.2
9.45
4
4.6
13
2500
2250
Average
Power
(milliwatts)
79
30
30
24
24
6
26
56
69
69
10800
9700
Percent
Rated
;tress
<i0
<i0
<I0
36
<i0
<10
<10
<i0
15
18
<10
15
14
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TABLE F-27
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE HIGH-CURRENT
VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1706631E (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
AIAIRI
AIAIR2
AIAIR3
AIAIR4
AIAIR5
AIAIR6
AIAICI
AIAIC2
AIAIC3
AIAIC4
AIAIC3
AIAICR]
AIAICR_
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
CS13
CS13
CS13
CS13
CP09AIKB-
104K3
1N645
1N645
470 _, 1/2 W
270 _, 1/2 w
100K_, 1/2w
100K_, 1/2w
100K_, 1/2w
100 KL"/, 1/2 w
0.1 pf, 50 volts
50 _f, 50 volts
50 _f, 50 volts
50 pf, 50 volts
0.1 _f, 100 VDC
400 maat25 ° C
ambient
400 maat 25 ° C
ambient
1
35
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
4
0.35
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.14
peak
4
13
13
13
13
0.4
5 peak
60
60
60
60
36
<10
<10
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Designation
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
TABLE F-28
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSMITTER
POWER SUPPLY ASSEMBLY, 1183526
Part Description
Type
RC32
RC32
RC42
RC42
RC42
RW57
RW57
RHM-25
RHM-50
RH10-200
RH10-200
118P15501014
118P15501014
118P25596T4
118P12602T4
CP09AIKC3341
1709733-502
1709733-502
PS2813
PS2812
PS2813
INII26A
INII26A
INII26A
Rating
470 K_, 1 w
470 K_, 1 w
220 K_, 2 w
220 K_, 2 w
100 Kl_, 2 w
40_, 6.5 w
40_, 6.5 w
250_, 25 w
7_, 50w
200_, 10 w
200_, 10 w
1.5 Dr, 1400 volts at
85 ° C
1.5 _f, 1400 volts at
85 ° C
2.5 _f, 600 volts
12 pf, 200 volts
0.033 pf, 200 volts
40 pf, 50 volts
40 pf, 50 volts
2000 volts piv, Diode
bridge, 150 ma at 4 volts
1000 volts ply, Diode
bridge, 100 ma at 2 volts
2000 volts piv, Diode
bridge, 150 ma at 4 volts
1 w at 25 ° C case
lwat25 °C case
400 volts piv, la at
Voltage
(volts)
560
535
410
420
280
7
7
40 peak-to-peak
8
4
12.5
+1120
-825
+280
+111
100
30
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
11
1.
1.
1.
2.8
175
175
80
1.142
Average
Power
milliwatts)
INII26A
i. i volts
400 volts ply, la at
i. 1 volts
30
+4 -1000
+2 -750
+4 -280
+0.9 -100
+0.9 -100
100
100
135
60
6
3OO
3OO
3OO
3O0
19 0.67
12 0.61
86 0.765
91 0.8
0.784
1.225
1. 225
6.8
9.15
0.78
67.5
3O
24
270
270
Percent
Rated
Stress
67
61
38.3
40
39.2
18.9
18.9
27.2
18.3
40
7.8
8O
59
47.5
55.5
50
60
60
45
3O
<10
27
27
10
10
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TABLE F-28
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSMITTER
POWER SUPPLY ASSEMBLY, 1183526 (Continued)
Designation
CR8*
CR9
CR10
CR11
CR12
Q1
Q2
L-l**
Part Description
Type
IN1381A
1N645
IN645
1N645
1N645
2N2124
2N2124
MIL-T-27A
*Measured under no load conditions
**Square wave
I
Rating
400 volts piv
400 ma at 25 ° C ambient
400 ma at 25 ° C ambient
400 ma at 25 ° C ambient
400 ma at 25 ° C ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
Inductor
Voltage
(volts)
36
60
18
27.5
27.5
BE=16 peak-to-peak
CE=50 peak--.to-geak
BE=16 peak-4.o--peak
CE=58 peak--_o--peak
4
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
Average
Power
(milliwattsl
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
1
1
1
1
<10
F-85
TABLE F-29
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE LOW-CURRENT VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 1708611F
Designation
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R14
C1
CR1
CR2
CR3
Q1
Q2
Part Description
Type
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
Trimpot
RC20
RC20
RC20
RN65
RN65
RN65
RN65
RC20
Vitramon Q
CR4111
1N945B
1N945B
2Nl132
2Nl132
Rating
2 K_, 1/2 w
560_, 1/2 w
1.2K_, 1/2 w
6.8K_, 1/2w
500_, 1 w
3 K_, 1/2 w
1.2K_, 1/2w
56 K_, 1/2 w
20 K_, 1/4 w
31.6 K_, 1/4 w
221 Ki_, 1/4 w
31.6 K_, 1/4 w
27 K_, 1/2 w
0.1#f
250 mw at 25°C ambient
500 mw at 25°C ambient
500 mw at 25°C ambient
600 mw at 25°C ambient
600 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
Voltage
(volts)
19
7.8
11.1
18.5
0.85
7.6
5
6.8
1.9
3
35
5
4.9
34.5
8.4
11.7
11.7
CE=26.5
BE= 0.61
CE= 8.4
BE = 0.65
Stress Analysis
The following portion is on Schematic Drawing No. 1708944
Q1 2N1486 750 mw at 25 ° C CE=12.5
BE=0.71
Current
(milliamperes)
9.5
14
9.2
2.7
2.53
4.17
O. 12
0. i
0. i
O. 16
0.2
9.5
0.3
0.3
O. 12
9.2
360 max
Average Percent
Power Rated
(milliwatts) Stress
180 36
109 22
102 21
50 10
- <10
19.5 < i0
21 <10
6 <10
100 34.5
80 32
3.5
3.5
3.3 <10
78 13
255 max 34
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TABLE F-30
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE TELEMETRY ASSEMBLY A-C AMPLIFIER, 8481476
Part Description Stress Analysis
Designation
R1
1%2
R3
R4
C1
C2
QI
T1
Type
RC20
RC20
RC20
RC20
151D235X9010
WO
151D235X9010
WO
2N336
UTC DO T36
Rating
18 K_, 1/2 w
56 K_, 1/2 w
4.7 Kf_, 1/2 w
3.3 K_, 1/2 w
2.3 _f, 35 volts
2.3 _f, 35 volts
150 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
Voltage
(volts)
22
2
6.2
3.7
3.7
BE = 0.6
CE=23.3
1
Current
(milliamperesl
1.2
1.3
1.1
1.1
Average Percent
Power Rated
(milliwattsl Stress
27 11
- <i0
8.2 <10
4.2 < 10
<10
26
<10
<i0
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TABLE F-30
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE TELEMETRY ASSEMBLY A-C AMPLIFIER, 8481476
Designation
R1
R2
R3
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
CRI
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
L1
L2
L3
T1
Part Description
Type
RC20
RC20
RC20
CS13
CS13
CP09
CS13
CS13
1N645
1N645
1N3037
PS2810
1N645
IN645
IN3030
2N1484
2N1484
2N338
2N1485
BPII40
BPII40
BPI140
E6524-2
Rating
4.7 K_I, 1/2 w
120 t'1, 1/2 w
1 K_, 1/2 w
40 _tf, 50 volts
40 _lf, 50 volts
0.022 _t f, 50 volts
40 I_f, 50 volts
40 pf, 50 volts
400 ma avg. at 25 ° C
ambient
400 ma avg. at 25 ° C
ambient
51 volts, 1 w at 25 ° C
case
22.5 piv Diode Bridge
100 ma at 1 volts fwd.
400 ma avg. at 25 ° C
ambient
400 ma avg. at 25 c C
ambient
lwat25 °C case
25 w at 25 ° C ease
25 w at 25 ° C ease
800 mw at 25 ° C ease
25 w at 25 ° C case
120 I_h, 750 ma
120 ph, 750 ma
120 I_h, 750 ma
Voltage
(volts)
30
0.7
1
30
30
28
27
27
+ 0.6, -9 peak
+ 0.6, -9 peak
51
+ 1.0, -31.5
+0.7
+0.7
27
+ 1, -51
+ 1, -51
CE=I.5
CE=2.5
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
6.4
0.58
1
i00 peak
for 4 #see
22
<i
<1
<1
100 peak
100 peak
2
62
100
100
100
Average Percent
Power Rated
(milJiwatts] Stress
192
<1
1
22
<1
<1
27
100 peak
100 peak
3
155
Not ascertained
38
<10
<10
60
60
56
54
54
<10
<i0
<i0
22
<i0
<10
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
< i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
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TABLE F-32
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE TELEMETRY
ASSEMBLY TELEMETRY VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 8626007
Part Description StressAnalysis
Average
Voltage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) ! (milliamperes) (milliwatts)
R1
P.2
R3
R4
C1
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
CR7
Q1
Q2
RC20
RC20
RN7OC
RC20
CP09AIKB104-
K3
1N538
1N538
1N538
1N3027
1N935B
IN645
1N645
2N1486
2N2904A
1200 _, 1/2 w
56 Kfl, 1/2 w
576 fl, 1/2 w
2700 fl, 1/2 w
0.1/zf, 100 volts
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
750 ma at 250 C
ambient
1 w at 25 ° C case
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
600 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
600 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
25 w at 25 ° C case
600 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
34
1
1
1
20
9
1
1
10
25
2.7 8.8
0. 07 0.27
14. 6 123
7.2 140
190 190
190 190
190 190
12 240
7.2 65
<60
<60
160 1600
2.7 67
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
25
28
34
25
25
25
24
13
<10
<10
<10
11
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TABLE F-33
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE SEQUENCER POWER SUPPLY, 1753035
Part Description Stress Analysis
Designation Type Rating
Only one power
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
R24
R25
R26
R27
R28
R29
supply was considered
RW59
RW59
RW59
RC20
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
RC07
RC07
RC07
RW59
RN60
8954937
RN60
RW56
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
8977933
RC07
RC 07
RC07
RW56
RW59
RN60
8954937
RN60
since they are
20 _, 3 w
500 _, 3 w
0.5n, 3w
820 _, 1/2 w
46.4 12, 1/8 w
5.11K_, 1/8 w
46.4 12, 1/8 w
6.81K_, 1/8 w
1. SK_, 1/4w
1.0 K _, i/4w
3.3K_, 1/4w
i_, 3w
i K _, 1/8 w
500 _, 1 w
i K _, 1/8 w
20 _], 14w
825 _, 1/8 w
46.4_, 1/8 w
5.11 K 12, 1/8 w
46.4_, 1/8 w
6.81K_, 1/8w
1.8K_, 1/4w
15 K _, 1/4 w
3.3K_, 1/4w
50 _, 14 w
112, 3w
1 K _, 1/8 w
500 _, 1 w
1 K l_, 1/8 w
Voltage
(volts)
Average Percent
Current Power Rated
(milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
_sentially duplicates.
2.5
35
0.25
6
0.02
6
0.03
4.5
0
13
14
0.3
5.5
2.5
5
14
3.5
0.03
3.5
0.02
2.5
0
19
18
9
0.15
5.5
2.5
5.5
125 313
70 2450
500 125
7.3 44
1.2 7
0.67 3.4
13 169
4.3 60
300 90
5.5 30
5 12.5
5 25
700 9800
4.25 14.5
1.3 24
5.5 98
180 1620
150 23
5.5 30
5 12.5
5.5 30
10
81.5
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
0
68
24
3
24
<10
20
70
12
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
10
39
12
<10
24
<10
41
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TABLE F-33
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE SEQUENCER POWER SUPPLY, 1753035 (Continued)
Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
560 8000R45
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
CRI*
CR2*
CR3*
CR4*
CR5
CR6
CR8
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
*50% duty cycle
I
Part Description
Type Rating
RW56 25 _, 14 w
CL65 47 of, 50 volts
118P10402S4 0. 1 _f, 200 volts
CL65 47 _f, 50 volts
CL65 47 _f, 50 volts
118P22302S4 0. 022/_f, 200 volts
CL65 47 Df, 50 volts
CL65 47 Df, 50 volts
118P22302S4 0. 022 Df, 200 volts
CL65 47 _f, 50 volts
CL65 47 _f, 50 volts
USAF 1N1204 6 amps
USAF 1N1204 6 amps
USAF 1N1204 6 amps
USAF 1N1204 6 amps
USN 1N821 250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
USN 1N750A 250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
USN 1N821 150 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
99240-177 21 w at 25 ° C case
(2N1486)
99240-177 21 w at 25 ° C case
(2N1486)
2N916 310 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
2N916 310 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
2N869 310 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
14
30
70
28
28
9
12
12
i0
12
12
+0.7, -28
+0.7, -28
+0.7, -28
+0.7, -28
6.2
5.2
6.3
BE = 2
CE=60
BE= 1
CEffi60
BE= 0. 6
CE= 7
BE= 0. 6
CE= 1.6
BE= 0. 6
CE = 9
500
500
500
500
10
13
4
200
200
1.2
1.2
0.3
350
350
350
350
62
68
25
6000 peak
6000 peal_
9
2
2.7
73
60
35
56
56
<10
24
24
<10
24
24
<10
<10
<10
<10
25
27
10
25
25
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-33
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE SEQUENCER POWER SUPPLY, 1753035 (Continued).
Designation Type
Q6 2N916
Q7 2N1485
Q8 2N869
Q9 2N869
QlO 2N335
Q11 2N916
Q12 2N1485
Part Description
Rating
310mw at 25 °C
ambient
21 w at 25 ° C case
310mwat25 °C
ambient
310mwat25 °C
ambient
150 mwat 25 °C
ambient
310 mw at 25 ° C case
21 w at25 ° C case
Voltage
(volts)
BE = 0.6
CE = 8
BE= 0.7
CE=I4
BE = 0.6
CE= 7
BE= 0.6
CE = 5
BE= 0.6
CE=ll
BE = 0.6
CE=12
BE= 0.7
CE=12
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
300
0.6
0.6
1.2
5.3
150
Average Percent
Power Rated
(milliwatts) Stress
32 10
4200 20
4.2 <i0
3
13
64
1800
<10
<10
20
<10
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TABLE F-34
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE TELEMETRY PROCESSOR ASSEMBLY, 8747475
Part Description Stress Analysis
Designatlan
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
RI1
R13
RI4
R15
R18
R19
CR1
CR2
CR3
Q1
Type
RC32
RC32
RC32
RC07
RC20
RC20
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC20
RHI0
IN761
IN758A
1N761
2N424
Rating
1 Meg _, 1 w
1 Meg _, 1 w
1 Meg _, 1 w
10 K _, 1/4 w
3900 f_, 1/2 w
2200 t'i, 1/2 w
10 K _, 1/4 w
10 K _, 1/4 w
10 K 12, 1/4 w
1K_, 3w
10K_, 1/4w
68K_, lw
10 12, 1/2 w
3500 i'_,i0 w
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
85 w at 25 ° C case
Voltage
Ivol_)
370
320
339.6
0.1
26.5
18.5
6.7
1.8
0
4.8
0
37.2
1.2
61.2
-0.5
-8.5
4.8
37.8
Current
(milliamperesl
7.5
1
11.8
120
Average
Power
(milliwattsl
38
8.5
56.6
4536
Percent
Rated
Stress
14
i0
<12
<i0
36
31
<I0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<i0
<I0
29
Ii
15.2
<i0
23
5.3
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TABLE F-35
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE DISTRIBUTION CONTROL UNIT, 1703981G
Designation
C1
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR5
CR6
CR7
F1
F6
Part Description
Type
8938348-16
1N538
1N538
1N538
1N538
1N538
1N538
17500596-1
1175965-4
Rating
Voltage
(volts)
StressAnalysis
Current
(milliamperes)
30
30
30
relay coil
transient
relay coil
transient
Average
Power
(milliwatts]
30
30
30
3O
50 _f, 6O VDC
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
fuse, Slo-Blo, 5A
fuse, wire 3A, (2.2
amp vacuum)
36
35OO
3500
30
NA
NA
Percent
Rated
Stress
60
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-36
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRONIC CLOCK ASSEMBLY 1753325D
Designation
R1
R2*
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
Rll
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
Part Description
Type
RC 07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RN60C
RN60C
RN60C
RN60C
RC07
RN60C
RN60C
1175270-12
RN60C
RC 07
RN60C
1175270-12
RN60C
RC07
RC07
RW57
RC07
Sprague 150 D
Sprague 150 D
1175259-14
1175251-225
1175259-14
Rating
BOARD A1
75 i'_, 1/4 w
750 _, 1/4 w
1.5K_, 1/4w
1.5K_, 1/4w
1.5 K i'_, 1/6 w
75 K _, 1/8 w
i0 K _, 1/8 W
2.74 K l_, 1/8 w
909 i_, 1/8 w
100K_, 1/4w
2.0K_, 1/8w
2.67 K l'l, 1/8 w
1000 _, 1 w
2.61 Kl'_, 1/8 w
16 K l'l , 1/4w
5.23K_, 1/8w
1000 _, 1 w
6.04 K l'l, 1/8w
2.0K _, 1/4w
3.0K _, 1/4w
100 _, 6.5 w
8.2K_, 1/4w
2.2 _f, 35 volts
33 Df, 35 volts
0. 05 _f, 100 volts
3900 Df, 500 volts
0.05 /_f, 100 volts
Voltage
(vol_)
1.5
41
0.2 to 0.9
-5
12
33
5
-6
7
18
4
6
2.2
6
6
9
2.2 to 1.8
12
-1.3
0.6
3.5
15
6
13
4
3
24.5
Stress Analysis
Average
Current Power
(milliamperes) (milliwatts)
54
- 15.6
0.5 2.5
2.2 13.5
7.7 54
-- m
2.24 13.4
2.2 5
2.25 13.4
1.7 15.5
2.2 5
2 24
1.3 1.7
35 110
1.8 27
Percent
Rated
Stress
12 peak
<10
<10
38 peak
12
<10
11
43
<10
<10
11
<10
11
<10
12
<10
19
<10
<10
<10
11
17
37
<10
<10
25
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TABLE F-36
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRONIC CLOCK ASSEMBLY 1753325D (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts) Stress
R1
R2
R3
R4**
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
RII
R12
R13
R14
R15
C1
C2
C3
CR1
CR2
CR3
CR4
CR5
CR6
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC07
RC 07
USNIN914
USNIN914
USNIN914
USNIN914
USNIN914
BOARD A2
10K_, 1/4v¢
270K_, 1/4w
0.3
+0.8 to -5
100K_, 1/4w
8.2K_, 1/4w
12
13 peak
7.5 K_, 1/4w
RC07 1 K _, 1/4 w
RN60C 30. 9 K _, 1/8
RN60C
RN60C
RN60C
RC 07
RN60C
RC 07
RC07
RC07
Sprague 150 D
1175250-349
Sprague 150 D 6.8 _f, 35 volts
USN1N914 250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 raw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250mwat25 °C
ambient
w
76.8K_, 1/8w
13.0K _, 1/8w
68.1K_, 1/8w
10 K _, 1/4 w
5.23K$2, 1/8 w
10 K _, 1/4 w
33 K _, 1/4 w
7.5K_, 1/4w
0.22 _f, 35 volts
820 _f, 300 volts
4.5
2.5
4
13
7.5 peak
6
-13
15
-0.5
+0.4
+0.4
+0.4, -6.5
0.2 peak
1.6 peak
0.8
<i
0.4
i
1.5 peak
- <10
- <i0
4 peak <I0
i0 <i0
4.8 <i0
<i0
- <10
- <i0
- <i0
- <10
<I0
3 <10
- <10
5.2 <10
7.5 <10
- 20
<10
43
0.75 <i0
<10
<i0
<10
<10
<10
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TABLE F-36
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRONIC CLOCK ASSEMBLY 1753325D (Continued)
Part Description StressAnalysis
Average
Vo|tage Current Power
Designation Type Rating (volts) {milliamperes| (milllwatts)
CR7
CR8
Q1
R23
R24
1125
CRI
CR2
CR3
QI
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Qs
USN1N914
USN1N914
2N718A
RC07
RC07
RC07
IN964B
IN914
IN827
2N1893
2N722
2N722
2N722
2N1486
2N1893
2Ni132
2N722
*0.2% duty cycle
**50% duty cycle
250mwat25 °C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
BOARD A3
i0 K _, 1/4 w
10 K _, 1/4 w
1K_, 1/4w
500 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
250 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
800 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
25 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
800 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
600 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
400 mw at 25 ° C
ambient
+0.6, -1.3
+I. 7, -0.8
BE = 0.4, 1.7
CE=+0. 4
0.4
13
-1.3
6.3
BE=_-0. 7
CE=-41
BE= 0.7
CE=-0.7, 41
BE=+0. 4
CE= 4
BE=+0. 5
CE= 4
BE = 1.3
CE=24
BE = 1.3
CE= 2.4
BE= 0. 3
CE=17
BE= 0.3
CE=13
1.5 peak
7
100
34
1
1
34
1.5
2
2
2 peak
Percent
Rated
Stress
<10
<10
<10
- <10
- <10
- <10
91 23
- <10
44 18
70 peak <10
24 peak <10
0.5 <10
0.5 <10
840 <10
36 <10
34 <10
26 <10
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TABLE F-37
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE COMMAND CONTROL UNIT, 1755337A
Designation
COMP.
R7
R8
R9
C3
CR3*
CR4*
CR5
CR6
CR7*
CRS*
CR9
Q1
COMP.
R1
C2
COMP.
C1
C2
KI**
Part Description
Type
BOARD A1
RC20
RC20
RC20
CL65 CK500KP
1N538
1N538
1N538
JANIN645
1N538
I
1N538
i JANIN645
I
2N722
BOARD A2
RC20
CL65
{
BOARD A4
CS13A
CS13A
1708001-1
Rating
!00 K_, 1/2 w
100 K_, 1/2 w
10 KQ, 1/2 w
50 pf, 60 volts DC
750 maat25 ° C
ambient
750 maat 25 ° C
ambient
750 maat 25 ° C
ambi en t
400 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
750 maat 25 ° C
ambient
750 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
400 maat 25 ° C
ambient
400 ma at 25 ° C
ambient
100 K_, 1/2 w
50 pf, 60 volts DC
22 _f, 50 volts
22/_f, 50 volts
Coil:36 volts Nora.,
1250 _Contacts: 2A
36
36
7.5
13
35
36
34
34
34
34
36
Voltage
(volts)
Stress Analysis
Current
(milliamperes)
1)
2)
1)
2)
1)
2)
i)
2)
Average
Power
(rnil_iwatts)
0.36 <1
O. 4 <i
O. 8 6 peak
180 1) 110
370 2) 225
180 1) 110
370 2) 225
26 29
26 29
180 1) 110
370 2) 225
180 1) 110
370 2) 225
26 29
I
26 39 peak
0.36 <1
29 1000 peak
Percent
Rated
Stress
<i0
<i0
<i0
26
1) 17
2) 35
1) 17
2) 35
<10
1)
2)
i)
<10
17
35
17
35
<10
16
<10
57
68
68
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TABLE F-37
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS OF THE COMMAND CONTROL UNIT, 1755337A (Continued)
Part Description Stress Analysis
Average Percent
Voltage Current Power Rated
Designation Type Rating (volts) (milliamperes) (milliwatts} Stress
36 29 1000 peak
K4
1608001-1
1708871-1
1708871
Coil: 36 volts Nom.,
1250_ Contacts: 2A
Coil: 36 volts Nom.,
1400 _, 1 w
Contacts: 2A
Coil: 36 volts Nora.,
1400 _, 1 w
Contacts: 2A
*Condition 1) represents normal operation
Condition 2) represents nperation in the event of an LVCR failure
"*Used for ground tests only
36
36
26
26
900 peak
900 peak
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Appendix G
Ranger Standard Parts Lists
OT--1
II
TABLE G-1
STANDARD PARTS LIST
Type Description of part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where Used
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 75
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 750
CC 1/4W, _5%, 1500
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 100K
CC 1/4W, _5%, 16K
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 2K
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 3K
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 1K
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 10K
CC 1/4W, _-5%, 8.2K
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 270K
CC 1/4W, ±5%, 7.5K
1/2W, ±5%, 2.2K CC
1/2w, *5%, 820 cc
1/2w, ±5%, 36K CC
1/2w, ±10%, IK CC
1/2W, ±10%, 120 CC
1/2W, =el0%, 4.7K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 12K CC
CC, 1/4W, 5%, 56K
CC, 1/4W, 5%, 47K
CC, 1/4W, 5%, 470K
CC, 1/4W, ±5%, 91K
CC, 1/4W, ±5%, 20K
CC, 1/4W, ±5%, 330K
CC, 1/4W, ±5%, 75K
CC, 1/4W, ±5%, 24K
CC, 1/4W, ±5%, 330
CC, 1/4W, ±5%, 6.8K
1/4W, ±10%, 1K CC
1/4W, 5%, 220 CC
1/4W, 5%, 47 CC
1/4W, 5%, 1 meg CC
1/2W, ±5%, 470 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 560 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 5.1K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 68 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 82 CC
B.C07GF750J
RC07GF751J
RC07GF152J
RC07GF104J
RC07GF103J
RC07GF202J
RC07GF302J
RC07GF102J
RC07GF103J
RC07GF822J
RC07GF274J
RC07GF752J
RC20GF222J
iRC20GF821J
RC20GF363J
RC20GF102K
RC20GF121K
RC20GF472K
RC07GF124J
RC07GF563J
RC07GF473J
RC07GF474J
RC07GF913J
RC07GF203J
RC07GF334J
RC07GF753J
RC07GF243J
RC07GF331J
RC07GF682J
RC07GFI02K
RC07GF221J
RC07GF470J
RC07GF105J
RC20GF471J
RC07GF561J
RC07GF512J
RC07GF680J
RC07GF820J
_.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
_.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
_..B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
_.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MU_-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MLL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
A35
A35
A35, AS (4, 5, 6) A8
(A10, 2, 4)
A35, A2 (13), A2 (3)
A35
A35, A2 (A10)
A35, A9 (/%6)
A35 (A2) (Ali-2), A9(2)
/%2 (1, 2, 11-1-3) A2(6)
A35, A2 (10, 3)
A35, A2 (11-1)
A35
A35
A27
A27
A36
A26-3
A26-3, A2(10)
A26-3
A2 (A11-2, 11-1, 3)
A2 (All-2, A11-1)
A2 (A11-1, A11-2)
A2 (11-1, 11-2), A2(3)
All-A2
A2 (11-2) A2(2)
A2 (11-2)
A2 (11-1, 11-2)
A2 (11-1, 11-2), 3
A2 (12, 13)
A2 (A12, 10, 13, 3)
A9 (2, 4) ,
A2 (10, 9) A9(6)
A2 (10)
A2 (lO)
A2 (10)
A2 (A10)
A2 (hl0)
A2 (hl0)
A2 (A/0, 12)
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TABLE G-1
STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Type
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Description of Part
1/4W, ±5%, 3.6K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 430 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 11K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 3.9K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 560 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 30K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 4.7K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 39K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 18K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 1.2KCC
1/4W, _5% 33 CC
1/4W, _5%, 27K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 180 CC
1/4W, _5%, 820 CC
1/4W, _5%, 100 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 3.3K CC
1/2W, ±5%, 2K CC
1/2W, ±5%, 560 CC
1/2W, ±5%, 1.2K CC
1/2W, ±5%, 6.8K CC
1/2W, ±5%, 3K CC
1/2W, ±5%, 1.2K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 2.7K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 680K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 910 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 110 CC
1/4W, ±10%, 10K CC
1/2W, ±10%, 680 CC
1/4W, ±10%, 27 CC
1/4W, ±10%, 5.6K CC
Procurement No,
RC07GF362J
RC07GF431J
RC07GFll3J
RC07GF392J
RC07GF561J
RC07GF303J
RC07GF472J
RC07GF393J
RC07GF183J
RC07GF122J
RC07GF330J
RC07GF273J
RC07GF181J
RC07GF821J
RC07GF101J
RC07GF332J
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
iA.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
:A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
Vendor MIL SPEC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
RC20GF202J
RC20GF561J
RC20GF122J
RC20GF682J
RC20GF302J
RC20GF122J
RC07GF272J
RC07GF684J
RC07GF911J
RC07GFlllJ
RC07GF103K
RC20GF681K
RC20GF270K
RC20GF562K
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-I 1 C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
1/4W, ±10% 1.5 Meg CC
1W, :_10%, 18K CC
1/4W, ±10%, 22K CC
1/4W, ±10_, 47 CC
1/4W, _10%, 27K CC
1/4W, ±10_, 5.6KCC
lW, ±10%, 10 CC
1W, ±10%, 150 CC
1/2W, =L5_, 1.8K CC
1/2W, ±5_-, 360KCC
RC20GF155K
RC32GF183K
RC07GF223K
RC07GF470K
RC07GF273K
RC07GF562K
RC32GF100K
RC32GF151K
RC07GF182J
RC20GF364J
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-]IC
Subassemblies
Where Used
A2(A10)
A2(10)
!A2(10)
A2(10, 1) A9(7)
A2 (10)
A2 (10)
A2(10, 3, 4)
A2(11-I, 3)
A2(1), A(8)
A2(1), A9
A2(1), 8
A2(1, 3)
A2(I, 2, i0)
A2 (2)
A2(2, 4)
A2(2, 6)
A17
A17
AI7
AI7
A17
A17
A8
A8
A8
A8
A29, A14-(5), A13(98)
A14(1)
AI4(1)
A14(I)
AI4(1)
A14(1)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A2 (9)
A2 (9)
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TABLE G-1
STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Type Description of Part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where Used
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Re sistor
Resistor
{Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
1/2W, -_5%, 420 Meg CC
1/4W, ±5%, 300K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 180K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 330K CC
1/4W, ±5_, 43K CC
1/4W, ±5%, 82K CC
1/2W, _10%, 18K CC
1/2W, ±10%, 56K CC
1/2W, ±10_, 4. 7K CC
RC20GF427J
RC07GF304J
RC07GF184J
RC07GF334J
RC07GF433J
RC07GF823J
RC20GF183K
RC20GF563K
RC20GF472K
A.B°
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
MIL-R-II C
MIL-R-I 1 C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
A2(9)
A2(il-l)
A2(11-i3)
A2(li-l)
A2(II-I)
A2(AIl-1)
A26(5)
A26(-5)
A26(5)
1/2W, 10%, 3.3K CC
2W, 10%, 39 CC
2W, i0%, i20K CC
lW, 10%, 1 Meg CC
1/4, 10%, 1 Meg CC
2W, i0%, 56 CC
1/4W, 5_, 2.2K CC
1/4W, 5%, 1.1K CC
1/4W, 5%, 6. 2K CC
i/4W, 5%, 680 CC
1/4W, 5%, 15K CC
i/4W, 5%, 51K CC
I/4W, 5%, i0 CC
1/4W, 5%, 33K CC
1/2W, 10%, 3.9K CC
1/2W, 10%, 2.2K CC
lW, 10%, 68K CC
1/4W, 5%, 22K CC
RC20GF332K
RC42GF390K
RC42GF124K
RC32GF105K
RC07GF105K
RC42GF560K
RC07GF222J
RC07GFll2J
RC07GF622J
RC07GF681J
RC07GF153J
RC07GF513J
RC07GF100J
RC07GF333J
RC20GF392K
RC20GF222K
RC32GF683K
RC07GF223J
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
MIL-R-II C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-I 1C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
M!L-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11 C
A26(5)
Ai4(5)
A14(5)
A14(5), A29, A30
A14(3)
A14(5)
A2(i3)
A2(_
A2(3, 4) A9(6)
A2(3)
A2(3)
A2(3)
A12
A12
A(29, 30)
A(29, 30)
A(29, 30)
A2(4)
1/4W, 5%, 820 CC
i/4W, 5%, 200 CC
1/4W, 5%, 5. 6K CC
i/4w, 5%, 15 CC
1/4w, 5%, 18 CC
1/4w, 5%, 22 CC
1/4w, 5%, 27 CC
1/4w, 5%, 33 CC
1/4w, 5_, 68 CC
i/4W, 5%, 10 CC
i/4W, 5%, 20 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 30 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 36 CC
RC07GF821J
RC07GF201J
RC07GF562J
RC07GF150J
RC07GF180J
RC07GF220J
RC07GF270J
RC07GF330J
RC07GF680J
RC07 GF100J
RC07GF200J
RC07GF300J
RC07GF360J
A.B°
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-II C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-IIC
MIL-R-11C
A2(_
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
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TABLE G-1
STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Type Description of Part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where Used
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
1/4W, +5%, 39 CC
1/4W, _:5%, 43 CC
1/4W, _5%, 47 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 51 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 56 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 62 CC
1/4W, ±5%, 75 CC
1/8W, =_1%, 75K FF
1/8W, ±1%, 10K FF
1/SW, ±1%, 2740 FF
1/8W, ±1%, 909 FF
1/8W, =el%, 2K FF
1/8W, ±1%, 2670 FF
1/SW, =_1%, 2610 FF
1/SW, ±1%, 6.04K FF
1/SW, _1%, 17.8K FF
1/SW, :_1%, 28.7K FF
1/8W, :_1%, llK FF
1/SW, ±1%, 5230 FF
WW 6.5W, ±5%, 100 ohms
WW3W, ±5%, 1
Fix Film, 1/8W, 5110
Fix Film, 1/8W, 46400
Fix Film, 1/8W, 68100
Fix Film, 1/8W, 46.4
Fix Film, 1/SW, 6810
Fix Film, 1/8W, 3830
WW, 6.5W, ±5%, 300
WW, 6.5W, ±5%, 160
Fix Film, 1/8W, 19600
Fix Film, 1/SW, 18200
Fix Film, 1/SW, 1000
Fix Film, 1/8W, 221000
Fix Film, 1/8W, 200,000
Fix Film, 1/8W, 2150
Fix Film, 1/8W, 46.4
Fix Film, 1/8W, 56200
Fix Film, 1/8W, 4220
Fix Film, 1/8W, 11,000
Fix Film, 1/8W, 825
RC07GF390J
RC07GF430J
RC07GF470J
RC07GF510J
RC07GF560J
RC07GF620J
RC07GF750J
RN60C7502F
RN60C1002F
RN60C2741F
RN60C9090F
RN60C2000F
RN60C2671F
RN60C2611F
RN60C6041F
RN60C1782F
RN60C2872F
RN60Cll02F
RN60C5231F
RW57V101
RW59V1R0
8977933-261
8977933-353
8977933-369
8977933-65
8977933-273
8977933-249
RW57V301
RW57V161
8977933-317
8977933-314
8977933-193
8977933-417
8977933-413
8977933-225
8977933-65
8977933-361
8977933-253
8977933-293
8977933-185
_.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Electra Weston
Ohmite, Ward-Leonard
Ohmite
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Ohmite, Ward-Leonard
Ohmite, Ward-Leonard
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-11 C
MIL-R-11C
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-26C
MIL-R-26C
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-26C
MIL-R-26C
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A2(6)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
: A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35)
A(35), A2(11-I)
A2(II-2), A(28)
A2(11-2)
A2(II-2)
A28
A28, A9(6)
A9(5)
AI3
AI3
A9(2), A9(6)
A2(10, 3)
A2(10), A(8)
A2 (I 0)
A2(10)
A(8)
A(8)
i(8)
h(8)
h(8)
h(8)
G-6
Type
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
f_esistor
_esistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
TABLE G-I
STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
DescHpfion of Pad
Fix Film, 1/8W, 4750
Fix Film, 1/SW, 28.7
FIX Film, 1/8W, 402
! FIX Film, 1/8W, 200
FIX Film, 1/8, 464
FIX Film, 1/8, 5620
Fix Film, 1/8W, 10,000
1/4, _1%, 31.6K FF
1/4, ±1_, 221K FF
1/4, ±1%, 158K FF
1/SW, ±1_, 182K FF
1/8W, ±1%, 100K FF
1/8W, _1% 2K FF
1/8W, ±1% 10K FF
FIX Film, 1/8W, 1%, 200
1/8W, ±1%, 100 FF
1/8W, _1%, 10.5K FF
1/8W, ±1%, 1.3K FF
1/4W, ±1%, 1K FF
FIX Film, 1/2W, 10
FIX Film, 1/8W, 10
FIX Film, 1/8W, 196
Fix Film, 1/8W, 10
Fix Film, 1/SW, 19.6
Fix Film, 1/8W, 28.7
Fix Film, 1/8W, 38.3
Fix Film, 1/8W, 51.1
Fix Film, 1/8W, 68.1
Fix Film, 1/8W, 90.9
Fix Film, 1/8W, 121
Fix Film, 1/8W, 147
Fix Film, 1/2W, 357,000
Fix Film, 1/8W, 100,000
Fix Film, 1/8W, 243,000
Fix Film, 1/8W, 84,500
Fix Film, 1/8W, 61,900
WW, 14W, ±5_, 220 ohms
Fix Film, 1/8W, 6190
Fix Film, 1/8W, 39,200
Fix Film, 1/8W, 2670
Procurement No.
8977933-258
8977933-45
8977933-155
8977933-126
8977933-161
8977933-265
8977933-289
RN65E3162F
IRN65E2213F
RN65E1583F
RN60C1823F
RN60C1003F
RN60C2001F
RN60C1002F
RN60B2000F
RN60C1000F
RN60C1052F
RN60C1301F
RN65C1001F
Vendor
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
A.B.
A.B.
A.B.
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Electra Weston
8977940-1 ICormng Glass & Electra
MIL SPEC
MrL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MLL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
Subassemblies
Where Used
8977933-1
8977933-125
8977933-1
8977933-29
8977933-45
8977933-57
8977933-69
8977933-81
3977933-93
3977933-105
3977933-113
8977940-437
8977933-384
8977933-421
8977933-377
8977933-365
RW56V221
8977933-269
8977933-346
8977933-234
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Ohmite
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra ;
Corrdng Glass & Electra
IMIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MYL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MYL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-26C
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
A(S)
A(8)
A(8)
A(8)
A14(1)
!h14(1)
AI4(1), A9(3)
A17
A17
A17
A(8)
A(8)
A(8)
A(8)
AS
A(8)
A(8)
A(8)
h(8)
A (29)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(9)
_2(9)
_2(9)
A2(9)
!A2(11-1)
A2(ll-1)
A2(11-1)
A2(11-1)
A2(11-1)
A(34)
A2(3)
A2(3)
A2(3)
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TABLE G-1
STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Type Descriplion of Part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where Used
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Fix Film, 1/8W, 26,700
Fix Film, 1/8W, 8250
Fix Film, 1/8W, 3650
Fix Film, 1/8W, 2610
Fix Film, 1/8W, 3010
Fix Film, 1/2W, ±1%, 140
Fix Film, 1/2W, ±1%
Fix Film, 1/2W, 1.47K
Fix Film, 1/2W, ±1%,
1.91K
Fix Film, 1/2W, ±1%, 511
Fix Film, 1/2W, ±1%, 562
Fix Film, 1/2W, ±1_
Fix Film, 1/2W, ±1%,
2.15K
Fix Film, 1/2W, ±1%,
lO. 7K
Fix Film, 1W, ±1%, 3.92K
Fix Film, 1W, ±1%, 3.83K
8977933-330
8977933-281
8977933-247
8977933-233
8977933-239
RN70B1400F
RN70B78RTF
RN70E1471F
RN70B1911F
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
A2 (3)
A2 (3)
A9(3)
A9(3)
A2 (4)
AI2
A12
A12
AI2
RN70B5110F
RN70B5620F
RN70B26R1F
RN70B2151F
RN70BI072F
RN75B3921F
RN75B3831F
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
Coming Glass & Electra
Corning Glass & Electra
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-10509D
A12
A12
A12
A12
A12
A12
A12
Fix Film, 2W, ±1% 232
WW Variable, 200 Submin.
Fix Film, 1W, ±1%, 511
Carbon Film,
9.09K, ±1%, I/8W
Carbon Film,
7.5K, ±1%, 1/8W
Carbon Film,
56.2K, ±1%, 1/8W
17.8K, ±1%, 1/10W
15K, ±1% 1/10W
100K, ±1%, 1/10W
Solid Tant., 68 _ f _:10%,
15V
Ceram. , 0.01,¢zf ±20%,
200V
Paper, 0. 033_f, 0.022/_f
±20% 200V
Wet Tant., 4_f±20%, 60V
Ceram. , 0.01pf ±15%,
200V
Glass, 1000_Df _:5%
Mica, 91_f-_5%, 500V
Mica, 270_f_1%, 500V
RN80B2320F
8954937-55(236P-1-
201)
RN75C5110F
RN60B9093F
RN60B7503F
RN60B5624F
CF - I/i0
CF - 1/10
CF - 1/10
CS13AD680K
CK06CW103M
CP09AIKC223M
CL45BK040MP3
8987915-29
CY FMI 5 C102J
8914319-323
8914319-34
Electra Weston
Bourns
Corning Glass & Electra
Electra
Electra
Electra
Electra
Electra
Electra
Sprague Kemet
iGleneo Vitramon
Cornell Dublier
Sprague
Fansteel
Glenco Vitramon
Corning Glass
Elmeneo
Elmeneo
IMIL-R-10509D
MIL-R-93B
MIL-R-10509D
MIL-C-26655B
MIL-C-11015B
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-3965B
MIL-C-11015B
MIL-C-11272B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-5B
AI2
A12
A2 (4)
A35
A35
A35
A35
A35
A35
A2 (6)
A2 (6)
A26(3)
A2(12, 13)
A2 (12)
A9(1, 5, 4)
A2(10)
A2 (10)
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TABLE G-1
STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Description of Part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC Subassemblies
WherQ Used
Paper, 0.1/_f_10%, 200V
Type
Capacitor
Calmcitor
CapacitOr
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
CapacitOr
Capacitor
CapacitOr
Capacitor
CapacitOr
CapacitOr
Capacitor
CapacitOr
CapacitOr
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
CapacitOr
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Ceram., 4700/_btf _15% ,
200V
Mica, 1000/_f±5%, 500V
+30%
Wet Taut., 60_f -15%' 50V
25 - +30%
Wet Taut., /_1-15%' 50V
Wet Taut., 100_f+30c_- 30V
-15%'
Ceram., special dielectric
125 ° C, 0.02_f, 50V
Solid Taut., 0.47_f±20%,
35V
Mica, 3000_f_5%, 500V
Mica, 6200_#f_5%, 300V
Mica, l100_blf:_5%, 500V
Mica, 3600_f±5%, 500V
Mica, 150_ _f _5%, 500V
Mica, 220_f_5%, 500V
Mica, 180p_f_5%, 500V
Paper, O.l_fJ-10%, 100V
Wet Taut., 15/_f±20%, I5VI
Mica, 750/_/_fi5%, 500V
Mica, 300/_/af_5%, 500V
Mica, 750/_/aft:5%, 300V
Mica, 120/_/_f i5%, 500V
I Ceram., special dielectric
125 ° C, 0. 005_f +20%, 50V
Ceram., special dielectric
125_ C, 0. 01_t +20%, 50V
Mica, 4300_f*5%, 3O0V
Mica, 130DDf*5%, 500V
Mica, 430D_f*5%, 30OV
Mica, 15DDf±5%, 509V
Mica, 12_/Jf_5%, 500V
Mica, 8200_/Jf_2%, 300V
Ceram., 22/_tf_10%, 200_"
Ceram., 3900/_/_f _10%,
200V
.7 _ . +3o%
Wet Taut., i v_i -15%' 15¥
Paper, 0.033Df*10%, 600V
CP09A1 KC104K3
8987915-25
8924416-310
CL45BJ600SP3
CL45BJ250SP3
CL45BH101SP3
8945696-405
CS13A FR47 M
8924416-320
8924416-331
8924416-311
8924416-322
8914319-328
8914319-332
8913419-330
CPO9A1K_104K3
CL45CE150MP3
8924416-307
8914319-335
8914319-345
8914319-326
8945696-3
8945696-4
8924416-324
8914319-327
8914319-339
8914319-305
8914319-304
8924416-232
CK06CW22K
CK06CW392K
CL45BE171SP3
CP09A1KF333K3
Cornell Dublier
Sprague
Glenco Vitramon
Elmenco
Fansteel
Fansteel
Fansteel
Aerovox
Sprague Kcmet
Elmenco
Elmenco
Elmenco
Elmenco
Elmenco
Elmenco
Elmenco
Sprague
Fansteel
Elmenco
Elmenco
Elmcnco
Elmenco
Aerovox
Aerovox
Elmenco
Electr Motive
Electr Motive
Electr Motive
Electr Motive
Elmenco
Glenco Vitramon
Glenco Vitramon
Fansteel
Cornell Dublier
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-11 Ol5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-3965B
MIL-C-3965B
MIL-C-3965B
MIL-C-26655B
MIL-C-5B
MIL~C-5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-25C
MIL- C-25 C
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-11015B
MIL-C-11015B
MIL-C-3965B
MIL-C-25C
A2(10)
A20_
A2(8)
A_(S)
A2(8)
A2 (3), A2(9)
A2(1), A9(7)
A9(7)
A9(7)
A9(7)
A9(7)
A9(7)
A9(7)
A9(7)
A9{7)
A17, A9(6)
A8
A8
A8
AS, A2(4)
A8
A14(1)
A14(1)
A14(I)
A14(1)
A14{2)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A2(4)
A2(4)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(11-1)
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TABLE G-1
STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Description of Part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where Used
Type
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
ICapacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Paper, 0.015_f =_10%, 600V
Ceram,, 0.01b_f ±10%, 200Y
Mica, 47DbLf_5%, 500V
Solid Tant°, 33Df_=20%,
35V
Ceram., 120_Df ±20%,
20OV
Ceram,, 1O00/._pf :el0%,
200V
Ceram., 6200D/_f _-10%,
200V
Mica, 6200D_f_-1%, 300V
Ceram., 120DDf _-10%,
200V
Glass, 100/_Df _5%
Solid Tant., 6.8pf:E10%,
6V
Ceram., 56D_f±10%, 200V
Ceramic 820bLf _10%, 200V
Paper Dielectric, 0.33Df,
300V
Plain Foil Polarized,
CP09A1KF153K3
CK06 CWl03K
8914319-316
CS13AF330M
CK05CW121M
CK05CW102K
CK05CW622K
8924416-131
8987915-6
CYFM15C101J
CS13AB6R8K
8987915-2
CK05CW821KW
CP09A1KC339K
1709733 (6 K105AA)
Cornell Dublier
Glenco Vitramon
Elmenco
Sprague Kemet
Glenco Vitramon
Glenco Vitramon
Glenco Vitramon
Elmenco
Glenco Vitramon
Coming Glass
Sprague Kemet
Glenco Vitramon
Vitramon
Sprague
GE
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-3965B
MIL-C-25C
MIL-C-26655B
MIL-C-11015B
MIL-C-11015B
MIL-C-11015B
MIL-C-5B
MIL-C-11015B
MIL-C-11272B
MIL-C-26655B
MIL-C-11015B
A2(11-1)
A2(11-1)
A2(11-1)
A9(6)
A2 (3)
A2 (3)
A2 (3)
A2(3)
A2(3)
A9(4)
A9(3)
A2 (i3)
A35
A16
A16
4ODf _20%, 50V
2Nl132
2N1893 (USN)
2N3S8 (USN)
2N916
2N914
2N722
2N930
2N718A
2N869
2N1613
USN1N964B
USN 1N914
USN 1N827
1N1583
1N645 - USAF
USN 1N3043-B
USN 2N1871A
MIL-S-19500/173
MIL-S-19500/182
MIL-S-19500/69
MIL-S-19500/181
(AED-Ol) 2N718A
MIL-S-19500/I17
MIL-S-19500/lI6
MIL-S-19500/159
MIL-E-I/1108
MIL-E-1/II43
MIL-S-19500/115
MIL-S-19500/198
TI, Hughes,
Fairchild
Fairchild, GE
GE
Fairchild, GE
Fairchild, GE
Fairchild, TI, Hughes
Fairchild, GE, TI
Fairchild, GE, TI
Fairchild, TI, Hughes,
Raytheon
Raytheon, Fairchild
Fairchild
Motorola
TI
Transitron
Westinghouse
TI
Motorola
Solid State Products
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500/177
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500
MIL-E-1
MIL-E-1
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500
A(35), A(17)
A(35), A(12)
A26(3), A14(1)
A9(I, 7), A(8), h2(10, 6
11-1, 9)
A9(1, 5)
A2(10, 6, 11-1, 9)
A2 (10, 11-1)
A2(I, ii-i, 9)
A9(7, 6), A(8)
A(12)
A35
A(35)
A(35)
A(35), A(12)
h(17)
A26(3), A2(II-2, 3)
A14(3)
A9(3)
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Type
Diode
)iode
iviode
iDiode
Diode
Diode
iDiode
!Diode
Diode
iConnector
Connector
Connector
Choke
Transistor
Resistor
Transistor
Diode
Diode
Diode
STANDARD
Description of Part Procurement No.
USN 1N746A
USN 1N962B
JAN 1N457
USN 1N963B
1N757A
USN 1N978B
USN 1N989B
1N816W
MIL-S--19500/127
_IIL-S-19500/117
MIL-S-19500/159
MIL-S-19500/II7
MIL-S-19500/II7
MIL-S-19500/199
TABLE G-1
PARTS LIST (Continued)
Vendor MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where Used
TI
Motorola
TI
Motorola
TI
Motorola
Motorola
Transitron
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S--19500
MIL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500
MtL-S-19500
MIL-S-19500
A201-2)
A201-2)
A201-2, 11-1)
,_0o)
_(lO)
A20.1-1)
A2(11-1)
A2(9)
JACK Submin. SKT-I
1000 VRMS (50,000 ft)
RF Cable Connector
RF cable Connector
RF Molded 39_h
Q=60 at 2.5 Mc, 0.65_DC
Fixed Comp., 1/2W,
1 megohm =_10%
USN 1N438B
1Nl126A
8983191
18722717
8722717
8701590-263
2N335
2N329A
2N498
2N706
2N1490
2N1485
RC07GF105K
2N1486
1N3189
1N648
IN821
PSI
N.A.E.
Sealectro
Sealeetro
Sealectro
Delvan
TI
Raytheon
GE, TI
TI, Fairchild
RCA
RCA
A° B°
RCA
Motorola
TI
Transitron
MIL-S-19500/104
MIL-F-6751
MIL-F-6751
MIL-F-6751
MIL-C-15305
MIL-R-II
MIL-S-19500/155
MIL-E-1/II93
MILS/19500
A35
A16, A21
A(29)
A14(5)
A14(5)
A2(8)
A(28)
A2(I,2)
A2(4,5)
A14(I)
A(] 3)
A12, 34, A2(4, 8, 9),
A(28)
A14(3)
A28
A2(_
A2
A2, A28
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TABLE G-2
NON-STANDARD PARTS LIST
Type
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
iResistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Resistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Relay
Relay
Connector
Connector
Tube
Description of Part
Variable, Comp. 1000
ohms -*10%, 3W
Variable, Trimmer
1K ±5%, 0.5W
3250L 1-502, 1K ±5%,
0-1W
3250L-1-103, 10K ±5%,
0-1W
3250L-1-253, 25K ±5%,
0-1W
Variable Trimmer
500 ohms ±5%, 0.5W
Variable, WW, 200 ohms
±5%, iW
Variable, WW, 1000 ohms
±5%, lW
235-I-204, 200K ohms
±20% 0-0.25w
(RH-50), i00 ±1%, 20W
Variable Trimmer, V_cV,
25K ohms ±5%, 0.5W
10W, Power VC_V Chassis
Mt.
32501-1-202, 2K ±5%, iW
3250L-I-I03, 10K -.5_c,
lW
25K -*5%, IW
Fixed, 1 ohm ±3%, 3W,
W-W
Axial lead, fixed, 1 meg,
0.33W, WW
99240-177 (2N1486)
1171588-1
8447741-1 (2N1208)
1729706
2N2432
2N1493
8536787-1
2N424
1708871-5 (SCllDD)
1708001-9 (SLllDD)
DM53744-0000
8748046-501
7870
Procurement No.
KAIL040S102NC
1175270-12
8447750-3
;447750-4
_447750-5
1175270-3
8983168-5
8983168-7
8447749-1
8483207-2
224-S-1-253
RHM-10
1700383-5
1700383-7
1700383-9
RS-2
1250
Vendor
A. B.
Bourns
Bourns
Bourns
Bourns
Bourns
Bourns
Bourns
Bourns
Dale
Bourns
Dale
Bourns
Bourns
Bourns
Dale
Daven
RCA
Fairchild
Transitron
Fairchild
Semiconductor
TI
RCA
PSI
TI
Potter Brumfield
Potter Brumfield
Cannon and Cinch Co.
Minicon Corp.
RCA
MIL $PEC Subassemblies
Where Used
A(29)
A(35)
A2(11-2, 10, 9, 2)
A2(11-2, 2)
A2(11-2, 1, 9, 11-1, 3)
A(17)
A(8)
A(8)
A2(11-I)
A14(5)
A14(5)
A14(5)
A2(3)
A2 (3)
A2(3)
A2(0)
A(27)
A(35)A2 (8), A(17)A2 (6)
A(35)
A2(6)
A(12)
A2 (3)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A(29)
A(36)
A(36)
A(29)
A(29)
A14(4)
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TABLE G-2
NON-STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Type Description of Part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC Subossemblies
Where Used
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Coil
Crystal
Nuvistor
Nuvistor
Switch
Fuse
Trans-
former
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
D/ode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
8483720-1
8483720-2
8483720-3
8483720-4
BPll40
8482231-1
8530446-1
1175627
8530488-2
N5247
A15247B
1708219-1
1700596-1
DO-T36
1N916
1N3057-B
1N3041-B
1N754
1N457
1N968B
1N967
1N747
1N746A
848293-1
1N753-A
8482944-1
1 N645
1709319
1N761
8447742-1 (1N1583)
1N2039-B
1N704
1N251
1N3031B
1N3027B
Psn22 (8536786-7)
IN2032
Delvan, RCA
Delvan, RCA
Delvan, RCA
Delvan, RCA
Delvan
Coil R.F. Part of
JFD SC-131
Coil R.F. Part of
JFD SC-131
Universal Torroid
McCoy
RCA
RCA
Oak Mfg. Co.
u_e Fuse
U. T. C.
Fairchild
Motorola
Motorola
TI
TI
TI
PSI
TI
TI
RCA
TI
A14(2)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A26(3)
A14(3)
A14(3)
A9(7)
A14(1)
A2(12)
A20_
AI3
A34
A26(5)
A9(I, 4,2,3,5,6) A(8)
A2(10, 2, I, 6,3,4,11-1)
A(26) (8)
A2(11-2), A201-1 )
A(36)
A200)
A2(10)
A2(10)
A2(I0,3)
A2(10,2)
A2(10)
A2(2)
RCA A2(8),
TI A2(8),
Continental Devices A17
Transitron A(29),
TI
Motorola
PSI
Transitron
Motorola
Motorola
PSI
Transitron
A2(6)
A2(_
A14(1)
A14(I)
A14(I)
A14(1)
A14(2)
A2(4)
A2(9)
A(8)
A(30)
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TABLE G-2
NON-STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Description of Part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where UsedType
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
I Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
1N963
1N646
PS2419
2N683
Solid Tant. Polar
15pf :e20%, 20V
Solid Tant. Precond.
Solid, Tant. Precond.
Solid, Tant. Precond.
solid, Tant. Precond.
Dipped Mica, l>recond.
Dipped Mica, Precond.
Fixed Ceram. Plate
560_uf, ±10%, 200V
Solid Tant. Polar
4.7Df, 35V
Solid Tant. Polar
22Df, 15V
Solid Tant. Polar
100/af, 20V
Solid Tant. Polar
47_1f, 35V
Solid Tant. Polar
3.2uf, 35v
Solid Tant. Polar
47_[, 6 VDC
Solid, Polar 22_f, 35 VDC
Wet Slug Tant. 47_f
Fixed Tant. 6-100W VDC
109D's 4pf, 270_f
Solid Tant. Polar
15_f, 20V
Solid Tant. Polar (150D)
4.7Dr, 20V
Solid Tant. Polar
60/af, 6V
Solid Tant. Polar
330_f, 6V
Solid Tant. Polar
40_f, 10V
Solid Tant. Polar
6.8_f, 35V
Solid Tant. Polar
l_f, 35v
Solid Tant. Polar
2.2_, 20V
8412778-10
1175260-194
1175260-208
1175260-182
1175260-200
1175250-349
1175251-225
1175255-14
8412778-41
8412778-76
8412778-50
8412778-53
8412778-44
8412778-19
8412778-61
CL65CJ470MP3
TI
TI
PSI
TI, Motorola
Sprague Kemet
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
E1-Menco
E1-Menco
Aerovox
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague, GE
A2(11-1)
A2(95
A2 (95
A(365
A2(6,11-2,11-1)
A(355
A(35)
A(355
A(355
A(355
A(355
A(35)
A2(11-2,1_
A2(11-2,11-1)
A2(11-25
A2(11-2,10)
A2(11-25
A2(11-2, 11-15
A2(n-2, 11-I 5
A(28)
8938348
150D156X0020B-2-10
8412778-34
8412778-11
8412778-86
8412778-30
8412778-95
8412778-70
8412778-7
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
A(135
A2(10)
A2(10)
A2(105
A 2 (10)
A2(10)
A2 (I0) A14(1)
A2(10)
A2(105 A14(1)
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TABLE G-2
NON-STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Type Description of Part Procurement No. Vendor MIL SPEC 5ubossemb|ies
Where Used
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Solid Tant. Polar
4. 7Df, 10V
Solid Tant. Polar
15_f, 10V
Solid Taut. Polar
4. 7_f, 6V
Solid Tant. Polar
100b _f, 15V
Solid Tant. Polar
33_f, 15V
Solid Tant. Polar
10_f, 15V
Solid Tant. Polar
6.8_f, 15V
Solid Tant. Polar
68_f, 15V
Solid Tant. Polar
O. 1_, 35V
Tant. Foil, Non-Polar
120_f, D75 VDC
Glass Trimmer
0.8- 8.5pf
Tant. Foil, Non-Polar
2_f, 60 VDC
Ceramic 1000 pf, 500W
VDC
Tulmlar Ceramic
0.01Uf, 600V
Ceramic Trimmer
Metallized Film
15_f, 600 VDC
Metallized Film
0.15_f, 200 VDC
Dipped Mica
2700 pf, 1000V
Solid Tant. Polar
180_f, 6 VDC
Solid Tant. Non-Polar
23_f, 10V
Mylar, Mylar Wrap
SolEd Tant. Polar
22_f, 15V
Solid Tant. Polar
15_f, 35V
Solid Tant. Polar
47Df, 35V
Solid Tant. Polar
0. 033Dr, 35V
8412778-24
8412778-27
8412778-1
8412778-96
8412778-312
8412778-57
8412778-71
8412778-58
8412778-36
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
A2(10)
A20)
A2(I, 4)
A2(2)
A2(2)
A2(2)
A2(2)
A2(2)
A2(2) A29, A30
A(36)
A14(1)
A14(1)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A14(2)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(9)
A2(11-1)
CL54CL121-UN3
SC133
CL22TK020C
8950912-15
DD6-103
538-001
8980848-576
8980848-514
UDM30272J
8412778-304
151D235Xg010W0
CTM333VAJ
350D226xg015
350D156X9035
350D476X9035
150D333xg035A2
GE (With Glass A36
(hermetically seal)
J° F. D.
GE
Erie
CentraLab
Erie
Sprague
Sprague
Arco E1-Menco
Sprague
Sprague
Arco
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
Sprague
A26(5)
A12
A12
A12
A12
A9(3)
G-15
Type
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Trans-
former
Trans-
brmer
Coil
Trans-
former
Trans-
former
Trans-
former
Diode
Trans-
former
Diode
Transistor
Capacitor
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Coil
Relay
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
Capacitor
TABLE G-2
NON-STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Description of Part Procurement No.
Glass Trimmer,
SC-131, 0.8-4.5 pf
Glass Trimmer,
0.8- 4.5pf
Fixed Tant.
50_f, 60 W VDC
Step-Down Res. Load
898778-1, 2
841434-1
8938348-16
1076703
Vendor MIL SpI:c Subassemblies
Where Used
J. F.D.
J. F. D.
Sprague
RCA MIL-T-27A
A14(3)
A14(3)
A(34)
A(28)
Freq. Range 1500
Toroidal -23.5 volts to
22.5 volts
Power - 29.5 volts
Auto - Transformer
Step-Up - Transformer
OSC- l_vr. Transformer
C50DR309 SCR
2ZPP-2073-Gen
SN-169
2N389
Metallized Paper 150 WDC
Altered (IN530A)
RF Molded 1500h
Coil Res. 1400 36VDC
SL11DB-36
Fixed Silvered Mica
Fixed, Ceramic
Miniature Tubular
Encapsulated Fabmika
Ceramic, Disc
High Voltage
1175301
1175626
1180553
1185083
1185086
1721896-1
1721981
8545229-1
8447743
(121P) 1729623
IN965
IN705A
IN703
IN755A
IN2835B
IN3004B
IN3028B
8447747-1
IN970B
IN976B
IN765
IN341H
8723001-401
1706871-1
8481434
1175259
1175388
1751107
Universal Torroid
Forbes and Wagner
_orbes and Wagner
RCA
Forbes and Wagner
GE
JPL
National
TI
Sprague
PSI
Hughes
Hughes
:Hughes
! Motorola
Motorola
Motorola
Hoffman
PSI
PSI
Transitron
Transitron
Delvan
Potter and Brumfield
RCA
Aerovox
Sprague
Maida Development
A2 (8)
A(16)
A(16)
A16
MIL-T-27A A26
A12
A41
A14(2)
A2 (3)
A14(3)
A14
A9
A9
A9
A14
A14
A14
A12
A14
A14
A28
AI4
A34
A14(3)
A35
A2
A1
G-16
TABLE G-2
NON-STANDARD
Type Description of Pod Procurement No.
Capacitor
Capacitor
Fuse
Fuse
Fuse
Capacitor
Crystal
Coil
Capacitor
Diode
Capacitor
Transistor
Coil
Relay
Coil
Coil
Transistor
Diode
Diode
Coil
Trans-
former
Filter
Diode
Diode
Diode
Capacitor
Transistor
Transistor
Coil
Coil
Relay
Diode
Diode
Stacked Foil
High Temp.
Ceramic Dielectric
Special 125" C
315005
Exothermtc 0. 155 ohms/ft
Exothermic 0.62 ohms/ft
Metallized Paper 1.5bff
.-e20% at 1400V 85 ° C
RH-8, 18.0 Kc
1X3000L 3. H
0.15_f _10_, 35V
CAP at 9 VDC at 50 Me
Max VDC - 100 10_f
1000 _f 500V
Diss. at25 ° C-0.25W
Volt at VCE=18 volts
RF Molded 1.5mh
DPDT Coil Res. 2000 ohm
Coil Disap. 1.5W at 25 ° C
RF 1.5mh
RF 2.2mh
Disap. 25 ° C=0.15W
Volt at VCB-45V hfe=200
Varactor
Silicon Low Leaking
Line Filter
Metallized paper mylar
0. 022Df
RF 8mh
27.50 DC-Hi Voltage
RES=2500 ohms R-5
200M224x9152
8447751
8447758
1700596
1175965-1
1175965-4
IISPI55010T4
1077463-1
8412778-80
PSI-PC-II5-10
8950912-15
117599
2N943
8723001-401
_1077484-1
2N336
MA4348D
8482943 JAN IN457
E-7266(1185054-1)
E-6463-3
SP196
MZ 18V05
MZ 112V25
FA 4000
118P22302S4
2N1656
2N2124
746916
MM3
8984958-1
IN758
CD4111
C-80
PARTS LIST (Continued)
Vendor
Sprague
Aerovox
Little Fuse
Pyrofuze
l_rofuze
Sprague
Reeves, Hoffman
Universal Torroid
Sprague
PSI
Erie
Sperry
Delvan
C.P. Clare
Telonie, RCA
Telonie, RCA
Fairchild
Microwave Assoc.
TI
Forbes Wagner
Forbes Wagner
Filtron
IRC
IRC
Fairchild
Sprague
Raytheon
Westinghouse
RCA
UTC
Resitron
TI, Transitron
Continental Devices
MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where Used
A34
A34
A34
A16
A9(6)
A2
A2(4)
A(14-1)
A(14-1)
A2(4-10, 3)
A9(6)
A9(3)
A14-1
A14-1
A26(5)
A14(3)
A2
A16
A16
A28
.A27
A27
A(8)
A28
A2(7, 11-2)
A(16,21)
A14(4)
A14(1)
A16,21
A9, A26
AI7
G-17
Type
Diode
Diode
Diode
Coil
Crystal
Relay
Description of Part
RF 2.2mh
10. 960 Mc
DPDT Gen. Purpose
J26B1H6A
TABLE G-2
NON-STANDARD PARTS LIST (Continued)
Procurement No.
IN1204
IN2032
IN2039
No. VIV-0.22
8530488-1
8748087-2
Vendor
North American
Transitron
Motorola
Nytronics
McCoy
Filtors
MIL SPEC Subassemblies
Where Used
A9
A2
A2
A14(2}
A14(1)
A14(1)
G-18
Appendix H
Summary of Malfunction Reports
These tables present a history of malfunctions that occurred to
eq_ment on the TV :Subsystem, from the initiation of the split-
system through final flight model testing at ETR, prior to the
launch of Ranger IX.
The tables are arranged by assembly and by serial number for
each assembly.
The malfunctions are in chronological order for each serial
number.
H-1
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
MR Number Component
and _ Pcl_
1376
(PFRS15Z)
5/28/64
3381 Capacitor C16
S/12/63
2617 Shutter(Serisl
8/36/63 No. 3011)
Dezen¢sprmg
2620 Shutter Coil
s/23/63
4794 capacitor c3
3/14/64
5811 Capacitor C3
3/19/64
Foilure I Test Cause of
Mode I Envln_ment _ilure
I
Dincon- I Thermal-va_mm
t_ued I (JPL venting
camera 1 tests)
operation I
i
!
Poor black-
to-whRe
transition
Excessive
noise
Jammed
coil
Polarity
reversed
Over-
stressed
Analysis ond
Corrective Action
2616
7/30/63
2619
9/14/63
Camera Failures S/N 004
Nonassignsble Camera operation discontinned, and a fluctuation was observed on the 100-
volt monitor.
Subsequent testing of the Assembly revealed a 12K-ohm short between two
priated-clr_ait connections of the high-voltage regulator A2 frame. These
conv_cttons were previously common, but the printed-cfrcuR path had been
cut to incorporate a design change. The Camera Electronics Assembly had
operated seccessfully when tested at RCA and JPL prior to the application
of conformal coating by JPL.
Since the printedocir_R beard in all fligtlt models was previously modified
to eliminate the close spacing of the 1000-volt and ground terminals, a
failure of this nature was not likely to occur in any flight units.
The failure in Camera Electronics Assembly, Serial No. 004, has been
attributed to a breakdown of insulation between two oonneefic_s on the
printed-circnit board. The cause for such a breakdown could be irapurRies
in the structure of the printed-circuit beard, breskdown of the basic
material as a result of time or e]q_omLre to thermal-vacunm conditions, or
random arcing in thermal-vacumn that could result in the formation of a
carbon path in the printed-circuit board.
Camera Failures S/N 006
Room (integration Design
Room (JPL)
Special teat after
MVT No. 2 at
JPL.
Ambient
Ambient
Wearout
Worlananship
Workmanship
Workmanship
I
Shutter (Serial Failed to [ Room (JPL)
No. 3019) operate [
The pictures obtained from this camera had poor quality bleck-to-wbite
transition and were unacceptable to JPL.
The peaking capacitor (C16) value was changed from 91 I_ to 200 1_ and the
failure was corrected.
It was noted that this shutter created considerably more noise than the other
shutter. A detent spring was found broken. This shutter had accanmlated in
excess of 666,000 operatto_s.
The shutter coil Jammed. This shutter coil is part of the 3050 _ 3061
series. Improvements in the mamffacinrieg process prevented the remur-
rence of this type of matfuaction.
Investigation into an incorrect waveform exhibited during .the malfunctioning
of the shutter revealed that capacitor C3 was installed with polarity refver_d
The capacitor was replaced and normal operation of the stm_er was reatored.
Investigation into why the free-rauning mode would not operate after rework
revealed that capacitor C3 was improperly installed. This ceaulted in a re-
verse voltage being applied to the capacitor and, although the capacitor
checked properly except for being slightly erratic, the capacitor was re-
placed. (Refer to MR 4794).
Broken l Room (JPL)
spring I
Camera FaJluresS/N 007
Des_
Workmanship
'he shutter failed to operate on half of the cycles because the shut_r block
_uld not stay in the up-posRion due to a broken detmlt spring.
The detent spring was sent for analysis. This disclosed that, along with
some wear caused by the detent rubbing across the spring, material fatigue
had been accelerated by the improper application of the staking compound
used to hold down the dstent-spring mounting screw. The compmmd should
have be_n applied perpendicularly to the spring instead of parallel. An
ECN was issued descrying the correct method of applying the staking
compound.
Cause of sab_ration of I>2 camera was broken detent spring. The tool used to
fabricate the detent springs put a crease in the spring, resulting in breakage
of the spring. Manufacturing then began use of a new tool to fabricate the
detent springs.
H-3
MR Number Component
and Date Part
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Failure Test Cause of Analysis and
Mode Environment Failure Corrective Action
4792 Choke L2
3/12/64
4793 G1
3/12/64 Regul_or
6821 Coaxial
3/24/64 Connector
5826 Harness
3/26/64 A3A3P3-A1
2171 Shutter
6/30/64
5825 Harness
3/27/64 30W10,
Serial No.
0005
2172/3770 Shutter,
7/7/64 Seri_ No.
OO4
2986 Connector
4/1/63 and Cable
2984 Camera Head
4/2/63
2670 Vldicou 311
4/4/63
1420 Lens 25-mm
4/4/63 Angeuleux
Camera Failures S/N 007 (Continued)
Lead
broken
No +1000
volts
Loss of
video
_ire
broken
Ambient
kmbient
Ambient
Ambient
Mounting _mbient
screw i (postvibration
mlssmg inspection)
Nonassignable
Design
Wearout
Design
Accident
Investigation into the loss of 300-volt power revealed that the lead on choke
L2 was broken. The location of the Subsystem when this lead was broken
could not be pinpointed because no Subsystem test was performed on the PTM
upon its receipt from JPL. An instruction entitled "Electrical Test on TV
Subsystem Received from the Field" was issued. This specified that all
Subsystems, when received, be tested in accordance with Appendix G of
RTSP-ll00A. (Chokes L2 and L3 were also replaced because the leads
were potted together. Refer to MR 4793 and 5802.)
Investigation into the loss of the +10OO volts revealed that the coaxial cable
into connector A3J3A1 was broken. Refer to MR 5826 for analysis. The
connection was resoldered, inspected, and conformally coated.
This coaxial connector has been pushed out. The retaining shoulder of the
connector had been worn by the lateral motion of the insert. The vendor was
consulted about this malfunction and recommended the use of back potting or
nylon rings. The coaxial connectors on Flight Model IH-2 were back-potted.
This process was continued on Flight Models IH-3 and IR-4. The nylon ring
was not used.
A broken wire at A3A3P3-A1 was attributed to lack of potting. Although the
potting was applied as required by the latest drawing, it did not provide strain
relief. All harness drawings were then modified to extend potting on all
right-angle connectors for a distance of 0.50 :_ 0.12 inch. This was then
included on all Ranger TV Subsystems.
During the postvibration inspection, it was noticed that a screw was missing
from the shutter mount. A screw, with the shock mount still attached, was
[ound on the floor and was probably the missing one. Examination showed
that the nylock button on the screw was deformed so badly that no selflocking
was possible. Flight Models lII-2, III-3, and IH-4, and the spares, all
had Kel F long-lok screws (rather than the nylock button) which have high
driving torque and are limited to one insertion for flight use. Thus, no
further corrective action was required.
Camera Failures S/N 008
Wire Ambient
broken
Shutter
Jammed
Ambient (system
test following a
special vibration
test)
Accident
Workmanship
Wire A6A3P3-A1 of harness 3OWl0 was found to be broken off at the solder
oint in the connector. The wire was quite stiff because of the heavy insula-
tion required for the 1000 volts for the vidicon mesh. The wire entered the
connector at right angles to the pins and it is believed that it was broken be-
cause of careless handling during disconnection and reconnection of the
plug. Personnel were instructed not to exert any force on the wire itself.
When the shutter was disassembled, an excessive amount of metallic
mrticles and a scar mark were found on the aluminum guide of the pole piece.
The cause of the failure was attributed to the metal particles being wedged
between the inside of the coil and the coil guide thus jamming the shutter.
Extra precautions were since taken to remove all residual metallic particles
from the shutter during the assembly process.
Camera Failures S/N 009
Ambient AccidentConnector
_ontact not
making
_ontact
Camera out
of focus
Cracked
vidicon
)articles of
metal on in-
lide surface
of lens
Ambient
ambient
Ambient
Workmanship
kccident
Nonassignable
Contacts of vidicon connector were distorted and failed to make contact;
improper insertions and extraction.
Cameras were not torqued properly when they were mounted after optical
alignment. QC began inspecting mounting on all flight units.
Glass accidentally cracked during manipulation of connector. New design
reduced mechanical stress on vidieon.
_Ietal particles could have been the result of extensive machining of the cam-
_ra shutter when the new lens was mounted.
H-4
MR Number
and DCHo
2680
4/4/63
,3382
6/12/63
3386
6/12/63
2302
8/30/64
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
l Failure Test Cause of Analysls andPar_ Mode Envhonme_t Failure Corrective Action
Component
Transistor
2N1656 Qll
Shatter Blade
Lenses,
Vidicon,
Shutter
Nuviator
(type 7586)
mgh-
voltage arc I
Video
saturation
Loss of
picture
resolution
Open
filamcet
Ambient
Room (in-
tegration)
Room (integra-
tion)
Ambient (post-
vibration system
teat)
Camera Failures S/N 009 (Continne_
Secondary
Workmanship
Sec_dary
Random
Secondary to(MR 2670) : cracked vidienn caused high-voltage arc.
The shatter had a blade aperture of a millisecond rather than the specified
2 milliseconds. The shatter was disassembled and the following were noted:
wear on the edge of the shutter blade; shift in position of the detent lecknuis
powdery deposits on the housing.
The following corrective actions were initiated: replacement of the shutter
blade; coating of the detent loclmute with a luokti_t material; and a chemi-
cal analysis of the powdery deposits.
Picatre resolution was lost during debugging.
The camera heads were disassembled and deposits were found on the lenses,
shutters, and vidicon face plates.
The deposits were chemically analyzed by the RCA Laboratories but could no
be identified.
The conclusion reached was that normal wear of the shatter could result in
this depesition. The subject was discussed at a design review, and design
changes were recommended which would keep this deposition to a mininmm.
P3 camera video was lost at C+49 of post-vthratioo system test 14. R was
noted that the P3 Camera had been slow turning on during warmup. In a
subsequent system test, P3 Camera video was intermittent. The nuvintor
was removed and returned to AED where analysis revealed that the lead
soldered to pin 4, (control grid_ was loose. The lead, a solid wire, had been
wrapped around the pin with a single inrn and soldered. Further evaluation
of the nuviator (electrical teat with all wire leads removec_ indicated that
the filament operation was intermittent. A multiple-wrap technique was
initiated for use on Cameras serial no. 042 through 049 and on all replace-
ments after July, 1963.
1757
819/63
2851
3/Ii/63
2854
3/16/63
3383
6112163
_385
8/12/63
3384
6/12/63
2153
6/1/64
Shutter (P) Open Room
3003 (integration)
Shutter (P) Open Room
3031 (integration)
Resistor, 20_ Open Room
I/2 W, wire- (integration)
wound (1tl)
Shntter Blade Video Room
saturation (integration)
Vidienn --- Room
(integration)
Loose Shatter --- Room
:)etent (integration)
Loeknuis
P4 Camera Micro-
Assembly _honic s on
(PTM) P4 Camera
Video
Ambient
Camera Fallures S/N010
Workmanship
Design
Random
Wor_nanship
Workmanship
Worl_naush_p
Nonconfirmed
Shutter coil checked open; internal inspection revealed a broken contact
spring that was twisted. This shutter was assembled by engineering _ no
QC. Shatters for all flight units were made by RCA under QC inspection.
Shutter coil checked open. internal inspection revealed a broken contact
! spring. This early shutter model was used on the PTM to maintain test
schedules. It did not have all of the modifications made to shutter design for
units.
The camera had a faulty video output which was traced to an open resistor in
the focus current regulator of the High Voltage regulator. No other parts
were bad nor did an analysis reveal any overatress condition. The resistor
was a commercial item, and it was recommended that a MIL-R-93 type
RB17CE20R00F be substituted. This was the first reperted fs_'ure of R1.
See MR 3382 on Camera S/N 00g.
The vidicon was loose and had a 1/16-inch play. The vidicon was removed
and a piece of nylon was found jammed onto the yoke threads. This made
it impeesfl_le to tighten the vidicon.
The nylon was removed and the mounting rstorqued.
The detent loeknuts were found to be loose when the shutters were removed
to change the blades. This condition was due to a lack of the required lock-
tight coating. The required coating was applied.
Microphonles caused no serious degradation to the picture content. Due to tht
noncritical nature of the problem and the unavailability of the PTM for re-
placement of the vidicon, no action was taken at this time.
H-5
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
MR Number Component
and Date Port
_985 [ Shutter
t/5/63 Detent
58U2 Resistor
3/18/64 R46
2943 Capacitor C2
8/8/63 Tantalum
Type
2947 shutter
8/25/63 (Serial No.
024)
4008 Contact Strip
9/22/63
2838 Vidlcon
10/11/63 Serial No. 66
2112
6/28/64
2113 Vidlcon,
6/29/64 Serial No.
840
3772
7/9/64
3883 ---
8/18/64
Failure I Test Cause of Analysis and
Mode I Environment Foilure Corrective Action
f
_hutter I
letents I
oet
nagnetism I
Ambient
Lead i Ambient
)roken
High Room (manu-
leakage facturing bench
_urrent test)
_pen coil Room (manu-
facturing)
Broken Room (manu-
contact facture)
strip
Micro- Room
phonic (engineering)
Reported
overBcan
out-of-
specifi-
cation
Low
resolution
Telem-
etry
voltage
not
within
specified
limits
Camera Failures S/N 011
Excessive
vibration
Therma-vacuum
(at O ° C)
Thermal-
vacuum
Ambient
Vibration
Random
Nonassignable
Loss of shutter action immediately after installation on structure. Detente
removed and remag_stized. Reinstalled and operated successfully. First
occurrence of this nature.
Inspection of the assembly revealed that the lead from resistor R46 wan
broken. Refer to MR 4792 on Camera Electronics S/N 007 for analysis.
The lead was properly resoldered.
Camera Failures S/N 014
Random (part)
Nonassignable
Nonassignable
Workmanship
(vendor)
None
Random
Noncuufirmed
Accident
During the flight acceptance testing, the video signal was found to be in-
verted. Testing of the circuitry revealed that capacitor C2 had an
excessive leakage current that caused transistor Q1 to remain saturated.
The shutter would not operate because of an open coil. The strip had
broken 1/16 of an inch above the solder Joint during the initial manufactur-
ing bench tests. The shutter had only 10,660 operations prior to this
failure. This was only the second such failure.
The shutter failed during manufacturing bench testing. Failure was due to a
broken contact strip that had experienced only 34,099 operating cyctes.
The past history of this full-scan shutter was not determinable since it had
no serial number on it. It was believed to be an engineering test shutter.
The shutter was thoroughly reworked, tested, and assigned a serial number.
This camera had euccesefuUy passed flight-acceptance testing. During bench
testing of the Block I_ cameras, the tube exhibited excessive microphonics.
It was decided that the tube would not be used for flight but could be used
during tests conducted in engineering or manufacturing.
A minimum oversc_m was specified as 8% for a P1 Camera; however, no
maximum was specified. The measured overscau of 15% at 0 ° C constituted
L more-than-adequate safety margin for this test. Therefore, this was not
considered a malfunction.
When inflialty checked, the resolution of vidicon, Serial No. 840, was 7
0 lines at 26 ° C. However, during thermal-vacuum testing
at 40 ° C, the resolution dropped to 1 percent at 671 lines. The Camera
Electronics Assembly was functioning properly during this period. It
was therefore concluded that the vidieon was temperature-sensitive and R
was replaced.
The G1 and focus telemetry voltage was measured as -1.72 to 1.82,
respectively. The specified minimum range is -2.0 to 3.0 volts. These
readings were a function ot the vidicon beam-current requirements for best
resolution. This particular vidlcon required a high negative G1 voltage.
The G1 and focus telemetry circuits performed satisfactorily. MR 100-64-
131 was approved by JPL, indicating acceptability of this condition.
Camera Head received an excessive vibration shock when the input tape
test equipment failed to operate properly because of a
defective connector and a dirty tape head. The camera was exposed to a
random burst of noise at approximately 15g for coe second. Camera Head,
014, was electrically tested, revibrated, and electrically tested
once more. No changes in operating characteristics were encountered.
A procedure for cleauingthe input tape-recorder heads on a regular basis
was generated, and the heads were to be inspected prior to operation.
H-6
MI Number
and DItu
TABULATION
ComponemPart I FailUreMede
3792
9/19/64
1357
lo/9/64
1371
10/20/64
1529
10/_9/64
1547
11/19/64
Vidicon,
C74072-D
Shutter
Vidicon
Serial No.
J03360
Nuvistor
Exces-
sive
video
gain
Stack
slmtler
Lose of
Telem-
etry out of
_c_toa-
t_n
High
_ise
level
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Ccmse of Ana|ysli and
Eiivlrof.mmlt Fclibre Corrective Action
Camera Failures SYN 014 (Contimaed_
Ambient Accident
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Work_nauship
Accident
Workmansblp
Design
Vidicon, type C74072-D, is twice as sensitive as the vidicon originally
employed, consequently, the range of the vidtcen target voltage should have
been reduced in order for the existing adjustment of the Camera Electronics
assembly to maintain proper gain control. A reductinn of the target supply
voltage from 30 to 25 volts restored proper operntien. This targct-voitage
rechctibn was also required for suppression of vidicon beam oscillations
which were experienced with the 30-volt target supply.
To prevent a recurrence of this malfunction, increased effort was made
to mssure that the vidicon parameters established during initial acceptance
testing were main_d,
The shutter stuck during the performance of a special engineertn_ test.
Analysin indicated th_ the core assembly of the shutter was defective.
Excess epoxy whlehhadnot heen removed interferedwiththe movement of the
slmtter coil. There was also a builthtp of brazing material on the cross
arm of the coil. These defects were corrected. However, during re-
assembly of the shutter, the core was cracked.
A new core was to be installed when available. The Product Quality Control
Check LLst No. 121 was revised to include special inspection items, so that
closer surveillance of shutter assembly workmanship would be undertaken.
The malfunction occurred during a special test (investigation of defomming_
when the video signat was lost. The failure was attributed to a broken G2
lead in the connector AlP3 of the teat harness. However, upon repair of
the connector, the restored video was of poor quality, and further analysis
indicated a 1000-ohm short betwse_ the cathode and G1 grid of vidte_,
Serial No. J03360. Vender analysis indicsted that the broken G2 lead may
have csnsed the internal short. With an open G2 lead, the input to the G1
regulator was not preeent. Therefore, the G1 grid was operating at zero
bias for a brief period of time, possibly several minutes. The G1 grid
normally operated st zero bias during the preparation portion of the cycle,
but not for the remainder of the cycle. The vidicen was put into the normal
aging cycle for new tubes. After operation at s filament voltage of 8 volts,
the tube was foundto have normal characteristics. Later, nt AED, the
tabe again displayed erratic performauee but 6tabilized after a brief period
of operation. Operation at s fflameat voltage of 8 volts evidently cleared
the intera_ short. The tube was coded to indicate a rejected item not
suitable for flight use.
The 1000/300 telemetry-poiet veltage was measured as 2.5 volts, which
was not within the specified range of 3.6 to 4.7. investigation revealed that
this low voltage resulted from a break in the 300-volt lead to the telemetry
circuit. The break was st the termibal on the printed-circuit board.
During repair of the wire, it was feared that the wire may have been sWessed
by a tie wrap adjacent to the printed-eircoit terminal. In addition, con-
hector A3J3 wan replaced and extensive tre_bin shooting was performed
on this printed-ciretlit board. The combination of the possible stress and
probing in the process of troubleshooting resulted in the break of this wire.
(See M:R2073)
The replacement of microphonic mtvisters in camera presmpUfiers was not
unusual and not normally reported as malfunctions. This was because
mlvistore must be specifically selected for each camera using minrophonics
as the parameter of primary interest. Due to the construction of the tube end
its location in the camera head (close proximity wLth the shutter), these tubel
c_ten become increasingly microphonic, making replacomen_ necessary.
Some changes were incorporated to protect the unvistor when mounted,
such an long leads, use of blue-solithaue potting material, and the use of
Improved shutter-shock _olath>D. Even with the changes, some nuvistors
exhfoited degraded vaterophonin performance as a function of time, making
replacement necessary.
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MR Number | Component
and Date 1 Port
1547
11/19/64
(C ¢mtinued)
2074 Video
11/21/64 Amplest
2073 Nuvi_or
11/22/64
1545
11/27/64
3342 Traneisotr
5/3/63 (Q19) 2N722
3963 Sync
7/10/63 Generator
I
Failure J Test Cause of
Mode J Environment Failure
(Continued)
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 014 (Continued)
Noise on Ambient
output
Nuvistor Ambient
micro-
phonics
Double Thermal-
image vacuum
on video
!
l
I
!
!
I
Workmanship
Workmanship
Accident
(test equipment
induced)
A screening test for selection of nuvietors for low microphonics was
established. The set-up consisted of a shutter, a camera housing, and a
mount for mounting the nuvistor to the housing. Utilizing the same shutter-
drive voltages, the relative noise level of nuvistors was readily discernible.
Since noise in the tube is a function of the axis involved, the tube was tested
twice (at 90°C) to assure a low level of noise in both axes. The set-up was
checked utilizing noisy nuvistors for comparison, and the test appeared
capable of selecting the better nuvistors.
During camera calibration tests, there were 10 mv of noise on the video
amplifier output, In an attempt to improve camera performance the noise
was traced to zener diode ca1. One end of the diode was disconnected. The
diode was replaced with a 1N757A and operated satisfactory for a short time
It was discovered that the wrong diode was placed in the circuit. After the
proper diode, 1N755A, was put in the circuit, the camera operated at a
noise level of less than 5 millivoRs. Inspection of color photographs of the
board revealed that the original diode was a 1N757, which exceeded leakage
specification.
The camera was rejected due to a high level of nuvistor microphonics. Whe
a replacement nuvistor was installed, the camera still had 35 mv of noise in
the white-field video. This nuvistor appeared to cause the preamplifier to
go into oscillation. Another nuvistor was installed. The camera operated
satisfactorily and the component was potted in the camera preamplifier.
The original nuvistor was found to have a mu value of 35.2, which differed
from comparable Ranger nuvistors by a factor of four.
The nuvistor was returned to the vendor for an analysis. The oscillations
were found to be internal to the nuvistor and were the result of a defective
grid assembly. A new procedure was put into effect to alert manufacturing
to the possibility of this failure.
During thermal-vacuum testing of Flight Model III-4, the display of the F b
Camera video output exhibited a double image, vertically displaced near the
center of the scanned raster. Investigation of the problem revealed that the
mirror employed in the collimater prevented simultaneous focusing on bars
and numbers. A telescope was used to view the mirror and the double
image was again evident. An optical laboratory camera was then used to
photograph the collimator target using the mirror. A smear was definitely
visible when the photograph was compared _o one taken while looking directly
into the collimator. This verified a definite mirror defect. Temperature
han a definite effect onmirror image. At colder temperatures, the double
image worsens, while at higher temperatures, the double-image effect
clears. Double image is thought to be an effect caused by the bonding of the
mirror to metal with epoxy. This problem is recognized and the design and
fabrication of a new mirror was initiated.
: The optical laboratory continued investigation to obtain a better reflective
surface for use over the temperature ranges stipulated for spacecraft tests.
When a new mirror was procured, the mounting configuration would be
redesigned to prevent stressing of the mirror due to thermal expansion and
contraction of its metal supporting structure.
Camera Failures S/N 015
Vibration Designi External
I short
I
Out of
syne
Room Design
Loss of horizontal sync output following vibration. Emitter of Q19 was
externally in contact with the emitter of Q9 of the horizontal eync. CircuR
layout for modification of the horizontal sync board placed the two tran-
sistors adjacent to each other. The insulation broke down due to wear during
vibration, The circuR layout was corrected to eliminate this failure mode.
The Sync Disable mode was activated while taking outside pictures, During
this period, the camera went out of sync once in every five operations. The
vertical sync generator circuit was redesigned. Diode Ca8 was changed
from a type 1N746 to a type IN753. The ECN, No. 92705, to RCA drawing
No. 1703809 was issued on July 18, 1963.
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ME Numbm Comlp4)mmt
and _ Pint
3374 Lens (75mm)
3980 Solenoid
9/10/63 Coil
Detent
Spring
5313 /'ctentiomntel
3/25/64 R31
3935 Slnit_r,
4/3/64 Serial No.
3030R1
3830 Vldicon
3995 S/N 708
4/zz/64
z783
5/7/_
37sz
5116164
2120
s/31/_
I
Foilum [ Test Cawse of Armlysi$ and
Merle [ P_ndfoR_ Failure Corrective Action
Loose Room
Broken After thermal-
binding vacuum test
(integn_
M_ad- Ambient
Jnstad
Loose Ambient
zmt
Noisy Thermal-
video vacaum
Mask
deviation
time
S_ad_g
entof
specff_d
limits
Defective
test
cable
Ambient (pre-
T_-
Ambient
Camera Failures S/N 01fi (Contimled)
vendor
Worlmmmfl_p
Accident
wo_
Nemmslgnable
Accident
_onoo_irmed
Accident
When the Camera was removed for optical alignment it was noted that the
front lens element was loose. R s_.ared that a highspot had existed under
the le_m element in the lems housing. This highspot had worn down under
v_rntion and the lens no longer fit mmgiy.
Following removal of the spacecraft from the Thermal-Vammm Test
Chamber and followthg electrical check--out, shutter t)4, S/N 3058
(FR A3979) was removed. When the spacecrsft was reassembled, slmtter
P1, S/N 3056, did not operate dee to a jammed coil and broken detent
spring.
All shutter solenoid coils used in shutters 3050 through 3061 were replaced.
A program of tenting, review, and inspection was initiated sad all
responsible persons reviewed procedures and specifications.
Follewb_ an intentional minadjaistment of the deflection controls to check
for vidic_m shading, the subsequent realignment resulted in minalignment
the horizontal centering pctentiomcter. The resulta_ mask extension
was only 12 microseconds instead of 15. The centering pctentiometer was
readjusted.
Inspection of Flight Model I_-2 by ¢_allty Control revealed that the nut on
the screw holding the "C" contact spring was insufficiently torqued. The
mt was properly torqued.
Two malfunctian reports were wrlflen. Mll 39_5 cc_era a malfunction thst
occurred during thermal-vacuum testing; MR 3830 covers a malfunction that
occurred daring subassembly teeth_g after the subassembly was removed
from the Ranger VII structure. During a post thermal-vacamm test, there
was a loss of _ for a 10-secc_l period. The loss was caused by
external noise triggering the erase fl_-flop in the vertical sync generator
Oaring a read cycle.
The vim.m-_--on, Serial No. 708, was re_'_rned to the vender for analysis, we8
found to be electrically satisfactory, and was not found to be microphonic.
The shutter used was not identical to a Ranger shutter. The vidicon was
returned to RCA. A shock greater than a single strutter operation was re-
quired to start the microphonice. However, once started, the shock from
the slmtter was sufficient to maintain the microphonics. The tube was
returned to the vendor for dissection and examination. The faceplate was
removed. The mesh and mesh mounting were fmmd to be normal. The
disassembled vidicon was returned to RCA. It was conchlded that the
vldicon was microphonic sad that the mlcrophonles were asseciatedwiththe
mesh structure.
The mask deviation time during the free-running mode was out of specifica-
tion. This malfunction occurred because the mask deviation time dering
free-running mode was not checked cktring bemch teat. The test procedure
for this assembly was revised to inchtde a check of the free-running mode
and any necessary ad_tmants.
The/'1 Camera Subassembly was spparently out of the specified Limits for
shading when tested to RTSP-111.?,A while in thermal-_rao, mm ccn_Ltiou.
RTSP-1112A however, does not rIKluh'e that shading measurements be made
under thermal-vecanm conditions. The /'I Camera subassembly was tested
at ambient conditions and succcssfully completed acceptance teat. A
variation of the shading limits wa¢ reviewed with JPL personnel and
approved.
This malhmction was reported as an inoperative slmtter. However, a chec_
the waveform for the shutter revealed that it was operating properly. Th_
trouble was traced to teat cable No. 2 where an open existed in the slmtter
rethrn wire (AIJI-3 to J19). Thi_, then, was e malfunction to the test
equipment.
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MR Number !
and Date
2652
1/24/63
2837
8/15/63
3350
8/22/63
3555
9/4/63
3556
9/4/63
3557
9/4/63
3588
9/8/63
4403
and
4016
through
4020
9/16/63
TABULATION
Component Fai|ure
part Mode
Lamp Drive Short
S/N 016 B to C
vidicon Noisy
Serial
NO. 162P
Vidlcon Micro-
(Serial No. phonic and
438) loose
mesh
Transistor Short,
Q5 (type base to
2N930 collector
Transistor Open
Q10 (type emitter
2N1656
Transistor Short,
Qll (type emitter to
2N1656) collector
Transistor Open
Q5 (type base
2N930)
Transistor Shorted,
Q II type collector
2N1656) to emitter
Transistor Shorted,
Q28 (type base to
2NTISA) emitter
and col-
lector to
emitter
Transistors Shorted,
Q29 and Q30 collector
Type 2N1656 to emitter
Transistor Shorted,
Q10 Type base to
2N389 emitter
and base
to col-
lector
Transistor Shorted,
Q3 Type collector
2N718 to emitter
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Bench
Room
(mantffaeturing)
Vibration
Room
(manufacturing)
Thermal-
vacuum (Manu-
facture)
Camera Failures S/N 016
Design
Wearout
Random
Accident
test error)
Accident(test
error)
Leakage current caused unit to remain in the ON position and stressed the
transistor; B to C short resulted.
Recommended use of 2N1496 MIL part with tighter leakage-current
specification.
The performance of the vidicun was marginal after being installed in a
camera. Further testing disclosed the tube to be defective because R bad
low sensitivity, poor signal-to-noise ratio, and very poor resolution. This
was all attributed to low emission due to aging. The tube was subjected to
approximately a year of cycling on and off. This tube was removed from use
except for engineering test.
Vidlcon tube was found microphonic and meshy after vibration. The
elements inside the vidicon tube were found to have changed their relative
)osition. The grid was in focus on the vidieon photoconductor layer. Dur-
ing readout this tube picked up the mesh and it appeared on the picture.
Examination of the failure revealed that th e failure could only be attributed
to an unnoticed and unreported testing error. This assumption was sup-
ported by the fact that immediately after replacement of transistor Q5,
it was again destroyed by test error. Test personnel were again instructed
to report all test errors.
During thermal-vacuum testing the electrical power was accidentally ap-
plied while pumping through the critical pressure point,
A review of all previous failures in thermal-vacuum was made to determine
which other parts may have been overstressed.
H-IO
MR Number
and Dote
TABULATION
Compon_lt Failure
Parl Mode
4005
91111_
4004
9/18/63
4O94
1214/63
4479
12/23/63
4480
12/23/63
4098
12125165
4588
i2/3o/6_
1361
10/12/64
1366
10/16/64
Vidicon 0 Blemish
S/N 896 on face-
plate
Transistor Shorted,
Q10 (type collector
2N1656) to emitter
andbase to
collector
Broken wire Broken
wire
potentiom- Open
eter R32 center
contsct
Transistor Shorted,
Q2 (type base to
2N718) emfl;ter
G1 Regu- Broken
letor wire
Transistor Low
Q21 (type beta
2_23)
Incorrect
wavaform
Shutter Micro-
Hardware phonics
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
rmvlro_ ment Fa|bre Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 016 (Continued)
NonconfirmedRoom (masu-
faemre)
Room
(e_eeriu s
test)
Ambient (JPL)
Rooln
Room
Roo_n
Room
Ambient
Ambient
Workmnehip
Worlm_ship
Nonassignshle
Accident
l Nonconfirmed
Workmanship
Dce_n
It was noted thst a spot, cansed by a bleanlsh onthe vidicon fpce, was ap-
poaring on all monitor photographs. Manufacturing rejected these vidlco_
for their blemishes. When engineering received the table, they acc_
the vtdicons since the blemishes did not exceed the speclfled dhnenalons.
In an att_ to induce the Q1O and 011 failures in the Camera Electronics,
the plus 1000 volts was shorted to ground. This did not c_.tse either Q1O
or Qll to fail. While doing this, the plus 300 volts was shorted to Q1O,
destroying it.
The 275-volt-supply lead of connector A3J6 was fmmd to be broken aftor
the return of the deflection amplifier to JPL. The lead had been too short
upon installation, and broke when stress was applied.
The G1 switching voltage was lost daring calibration and al_est for the
slx-camera bench test. Investigation revealed thst potenticmster 1132 had
an open circuit. It wan found that the lead Into the poteniiomster wasbro-
ken. Microanalysis revealed that the lead had been twisted until it s_
When the potentiomster was repleced, normal operstinn was restored.
During the Investigation of the malfunction noted in Malfunction Report 4479,
transistor Q2 was found to be shorted: base to ember. The transistor was
found to have failed because of a transient voltage applled between the base
and emitter for a short period of time.
Following the repairs necessitated by Malfimoticn Reports 4479 and 4480,
the Aasembly was tested. Investigation of almormal operation revealed that
a wire to pin 33 of J6 was broken. It is believed thni the wire was brokea
during the investigation for the two aforementioned MR's. The wire was
replaced and normal operation restored.
This transistor was removed from the Assembly because of suspected
erratic operation. Testing of the transistor showed that all static
characteristics were within specification limits. The DC beta was found to
be 55; the specified minimum is 20.
When an oscilloscope was connected to the telemetry point for the slmtter
and lamp voltage on Camera Electronics, Serial No. 016, a sawtooth wave-
form was obtained, rather than the expected steady d-c waveform.
Inveatig_tton revealed that a trace existed betwe_ te_ on the
circuit heard, but shoold have been open, an shown in the _ for
this clreait. The presence of this trace allowed the shatter input pulse to
he rooted directly to the base of output transistor QI8. When this trace
was opened, the correct wa,nelom was obtained.
An analysis of the circuit, with the trace on the printed-etrceR board,
Indicated that no overstresses were introduced, but this effect should be
taken tsto accetwt when telamstry is observed. SInce this trace posed no
real threat to camera operation, it was not necessary to rework Cameras,
Serial Nos. 022 and 037, which also had this extra trace. R was felt th_
opening of the Camera Electronics Assemblies st this point would only
have Introdaced u_eeessary program delay and undae re]labflRy hazards.
The measured noise wan 80 mfllivolts, while the _ specified value
is 50 millivolts.
The shatter mounting screws were Ioosaned one-half tara, Increasing the
shutter-to-Camera Head clearance to 0.055 inch. This redaced the
measured level of raicrophonles to 20 Inillivelts. The clearance was now
set at the upper ILmlts of the specification (tolerance for the clearance
were given as 0.050 + 0.005, - O.001 inch).
H-f1
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TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS
Component Test Cause of
Part Environment Failure
849 Wire
2/7/63
3274 Transistor
7/5/63 Q9 (type
2N1893)
_295 Transistor
r/25/63 Q2 (type
2N1485)
3349 Transistor
_/21/63 Q28 (type
2N718)
_554 N/A
12/14/64
3962 Shu_er
7/6/63 S/N 3035
5819 Potenti-
3/27/64 ometer R15
3776 N/A
7/14/64
3840
7/24/64
1362
10/13/64
ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
J Analysls andCorrective Action
I
Camera Failures S/N 017
Workmanship3pen Ambient
(integration)
_pen Room
_mitter I
3pen, Room (bench)
emitter to I
collector [
Low beta I Thermal-vacuum
(engineering)
Beam Ambient
oscflla- I
tions and I
telemetry 1
out ot
specifica- !
tion
Accident
(test error)
Accident
(test error)
Accident
Accident
There was insufficient slack in the wire. When laced down, the wire was
overstressed resulting in a break at J6. Wire was replaced with proper
wire length. Quality Control was instructed to exercise closer checks for
this fault.
The connections for the vertical yoke were reversed. The test positions
were more clearly marked to prevent further accidents of this type.
The Assembly was placed in a new test rack and power applied. Smoke and
the odor of burning followed. A check of the equipment revealed that the
transistor Q2 was burned. This failure was caused when a 6.3-volt line
shorted to the shield of a cable.
Emitter current was being shunted to the base of the transistor.
During a poetvibration electrical test of Camera, Serial No. 017/017, beam
oscillations with amplitudes of 300 mv were encountered. Also, the
horizontal telemetry read -5.23 volts, rather than the nominal -3.4 to -5.0
volts. Review of previous test data revealed that the horizontal sweep
telemetry had a reading of -4.8 to -5.26 volts on 12/11/64; the beam
oscillations were eliminated by adjustment of the G1, 62, and focus currents
MRA-100-64-216 was written to cover the telemetry readings, and MRA-
100-64-217 was written to cover the beam oscillations.
Camera Failures S/N 018
wearoutOpen coil
Cracked
Cathode
blanking
not within
specified
limits
Video
wave form
out of !
specifica-
tion
G1 and
focus
telemetry
voltage out
of speci-
fication
Room
(integration)
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Accident
Design
Accident
Random
This shutter had experienced approximately 300,000 operations when one of
its beryllium-copper contact springs broke. The design life of the P-Scan
Shutters was 200,000 operations.
Excessive petting used to hold down the G1 regulator cable flowed over on
potentiometer R15. During mating of the A2 andA3 frames, this excessive
potting stressed the potentiometer and cracked it. Thereafter, when potting
was applied, a straight edge was passed over mating surfaces to check for
protruding areas.
During the previbration electrical test the waveform of the cathode blanking
was not within specified limits, investigation revealed that the deviation
resulted from an insufficient "off" bias on transistor Q17 in the video-
amplifier circuit daring the dark-current sample and shutter intervals.
Transistor Q17 was biased slightly in the forward direction daring this
interval, resulting in low noise at the base of the transistor being amplified
and displayed at the collector. This condition was corrected by alleviating
he low-bias situation on transistor Q17, and decreasing the worst-case
zero level of the erase pulse to 0 volts dc.
During previbration testing, the mask scan of the clamped video waveform
was read at 116 microseconds. Investigation revealed that daring electrical
check prior to assembly, the value of the waveform was 110 microseconds,
at the upper limit of the specified value. The adjustment had accidentally
been made on the high limR of the specified value.
During test of P1 Camera Electronics, Serial No. 013, the G1 and focus
telemetry voltage was out of specification in the fail mode. This telemetry
voltage measured -1.43 volts, while the specified range was 0 to O. 5 volt
in the fail mode. The G1 failed should have been -0.7 to -1.3 volts, but
read -2.28 volts.
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MR Number
and Dote
Component r-cli|ure I Test
Part Mode ] BII vilmn ment
I
_czuse of Analysis and
Failure Corrective Achon
Camera Failures S/N 018 (Contimle¢_
1362
10/13/64
, (Continued)
1551
10/26/e4
Loss of
Video
2613
6/12/63
2825
6/24/63
Transistor Q8
(type ZN24_6)
No
+1004) _lts
Open
I Ambient Accident
Ambient
2646
3/7/63
2647
4/17/63
2648
i4/17/63
2822
16/19/63
2823
6/19/63
4590
1/3/e4
Vidicon Cracked Room
envelope
Bourn8
Trimpot
3250L
Transistor
Q17
2N916
Room (bench}
Pot open Ambient
--- Ambient
vidlcon P- Micro- Room (bench)
Scan Serial phonlce
No. 102
Nuvlst or Micro- Room (bench)
phonic
Vidicon, Low Room (JPL)
Serial No. resolution
181
An investigation revealed that all vidibon operating voltages were within the
specified range; however, the voltage of the 1000/4 high-voltsge test point
wan higher than normal (222 volts rather than 216 volts). This caused the
+27.5-volt supply voltage to read +27.8 volts, which forward-btssed
transistor Q1 in the telemetry circuit and permitted a 3-volt, peak-to-peak,
20-msec imlse to be applied to charging capacitor C5. The telemetry output
transistor, therefore, remained turned on and resulted in the out-of-
specification telemetry readings in the fall mode. By adjusting the high-
voltage (1000/4) test point from 222 to 216 volts, the supply voltage wan
reduced from 27.8 to 27. O volts, removing the forward bias from transistor
Q1. With this adjustment, normal operation wan restored.
Test Method -1-1754616 was revised, so that telemetry voltages would be
checked immediately after any adjustment of vidicon operating voltages.
During test of P1 Camera Electronics, Serial No. 018, the video signal was
lost. The nudfu_ction was traced to an intermittent failure of the -27.5-
volt supply. The loss of voltage was attributed to a broken wire at connector
' A2J4-36. Thewirew_ frayed aud appeared to have been hofding by only
a few strands prior to the break. The wire wan repaired and normal video
was restored.
I
Camera Failures S/N 020
Random
Wo_
In the F-6cau Camera Electronics for the LTM, the 1000-veR supply wan
lost because of the arcing between the 10OO-voR terminal and a printed
circuit carrying 40 volts. A secondary failure wan the shorting of the 1000
volts to a 300-volt wire with broken insulation.
During the preliminary tests it wan found that the +1000-volt supply was
producing only _o45 volts and all other positive voltages were low. Trouble-
shooting revealed that the emitter of transistor Q6 was grounded by the
cathode lead of diode CR7.
Diode CR16 in the video amp wan wired _ backwards mad the lead thst was
supposed to go to the anode side of this diode was missing. Further, the
wire in the deflection amplifier that supplied the +6 volts for sweep was
broken off.
Camera Failures S/N021
Accident
Random
Non-
anal_mble
Randum
_on-
assignable
Nonansignable
Vidieon envelope developed a crack across the bane; the crack _ded along
the side of tube. Faille occurred during one of the repeated socket
insertions and withdrawals. The harness connection to the vidicon was
modified to remove the mechauieal loading from the vidicon pins.
One of the potentiometer leads opened at egress from the molded body.
Cause of failure could not be determined.
No blanking c_xrent from video amplifier. Transistor QI7(2NgI6) in the
Video Amplifier wan co_firmed an having a low beta and defective E to B
junction. This was the first reported fathtre of Q17. The malfunction
occurred daring modification of Block IH°I.
R wan impossible to obtain satisfactory pictures from this vidibon due to Higl
High microphonies.
This nuvistor wan removed and replaced when the camera still had
approximately 250 mv of microphonics with the vidicon disconnected.
Following alignment and calibration, the Camera did not pass acceptance
tests because of low resolution. All voltages to the vidleen were eormal.
The tube was replaced with SeriaJ No. 942 and normal operation of the
'.amera was obtained.
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MR Number
and Date
TABULATION
Component Failure [
Part Mode I
: I
3345
8/15/63
4269
1/24/64
5817
4/3/64
5818
4/5/64
2253
11/11/64
2252
11/13/64
Transistor Qf
(type 2N1485)
Cable Shield
Lens,
Serial No.
1887
Diode CR9,
Resistors
R37, R38,
R39, and
R40
CapacRor
C15
Shutter,
Serial No.
3043R-1
Short, coI-
lector to
emitter
Improp-
erly
wired
Black
particles
Telem-
etry outpu
out of
specified
limits
Noise
spikes in
ranter
Reversed
plugs
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
!
Test | CQuse of
Environment L Failure
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 022
AccidentRoom (manu-
facturing)
Room
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient (JPL)
Ambient (JPL)
Workmanship
Nonconfirmed
Nonconfirmed
No failure
Accident
The video was lost after approximately 20 hours of bench testing. This was
found to be daze to an accidental short between transistor Q5 and a vohage
source.
The G1 regulator was not switching properly during a bench test. The
shielded cable from J3 to A3 frame was found to be Improperly wired and
resulted in ground being placed on the RS3-R34 junction when the test cable
was connected. The wiring error was corrected and reinspccted for
quality acceptance.
A visual inspection of the lens revealed loose black particles within the lens
structure. Although they did not affect camera operation, the lens was
disassembled to determine the nature and source of these particles, It was
believed that the particles were pieces of black lacquor which resulted from
scraping occurring during the past two years. The vendor was informed
of the problem to prevent recurrence. Personnel were instructed not to
disassemble the lenses for this problem because it did not affect camera
operation.
The telemetry output of the horizontal scan read -1.3 volts. The specified
limits were 0 to -1.25 volts. Various components were removed and found
to be satisfactory. A review of the specified limits as well as the failure
simulation method resulted in the specified limit being changed to -1.5
volts.
A review of the 35-ram film of the video output obtained during a special
test at JPL revealed noise spikes in the output of the P2 Camera. The noise
usually appeared at alternate operations of the P2 Camera shutter and was
generally grouped within a few TV lines near the top of the scanned raster.
The duration of the noise spikes varied from a few microseconds to 50
microseconds.. The level went to saturated white but recovered with little o]
no ringing. The P2 shutter was replaced as an exploratory measure (not
because of a shutter malfunction), but this did not provide any Improvement.
However, in later tests, the noise spikes were somewhat lessened.
No additional action was taken since the noise spikes were actually within
acceptable limits and the camera was still operating well within require-
ments.
During installation of the P2 Camera Assembly for a special test, plugs
A2P2 and A3P5 were accidentally reversed. Power had been applied for 2
minutes and 15 seconds before the plug reversal was discovered. The A2P2
connector carried supply voltages to the preamplifier, while the A3P5 con-
hector carried telemetry voltages. The plug reversal terminated all
camera telemetry circuits in the preamplifier and supply voltages were
terminated at the 90-point telemetry commutator. It was determined that
no overstressing of parts occurred in the Channel 8 or P-Channal voltage
controlled oscillators or in the affected telemetry circuits. All jacks and
plugs were clearly stencilled. However, extra care was taken when these
particular plugs were mated since they were the same type.
In a duplication of the malfunction condition reported in MR 2252, a special
test was performed on capacitors C3, C4, and C2 in the camera preamplifiel
circuit. All of these capacitors were CL45BK040MP3, polarized wet-slug
types. During the actual malfunction, the input to C3 and C4 circuit had a
i reverse voltage of 3.5 volts for 2 minutes 15 seconds, and the circuit of
capacitor C2 had a reverse voltage of 2.8 volts for the same period of time.
In a series of three test configurations, no significant increase in leakage I
current was detected when subjected to identical failure modes. This
finding supported the previous opinion of capacitor specialists and the vendor I
that the stress induced by the malfunction of MR 2252 was not severe [
enough to affect the reliability of the capacitors in P2 Camera, Serial No. [
022/022. Two sample capacitors used in the tests were dissected and ]
found to be clean internally. There was no evidence of silver migration )
in either component. |
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TABULATION
Component Failure
6000
212o165
2615 ---
6/14/63
1670 Viclicon No.
4/12/63 261
3973 Shutter
8/5/63 (Serial
No. 3047)
3974 Shutter
8/10/63 (Serial
No. 3032)
3433 Contact
9/16/63 Strips
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test t'_use of Anoly$1s and
Emv_ronment Failure Co_ecfive Action
Camera Failures S/N 022 (Continued)
Nonconfirmedn_h I Ranger Vm
SImtter- ] Mission
_ced I
phonics i
Severe microphonics occurredin the final frames of the P2 Camera dnring
Ranger VIII Mission. The flight data was compared with preflight test
performance which indicated that the P2 Camera flight performance was
consistent with the test performance at AED and JPL during the thermal-
vacuum runs. The increase in microphonlcs daring the mission was due
to rising vidicon temper_ure. This was not considered a malfunction.
Camera Failures S/N 023
_o t_mp- i Ron_
drive i
Nonconfirmed The data point used to monitor the lamp-drive circuit indicated a failure.
The related circuits were checked and found to operate satisfactorily.
Slow Thermal-
warm-up vacuum
Camera Failures S/N 024
Random Initially, P4 acted as ff it had a slow warm-up. However, it functioned
satisf_tctorily at the end of the run and ckLring all subsequent test runs.
Camera Failures S/N 025
DesignFailed to
operate
Broken
contact
Broken
Room
(_tegr_ion)
Room
(intagration)
Room (JPL)
(system test)
Design
Workm_smp
The analysis and corrective action for this malfunction Report is the same
as presented in Malfunction Report 2616 on P2 Camera Assembly S/N 007.
The P-Slmtter was found to have a broken contact strip. The slmtter had
operated for only five days before this failure, its second. The first
failure in the shutter occurred after 300,000 operations. One of the contact
strips broke and was replaced. However, the remaining contact strip
was not changed and after five days of operation, also failed. On all
subsequent reworks, both contact strips were to be replaced.
A broken contact strip resulted in an open coil in the shutter. Inspection
of the strip revealed that it had been soldered to the coil on an angle. Thus
the contact strip was subjected to twisting when operated and it snapped.
ShuRer S/N 3032 was thereafter used only for preliminary testing of flight
equipment.
2942 Diode CR2
5/8/63 (type
1N2639B)
2944 Transistor
8/10/63 Q5 (type
2N1656)
1312 Nuvintor
6/26/64
Open Room
(man_acturt_
Short, Room (mana-
coDector factuviug)
to emitter
Micro- Postv_ration
phonics
Ca_aera Failures S/N 026
Workmanship
Accident
(test error)
Vendor
workmanship
The camera sweeps were found inoperative, investigation disclosed that
diode CR2 had been opened by a solder splash on the circuit board shorting
the diode to a 6.3 volt source. Upon replacement of the diode and cleaning
of the board, the unit operated satisfactorily.
In order to find the vidicon tube that per[ormed best in a camera, several
were installed, tested, and then removed. During one of these tests, two
wires in the vidicon conuector were crossed allowing plus 300 volts to be
shorted to G1 resulting in the shorting of transistor QS.
During a postvibration check of Camera Head, Serial No. 026, microphontcs
of 100-my amplitude were experienced on the clamped video signal.
The anvistor was replaced, and _e noise was greatly reduced and signal
level improved. While removing the original suvistor, however, a hole
was accidently punched in its metal case, breaking the seal and makieg
an electrical analysis impossible. Mechanical analysis of the nuvistor from
this unit revealed that the _ had a defective grid struc_re. Several of the
grid supports had not been attached daring manufacture of the tube. This
permitted the grid to move, and constautly changed the gvid-to-cathode
spacing.
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TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Component Failure I Test Cause of Analysis and
Mode ] Environment Failure Corrective Action
Open,
base to
collector
Short,
collector
to
emitter
Loose
mounting
Improper
mating
Variation
Video
noise
burst
Noise
Open
Room (bench)
Room (manu-
facturing}
Ambient
integration)
_mbient
Postvibration
Ambient (JPL)
Ambient
Camera Failures S/N 028
Accident
Workmanship
Workmanship
Nonconfirmed
Nonassignable
Nonconfirmed
3371 Transistor
3372 Qll (Type
3280 2N1656)
7/28/63
Transistor
Q17 (Type
2N916)
Transistor
Q10 (Type
2N1656)
2948 Vidicon
8/26/63 S/N 288
4473 Connector
11/22/63 A1A1J1
3802
5/4/64
3809
5/5/64
2195 ---
5/15/64
2192 ---
5/22/64
2055 Deflection
6/26/64 Yoke
Workmanship
The G1 regulator would not operate constantly with respect to the ground
reference and the video amplifier had no cathode blanking.
Analysis revealed that only a short between the G1 head and the cathode lead
of the vidieon could cause these three transistor failures. The short could
have occurred in the cable, the connector, or from an external cause.
The vidicon turned in the camera head when attempts were made to torque
it down during assembly. A visual inspection of the phenolic sleeving on
the tube verified that the tube was acceptable.
A check of the yoke revealed it to be slightly larger when compared to other
cameras. The vidicon S/N 288 was installed in Camera S/N 028 and
appeared to fit well.
Investigation as to the loss of video from the P1 Camera revealed that
coax insert A1A1J1 was pushed out. The investigation further revealed
that because of improper potting, it was impossible to mate the connector
properly. The connector was replaced on the harness. QC has been
requested to inspect all connectors very closely.
The average white level of the P1 Camera was considerable lower than that
of the P2 Camera when tested with their respective collinators. A check
was madeby interchanging the P1 and P2 collimators and then using a
calibrated light gun. In the test with the Interchanged collimators, the
difference in the average white levels of the P1 and P2 Careers was
approximately 75 mv. The peak white level of the P1 Camera was
approximately 15 percent low when determined by the use of the light gun.
The Pl and P2 collimators were at 2450 and 4000 foot-lamberts respectively
during these tests. The collimator difference was cansedbythereptacement
of the bulbs without recalibration of the collimators. The low sensitivity of
the Pl camera was caused by shutter replacement at JPL.
During a postvibration system test performed In accordance with JPL test
procedure 3R 306.12, a very fast noise burst was observed on the 35-mm
film of the P1 Camera video (Reference _ 2192). This noise burst
occurred near the top of the frame at the time of P3 Camera shutter opera-
tion or during F Camera shuiter operation. Thus, the noise appeared to be
microphouically Induced. The interference resultIng from the noise burst
was mincr (much less than 1 percent of the picture), so no immediate action
was recommended. The amount of noise varied among tests; e.g., the
second thermal-vacuum test (cold) had only a few frames in which the
noise appeared.
Prior to mounting the Subsystem on the JPL Bus, a short test in accordance
with Appendix R of RTSP 1100 was performed. The Thermal Shrouds and
collImators were mounted on the Subsystem during this test. Examination
of the 35-mm film revealed short noise pulses on the P1 video during both
normal and sync-disable operation. Although the problem is not serious
enough for camera disassembly, the video will be watched for signs of
further degradation.
A check of the focus coil of the deflection yoke indicated an open between
pins 1 and 9. The yoke was disassembled and the coil unwound to locate the
open. It was found that the coil wire had been physically cut. The deflectiol
yoke had been previously reworked to correct a stripped thread of a screw
hole In the yoke collar. The damage to the coil wire was caused either by
the tapping operation to enlarge the screw-hole size from No. 4 to No. 6
or by the use of a screw longer than specified by the deflection-yoke assem-
bly drawing (RCA drawing No. 1754325. Note 5).
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Component FaSlure l Test Cause of Analysis and
Pad Mode ] Envi_mmeni Failure Corrective Action
1306 ---
8i11_
2118
8/21/64
3963 ---
s120164
Camera Failures _/N 028 (Conthme_
Horizontal
Vhlno
sainrstion
Loose
slmtter
The_'m_-
w
Ambient
V_ration
Wor]mmnshlp
(verier)
Des_ (AED)
Nonconflrmed
Camera Electronics, Serial No. 018, ex_Ited s_Etter mlstriggering,
horizo_al overscan, and out--of-speclfios_on resoletlon at 25" C. Pre-
limioary investigation indioated that the video blank level was 300 my rs_her
than the nomi_d 70 my. Additional investigation revealed the presence
of distortion in the unclamped video waveform at the beginning of each
horizontal line. Since the clamp circuit sampled daring _ h_erval, the
action of the clamp caused the vertical black level to set on the distortion.
Further investigation of the camera electron/cs isolated the problam to the
vidioon yoke. An attempt was made to disassmnble the yoke for analysis;
however, the coils were so well potted that they were damaged to the eate_
that the source of the proble_n could not be determined visually. Resist-
ance aud inductance measurements indicated that the horizoetal-deflection
coil had approxhnstely 68 turns shorted. Althottgh these shorted turns ap-
)eared to be out of the cfrcult, the shorted portion of the ceil was still
mutoally coupled te the rema_der of the coil, providing a dampening effect,
which affected the ltnearity of the waveform at the beginning of each
horizontal line. Replacement of the vidicon yoke eliminated the horizontal
0verscan problem.
I_ring subsequent teeting of this camera, erratic shatter operation was
enccamtered. During bench tests to determine the cease of the shutter
problem, saturated white video probl_s occurred, which were capable of
being induced by adjusting the vidicon-target voltage from 30 to 37 volts.
The correction to _fsot the vldloon was accompl/.abed by _educing the
vidicon target potenti_ to 25 volts. Camera operation returned to
normal, with only avery alight loss in sensitivity.
The shutter problem was attr/l_ted to noise on the shutter-pulse output from
the vertical sync generator, with the no/Be occurring almost coincldentally
with the trall/ng edge of the shutter pulas. The noise problem was traced
to a faulty transistor (Q21) in the vertical sync generator, whoso beta value
was too low to _ asluratlon for the &J_ration of the shutter pu_e. As a
result, low-level noise sp_kes a_ the traas_tor base were amplified and
impressed on the shutter drive input. Replacement of transistor Q21
restored normal shulter operation.
Whe_ the camera was again tested in the thermal-vaolum e_vtronment, the
vertical dark-field shading was out of specification. This is a common
oc_ce when vidioons undergo temperature variations. However, the
shading was still too high st the end of the test, so as investigation was
)erfomed to determine the source of the problem. The erase, shading,
and resolution characteristics of the camera were normal; however, the
light-transfer characteristic (gamma) of the vidlcon tube was more than 1.1.
The gamma was modified to slightly less than 1.0 by the use of a 75-ohm
]zmp-driving resistor. The unit was tested in the thermal-vso_m_ esv'Lron-
merit and operation was normal.
h order to eliminate video-saturation preblems, the vidioon target voltage
each camera has been set at a value lower than the 30-veR range; the
value of the voltage is established in accordance with a setup procedure.
The failure of transistor Q21 from low beta indicates that the unit had been
at marginal level at the thne of hu_t_dlation. In feture modlficetions or new
c_meru, transistor tFpe AED-02 , whioh has a rain/mum beta of 40 at 5-
ma collector carrent, woald be utilized as the lamp-drive trausintor Q21.
In addRion the tranalJ_or base-drive current would be increased by de-
creasing the 22-k ohm series resistor to 10-k ohms.
During thrust-axis vibration it appeared that the slmtter had worked looso.
l An inspection of the Camera Head by the mechnslcal-integrstlon actlvfly
! showed that the shutter mounting and associated hardware met all spec/fica-
tions. This, therefore, did net const/inte a true malfunction.
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MR Number Companent
and Date Part
1536 Video
11/14/64 Amplifier
2688 Transistor Q8
26902689 (Type 2N1208)
3/25/63 Resistor R26
i Transistor Q7
(Type2N697)
4234 "C" Rmg
12/8/63 Spring
2178
5/13/64
2179
5/13/64
4002 Solenoid Coil
9/7/63
Failure I Tern! Cause of Analysis and
Made Environment Failure Co,rectlve Aclion
I
Camera Failures S/N 028 (Continued)
[o video I Ambient
utput [
Accident During a test for mlcrophonlcs, no video signals were obtained. During the
previous rework, a lead that had a nick in the insulation was disconnected.
A piece of thermo-fit sleeving was placed over the insulation at this point.
When the lead was reconnected, the shield was connected to the pre-amp
output and the center conductor was connected to ground. When the camera
head was attached to the electronics, all video signals were shorted to
ground at the pre-amp output. A stress analysis indicated that components
C2 and Q1 were the most susceptible to stress. These components were not
overstressed.
Camera Failures S/N 029
I
_hort. I Room I Accident
_ollector to I (integration) [ (test error)
!mitter I /)pen)verstress L
Transistor Q8 (2N1208) was shorted from the collector tb the emitter.
Resistor R26, a 1 ohm 3 watt wire-wound resistor was open and completely
destroyed. Transistor Q7 (2N697) wan replaced since it was overstrased.
It is unlikely that a component failure would have caused such extensive
/ damage. Therefore, it is believed that an external short-to-ground of the
collector on transistor Q8, caused the damage. This short probably occur-
/ red at the shutter coil terminals since they were the only accessible points
where an external short could be applied.
Camera Failures S/N 031
Lost ]Ambient (JPL)
Video line [ Postvibration
missing [
Nuvistor [ Postvibrstion
micro- '
phonics
Design
Random
Nonconfirmed
During a routine maintenance test, the ring used to lock the shutter block as-
sembly to its drive rod was found to be missing. The shutter had undergone
approximately 150,000 operations. Because the ring could not be located, R
iS believed that R was missing at the time the shutter was installed. How-
ever, inspection of the shutter block disclosed stak_ compound which indi-
cated that a ring had been present.
The following recommendations were implemented to prevent a recurrence
of this problem:
• Impose a 100% inspection of all rings and pins for proper
dimensioning,
• Bond the ring with staking compound with the opening 90 ° away
from the line of thrust, and
• Change the groove dimensions on Drawing No. 1170149 to 0.074
+0 002
0' 000 for the groove diameter to Improve worst-cane fit.
- .
A postvibratinn verification test in the Z-axis was performed on Flight
vlodel HI-2. This teat was conducted in accordance with JPL test proce-
dure 3R311.03 The review of 35-ram film from the test revealed that on
frame No. 45 a line was missing (Pl Camera) and on frame No. 52 a line
was missing (P4 Camera). This problem was not observed in any subsequenl
testing. Therefore, the malfunction was considered to be a random occur-
rence.
During a postvibratton electrical test, the P1 Camera exhibited an increase
in nuvintor microphouies of approximately 13 kc as compared to previous
tests. The magnitude of the microphonice was not known, and to determine
this level would have required the opening of several connectors on the TV
Subsystem. An investigation of this nature was not warranted st that time.
This microphonics condition appeared and disappeared with all cameras. A
later test revealed that it existed on a limited number of frames. The phe-
nomean were continually scrutinized when evaluating camera performance.
Camera Failures S/N 032
Jammed Room
Solenoid (manufacturing)
Vendor
Workmanship
During testing of Camera S/N031, the shutter stopped functioning. Inspec-
tion of Shutter S/N3054 indicated the solenoid coil was Jammed. The glass
epoxy coil was removed and quality control performed several measure-
ments. This coil was found to be out-of-round at the narrow end of its
taper and was smaller than the minimum as specified on the mechanical
[ specification. An additional number of solenoid coils were ordered and they
/ were to be fabricated under the close supervision of quality control and man-
ufacturing. In addition, several extra coils would be constructed st the same
[ time. These coils would be tested by engineering and quality control.
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MR Numbm-
and Date
I I
Compommt 1
Pa" J_
4009
6128163
4262
ll/24/63
3870
6/20/64
1302
7/29/64
Transistor High
Q4 (Type voltage
2N722)
Shutter Serial MagDst_
No. 013 detent not
holding
shutter
Broken
wire
l>reamplifiea No target [
Serial No. 112 voltage
2826
6119/63
3271
7/1/63
3380
i8/2/63
4698
4/10/64
Vidicon
(SIN 708)
Transistor Q4
(type 2N930_
Dark c_r-
rent tilt
Broke
Short, base
to emit_r
Mmlitor
signal
misalng
12833
2834
2835
7/18/63
Diodes CR6 Open
and CR7
(Type 1N989B)
Transistors Q50verstress [
and Q6
(Type 2N1656)
Transistor Q2 Open
(Type 2N722)
Transistor Q3 Overstreee [
(Type 2N718A)
_ l
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test r--use of
Envkonment F_ilurt
A_lysis and
Conective Action
Camera Failures S/N 032 (Continued)
Rooln
(manofacturina)
Amb_ (JPL)
Ambient
Ambient
Noncoofirmed
veslgD
Worknmaship
Accident
The G1 and Focus Telemetry point measured out of specification limits,
minus 27 volts, during mar_facturing test. The transistor was found to be
good followiug its removal.
The F a Camera was ssmrating although no light was applied. Althou_ a
reading was obtained when the _r reached the top of its stroke, the
magnetic detent was not holding the shul_r in the up position, close inspe_
tion revealed the shutter was reb_mding off new shock bumpers. An
FCN has been issued to shorten the shock hmnpers to prevent lnterferenve
_ith the slmttor.
The Camera Electronics Assembly (Serial No. 032) failed to operate during
initial bench-check test. Examination of this assembly revealed an open
wire in the hlgh-voltage chopper circuit. When the open wan corrected, the
assembly operated normally.
Daring ambient test, target voltage was not being applied to the vidicon.
Investig_ion revealed that preamplifier, Serial No. 112, had previously
been opened for inspection of the nuvistor. In replacing the corer, the tar-
get-voltage lead was pinched between the cover and case, breaking through
the insulation and shorting the lead. Analysts of the circuit showed that a
short at this point did not overstress the low-voltage regulator, preampli-
fier, or vidicon. The shorted lead was replaced and proper operation was
restored.
Camera Failures S/N 034
Room (bench) Nonconfirmed
Room
Rooln
(manufacturing)
Ambient
Wearou$
Workmanship
Nonanalgnable
A defective vidteon test cable caused poor video and improper shutter opera-
tion. Evem wlth the new cable the vidicen had an excessive alaat on the dark
fie1& The vidtoon wan tested in several cameras including the e_ineering
bench setup. In all cameras, varying degrees of elope were present. The
vidicon was replaced with S/N 402.
T_e shutter failed due to a broken beryllium contact strip. This shutter had
logged in excess of 350,000 operations. A procedure was established by en-
gineering for the attachment of contract strips to the solenoids requiring the
use of minimum solder. The strips previously failed due to flexure at the
end of the solder flow. The new procedure would prevent the solder from
flowing along the strip and would reduce the failure potential.
The vertical sweep telemetry point failed to indicate a malfunction upon the
disabling of the sweep, as called for in the bench test procedure. _-tion
revealed that excessive heat, probably daring either rework or the test pro-
gram, had been applied externally to the base lead of traustster QI4.
Investigation of the lack of the cathode blanking signal on pin II of jack
A3A3JI revealed an open circuit from the isolation resistor to the test point,
with the agreement of JPL, this condition wan to remain unless the mssem-
bly was removed from the Subsystem for some other I_rpose (becznse the
Assembly was working properly and could not be worked _ while integra-
te_.
Room (bench)
Camera Faflares S/N 035
iWerkm_h_ Daring manufacturing bench test, the G1 Regulator did not operate/ Investi-
gation revealed that the plus and minus 27.5-voR lines had been wired in re-
verse. Diodes CR6 and CR7, and Transistor Q2 all had opened due to the in-
correct wiring. Transiators Q3, QS, and Q6 were all replaced dee to an
overstrese.
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MR Number Component
and Date Part
3936
3/21/64
3937
3/23/64
4785 Potenttometer
3/23/64 R17
3936
3/30/64
3554 P Vl_con
8/29/63 S/N 115
3990
4/26/64
2194
5/15/64
3978 Detent Sprtug
9/3/63
3979 Solenoid Coil
9/9/63
4022 Solenoid Coil
9/13/63
3991
4/28/64
MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Failure I Test
Made Environment
Cause of Analysis and
Failure Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 036 (Continued)
Telemetry
out of spe-
cification
C tamp
pulse and
mask level
out of spe-
cified
limits
Ambient
Ambient
Misad- Ambient
juated
No video Ambient
Nonconfirmed
Accident
!Design
Workmanship
A malfunction at the Vertical Sweep Telemetry Terminal on Test Rack 0Ol
was indicated, investigation revealed that Test Rack 001 was malfunction-
rag, Replacement of the test rack restored normal operation of the failure
indication circuit.
The measured clamp pulse and mask level measured 65 microseconds, The
specification incorrectly stated that 70 microseconds was the specified
minimum. The specification was revised on March 30, 1964 so that the
minimum is 65 microseconds.
Potentiometer R17 was readjusted to return the horizontal-erase-sweep
overscan to within specification limits. The assembly was set aside for 4
to 5 hours, then operated for one hour, and then rechecked. The overscan
remained within limits. The Test Specification, RTSP-1111A, did not speci-
finally designate the original adjustments. It was since corrected to detail
the necessary adjustments.
Investigation into the loss of video from the camera revealed that the wire to
A2JI-1 was broken. During the investigation two resistors with incorrect
values were found. The wire was repaired, the resistors were replaced,
and normal operation, asverifiedby a subsequent test, was restored.
Camera Failures S/N 036
Micro- Thermal-vacuum
phonic and (manufacture)
meshy
Out of focus Thermal-vacuum
(-lO ° C)
Super- Po stvibration
imposed
video
Vendor
Workmanship
Nonconfirmed
Random
The vidicon S/N 115 became microphonic and very meshy during 40°C ther-
mal vacuum test. When analyzed by engineering, failure was confirmed and
vidicon was replaced.
The video obtained from the P2 Camera on Flight Model ilI-2 during the ther-
mal-vanuam testing of the Subsystem provided a resolution near the mini-
mum acceptable individual camera resolution performance. Review of the
data by both JPL and RCA personnel resulted in the conclusiou that the
Camera was acceptable for use.
During a peatvibratlon system test performed according to JPL procedure
3R 300.12, the video signals of P2 and 1) 4 Cameras were superimposed on
frame 252 of the 35-ram film. This superimposition of video was an isolated
incident attributed to a transient that caused the position pulse of the P4
Camerato occur at the same level as the position pulse of the P2 Camera.
This condition was not observed on subsequent frames of the film. This
failure was therefore classified as random andtests will be closely moni-
tored for recurrence. No action was warranted at this time.
Camera Failures S/N 037
WearoutBroken Boom
spring (integration)
Jammed Thermal-vacuum
solenoid (integration)
Jammed Thermal-vacuum
coil teat (integration)
Camera out Thermal-vacuum
of focus
Vendor
Workmanship
Accident (test
error)
Noncoufirmed
The shutter was operating slowly and erratically. This was caused by a
broken detent spring.
This shutter had accumulated in excess of 330,000 operations. Both detent
springs were replaced along with both contact strips.
The shutter coil became jammed in thermal-vacuum test. When the shutter
was disassembled, it was found that the glass epoxy solenoid coils were out
of round at the narrow end. Also the minimum dimension measured on this
coil was below the minimum allowable.
This shutter was installed on the spacecraft when shutter S/N 3058 failed
daring thermal-vacuum testing (MR 3979). Shutter S/N 3050 was installed
on the spacecraft in order to continue the test, even though the shutter was
marked by quality control as a defective part.
Shutters S/N 3050 through 3061 had new solenoid coils installed.
During thermal-vacuum testing, the picture obtained from the P4 Camera
appeared to be out of focus; however, the camera was operating wRhin all
required specification limits. After a review of camera data by RCA and
JPL, a mutual agreement was made to retain the camera on the Ranger VII
Spacecraft.
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MR Numl_r
and Date
ComponentPort I FailureMode
3599
5/12/64
2268
12/28/e4
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Anoly$i$ and
Envbonmenf Failure Co_ecfive Action
Wire Broken Ambient
_644
L/12/63
3275
r/13/63
3276
7/14/63
_277
T/15/63
[007
/18/63
_089
L1/2/63
_651
.2/2/63
_939
_/24/64
N/A
Transistor
Q14 (type
2N1068)
Transistor
QI3 (type
2N916)
Transistor
Q18 (type
2N943)
Transistor
Q22 (type
2N1244)
Nylon track
Dowel Pin
i _CA Dwg.
8482050)
Contact Strip
Shuiter-
indaned
noise
bursts
S_lort,
BtoC
No video
output
Binding
coil
Undersize
Shutter in-
operative
Output not
within
specified
limits
Vertical and
Horizontal
Telemetry
Camera Faiinres S/N 037 (Continued)
Ambient (JPL)
Accident
Design
A broken wire was found on pin 17 of connector J6, frame A3. Because of
the location of this pin, it was thought that the wire was broken by the hand-
ling and unintentional stress applied to the soldered connection when the
cable was formed over the receptacle.
Review of the 35-ram film from the SFOF systems teat revealed severe noise
b_rsts in the P3 Camera video output. The noise was concentrated in the top
one-third of alternate frames from the camera. The problem was only pres-
ent during the terminal portion of the SFOF test when the TV Subsystem was
mounted in a horizontal position, _'nen the Subsystem was tested in the ver-
tical position, the noise bursts were not present on the P3 Camera video out-
put (similar situations have been noted with different cameras on every
spacecraft). It appears that the electrostatic charge and discharge of shutter
components contributed heavily to the appearance of white-level noise spikes
in the video presentation. Substantial reduction of the noise was demonstra-
ted experimentally by ground conditions on all slmtter parts. A limited num-
ber of spare shutters were modified to eliminate the noise and bec_me avail-
able as flight spares. Flight experience with the Ranger VII Spacecraft indi-
cated that the frequency of noise occurrence wan significantly redeced with
operation of the camera in a zero g environment.
Camera Failures S/N 038
Bench Design
Room (bench)
Room
(manufact_rin_
Room
Room (integration]
Ambient
Secondary
Secondary
Accident
Vendor
Workmanship
Workmanship
Workmanship
Nonconfirmed
Leakage current caused unit to remain in the ON position and stressed the
transistor; B to C short resulted.
Recommended use of 2N1486 MIL part with tighter leakage-o_rrent specifi-
cation.
No video output wan evident daring teats. The trouble wan with the Deflection
Amplifier, allowing the erase voltage to fall to a negative 1/2 volt.
Transistors Q13 and Q18 were damaged when vidicon, Serial No. 573, wan
cracked. The transistors were overatressed when operated with a damaged
vidicon.
Transistor Q22 of the Deflection Amplifier was found to be shorted collector
to emitter caused by a scope probe being placed across the transistor and
resistorR52.
The F-scan shutter had a steel pin which held the activatingrod to the sole°
inoid coil. This pin extended through the coil and slid in two nylon tracks.
The presence of some outside material on these tracks caused the shutter
coil to bind. The outside material was probably an epoxy from the assembly
of the shutter.
i
IThe tracks were cleaned with a fine pile and a crocus cloth.
A loose dowel pin on the shutter blade became wedged in the gibs, jamming
the shutter. When the dowel pie was removed from the actuator block and
measured, it wan found to be marginal on one end of the pin. Specifications
+0.0000
required the pin diameter to be 0.0635 -0.0003"
More rigid qualRy-coatrol procedures were to be maintained daring the
manufacture of this part,
Investigation into the shutter failure after approximately 13,000 operations
revealed that the contact strip had broken because it had not been soldered
into its proper location on the actuator. A fixture was devised to hold the
coil and contact strip while they were being soldered.
During preliminary testing it wan reported only from visual observation that
the ouVlmts were not within specified limits. However, dering a later test
performed with a revised specification, proper operation wan noted. It is
ansumed that the preliminary test wan performed with an obsolete issue of
the specification.
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MR Number Component
and Date Port
3884
8/21/64
1530 H/A
10/19/64
2839
8/19/63
4021
9/12/63
4097
1/6/64
4711
1/19/64
2196
5/13/64
2154
5/31/64
2102
6/12/64
Resistor
"E"Spring
Washer
Transistor Q8
type 2N1208)
quvistor V1
type 7586)
Capacitor C4
Failure ] Test Cause of
Mode I Environment Failure
I
Joose lens I Vibration
,ousing I
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 038 (Continued)
Workmanship
7ideo out I Ambient (JPL)
,f focus I
_pen
kecident
During a two-axis vibration, several bolts on the lens housing were found to
be loose. The bolts could be turned by hand, indicating that they had not
been properly tightened during mechanical assembly. The Camera Head
was returned to mechanical assembly for replacement of shutter hardware.
An ECN was generated to assure that all future shutters would have new
hardware and grommets with correct spacing.
During the postshipment operational checkout of Flight Model IH-3 at JPL,
the Fa-Camera video was out of focus. Since the reticles exhibited sharp
focus, the collimator was suspected. This was verified by substituting the
PTM collimator. Optical testing reaffirmed defocusing of the F a Collimator
The defocusing was attributed to the filter being screwed on to its mechani-
cal limits, which also engaged and turned the front element of the collimator,
resulting in the defocus. The collimator was re-aligned optically. To pre-
vent a recurrence of the problem, a mechanical stop was provided on the
camera adapter so that the stop engaged the end of the collimator barrel be-
fore the adapter made contact with the focus ring.
Camera Failures S/N 039
Jammed
shu_er
Shorted,
collector
to emitter
Erratic
filament
operation
Leaked
electrolyte i
Loss of
single line
of video
Spot on P3
Camera
mask
Vidlcon Serial Incorrect
No. 581 wiring
Ambient (JPL)
Thermal-vacuum
test
Room
Thermal-vacuum
35 ° C)
_ostvibration
Thermal-vacuum
Ambient
Workmanship
Workmanship
Accident
Workmanship
Nonassignable
Workmanship
Accident
As the assembly warmed up, the video signal faded. Investigation with the
assembly at 50°C revealed an open circuit in the first stage of the video am-
)lifier. An open resistor allowed the circuit to limit as the temperature in-
creased. The resistor had been petted In such a way that stress was put on
a lead and finally broke.
The E-spring that was used to hold the rod-end to the shutter-block came off.
This lock-spring was not broken nor mechanically stretched. It therefore
appeared that this spring was not Installed properly darIng assembly, finally
worked loose, and caused the shutter-block to jam under the magnetic shield-
ing.
The shutter stopped functioning daring investigation for Malfunction Report
4590. It was found that one of the shutter-drive transistors was shorted,
collector to emitter. It is believed that this transistor was shorted durIng
the tests performed on this camera.
The video level went to clamp, then reappeared after a short interval. This
condition was reproduced experimentally by disconnectIng the nuvistor fila-
ments. DurIng the replacement of the nuvistor, capacitor C1 was found to
be leaking electrolyte. The opening of this capacitor would not affect cam-
era operation because there was another of the same value In parallel. The
electrolyte was found to be acidic.
Further investigation of the nuvistor revealed that the leads soldered to the
tube pIns were not firmly attached. The manufacturer of the nuvistor re-
_orted that it met all electrical and mechanical specifications.
DurIng a postvibration system test performed in accordance with JPL test
)roeedure SR 300.12, investigation of the 35-mm film of video revealed that
a single lIne of P3 Camera video was lost. This problem did not recur in
subsequent tests and was therefore believed to be the result of random noise.
During mission verification test no. 2 at low temperature (53" F), a spot was
encountered on the P3 Camera mask. This spot, affecting the clamp function,
was probably a defect in the photoconductor. The region was 1 rail In diam-
eter and had a higher dark current than the surrounding photoconductor. The
mask appeared to be Intact since the spot was also present when the camera
viewed a dark field. In the thermal-vacuum test, the spot occurred daring
the clamped portion of the scan and affected 3 or 4 scan lines. At ambient
conditions, only 1 scan line was normally affected. The problem of the spot
was discussed with JPL and they did not consider it to be serious.
Investigation of the loss of video durIng optical alignment revealed that the
vidieon socket had been wired incorrectly. This vidicon had an external
mask while the socket was wired for an internal mask. A notch was located
on the side of the vidicon to Indicate the short pin and to orient the vidicon.
The socket must be wired to match the vidieon.
H-22
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2102
6/12/64
(Continued)
1350
9/14/64
1539 Trans.,or Q9
11/19/64 on Shutter
Drive
2829 and R32
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
I Failure Test Cause of Ancdysis ondMode Environment Failure Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 039 (Continue_
Micro-
phonics
Micro-
phonics
Micro-
phonics
Non-
operative
shutter
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Nonansign_le
Nonassignable
Nonassignable
Accident
Manufacturing procedures were revised to ensure proper orientation of the
vLdicon.
A stress analysis of the camera and camera electronics assembly revealed
that transistor Q5 (Type 2N1485) of the Converter Power Supply, and resis-
tor R17 (39 K ohms 1/4 watt) of the Low Voltage Regulator were overstress-
ed. These parts were replaced. The vidicon, al_ough R performed antis-
factorfly, was also replaced.
Microphonics are not easily e_d nor is it entirely possible to define
i the predominant inducing agent of the problem. Three prime contributing
factors of microphonics existed in the Ranger TV _ameras. They were: the
nuvistor and vidicon, beth of which were susceptible to external excitation;
the shuRer and shutter moumibg; and the Camera Head Assembly.
In order to eliminate the microphonies problem entirely, considerable re-
design would be required in the following arean:
• Shutter;
• Camera Housing; and
• Method of monnting the TV cameras to the TV Subsystem
structure.
The nuvistor and vidicon for each TV camera were specifically selected on
the basis _ minimum microphonies are a major criterion for determ_
an acceptable unit.
3amera Heads were reworked and retested with the result that the micro-
)houtes were reduced to an acceptable level.
_ring tent and investigation of noise problems, the P2 Cmmera shutter he-
came nonoperatlve. The electronics was removed from the structure, and
the failure was diagnosed an a shorted or open 2N1208 transistor in the
shutter-drive circuitry. The problem was traced to transistor Q9, which
was shorted emitter to collector. Transistor Q10 and shutter 3053-R2 were
also replaced. The malfunction had been encountered previously and resultec
when the shutter coil shorted leaving a 1-ohm in_ce in the emitter cir-
cuitry for current limitations through the transistors. R was believed that a
probe was accidentally applied against the shutter coil cs_alng it to short and
resulting in nonoperation of the coil.
1
side to the wiper but were open from the other side to the wiper. The opens [
2828
6/21/63
2832
7/15/63
4231
10/8/63
2840
Jan. 64
Trimpote R24
(Bourns No.
3250-L-1)
Transistor Q3
(type 2N930)
Shutter Serial
NO. 3054
Vidicon Serial
No. 306
Open leads
Broken
deteut
Burn spot
in center of
mask
Room
Therra.sd-vsumtm
(0 ° C)
Ambient
Room (JPL)
Camera Failures S/N 040
Workmanship
Vendor
Workmanship
Workmanship
Accident
Both trimpots, when checked in the circuit, showed continuity across one
were in the leads under a mound of petting compound used to hold the back to
the circuit board.
A review of the potting compound and method of applying it failed to reveal
any problms.
During thermal-_ test, at 0 ° C, there was excessive drift on the verti-
cal read sweeps. Transistor Q3 had a resistance of 5 megohms between col-
lector and emitter. A large cut was found In the internal portion of the emit-
ter lead.
The tool used to fabricate the detent springs put a crease in the spring. The
crease later resulted in the spring breaking. Manufacturing began use of a
new tool to fabricate the detent springs.
Investigation Into the loss of sansitivity around the center reticle disclosed a
burn spot which covered about 20% of the tube. The spot was first noticed
following optical alignment and focusing st JPL. It is suspected that the
alignment telescope used in the optical alignment was the canse of the hum.
A test run on this telescope indicated that it operated at a safe level of 500
foot-candies. However, it is the total illuminution dose that canses perma-
nent surface damage once a safe level is exceeded. It is believed, therefore,
that the vidicon, Serial No. 306, was exposed to sufficient illumination during
optical alignment at JPL to cause a hum. Camera personnel were informed
to restrict both the amount and the duration of application of iibnnthation in
order to prevent future malfunctions.
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I Room (bench)
_pen
3pen
Broken Room (bench)
contact
strip
Jammed Room (bench)
Open fila- Room (bench)
merit
Cause of Analysis and
Failure Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 041
Nonassiguable
Nonassignable
Accident (test
error)
3363 Transistor
6/7/63 (2N930)
Q6
QI6
3344 Beryllium-
6/13/63 Copper Con-
tact
_824 Magnetic Pole
3/20/63 Piece
3961 vidieon S/N
7/11/63 573
4789 Shutter Serial
3/29/64 No. 001
3951
3/29/64
1776
4/15/64
2187 Shutter Serial
5/18/64 No. 021
4087
10/25/63
4090
11/6/63
4095
12/6/63
4692
1/28/64
Shutter Ambient
slide
jammed
Loose Postvibration
shutter
Transistor Q5 Open emit- Room
(type 2N930) ter to base
Transistor Q4 Open col- Room
(type 2N722) lector lead
Potentiom- Thermal-vacuum
eter R1O (manufacturing)
turned fully
clockwise
Design
Workmanship
Workmanship
There was no vertical or horizontal sweep. This occurred during the bench
debugging of equipment after the split-system revisions had been made.
The shutter stopped functioning while the camera was operating on the bench.
The camera head was opened and one of the beryllium-copper strips was
found broken. The strip appeared to have been properly soldered to the coil
md there was no indication of twisting or wear.
The magnetic pole piece had broken away from the solenoid guide inside the
shutter. This is a chemical, not mechanical bond.
The potting compound used to bond the pin cover to the vidicon base failed to
set. When the tube was turned for positioning it cracked the glass envelope
causing the filament to open. The chemical laboratory added a 6-hour bake
at 48 ° C to the potting procedure, in addition to normal twenty-four hour
setting time, to correct this situation.
Investigation into the jamming of the shutter slide revealed that the nylatron
coupler was broken, and was undersize. The pins in the side of the solenoid
with which the coupler mates, were found to be to specification. This re-
sulted in a tight fit and a stress being placed on the coupler. The shutter
was replaced and normal operation of the Camera was restored.
The four Nylock screws used to mount the shutter on the F b Camera Subas-
sembly were found to have no locking action after the system vibration test.
This condition permitted shutter to have a side-to-side motion. The screws
were replaced as were the bumpers that had been damaged in the removal of
the screws. Investigation revealed that the Nylock screws were initially
tightened down and then loosened slightly. This caused the locking capability
of the screws to be reduced. Nylock screws and bumpers were to be re-
placed when shutters were replaced.
Camera Failures S/N 042
Solenoid Coil, Binding Room
Serial No. 153
2125
6/5/64
Accident
(test error)
Workmanship
Shorted Ambient
leads
Accident
Workmanship
Workmanship
During six-camera bench test, a short occurred in the cables to the G1 regu-
lator.
The assembly was returned to manufacturing for tests which revealed that
the G1 regulator circuit was not functioning properly.
One of the camera assembly screws was tightened down on the collector lead
of transistor Q4. This caused the lead to open and some arcing. The col-
lector leads will be re-routed to remove the possibility of a short to the as-
sembly screws.
A misadjuatment of potentiometer R1O induced oscillation causing the G1 and
Focus Telemetry point to indicate a malfunction. The potentiometer was
properly adjusted.
Investigation of erratic operation of the shutter disclosed a curved ridge in-
side the solenoid coil. The ridge was similar to the spiral grooves in a rifle
bore. Because the ridge was curved, it could not have been caused by opera-
tion, because this would have resulted in a straight-line ridge. This curved
ridge could only have occurred during construction.
When the A2 and A3 frames of the Camera Electronics Assembly were as-
sembled, the collector lead of transistor Q12 in the A2 frame made contact
with the base lead of transistor Q7 in the A3 frame. The leads are normally
covered with a sleeving material, and conformally coated to prevent contact.
The base lead of transistor Q7 was dressed too close to the collector lead of
transistor Q12 and insufficient conformal coatings were applied. The sleev-
ing material on the base lead of transistor Q7 was pierced by the collector
lead of transistor QI2 causing a short. Erratic operation of the G1 Regulatoi
occurred until the short was cleared. No parts were subjected to electrical
stress as a result of this failure.
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3763
6/22/94
3762
6/22/64
3764
6123164
3960
6/25/64
3961
6/27/64
1351 end
1352
9/17164
Capacitor C3
CLA5BK040-
MP3
Low reso-
htLon
Shorted
-6.3 reRs
filament
pin of vidi-
con
Leaked
electrolyte
PreBBure
of ben jar
cut of ape-
cffied limit
Incorrect
voltage
reading end
erage
sweep
orer-ec_Ln
Scanning of
the er_
video output
2_0
9_/_
4105
9/16/63
14006
9/17/63
,P117
711164
Transistors
Qll end Q12
(type _91_)
Ze_er Diode
CR13 (type
1N758A)
vidicon S/N
893
Open
Improper
value
Blemish on
faceplate
Dark field
not
wi_in apec-
flied limits
OF MALFUNCTIONS
Test Cause of
Environment Failure
ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
A_ lysis and
Co.ective Action
Camera Failures S/N 042 (Cant/nued)
AccidentAmbio,,t
(pre--thermal-
vacuum)
Thernml-_
Ambient
Tberm_-va_mm
Ambient
_mbient
Accident
workmanship
Nonconfirmed
Accident
Nonconfirmed
Resolution of the Pl Camera Assembly was consistently low during the pre-
thermal-vammm electrical test.
When the proper equipment was employed end the focus control readjusted,
the Camera resolution was restored. Marked changes in the performance
indicate trouble in the Camera and Camera Electronics Assemblies and
should be the censu of immediate rejection.
During the thermal-vacuum, flight-acceptance testing of Camera, Serial
No. 042, the -6.3 filament pin of the vidicon wan accidentally shorted to
ground inside the bell jar. RemoVal and correction of the short condition
restored normal camera operation. The power supply was carefully checked
and no overstressed parts were fou.ud. The vidicon was not damaged.
i Capacitor C3 was removed because of noise and poor resolution. The capac-
itor was found to be leaking electrol3-te and was returned to the vendor for a
influre analysis. Parameter measurements made by the vendor confirmed the
hJinre. A dent was noted in the side of the smaller diameter portion of the
case. A hole, which apparently was caused by a pick or probe, was noted in
the inner portion of the crimped roll. The hole was probably made before in-
eertinn of the capacitor into the eircoit because the hole was covered with epoxy.
The malfunction was the result of the capacitor leaking electrolyte. This
was caused by rough handling and subsequent damage to the unit.
During eleotrieal testing of the C_mera Electronics Assesmbly (Serial No.
042) under thermal-vammm conditions, the pressure in the Bell Jar ie-
creased to 1.4 x 10-6 turr (the specified _ is I. 0 x 10 -4 turf) wltife the
Assembly was operating. The increase in pressure was probably cmmed by
0utgaasing of the ceIlimator but the environmental test equipment was st fmflt
since it did not cempeenste for this increase in pressure. The Bell Jar was
supplemented by the addRton of a cold trap and u_e use of liquid nitrogen.
The test was repeated with pressures of 4.0 x 10-6 to 6.6 x 10 -8 tort, and
was successfully completed.
I
While performing opersting-voltage measurements on the PI Camera Elec-
trontcs Assembly, a 40-my reading was obtained where the specified value
was 0 volts. The trouble was traced to a wiring error is the test rack.
During the sweep-voltage measurement, the erase sweep overscam_ed the
read sweep in excess of the specified value of 15 percent. The 15-percent
requirement is not applicable to the Pl Camera since it is set up is the free-
run mode of operation. RTSP-1112 was revised to specify a minimum of 8
percent overscan but no maximum for the Pl Camera erase sweep overscan.
During the free-rmming mode on Camera Pl there exists a 19% probability
that the sequencer will stop providing the normal timing st a time when the
Pl Camera is in a position to scan the erase video output. This does not
represent a malfunction.
Camera Failures S/N 043
Room
ma_a_u_n_
Room
(menufactur_
Room
(mamfacinrisg)
Ambient
Worlnanship
(Vender)
Accident
Nonconftrmed
Nonconftrmed
Investigation of vertlcul drift in the sweep circuitry revealed two open tran-
sistors that were improperly installed in the d_fflection programmer. Inves-
tigatlcu of horizontal drift revealed many parts incorrectly installed. Tr_m-
sistors Q5 And Q6 were reversed and Transistor Q9 was replaced. The
replacement was not due to a failure, however.
The reference voltage in the video amplifier could not be ad_unted to the
proper level. Diode CRI3 is specially selected to provide the proper refer-
ence level. Replacement restored the proper level.
Itwas noted that a spot, caused by a blemish on the vidicon face, was appear-
ing on all monitor photographs. The tubes were accepted, since the blemish-
es did not exceed the specified dimensions.
During fllght-acceptaace subassembly testing, the dark-field shading was
mea_mred as being out of specification. The measured values were 70+200,
-30 my, while the specified value is 70_-40 my. This condition
resulted from recent optimization of the Camera to obtain_proved
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2117
7/1/64
(Continued)
3844
10/11/64
torizontal Ambient
*weep te-
emetry
!eading not
vithin
_pecified
imits
_582
[1/5/63
4591
11/18/63
4686
1/8/64
4696
1/23/64
3600
3853
5/12/64
3780
6/24/64
Lens Mounting
(RCA Dwg.
1707688)
Transistor Q1
type 2N916)
Core Assembl
Thermistor
Lead
Coil L3 and Noise
Capacitor C6 spikes in
power
j supply
Undersize Room
Short, Ambient
base-to- (poetvibration)
collector
Core Room
broken
Shorted Room
Incorrect kmbisnt
wiring
_mbient
MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Cause of Analysis and
Failure Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 043 (Continued)
Design
resolution and erase characteristics. MRA No. 100-64-128 was approved by
JPL.
When a simulsted-fallure mode was applied to Camera, Serial No. 043, the
horizontal-sweep telemetry reading was -2.2 volts. This was not within the
specified limits of 0 to -1.5 volts.
An investigation of the history of Camera, Serial No. 043, revealed that a
Material Review Action (MRA) was issued in October 1963, to modify the de-
flection-amplifisr circuit of the Camera Electronics Assembly. A resistor
was moved from the Camera Electronics to the Camera Head to reduce ex-
cessive ringing that was being displayed on the clamped video level. This
problem was a function of the particular vidicon yoke used with Camera,
Serial No. 043, and was not encountered in any other camera. Moving the
resistor to the Camera Head provided a better damping cirouR.
However, the test method used to simulate a malfunction in the horizontal-
sweep circuit is to open a lead from the Camera Head to its associated Cam-
era Electronics Assembly, which, in Camera, Serial No. 043, disconnects
the damping resister from the circuit. In all other cameras, the resistor
remained in the circuit, and any failure in the circuit provided a telemetry
reading that was in the specified limit. But, in Camera, Serial No. 043, the
open in the circuit would give an out--of-specificstion telemetry indication.
MRA-100-64-181 was issued to compensate for this defective telemetry data,
so that this was not an actual malfunction.
Camera Failures S/N 044
Vendor
Workmanship
_ccident
Workmanship
Workmanship
Workmanship
Workmanship
Difficulty was incurred in removing the lens from the mounting flange. An
examination revealed scoring of the Martin hardcoat surface, indicating the
pilot diameter was slightly undersized.
This malfunction occurred during board testing and was not detected until
final testing. The procedure for board testing was changed. Test personnel
were informed to correct a failure of this type as soon as it was detected.
The transistor was replaced.
Investigation into the failure of the shutter to operate revealed that the sole-
noid coil was broken where two pieces of the core were epexisd together.
Insufficient epoxy had been applied.
The thermistor lead in the F-Camera Electronics Assembly was found to be
shorted during a test in accordance with Appendix G of RTSP II00A and re-
tared in the reading of the telemetry points Nos. 43, 44, 45, 85, and 86
going to zero volts. The relocation of the lead to prevent shorting returned
the outputs to normal values.
The Camera Electronics Assembly did not function after assembly. Exami-
nation of the unit revealed several wiring errors. The -150 volt supply had
been applied to the +6.3 voR supply, resulting in the overstressing of parts.
A detailed stress analysis was performed and the following components re-
laced in the Camera Electronics Assembly:
• In the Low-Voltage Regulator
• Resistors R23 and R24
• Coil L3
• Deflection Programmer
• Transistors Q1, Q3, Q4, Q6, and Q7
• Resistors R13, R18, and R26
• Video Amplifier
• Transistor Q17
he Camera Electronic Assembly (Serial No. 044) performed satisfactorily
after replacement of the overstressed parts.
The camera was removed from the spacecraft dae to excessive noise in the
video output. The noise was traced to a choke in the low-voltage regulator
of the power supply.
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3780
s/24/s4
(Contt_e_
1538
:l/ZS/S4
1543
11/30/64
2263
12/14/64
2272
2/1/65
Telemetry
Shutter0
SerialNo. 033
N/A
ludtont_n
of abnor-
mal epera-
tlon from
telemetry
po_t No. 3
Alternate
video s_-
ration and
low re_
spense
Reduced
level video
for first
frame only
Noise
spikes
4111
9/27/63
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test I Cagse of AnalYsis and
EnvJronrnen! I FgiEe_e Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 044 (Contlaned_
Ambient
_nbtent
Ambient (JPL)
Ambtent (JPL)
l
Transistor Q3 Shorted to } Room
(type 2N916) a circuit I (mam_acterlag)
board l
Nom_s_able
workmasship
Ves_
Nonaas_.ble
It was foand from a review d photographs of Camera Electronics Power
Supply th_ capacitor C6 in the de-to-de convel_r was missing. The
lior had been removed dm'ing rework and was not replaced. When capacitor
C6 and coll 1.3 were replaced, normal operation wan oblahaed.
Telemetry point No. 3 of the 90-point commutator h_leated 0 volts on the
strip cha_ recordings taken daring the Appendix R test. Camera operation
dm-i_ this test was good. An in_mtion w_ lnflinted tn _lc_ the cables
associated with the test point were subjected to continuity checks, the pins
were subjected to the pin retention teat, and the telemetry commut_ter oper-
atinn was reviewed. No anomslles were found. The cabling and cmmectere
were reassembled. The camera wan retested, and all telemetry points were
norDiC.
During the final test run for borest_hting of FLight Model I]I-4, Fa-Camera,
was saturating on one shutter stroke and had a low response on the other
shutter stroke.
Examination of shutter, Serial No. 033, showed that the slide assembly would
not remain in place on the upstroke, while the slmtCer was mounted in an up-
right position. This shutter had been timed and was to specification. The
shutter was disassembled, but no dime_stonal d_screpancies of any parts
could be fmmd.
Another core assembly was installed in the shutter, and timed for an expo-
sure speed of 3.9 msec on the instroke with a detent action anfflcient to re-
_in the blade w'dh the shutter in any postflon. The core assembly that had
been removed was remagnet:ized, insinlled in the shutter and thned. The
exposure time at instroke wan 4.0 meet, and the detente held with the sln.'t-
ter in any orien_st_n.
It was conchded that the original core assembly in shatter, Serial No. 0_,
-,,.-as not fully magnetized and the datenting actinn was marginal from the time
of lastallstion.
A method _ dete_ ._",_vn the shutter pole pleee has sufficient magneti-
zation was developed and incorporated into the F-Shutter mmmfacturtng pro-
cedure avdtest procedure.
K_an F-Channel went into full power, the flrat frame of Fa-Camera video
dLsplayed the RETMA pattern at a redeced level (appeared to be a residual
image only). This problem with the ffrat Fa-Ccmera readout after full-
power turn--on appears to be an unexposed frame. Trans_nLs ge_ersted by
the operation of the full-power relays in the GSE could reset the ateeHng
flip-flop in the shatter drive circuitry of the Camera Electronics Assembly.
Thus, the s_ter drive wa_ cst of Bynchronizatics with the _r postfix,
and one frame of vhioo was lost before synchronization was re-established.
Daring a spocin] TV Subsystem test in which the Subsystem was _ at
flwee different angles, noise spikes were exh_Ited on the output of the F a-
Camera. These noise spies were at a frequency of apprexlma_ly 3 ke and
were 50 to 75 mv in amplitude as viewed on the scope. The problem was
viewed oDly in the first of a series of four tests. The Sub_ystenl w_m not in
a t'/18ht _onfigurat/on for thase tests, an the thermal shields were not instal-
led. Two addltloanl tests were performed with the _ inthe same
co_; however, there w'_ no further occorr_ee of the problem.
The interference observed was not cohere_ on a line-to-line banhs and was
determined to be approximately 3 kc at 50 my. Two special tests were per-
=formed in an attempt to simulate and _olate the Interference, wlth the Sub-
sy_em in the same no_llght configuration.
Camera Failures S/N 045
Workmanship The horizontal read could not be obtained because the ease of transistor Q3
was hying on a printed circuit hoard trace, causing the transistor to indicate
a collector-to-emitter short. The transistor was tested and found to be
within specification, but was replaced.
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2111
6/28/64
3572
10/2/64
1363
10/14/64
2150
11/10/64
Shutter Serial
No. 3071
Shutters Nos.
3032R1
3074
N/A
Vertical
black
shading out
of specifi-
cation
Broken
contact
spring
iShutter
jammed
Noisy
Raster
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
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Environmenf Failure Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 045 (Continued)
Ambient
Ambient
Room ambient
Ambient (JPL)
Worlunanshlp
Workmanship
Accident
Nonassignable
Vertical black field shading read 70 +70, -0 mv instead of the specified 70
+40, -30 my. Readjustment of the clamp reference for an average of 70 my
brought the shading value within specification limits. The Camera success-
fully completed acceptance testing. It was concluded that the initial shading
adjustments were in error.
The Shutter stopped daring a focusing of the camera and was removed from
the camera and examined. A contact strip was found to be fractured approx-
lmutely one-half inch from the top terminal. This indicated either that the
terminal nut was not tightened enough to prevent shifting of the contact strip,
or that when the terminal nut was tightened, the contact strip was not cor-
rectly positioned. Instructions for a closer inspection of the positioning and
tightening of the terminal nuts were issued.
During a borestght test, the camera bracket assembly was adjusted. The
P3- and P4-Camera shutters did not operate daring Subsystem operation.
An investigation disclosed that the camera bracket was adjusted almost to
the maximum tolerance resulting in shutter contact with the structure, which
prodaced a force sufficient to stop the shutter operation. The bracket was
readjusted to provide a sufficient clearance between the shutter and the
structure. Specification RTSP-ll00A, Appendix H was changed to stipulate
a minimum allowable clearance between shutter and structure.
During system testing of Ranger VIH at JPL, the raster of P4 Camera,
Serial No. 045/045, was noisy. The appearance of the noise was unique and
could not be ascribed to any previously experienced failure mode. The unit
was returned to RCA, where, after a review of the 35-mm film obtained
daring previous system tests at JPL, the clamped-video test point of the
Camera Electronics was monitored and exhibited high-amplitude, random
noise. Further review of the 35-mm films as a function of the record time
showed that this noise occurrence was completely random and apparently not
attributable to a timing sequence from another camera. The system ground
lines were checked and it was found that the preamplifier shield ground of the
P4 Camera was connected to the P2-Camera head ground lead. This situa-
tion was corrected and a systems test rerun. The 35-mm film of the P4
Camera video output revealed some noise on two out of approximately 200
frames. This noise, however, was more in the nature of a random spike
rather than the high-amplitude, random type previously experienced. Fur-
I thor investigation revealed that a screw was missing from the 1000-volt
mesh filter ground. This situation would make the camera very susceptible
to noise pickup. After replacement of this screw, the output video signal ob-
served on a scope revealed random noise spikes at very infrequent intervals.
When monitored over a 5-hour period, it was found that the same type of
noise spikes could be induced by the turn-on and turn-off of test equipment in
the area. The camera output was then played through the GSE, and 750
frames of video were recorded with no observation of noise.
P4 Camera, Serial No. 045/045, wan integrated on Flight Model IH-4
(Ranger IX). A review of the film record of a systems-test run revealed
several frames that exhibited noise. It was also noted that the video output
of F b Camera, Serial No. 017/017, exhibited the same characteristic noise.
This noise was attributed to a digital voltmeter which was grounded to the
TV Subsystem structure daring the test. Camera, Serial No. 045/045, was
again disassembled, and microscopic investigation revealed no evidence of
problems. The nuvietor tube was replaced at this time to take advantage of
the blue-solithane technique of mounting.
After assembly, the video output signal from the camera was played through
the GSE. Review of 500 frames, taken with an F-type camera grounded to
the same mounting bracket and operating, revealed occasional noise inchced
by the F-shutter. Then, 500 frames of 35-ram film were taken with the vidi-
con of Camera, Serial No. 045/045, inoperative but with an F-Camera oper-
ating. This was to isolate the Camera Electronics as the source of the noise
Review showed these films to be free of noise.
The original noisy-ranter condition was markedly improved on the Ranger
VIH Spacecraft. The 1000-volt mesh-filter return may have been disconnect-
ed or making erratic contact with ground when the original, unique noise
problem was observed. If a problem does exist with P4 Camera, Serial
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2150
11/10/64
(ConUa.ed)
2556
12/21/64
2305
1/25/65
shu_er Serial Noise
No. 3035-R2 bursts
Co_dal Con- Insert
nector A3J7 pushout
type
DEMSWIP)
_4585 Diode CR20
11/19/63 (type 1N963)
1342 Test Eqaip-
9/5/64 ment
2122
9/15/64
Camera Failures S/N 045 (Continued)
Ambient
Ambient (JPL)
Des_
Weaxout
No. 045/045, it is not exhibited when the camera is opersted alone in bench
test. The extremely infrequent occurrence of noise in this camera makes
further bench testing unprofitable.
The slmtter was changed on this camera, sad the camera was assigned as a
spare unit. It was tested in accordance with RTRB No. 127, and the test
data submitted to JPL.
ShuRer-induced noise bursts of a minor nature were noted earlier in the
Ranger program. This problem was manifested on Shutter, Serial No.
3035-R2, and caused severe blanking of video information. These noise
bursts were caused by the discharge of accxunulnted static electricity on the
shutter blade, as the blade traveled past the detent spring. The blade later
came to rest on the detent spring causing a second static discharge. This
second discharge coincided with the camera readout cycle sad caused a noise
transient to appear in the video cutput.
A new detent spring, RCA 1754247, Rev. J. , was deeignedie mhtLmise shut-
i ter blade overshoot. R has a greater holding force and, therefore, elimi-
nntes the occurrence of the second static dissipation. Shutter, Serial No.
3035-1t2, was replaced with a modified shutter, Serial No. 3016-R2. The
camera was then tested in three different pbmes, and multiple exposures of
the monitor presentation indicated no noise bursts were present. All P-type
shutters delivered to JPL on December 28, 1964, were equipped with the re-
designed detent spring and red end (to facilitate 8_sembly).
A life test was performed on three shutters to qualify the redesigned detent
spring. Two of these shutters (Serial Nos. 3056 and 3024) were old qualtfi-
cstion-model shutters, and the third shutter (Serial No. 3044) was a produc-
tion model selected st random. As of 2/12/65 the following operations had
been acenmalate&
S/N 3044:. 925,900 operations, one spring failure; test terminated at
failure.
S/N 3056: 382,000 operstioas, one spring failure; test terminated at
500,000 without failure of second detent spring.
S/N 3024:933,700 operations, one spring failure; testing continued on
second detent spring, through 1,400,000 operations.
Pin A1 depressed upon mating _Ith the extension cable at ETR test faoflRies.
The connector body, less the coaxial insert, was replaced sad returned to
RCA for an analysis. The body was microscopically examined. It exh_ited
rounded edges of the retaining shoulder and guuges in the wall, which re-
sulted when the insert was put in place and removed from the body. R was
indicated that the insulating material could be work down by a lateral motion
of the coaxial insert, which could create a push-out condition. A tool is used
in repair and removal activities of this insert.
Camera Failures S/N 046
AccidentShutter and Ambient
lamp telem- (previbrstion
etry voltage electrical test)
out of spec- (menofactering)
ification
Telemetry Room (ambient)
reading out
of spectfi-
cation
Bleck-field Ambient
shading
Accident
Warmup
During an electrical check prior to v_rntion, the telemetry readings were
believed to be out of specification limits. Diode CR20 was damaged daring
its removal. Investig_ien then disclosed that a digital voltmeter of the test
rack was improperly calibrated, thus remtlting in the incorrect reaW_.
Test racks were then monitored on a weekly basin.
The G1 and focus telemetry point was out-of-speefficstien. R was discovered
,that the csuse of the malfunction was in the test rack, Serial No. 001. All
test rack digital voltmeters were recalthrated. All test racks were to be
checked with an F-Camera to verify proper operation of the test racks.
The l>2-Camera was removed from Flight Model 11I-3 because of the apparent
presence of micrephonlee and output power fluctuations. When tested on the
bench the malfunction report was prepared ascribing the problam to the
black-field shading being out of specification. The shading was corrected by
an adjustment of the white level. The camera sweep, erase and shading
levels were adjusted after assembly on the spacecraft.
The original problems of microphoaics and power cutput fluctuations were
then studied. The fluctuations were traced to an improperly wired shield
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Camera Failures S/N 046 (Continued)
Shading Ambient
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Intermit- Ambient
tent video
Shutter- Ambient
pulse wave-
form and
horizontal
overscan
not within
specified
limits
Noisy Ambient (JPL)
raster
Accident
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Accident
Workmanship
Vendor)
ground in the G1 Regulator. In addition an instability in the G1 Regulator
was corrected by installing a capacitor, C15, across the low-voltage regu-
lator input. This capacitor was installed only when necessary to reduce the
effects of the choppers.
The microphonics were measured and found to be at an acceptable level.
When the A2 and A3 frames of the Camera Electronics Assembly, Serial No.
046, were mated, the collector lead of transistor Q12 on the A2 frame was
accidentally shorted to the base lead of transistor Q7 on the A3 frame. This
electrical short resulted in erratic operation of the G1 regulator. When the
short was cleared, normal operation was resumed.
Quality Control issued PQC Checklist No. 4, Revision A which described a
procedure for detecting possible interference between adjacent mating
frames. This procedure received wide distribution to cognizant inspection
personnel, with additional emphasis on the sections related to interference
problems.
During preliminary bench test the video signal became severely attenuated on
two occasions; the signal was compressed to less than 20 mv amplitude.
Troubleshooting indicated that the problem existed in the Camera Electronics
Assembly. Connector A3J2 was removed and then replaced. The malfunc-
tion disappeared and could not be made to recur. Camera Electronics,
Serial No. 046, was opened and all interframe connectors cleaned, and a
pin retention test performed on all connector pins. pin A3J7-A1 failed.
Significantly, this pin carries the video signal from the preamplifier, and a
loose connection or defective contact at that point could be responsible for an
intermittent-video condition. The unit was re-assembled and resealed, and
the bench test was completed with normal operation.
This unit was later disassembled and the frames and connectors scrutinized
under a microscope. No further evidence of defective workmanship could be
detected, which might be responsible for the intermittent video malfunction.
The unit has subsequently operated for 20 hours and was vibration tested,
with no further indication of the problem. It is reasonable, at this time, to
attribute this malfunction to a defective connector, which has been corrected
through the cleaning and repair of the connector.
P2 Camera Electronics, Serial No. 046, encountered the following out-of-
specification conditions during previbration electrical tests:
• Shutter pulse was -27.0 volts, DC; specified limit was 23_-3 volts,
DC; and
• Measured horizontal overscan was 15.5 percent; specified limit was
10+5, -2 percent.
The test data obtained, as well as the test procedures, were reviewed and
analyzed. Evaluation of the shutter-pulse waveforms and the shutter-drive
circuitry indicated that a change in specification limits would be necessary.
A worst-case analysis was performed and new limits for the shutter-pulse
waveform were established. The specification then became -26:_3 volts DC
thus the measured value of -27 volts, DC was acceptable.
A special engineering test was performed to determine the out-of-specifica-
tion condition of the horizontal oversean. The horizontal overscan measured
during this test was approximately 13 percent. This was within the specifi-
cation limit and seemed to refute the value measured during the previbration
test. It was therefore concluded that there was actually no malfunction in the
horizontal-overscan measurement, but an error in measurement technique.
During gain-level adjustment of P2 Camera, Serial No. 046, at JPL, a noisy
raster was displayed. The problem was caused by a defective capacitor C2
in the preamplifier circuit. The conformal-coating material in the area of
the capacitor was blackened, which is indicative of a leakage of electrolyte
from the unit. Initial measurements on the unit under ambient conditions an,
after thermal cycling indicated some variation of leakage current, but insig-
nificant changes in capacitance.
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Camera Failures S/N 046 (Continued)
306
/26/65
contime_
1510
1/30/65
3964 Transistors
10/2/63 { Q6 and Q16
I (type 2N930)
Dark-field Ambient
shading not
within apec
ffic_inn
Opened Room
Accident
Examination of the elastomer seal failed to indicate any substautisl evidence
of electrolyte leakage. The defective unit was then weighed on an analytic
balance and was found to be 1.7596 grams. Comlmrison of the weight of the
defective unit with the weights of several identical-type capacitors indicated
loss of electrolyte, bet the exact amount could net be determined from this
type of measurement. Capacitor experts indicate that up to 25 percent c_
electrolyte could escape and not affect the performance of this type capacitor.
An additional seal test using the Turco dye check method was performed at
ambient temperature and at +85" C. No further electrolyte leakage was de-
iscted.
The failed capacitor was returned to the vendor for analysis to determine the
cause of the electrolyte leakage. The analysis, consisting mainly of physical
measurements of the capacitor case, concluded that the case had been de-
formed in some manner causing the elastomer seal to be destroyed.
Additional teats were performed at AED in an attempt to locate the exact
point of the electrolyte leakage. The capacitor was placed in a vacuum
chamber so that the seal could be observed through the chamber window.
Thymol blue indicator wan placed in and around the seal, and the chamber
was evacuated. After approximately 10 minutes, the indicator bubbled and
turned a deep red color, indicating the presence of acid. The chamber
evacuation contimied until the entire indicator material h_d evaporated lear-
/rig only a dark red stain on the elastomer seal. The capacitor was removed
from the chamber and electrically tested. The capacRance was still 4.35
farads, bat the dissipation factor had increased to 2.4 percent indicating
some electrical change. The capacitor wan again weighed and found to be
1.7596 grams as previously.
The capacitor was then dissected and the parts were analyzed. An identical
type capacitor wan also dissected for comparison. The differences noted in
the defective capacitor were:
• There was approximately 50 percent less electrolyte in the defective
capacltor than in the _ample;
• Radial cracks were noted in the elastomer seal, in and arotmd the
opening through which the lead passes;
• The ta_alum slug showed evidence of electrolyte leakage _d the
lead seal by the presence of dye on the tantalum disc; and
• There was dirt or grease on the inside surface of the elastomer
seal.
The radial cracks in the elastomer seal were attributed either to pressure
applied before or during installation, or to a manufacturing defect. The
malfunction caused a noisy video raster which was the result of an intermit-
tent resistance short to ground through the capaditor. An voltage readings
were normal doting troubleshooting, indicating that no parts of the preampll-
tier were overstressed by this falture. Replacement of capacitor C2 re-
stored normal operation to the P2 Camera.
Following replacement of capacitor C2 in the preamplifier circuit, Camera
and Camera Electronies Assembly, Serial No. 046, was bench-tested to the
requirements of RTSP-1112A. The initial measurement of the dark-field
shading failed to meet the specified requirements. The measured value was
70, + 60, -5 my., while the specified limits were 70, + 40, -20 my. Review
of the history of the camera revealed that it had been mounted and operated
on the Spare TV Subsystem. In many instances, the camera sweeps, erase,
and shading levels had to be adjusted when taken from the bench and mounted
on a Subsystem or vice versa. Therefore, it was pesalble for a camera to
indicate unsatisfactory shading level when no real problem existed. The
dark-field shading levels were reset to bench-test level and the bench test
was completed satisfactorily.
Camera Failures S/N 047
Wortanaaship Due to a wiring error that caused a short between the +6.3-velt and 27..5-volt
supplies, transistors Q6 and Q16 and the nevistor filament filter capacitor
were destroyed. In addition, many parts were overstressed in the Deflection
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Camera Failures S/N 047 (Continued)
3964
10/2/63
(Continued)
4586
4587
4589
11/20/63
4474
11/23/63
4093
11/25/63
3594
5/3/64
3781
3782
8/24/64
1576
9/29/64
3570
10/2/64
1358
i0/7/64
1364
10/13/64
Transistors Open Ambient
Q16, Q17,
and Q6 (type
2N930)
Vidicon Serial Open
No. 736 filament
Transistor Q1 ! Open Ambient
(type 2N916)
Loss of
horizontal
and verti-
cal scan
Harness Broken
30Wt2 coaxial
Serial No. 001 cable
Test Equip- Broken
ment Co[lima- lead
tor
Resistor R17
and Tranalsto_
Q5
Cable Harness
Connector
30W12
Serial No. 3
Ambient
Ambient
Thermal-vacuum
Vidicon and Ambient
socket mie-
alined
Poor reso- Thermal-vacuum
lution
No video Ambient
Accident
Accident
_ccident
Accident
Accident
Workmanship
Nonconflrmed
Workmanship
Amplifier, Deflection Programmer Video Amplifier, G1 regulator, and
the Low-Voltage Regulator.
All suspected components were removed and replaced with preconditioned
parts.
While investigating the malfunction noted on MR 4093, the horizontal and
vertical sweeps were found to be missing. Following the replacement of the
three faulty transistors, no video was present. The vidicon filaments were
found to be open. The vendor of the vidieon determined that an over-voltage
of sufficient duration to melt the alumina coating around the filaments (thus
the open filaments) could not have been caused by the short duration of the
high voltage which opened the transistors.
This malfunction was the same as that noted in Malfunction Report for
Camera S/N 044, and the ss.me corrective action applies. The transistor
was replaced.
Investigation of the loss of the horizontal and vertical scan revealed that the
lead on pin 5 on connector J4 was broken, which resulted in the loss of +6.3
volts to the deflection programmer and amplifier. Movement of the connec-
tor is believed to have broken the lead which must have been nicked or ex-
cessively stressed prior to potting.
During camera testing, there was no video output from the F b Camera. An
open connection was found between A1A6P3-A1 and ATA3P3-A1 and between
A1A6P3-A3 to A7A3P3-A3. The center conductor on the camera head end of
both coaxial cables had broken. The potting had not ac_ered to the surface
of the cable. When the connector was inserted and withdrawn several times
all stresses were applied to the solder joint. The cable was resoldered and
inspected throughout the entire potting cycle. A continuity check and high-
potential test was then performed to assure that the cable conformed to
electrical specification.
The collimator did not light during the hot run. Test and observation dis-
closed an open lead at lamp socket. The lead was resoldered.
Following optical alignment, Camera was operated for 2 minutes, when it
was discovered that the vidicon was mismated with its connector socket. The
connector had been accidentally rotated so that pin No. 1 of the vidicon en-
gaged jack No. 8 of the socket. A stress analysis of the Electronics Assem-
bly resulted in the replacement of two components on the A1 frame: resistor
R17 in the low-voltage-regulator circuit, and transistor Q5 in the converter
power-supply circuit. The vidicon was not affected.
To prevent a recurrence of this malfunction in other cameras without re-
quiriag a manufacturing modification, a cognizant Quality-Control repre-
sentative would be present at the mating of the vidicon and connector to
assure proper alignment. Also, prior to assembly of the camera housing,
the connector would be inspected by Quality Control to ensure that the pine
are properly aligned. These operations would be certified in the appropri-
ate camera log, and Test Method TM-1-1754616, Paragraph 4.6.6, Note 1
would comprise the acceptance criteria.
The camera did not meet the minimum resolution specification. During sub-
sequent thermal-vacuum tests, resolution was found to be within acceptable
limits.
Measurements at the G2 test point indicated a short-to-ground. Subsequent
testing did not reveal a short. The cable harness indicated leakage and
breakdown during high-voltage test. The potting compound was removed,
and there was no leakage during a high-voltage test. Inspection of the 300
volt terminal, A3, revealed that the insulation was turning black and that
solder was near the wire. The wire was removed and a small burned area,
which indicated that leakage and breakdown had occurred_ was found. Re-
pair of this item corrected the problem. The immediate recommended cor-
rective action was to pot the inside of the coax connector insert. Considera-
tion was given to replacing this insert with a high-voltage insert in rework
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Camera Failures S/N 047 (Co_e_
3986
4/zz/64
3989
4/28/64
3995
4/30/64
2376
5/1z/64
3753
5/18/64
3754
5/lS/64
3756
5/13/64
1338
9/1164
l-q_.
9/17/64
Transistor Q1 Shorted l Room ambient
2N916 base-to- {
mn_r I
Video Amph-
fisr and noise
Power Supply
Video Thermal-vacuum
Ambient
Telemetry Temperature
voltage in- Test (0 ° C and
d/catlon out 40" C)
of spec/fAed
lhn_
Shading o_ Thermal-vacuum
of specified
lunfls
Ambient
_abUmt
i
Vldicon Sur/al i Loss of
No. 930 i resolution
Suc_dary
- Micro-
phonies
- Micro-
phonics
or in new units. The action to be t_ken would be the zLlterlng of the present
configuration by adding some chemical insulation anch as urethane. This
change would be implemented as new cabling baflde and only on existing
cables if _work were required for other reasons.
The G1 and focus telemetry point reading was out of specification. Investl-
gstinn revealed th_ transistor Q1 in the G1 regulator was shorted base-to-
emitter. This failure was considered to be a result of malfunction noted in
MR 1364. Transistor Q1 and diode CR14 were replaced. Tests indicated
asti_aotory performance after the replacement.
Camera Failures S/N 048
Nonconflrmed
Noanse_ble
Nonco_Irmed
Nonconflrmed
Nonassigasble
Nonsaslgnable
investigation into the video noise observed on the picture taken by the P3
Camera during thermal-vacuum tests revealed that noise of the particular
type is not covered by any specification and is not detrimental to camera
operation since it can be separated from the picinre. However, the camera
and camera electronics were removed from the Subsystem for isvestigation.
D/odes CRI, CH2, and CR3, and transistor Q4 were replaced in an attempt
to recince the observed noise. The camera wan still considered to be opera-
tlonal within the specification limits.
The center resolution of this vidicon was not within specified limits. A test,
performed for gas contamination, indicated that the tube was normal. In
order to allow return of the tube to the vendor for further analysis, the pen-
end of the tube was soaked in an epoxy solvent to remove the fiberglass base.
During this process, it was discovered that some of the solvent was being
drawn into the vidicon envelope. When the socket assembly was removed,
the glass tip of the tube broke off flush with the vidieon base. Because the
solvent had penetrated the vldlcon, it was not possible to further mutlyze the
tube except to conjecture that the tube was cracked prior to installing the
fiber base cover ]_t that the epoxy prevented it from leaking until seb_ected
to the solvent.
The shutter and lamp telemetry voltages read -3.48 volts st 40 ° C and -3.44
volts at 0" C. These were not within the specified limits of -3.5 to -4. 5
voRs at the time of teat. The specification was c_ed On May 22, 1964 and
the recorded telemetry voltages were then within Umtts end acceptable.
The P3 Camera Subassembly was apparently out of the specified limits for
shading when tested to RTSP-IIIA while in the_-vacuum conditions.
RTSP-III2A, however does not require that shading measuremante be made
under thermal-vectmm conditions. The P3 Camera Subassembly was then
successfully tested at ambient conditions.
Minrophon_s are not easily eliminated nor is it ent_ely peanible to de[Ine
the predominant induelng agent of the problem. Three prime contrlbullng
factors of mlcrophonics existed in the Ranger TV cameras. They were: the
Duvintor and vidicon, both of wh/ch were susceptible to external ere/tat/on;
the shutter and shutter mo_uting; and the Camera Head Assembly.
In order to eliminate the micropbonins problem entirely, eonntdereble rede-
sign would be required in the following areas:
Shutter;
Camera Housing; and
• Method of mounting the TV cameras to the TV Subsystem structure.
The nuvistor and vldicon for each TV camera were specifically selected on
the basis that minimum microphonics were a major criterion for determining
an acceptable unit. This method was continued.
Camera Heads, Serial Nos. 048 and 039, were reworked asd rotceted with
the result that the mierephcslics were reduced to sn acceptable level.
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Camera Failures S/N 048 (Continued)
Design
Ambient
During Mission Verification Test No. 1 in a thermal-vacuum environment
(98 ° F), P4 Camera defocused. Review of the 35-mm film of the P4 Cam-
era video output revealed that optical defoonsing occurred, resulting in a
limiting resolution of less than 140 TV lines, the lowest frequency on the
test chart. The defocusing was characterized by a reversal of signal in the
resolution wedges. At 20 ° C, camera performance exhibited greatly im-
proved focus with a limiting resolution of 180 TV lines. At 12" C, resolu-
tion was greater than 200 TV lines. This improved performance at lower
temperatures indicated that the camera was focused at one side of the depth
of focus for the lens, There was probably a focus change of 0.0025 inch
between the high and low temperatures.
Since the P4 Camera provided acceptable performance in the temperature
range below 25 ° C, no corrective action was planned. The nominal temper-
ature range for the mission was 14 ° C to a maximum of 20 ° C. Focusing
the camera to give satisfactory performance at all temperatures would have
required removal of the camera from the spacecraft.
Camera Failures S/N 049
1356
10/4/64
1360
10/12/64
1367
10/16/64
2068
10/22/64
Ambient
Thermal-vacuum
Shutter Ambient
sticking
Capacitor C2 Short Room
(manufacturing)
Resistor R17 Vidicon and Ambient
and Transistor socket mis-
Q5 aligned
Shutters Improper
3047-R1 shutter
3035-R2 operation
Ambient
Design
Design
Design
Design
Workmanship
Workmanship
(vendor)
Workmanship
Workmanship
Two conditions were noted in testing the Camera Electronics Assembly
(Serial No. 049). The video was underpeaked and dark-fteld frames shading
out of specified limits. Underpeaking was technically not a malfunction and
had been covered by a correction procedure. The dark-field shading was
reviewed by Material Review Action (MRA) as the overall performance of
the Camera was satisfactory.
These four malfunctions occurred during both ambient and thermal-vacuum
testing of Flight Model III-3. The malfunctions were all manifested as a
loss of video information, either through saturation or by complete loss of
video signal. The primary cause of the problem was a loss of the dark
reference mask due to secondary emission in the vidicon. When further
testing was performed to isolate the cause of the saturation it was also de-
termined that the shutter on this camera was sticking.
The saturation problem was alleviated by a reduction in the target voltage,
which eliminated the secondary emission and recreated a stable dark refer-
ence mask. The preliminary vidlcon test procedure has been modified to
reflect this change.
The shutter, Serial No. 3047-R1, which is believed to be responsible for
the loss of video, was sticking.
Investigation of why the 27.5-volt power supply was drawing excessive cur-
rent revealed that capacitor C2 was shorted. Examination of the capacitor
disclosed a distorted shoulder on the tantalum slug. The shoulder had been
cut through the rubber gasket and allowed the electrolyte to leak out. The
vendor was informed of the failure and the defective component was re-
turned to discover what part of the manufacturing cycle could have caused
the failure.
The vidicon and tube socket of Camera, Serial No. 049, were miaaligned
during assembly, resulting in a mismating of the vidicou pins and connector
jacks. This malfunction was identical to MR 3570 for Camera S/N 047 and
the analysis of the Camera Electronics Assembly and the recommended
corrective actions were also identical.
Shutter No. 3047-R1 stuck in the half-opened position at room temperature,
but operated properly at 55" C (MR 1360). Shutter No. 3036-R2 stopped
operating during the second thermal-vacuum test at 0 ° C (MR 2068). As
noted in MR 1367, shutter 3038-R2 failed to meet the specification limits
on the time cycle. A test was then run at room ambleni conditions. S_ut-
ters 3047-R1 and 3038-R2 did not operate. An investigation disclosed that
coils 219 and 264 had a change in inside diameter, which appeared to be
caused by a glass epoxy blister near the dampening ring. The coils were
cut and it was found that glass epoxy did not adhere properly to the damp-
enlng ring surface, and that the glass cloth did not cover the sleeve com-
pletely. Coil 264 showed definite raising and cracking of the epoxy where
the glass cloth was absent. It was recommended that glass sleeving be con-
sidered as a replacement for the glass tape and that a cleaning process for
H-34
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Pen4 Mode Bsvlnmment Faik_m ComJcttve Ac_io.
Camera Failures S/N 04_ (Continued)
the inside copper surface where the _ sleeving is cemented in place be
8ttper-
imposed
signsl
1360
1012/64
1367
10116/64
2O68
(Continued)
3892 Capacitor C17
10/33/64
Thermal-vacuum Design
investigated sud defined. In the action taken, the glass tape size was In-
creased to assura complete coverage of the dampe_ r_. A new cleas-
Ing procedure for the dampesh_ _ w_ Incorporated in ma_fas_rk_
specification 2021008. The msudrel wu to be covered with a *ilicone finish
to preyer the epoxy from adhering to the mandrel and the genera/eleaning
selvem was chs_ed from methyl ethyl ket_e to teepre_l alcohol Mmm-
lecturing specification 2021008 was invoked and procedhre MP 2-1707239
revved.
The corrective actions take_ as a result of MR 1360, 1367, and 2068 com-
prised improvements to the mmmfaeturing process of the _ coils and
did not affect the design of the shutter. The design of the coil asse_b_ was
not changed by the masufacturi_-procass improvements, and the shutters
fabricated prier to the incorporation of the improvements were the same
design parts and met the same specifications. The tucorporafl_m of im-
provements to the manufacturing process was precipitated by a quality
problem associated with the man_fac_ring yield of the coil form. The
_rocess improvemmlts were twofold:
• A new cleanlng procedure for the copper dampening ring waa In-
at/ruled as the result of an analysis which indicated that the en-
countered b_dlng of the shutters was rb_e to b]datez'L_" of the
potting msterial in the area of the copper ring. This procethtre
was also instituted as a result of quality-cQatrol rejaction of the
coil form beosm_ cg the cbeerva_on _ blistering during the flr_
QC inspection after the coil had been labS; and
• Cover_,_ of the n_l wlth a aillcone finish to pzevemt the ep_
from adhering to the mandrel was instituted to increase manu-
facturing yields. Coils were rejected because the truer walls
the coil form did not meet qualtty-cm_rol reqairmnentSo
Quality-cO.Tel standards to which the coil assemblies were fabricated were
not changed. Basically, these st_dards were:
• No air bubbles in potting method;
• No bare spots on the glass t_pe; and
• Smooth inner surface of the coil.
These standards had always been _q_plied to the coil assemblies prior to the
additional manofacturing operat:tone required to complete the coil.
Review of shutter-malfunctic_ history with respect to early fatlnres revealed
th_ of the 37 P-type shutter _ons reported for all e_se_ of _e-
feots, exclusive of those shutters replaced after 250,000 operations, 19
malfunettoas (51 percent) occurred prior to 36. 000 opm'ations. 5 (14 per-
c,e_t) betwee_ 36, 000 and 296.04)0 operations, and 13 (35 percea_ betwe_u
296,000 and 660,000 opem_.
Av_ysis of the operat_g t/me seen by a p-type _hutter dm'Ing its flight se-
ceptance test, prfor to assembly on a camera head, revealed that ,m _ver_e
of 31,400 o_eraflons were accumulated. The range at" this average varied
from a m_nLmum of 25, 600 to e maximum c_ 46, 000 _. Based _m
these facts, P-_3pe slmtters having gre_ter t_m 40,000 operations had
passed the infant mortality portion of the failure curwe aad were in the
stant fzdh_re-raie portton. Utilizing the 40, 000 operatios fJ,$,ure as the min-
imum munber of P-type shutter oporatic_s desired to assure that a shutter
_ts completely debugged, the shutters for Ranger _ and R_ger IX were
beyosd the infant mortality experle_med with P-type shutters.
Tbe 1_ and P3 abutters of Ranger VIII and the 1°2 sbut_er of Ranger IX had
coils which were part of the lot mam_actnred with coil 264, one of the failed
coils reported in MR's 1360, 1367, asd 2068. E_min_fl_ of the 264 coil
lot revealed that coil 264 was the o_ unit failing with the eofl I_diDg.
During thermal-vacuum toattng of P4 Camera Electron/es Assemb/_, Serin]
No. 046, a 65-kc signal of 8O-mv amplitude was superimposed on the 'video
signal. Capacitor C17 (3900 picoinrsds) was replaced by a lO-mmofarad
capacitor and the problem was eliminated. RCA Drawing No. 1";53007 was
revised to reflect thts modification.
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MR Number
and 0ate
Component Failure Test Cause of Anaiysls and
Part Mode Environment Failure Corrective Action
Camera Failures S/N 049 (Continued)
3892
lO/23/64
(Continued)
3889
11/1/64
3896
11/4/64
, Decrease
in camera
resolution
Resolution
out of
specifica-
tion
Thermal-vacuum
Thermal-vacuum
Nonconflrmed
Design
Camera, Serial No. 049/049, displayed low-level, 60-kc noise, which was
misinterpreted as mesh noise. The problem was localized as an instability
in the focus-current regulator. At the time of the investigation, it was em-
pirically determined that increasing the value of capacitor C17 from 3900
picofarads to 10, O00 picofarads eliminated the instability. Inspection of the
phase-amplitude worst ease for component values indicated that stability
should be exhibited with the original capacitance (165 °, -0 db; I$0 ° , -30 db).
However, the presence of a problem indicated probable parasitic effects
that were not accounted for in the theoretical approach. S_eh effects might
be: inductance of capacitor C16; lead inductance of the -27.5 volt bus; stray
capacitance of the circuit; and parasitic effects added to the circuit by test-
configuration cabling.
Through an increase in the capacitance value of capacitor C17, the theoret-
ical phase margin at 60 kc increased by approximately 3 degrees and gain
margin by approximately 4 db which was not a substantial safety margin,
but was sufficient to suppress any recurrence of instability in the focus-
current regulator. This characteristic was monitored closely in all cam-
eras of Ranger VIII and Ranger IX and spares.
The instability displayed by P4 Camera, Serial No. 049/049, was limited to
the first 10 to 15 minutes of operation, with all interface conditions normal.
The problem could be detected in this camera, following the initial fern-on,
only by increasing the collector supply voltage of the focus-current regu-
lator (-27.5-volt input). Using this method for margin testing of stability,
only Camera, Serial No, 046/046, displayed similar characteristics, and
the value of capacitor C17 was increased. Camera, Serial No. 045/045,
showed no evidence of instability during test; however, capacitor C17 was
changed to 1O, 0O0 picofarads during recent rework. Camera, Serial No.
048/048, was tested, but capacitor C17 was not changed. Cameras, Serial
Nos. 042/042, 043/043, 944/044, and 047/047, had the value of capacitor
C17 "_hanged during previous testing, when instability was detected. This
change was approved by a Material Review Action. No other cameras ex-
hibited the instability problem.
During pro-thermal-vacuum tests, the resolution of P4 Camera was 18.8
percent. When the resolution was measured at a pressure of 2.5 x10-5mm
Hg and a temperature of 25 = C, it was 10,9 percent. This was not a true
maKunetion, since there were no specified limits to the allowable change in
resolution between tests. There was only a requirement that the resolution
be greater than 5.5 percent under all test conditions.
Investigation revealed that the thermal-vacuum resolution measurements
were performed incorrectly. The measurements had been taken at the os-
cilloscope input connector of the test rack, rather than at the video test
jack; the readings were being made after the signal bad passed through the
teat rack rather than at the input. When the resolution measurements were
made in the proper manner, a response of 16.3 was obtained.
Although no true malfunction occurred, a workmanship problem did exist.
The importance of exercising care in obtaining and interpreting test data was
stressed so as to avoid the unnecessary rejection of an assembly.
During thermal-vacuum testing at +4 -= C, s resolution of 5.2 percent was
measured. The specified minimum value was 5.5 percent for all test con-
ditions. Reno]utinn measurements were adequate during test runs at ambi-
ent temperature and at 0 ° C. An evaluation of the effects of temperature
variation on resolution was performed. Under vacuum conditions, the reso-
lution improved as the temperature decreased, from 5.2 percent at 40= C to
12.5 percent at 25 ° C. When returned to normal pressure at 25 ° C, the
resolution was 18.9 percent.
The effects of vidteon-yoke displacement on resolution were then evaluated.
The resolution was measured for 25 different yoke positions. At the best
focus point, the resolution was 18 percent. The vidieon was then moved ap-
proximately I rail from the lens and the resolution was reduced to 15 per-
cent; at 35 ° C, the resolution decreased to 7.5 percent. The vidicon was
then moved 1 rail closer to the lens and to the point of left focus, At 35 ° C,
the resolution was now measured as 18 percent. When checked under nor-
real ambient conditions, the resolution was 15 percent.
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MR Number Component
and Date Port Envirlmment Failure Co_ective Action
Camera Failures S/N 049 (Cantinued_
3896
11/4/46
(Continued)
2072
11/4/64
rLM Room ambient Nonconfirmed
The caxaera was retested under therma]-vacuwIl conditions. The regolu-
tion was 14. 8 percent at 0 ° C, and 12.5 percent at +40 ° C, well above the
minimum specified value.
In addition to the reeolution problem, the horizontal-erase overscau was
out of specification during thermal-vacuam test_g.
The erase overscan measured 6.7 percent of the read sweep size, while the
minimtun specified v_ue was 8 percent. An evahlation of the test data in-
dicated that the minimum erase overscen at eRher end of the read sweep
should have beon 3 percent during thermal-vacuum testing. This change in
specification was incorporated into RTSP-1112A.
Durtug final acceptance tests the G1/Focus telemetry value was 1.85 volts,
_Hinh deviated from the value listed in the test data sheets. However, the
statement contained in the RTSP ll12A specification concerning telemetry
deviations indicated no malfunction in this unit. On future telemetry devia-
tions, engtueering would evaluate data to determine whether or not a mal-
function e_ts.
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3810
3811
5/5/64
2138
7/2/64
3793
9/20/64
3795
3800
10/5/64
1353
9/26/64
1537
11/14/64
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Su_ss_b]y Component
and Part
Serial Humber
Failure Test
Mode Environment
Cause of Analysis and
Failure Corrective Action
P3 and P4
Camera and
Camera Elec-
tronics Subas-
semblies, Serial
Nos. 021 and 9_9
and 037 and 040
(Flight Model
HI-2)
(Flight Model
III-2)
P2 Camera
Serial No. 22/22
1)1 Camera
Serial No. 42/42
P2 Camera
Serial No. 22/22
P3 Camera
Serial No. 40/39
P1 Camera
Serial No. 42/42
Spare Camera
Serial No. 014/
014
(Flight Model
III-3)
Camera
Bracket
(Flight
Model III-4)
Miscellaneous Camera Malfunctions not Assigned to a Single Camera
Variation
m light
levels
Ambient
RF inter- Explosive
ference safe area
(reduced
power)
Camera Thermal-vacuum
defocusing
Thermistor Short Ambient
Noneonfirmed
None
Design
Accident
P1 collimator was at 2450 foot-lamberts and the I)2
collimator at 4000 foot-lamberts during the test.
This difference was attributed to the replacement of
collimator bulbs and failure to recalibrate the col-
limators. The low sensitivity of the 1)1 camera was
caused by the shutter replacement at JPL. J1)L in-
dicated that these levels were acceptable and the
collimators were recalibrated after vibration.
During test at JPL, it was determined by use of a
calibrated light gun that the average white level of
the P3 Camera varied 75 my between successive
shutter strokes. The variation on the P4 Camera
was 100 mv between successive shutter strokes.
These variations are consistent with test data on
these Cameras since their installation in the Flight
Model III-2 Subsystem. The variations were related
to the up and down stroke-time variations which were
within the specified limits. These white-level vari-
ations were reviewed with J1)L and considered
acceptable.
Cameras F a, F b, and P3 indicated RFI problems
during the reduced power test (conducted per J1)L
Specification No. 3R 317.02) caused by the omni-
antenna radating under the Agena shroud; the radiation
was picked up by the camera electronics and trans-
mitted with the video. The J1)L specification for this
test was revised to cause a mode change from the
directional to the omni-antenna to evaluate the video
during the 30-second null at switch over. This
situation was considered a test problem.
Camera defocusing was found to be caused by the
change in the index of refraction in going from ambient
)ressure to a vacuum and by the increase in distance
between the lens and the vidieon caused by the increase
m temperature.
During TV Subsystem electrical tests, telemetry point
No. 86, which monitored the camera bracket tem-
perature, read 6,2 volts, indicating that the sensing
thermistor was in some way shorted out of the circuit.
A check of the temperature sensor revealed no ab-
normalities. Continuity tests of the thermistor and
application of physical pressure failed to reveal any
discrepancies. Tests of connectors and cables also
failed to reveal any problem. The problem did not
recur during subsequent electrical tests.
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Failure
Mode
Test Cause of Ar_lysls and
Environment Failure Co.ective Action
1537
11/14/64
(Coat.)
Miscellaneous Camera Malfunctions not Assigned to a Single Camera (Continued)
It was therefore concluded that the thermistor leads had
become frayed or loosened at the terminals. As a
result of continuous mechanical manipulation during
harness rework, camera-head installation, and
general mechanical work, one lead shorted against the
other. The thermistor leads were redressed and
soldered, and the terminals petted. No further indica-
tion of the problem was noted.
Camera Failures at Subassembly Level (No Serial Numbers)
2805
8/5/'63
2807
8/15/63
2806
8/14/63
2808
8/19/63
P-Scan Camera
Electronics
Camera Elec-
tronics, Vertical
S_mc Generator
Camera Elec-
tronics, Deflec-
tion Program-
mer
Camera Elec-
tronics, G1 Reg-
ulator
Transistor Q9 Short, col-
(type 2N1208) lector to
emitter
Diode CR20 _ Open
(type 1N016)
Transistor Open (base
Q10 (type to collector
2N916) (base to
emitter}
(emitter to
collector)
Transistor Q5 Open
(type 2N930) emitter
4114
10/30/63
4115
10/30/63
4116
10/30/63
P-Shu_erSerinl
No. 3042
p-Shutter Serial
No. 3046
P-Shu_er Serial
No. 3024
Solenoid
Coil Serial
No. 120
Solenoid Coil
Serial No.
122
Solenoid Coil
SerialNo.
116
Binding
Binding
Bin_ng
Room (manu-
fac_rmg)
Room (mmm-
facturmg)
Room (manu-
facturing)
Room (manu-
factoring}
Workmanship
Workmanship
Workmanship
Workmanship
The shutter would not operate because the shu£ter re-
turn had been incorrectly wired into the cable. ThLs
resulted in the shorting and the resultant destruction of
transistor Q9.
The vertical sync was lost because of the open diode.
No output from the deflection programmer because of
the open transistor.
The output from the G1 regulator was lost because of
the open emitter.
Shutter Failure (Not on a Camera)
Post thermal-
vaoJum
Post thermal-
vacuum
(manufacturing}
Thermal-
vacuum (0°C)
Workmanship
Workmanship
Workmanship
The shutter failed to meet the specification limits for a
timing teat on the instroke following three cold tests.
The stroke required 0.15 msec longer than the
specified maximum of 2.3 msec. Investigation
disclosed that the coil was binding at the top of its
stroke. Refer to MR4116.
During post thermal-vacuum testing the inatroke took
2.45 msee, 0.15 msec longer than the maxnnum limit.
Investigation disclosed that the shutter coil was binding
at the top of its inatroke. Refer t MR4116.
The shutter ceased operating during the third cold
thermal-vacuum test. An examination disclosed that
the solenoid coil was binding along the entire stroke.
Investigation disclosed air bubbles through the glnss-
epoxy form surrounding the coil. It is believed these
bubbles were distorting the coil derIng thermal-"
vacuum testing.
A review of the manufacturing techniques revealed that
the glass-epoxy was improperly mixed. The manu-
facinring procedure was revised. After the revision
was completed, several new coils would be subjected
to extensive tests to determine the effectiveness of this
revision.
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and Date
4471
11/14/63
4472
11/15/63
4600
12/19/63
4726
1/17/64
4727
1/20/64
4703
4705
1/27/64
47O4
1/27/64
5816
4/1/64
47O6
2/4/64
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Subassembly
and Component Failure
Seriol NumbeT Part Mode
Test Cause of
Environment Failure
Analysis and
Corrective Action
P-Shutter, Serial
No. 3020
F-Shutter, Serial
No. 020
F-Camera Shutter
Serial No. 030
F-Shutter
Serial No. 030
P -Shutter
Serial No. 3054
P-Channel
Shutters, Serial
Nos. 3053R1 and
3045R1
P-Shu_er,
Serial No.
3047RI Flight
ModelIII-2
F-type Shutter
Serial No. 034
Detent
Spring (RCA
Dwg.
1171488-1)
Shutter
Loose locknut
Core Piece
M ag_etic Core
Cores
Magnetic
Core
Dowel pin and
Actuator
Block
Shutter Failure (Not on a Camera) (Continued)
Excessive Post thermal-
tension vacuum
Timing Room
deviation
Binding Thermal-vacuum
(40°C)
Jamming Thermal-vacuum
0 ° C and 1 x l0 -4
torr)
Timing out Room
of specifi-
cation
Thne of Ambient
stroke not
within
specified
,,mits
Time of Ambient
stroke not
within
specified
limits
intermRtent Thermal-vacuum
shutter
operation
Workmanship
Design
Workmanship
Design
Workmanship
kcciden[
Accident
Workmanship
The outstroke exceeded specification 2.0 0.3 msec by
0.2 msec. The coil side detent was found to be ex-
erting too much pressure against the shutter blade.
The detent was removed and a new one installed along
with a thinner shim material under it.
A gram gage is now used to check detent spring tension
during shutter fabrication.
Following vibration test, shutter in-stroke was timed
at 3.9 msec; Specifications: 4.5 msec ±0.3 msec. The
voltage source used to drive the shutter in the test has
been specified as 18.1 volts.
Investigation revealed a loose locknut on the shutter
Jush rod. The nut was replaced. The slide assembly
was found to be binding because of either coil deforma-
tion or the yoke-driver coupler binding to the core
guide. The coil was replaced with one of revised
tolerances.
Investigation into binding of the coil during thermal-
vacuum testing revealed that excessive compression
on the core assembly had caused the forward guide t¢
bow ¢ :ward causing the solenoid coil to bind. 0. 020
inch was milled off the cap piece of the forward guide,
relieving the compression.
,The difference in time of the shutter-pulse width be-
:ween instroke and outstroke of this shutter was 0.34
rnsec. The specification only allows 0.30 msec. The
_ore was remagnetized and subsequent tests showed
:hat the strokes were within specification limits. Be-
fore the cores were considered to be fully saturated,
:hey were now given a test in which they must support a
100-gram weight after they have been magnetized.
The difference in timing between the outer and inner
strokes of these shutters exceeded the specified
maximum of 0.3 msec. In both cases, remag_aetizatinn
_f the core restored operation within specified limits.
Refer to Malfunction Reports 4704 and 5816 for
recommendations.
the timIng difference between the outer and inner
strokes was 0.4 msec (the specified maximum is 0.3
msec. A retest was performed, the timing difference
was still not less than the specified maximum. Re-
mag_antization of the core resulted in the thning
difference being 0.1 msecs.
Investigation revealed that a dowel pin in the actuator
block had become loose and was binding against the
_hutter frame. Further investigation also revealed that
lhe actuator block holes were drilled oversize and out of
round. New actuator blocks and dowel pins were to be
used on all future refurbished units to ensure that this
failure mode would not recur.
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MR Number Subassembly
and Component
and Date _rlcd N_be_ Part
Failure
Mode
Test C_use of Analysis and
Envln_nme.t Failure Co_ectlve Action
4781
2/20/64
3992
4/29/64
3997
5/3/64
3891
10/22/64
P-thRae
Shutter
Assembly
Serial No. 3073
Shutters,
Seria]Nos.
3032-R1and
3026-R
Pole Pieces
Shutter
SerialNo.
3058-RZ
Shutter Failure (Not on a Camera) (Continued)
shutter
stroke
timing
differ-
ential
exceeds
specified
limits
Timing
deviation
lqon-
operative
shutter
Ambient
Ambient
Thermal-
vacuum
Accident
Accident
Workmanship
The P-type shutter in-out stroke timing differential
exceeded the specified maximum by 1.7 msec. In-
vestigation revealed that the magnetized core was
defective. Replacement of the magnetized core re-
stored normal operation of the shutter. Recommenda-
tious for corrective action to be taken to ensure against
a recurrence of this malfunction have been issued in
Ranger Project Office Memo No. 94410-2, dated
April 29, 1964.
The timing differentia] between the in and out strokes
of these shutters was not within specified limits during
testing. Several changes have been made to the
rnaun£acturing and ha_diing processes and procedures
to prevent a recurrence of this problem.
The shutter stopped operating, investigation disclosed
shutter binding at the gibs at 60 ° C. A new set of gibs
restored operation of shutter. Retesting of the re-
worked shutter gave no iadic_tion of binding at 60 ° C.
A review of gib shutter slide materials indicated that
temperature differentials of 35 ° C can cause change
in the spacing between the gib track and slide of
approximately 1 rail, which is sufficient to cause bind-
ing if the assembly is too tight initially. A stmtter-gib
al£_yanent tool is now used to prevent this malfunction
from recurring. Shutters manufactured prior to this
date, which have passed flight acceptance tests, do not
exhibit this problem.
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Component Failure
Part Mode
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT
i
Test I Cause of
Environment I Failure
3278 Relay
7118163 K2
|
Intermittent I Room (mnnu-
operation I facturing)
3358
7/10/63
Silicon Control Open gate
Rectifier CR6
(type2N633)
Diode CR7
(type1N754)
Room
3978
4/19/64
Physically Ambient
damaged 1
1349
9/14/64
Changed
internal
resistance
Ambient
3361
5/26/63
Bourns Trim- Frozen
put (R86) adjustment
3250L screw
EQUIPMENT (Continued)
3425
11/21/63
2151
5/28/64
Transistor
Q4 (type
2N930)
Less ofF Pre-thermal-
video vacuum
(ambient) (JPL)
AmbientLoss of
,video from
Camera F a
3930
4800
3/24/64
3931
3/24/64
Printed
C lreuit Board
Wrong
circuit
traces
Reading not
within spe-
cified limits
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Power Control Unit, S/N 001
4081 Printed Cir-
10/21/63 cult Between
Resistor R67
and R64
Broken
Workmanship A set of contacts on relay K2 weald not close. When this relay was opened,
(vendor) an excessive gap was found between the set of contacts.
Power Control Unit, S/N 002
Accident While investigating the PCU turn--off problem, the gate of the Silicon Con-
trol Rectifier CR6 was shorted to the spacecraft frame. This caused the
gate to fuse open and at the same time caused the zener diode CR7 to open.
In order to resolve the turn-off problem in the PCU, it was necessary to
redesign the circuitry. The SCR gates were then connected together using
buck-to-buck diodes and random gating contacts.
Thermistor, S/N2-12S
Accident Thermistor 2-128 used to monitor temperature on Flight Model I_-2 was
found to have one of its terminals bent. A resistance check of the circuit
measured open. Replacement of the thermistor restored normal operation.
Thermistor, S/N 3-2 (type 44-20 TE 1)
Random The telemetry data received during test of the TV Subsystem indicated
erratic behavior of the thermistor No. 3-2, monitoring the temperature of
the FbCamera Electronics (A7). The thermistor was removed and the in-
ternal resistance was measured at 120 K ohms instead of 50 K ohms.
Prior to this test the thermistor had been functioning correctly and had been
calibrated satisfactorily. The thermistor was carefully inspected, including
X-ray, and no external flaws were in evidence in the potting nor were there
any noticeable flaws in the thermistor wafer. The fact that no flaws were
discovered does not mean that flaws too small to fInd were not present.
There have been very few problems with these thermistors because of the
protective assembly procedures and the 100% testing following assembly.
Video Combiner S/N 001
Room ambient Workmanship Potentiometer was conformally coated on all sides, freezing the adjustment
screw. This prevented final adjustment of the summing amplifier during
camera bench checkout.
Video Combiner S/N 004
Nonnonfirmed
Workmanship
Investigation into the loss of hard-line and RF video indicated that transistor
Q4 was defective. However, later tests performed on the transistor failed
to reveal any defects.
During pest-integration checkout, Fa Camera was inoperative. Investiga-
tion revealed that a short existed between the center conductor and shield of
coax connector A8J2 on the Fa Video Combiner. This connector had been
previously sleeved to correct pin retention. Upon removal of the sleeve,
the short was cleared. R appears that the connector had an initial discrep-
ancy that normally did not affect the capability. However, the aggravation
of the additional sleeving affected it to the point where failure occurred.
Video Combine r S/N 006
Ambient
Ambient
Workmanship
Accident
The P-Chanvel telemetry was not as specified because a circuit trace had
not been removed as required by the latest configuration. The trace was
removed and proper operation resulted.
The operator was confused by an ambiguity in the test procedure which was
since corrected.
Video Combiner S/N 008
Ambient Workmanship The printed-circuit path between resistors R67 and R64 was found to be open
i on terminal board TB3 during the determination of no output from the assem-
bly. Quality Control has been instructed to inspect this path on future
assemblies.
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Compone,,t F_h.*
Part Mede
A4100 Connector
1/6/64 ASJ4
Puahed out
3279
819163
T rimpot R53
(Bourns No.
32506-L)
Would not
change
value
4010 Transistor Q6
9/30/63 (type 2N869)
4583 Insulating
11/12/63 board (RCA
Dwg. 1702960)
3828 Coaxial
4/-_/64 Connector
3832 Telemetry
4/21/64 Amplifier
3988
4/28164
3956 Transistor Q6
3957 :(type 2N869)
515/64
1957 Transistor
Q3 (2N390)
Transistor Q4
(2N390)
2987 Transistor
5/2/63 (Q32) 2N916
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
I
TQst [ Ccs4nw of Ar_lysls and
Environment I Fwlkme Corrective Action
Video Combiner S/N 008 (Continond)
Room Secondary During the initial electrical checkoot of Flight Model 111-4, connector
ASJ4-A2 was pushed out by the crooked pin in cable A2-P. The defective
connector was replaced following completion of the electrical checkout of
the subsystem.
Video Combiner S/N 009
Design The trimpot would not clmnge value when adjusted in the circuit. This type
of trimpct failure had occurred before but always during an initial alignment.
R was recommended by both Reliability and the vendor that only parts with
a date code later than 6143 be used for replacements.
Because the part was not considered a reliability risk, it was not recom-
mended to remove all parts with an earlier date code from finished
equipment.
The malfunction part was date coded 6115 B and, therefore, was suspected
of failing becanse of the design in use at that time.
Video Combiner S/N OlO
Open base
lead
NUt
installed
S_orted
Telemetry
outpct not
within spe-
cified
limits
Output not
within spe-
cified limits
Room (mann-
Room
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Workmanship
Workmanship
] Workmanship
Workmanship
!Accident
Examination of the broken base lead of transistor Q6 disclosed that the lead
had been nicked in some manner prior to installation.
When the Video Combiner was returned from conformul coating for final
acceptance testing, all signals were shorted to the chassis ground. An in-
yestigation revealed that the insulating board behind the component assembly
busrd had been left out.
Quality Control instituted ins13ectinn procedures to verify that all insulating
boards were cemented down to the chassis prior to the boading of the com-
ponent board assembly.
Investigation into the inability to adjust the P2 Camera video revealed an
extraneous wire soldered in the connector causing a abort in the monr con-
ductor of the coax. The extraneotm wire was removed and normal operation
was obtained.
T_vestightion into why the telemetry output was not within sImClfind limits
revealed that transistor Q12 was incorrectly wired. Resistor R25 was of
the wrong value, and a jumper wire was missing. The transistor and
resistor were replaced and correctly wired and the jumper wire was in-
sertod. Normal operation resulted.
Operator failed to connect oscillator throngh the test pauel resulting in
incorrect test data being recorded. With test ccmnecti_ corrected, the
test was satisfactorily performed.
Video Combiner 9/N 011
Ambient RandomShorted hrvestigation of the DC output of the F-Chancel in the Video Combiner with
respect to temperature resulted in the replacement of six L-'ansistors. The
first five components were removed mmec_ssarlly. Review of this mal-
function disclosed that because the DC output was only marginally out of
specified limits, no other associated components were overstresaed.
_idno Combiner S/'N (Unknown)
Drift @ O" C. Aveeptenoe Design
55 °C timrmal-vacuom
Transistors were used in a different amplifier. Mismatch occurred at ex-
treme temperatures. Transistors for this box would be selected for proper
match.
Control Programmer and Camera Sequencer S/N 0002
Vibration Random Improper operation after vibration. An internal inspection revealed a
broken base connection. This equipment was subject to two qualification
vibr_ion tests and was probably mechanins.Uy overstressed.
Low B-C
breakdown
voltsge
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MR Number Component Failure
and Date Part Mode
3769
4085
4086
10/23/63
4239
2/6/64
1527
1526
10/23/64
Wiring
errors
Interconnecting Double pals-
Cable 013, 014 ing of the
shutte r pulse
and F verti-
cal blanking
Early P-
Channel
_rn-on
3375
thru
3379
7/29/63
3348
8/22/63
Diodes CH67 Shorts
and CR73 (type
1N916)
Diode CR74
(type 1N750)
r ranaistors Q37
and Q28 (type
1N1613)
Transistor Q2 ntermittent
(type 2N914)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Control Programmer and Camera Sequencer S/N 0002 (Continued)
Ambient Nonas signable
Ambient
Ambient (JPL)
Ambient
Workmanship
Design
Nonassignable
During the initial electrical test following rework, improper operation of the
Sequencer was experienced. Examination revealed wiring errors to be at
fault. A detailed analysis was then performed. No overstressing of parts
occurred as a result of this malfunction.
Although a continuity check of the cables was satisfactorily performed,
bubbles were noted in the potting component of the connector and the cables
were replaced. The sequencer then operated normally.
A two-minute early turn-on of the P-Channel was associated with noise
spikes that appeared on the manual reset line for the P-Channel 5-minute ac-
cumulator. The circuit was redesigned so that only a 79-second time delay
was provided. In addition, the manual reset line was eliminated.
During testing it was noted that the horizontal syne pulses of the P1 Camera
were of a lower amplitude and shorter duration than the other P-Cameras, A
series of tests indicated that the sequencer malfunctioned. The sequencer
and power supply were removed and bench tested. Operation was normal.
The unit was installed in the spacecraft; operation was not normal. More
tests were conducted. Observation of the modulator A video 1, terminal
AgA2P2-5, showed a P1 vertical gate pulse of 6.6 volts, 200 msec with
no horizontal serratione. An investigation revealed a fault in the fail-safe
circuit. The sequencer worked satisfactorily during bench test because the
bench test did not simulate the sync generation "not read pulse" from the
camera to sequencer. The sequencer and power supply were removed from
the structure, tested, and remounted. Throughout tie down and mounting,
the signal at A9A2P2-5 was observed to be normal. For a third time, the
sequencer was bench tested with the test rack modified. The sequencer
operated satisfactorily until A2J1-5 of cable Wl-8 was moved. At this time
the video serration disappeared. A check of the harness indicated a dis-
continuity between the male and female contacts. The A2 frame was removed
from the sequencer and the potting compound was removed from the contact.
The solder connection was found to be acceptable. The harness was remated
The sequencer did not malfunction. No contamination or loose contacts were
found. However, contamination could have been present and removed during
dematiug and mating of the connector. All connectors on the sequencer and
cable S1-8 were therefore cleaned as specified in ME160 and the bench test
racks were modified to test the fail-safe not read circuits, One rack was
modified and all remaining equipment was permanently connected. The
sequencer was tested after the connector cleaning. At JPLfs request, sable
Wl-8 was replaced by Wl-1O and returned to space status.
Control Programmer and Camera Sequencer S/N 0003
NonassignableRoom (after
vibration) (manu-
faeturiug)
Thermal-vacuum
(manufacturing)
Workmanship
Relay K2 in the controller modulator would not energize following vibration
test, Three diodes and two transistors in the P-Channel Controller Modulatol
Subassembly, were found to be defective. Indications were that transistor Q3
did operate relay K2 at the start of the investigation, but subsequently becam_
defective.
The F-Channel timer should have operated for a period of 302 seconds, How-
ever, the timer failed to operate after 136 seconds. Transistor Q2 of the F
controller timer was intermittent during a thermal-vacuum test. While re-
placing the transistor, a bad solder joint was found on one of the transistor
leads. This was corrected.
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MR Number
ond Dote
¢omponen! Foilum Test Cause of Analysis and
Porl Mode E_vironment Failu_ Con*ective Action
1296 8CR (CR 43)
2/18/63 2N187IA
3981 Wire
,J19/_
3953 P-Channel
4/23/64 Controller
3272 Silicon Con-
trol Rectifier
3261
718183 CR54 (type
2N1871)
Transistor
Qll (type
2N914)
2831 Transistor
5/5/63 (Q31) 2N916
4786
4787
3/2e/e4
Broken
Double
Puls_ at
test point
A3
E rr_tie
operation
Double
pe_mg
Sequencer S/N 0004
Ambient
_)
Workmanship The PTM sequencer was being modified for the "split system". Parts were
removed, cleaned, rewired, replaced, and potted. During this work, the
SCR case was crushed. The part was replaced
Sequencer S/N 0005
Thermal-vacuum
Ambient
+55 ° C
+55°C
Ambient
Worimmnship
Accident
Random
Design
N(mconfirmed
_vestigation _ the loss of the black clamp pulses during thermal-vacuum
testing revealed that a wire had been severed. The wire was replaced and
normal operation restored.
Investigation of double pulsing at test point A3 following repair necessitated
by malfunction noted in MR3981, revealed an open circuit between diodes
CRI05 and CR108. The addition of a jumper wire between the two terminals
restored normal operation.
The tr_,gering pulse from the Silicon Control Redtifier CR54 became erratic
during the third rtm in vacuum at +55 ° C. When the SCR was tested by the
Central Engineering Laboratory, they found that the ccmpenent would turn on
by itself at elevated temperature and that the holding current was well below
the minimum specified value. Either of these faults could cause this ci_mit
to malfunction.
The 2N916 transistor, in this particular control circuit, required selection
of beta at 75 ° C. The failure reported was caused by defective starinp time
at elevated temperatures. The 2N916 transistors of the control circuits ware
replaced with 2N914 transistors.
Double "Flash B" lmlsing existad for about one-half an hour, after which
powar was turned off. During a retest the malfunction was not present and
could not be recreated. Investigation revealed that the most likely cause was
an intermittent contact of s connector pin in _ W1 cable. Replacement of
the cable restored satisfactory operation. It is felt that this malfunction was
caused by a white crystal-line deposit found on the contact pins. All connec-
tors were to be examined for such deposits and, ff found, cleaned in the
prescribed method. ALl cables on Flight Model HI-2 were examined and
cleaned where necessary.
3551 Control
8/27/63 Modulator
Capacitor C28
Tantalum
Type
4045 Connector
12/12/63 A9ALI2
5832
4/15/64
3952 Connector
4/20/64 A9A3J1
Excessive
le_ge
Loose
contact
Intermit-
tent opera-
tion
LOss of
s/gauds
Thermal-vscuum
(+55 ° C)
Thermal-veunum
(integnmon)
Thermal-vecuum
Ambient
Sequencer S/N 0006
Ves_
Accident
WorlQnanship
Workmanship
The output of the P-Channel timer was drifting and the voltage at the test
point was varying from minus 18 to minus 27.5 volts DC.
Investigation revealed that capacitor C28 had been installed incorrectly. The
assembly drawing did not specify the polarity orientation of this capacitor
when installed. An ECN was written to correct the drawing.
Following the observation of double vertical anrrntinns before the P1 and P2
video during therma/-vactmm testing, an investigation revealed that the
movement of the sequencer harness at AIJI would make the problem appear
and disappear. The contact carrying the vertical sync signal at A1J1-9 was
found to have a loose napkin ring and was making poor contact to the harness
pin.
The 79-secoed timing operation was unsatisfactory during the thermal-vau-
uum test, although operation under ambient conditions was normal. The
grounds of the F- and P-Channel counters ware found to be incorrectly tied
together. Correction of this restored operation.
Investigation into the loss of signal voltages revealed an intermittent open
between pins A2J1-17 and A3J1-3. Microscopic examination revealed contam-
ination on the contact pins of the Cannon connector. All Cannon connectors of
the harness ware cleaned and normal operation was restored.
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OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
3553
8/29/63
4795
4/2/64
3950
5/2/64
Control Modu-
lator Capacitor
C28
Control Modu-
lator
Capacitor
C26
nstaUed ] Room(manufact-
eith wrong [uring)
_larity
Tesl Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Sequencer S/N 0008
Design
)ver- Ambient
_tressed
boss of full-[ Ambient (JPL)
)ower output[
Accident
Nonconfirmed
A visual inspection was performed on Camera Sequencer S/N 0008 and this
unit had capacitor C28 wired into the circuit with the wrong polarity. An
ECN was issued to correct the affected schematic diagram to show the cor-
rect polarity more clearly.
The Sequencer test procedure was revised in anticipation of a circuit modi-
fication and an unmodified assembly was tested to it. As a result, a re-
verse voltage was applied to tantalum capacitor C28. The capacitor was
replaced.
The JPL test procedure initiated warm-up of the Subsystem by using a
jumper connection at the breakout box. The procedure then required turn-
1297 Transistor Q9
2/25/63 (type 2N-1485)
3336 Capacitor C7
6/11/63
Short
Short
3356
6/28/63
4075
10/10/63
1534
11112/64
Transistors
Q13 and Q14
(type 2N1486)
Capacitor C 1 IShorted
(CL65 CJ470-
MP3)
i
Capacitor C10 INo output
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
on into full power at 70 seconds. The Jumper wire was removed as soon as
verification of full power was received; this resulted in the Subsystem re-
turning to warm-up. However, the 80-second accumulator was counting and
turned the Subsystem back into full power, resulted in a short loss of output.
JPL was notified to change its test procedure to indicate either that the pre-
ceding would happen or that the jumper connection should be kept in for
longer than 80 seconds.
Sequencer Power Supply, S/N 0004
Ambient (bench)
Room (integra-
tion)
Accident
Accident
Noise was noted during camera tests using the "split-system" PTM se-
quencer and sequencer power supply. To detect the source of the noise,
the load was accidently removed from the power supply which resulted in a
current overstress of Qg. Camera test personnel were made aware of the
precautionary note included in the sequencer test procedure concerning the
removal of load from the energized power supply.
Capacitor C7 in the power supply shorted after the PTM had completed all
tests. C7 was replaced, and C6 was replaced because it may have been
overstressed.
Sequencer Power Supply
Room (integra-
tion)
Room
Ambient
Secondary
Design
Nonassignable
/N 0005
When the High--Current Regulator S/N 0005 failed (MR3355), the unregulated
33 volts DC were allowed through to the Regulator output. The only load on
the Regulator at the time was the Sequencer Power Supply. The two F-Chan-
nel Choppers (transistors Q13 and Q14) were destroyed.
The input power supply circuit breaker tripped during manufacturing testing.
Investigation led to capacitor C1, which had been installed with incorrect
polarity.
The mechanical layout drawing has been revised to show the proper polarity
of C20. (Sue RCA Dwg. 1073576, Revision K.)
During flnalhench-testing of sequencer 0005, there was no power output
from the supply. It was indicated that capacitor C10 _horted. After the eapci.
tor was removed from the power supply it was tested and found to be good.
In a later check it was found that the capacitor could short If the leads were
moved.
The vendor reported that capacitor C10 was normal at room temperature but
exceeded leakage specifications at a temperature of 35 ° C with rated voltage
and stress on the anode lead applied. Internal examination of the capacitor
revealed a crystalline silver deposit, which could cause a high leakage or
an intermittent short if contact between the anode and cathode were made by
this silver deposit. The deposit is caused by a periodic or continuous
voltage reversal of slight magnitude. There is no reversal during normal
operation.
During another investigation of this malfunction, four capacitors of the same
type used in the circuit were removed for testing. Leakage currents were
within specification. A black deposit found inside the capacitor was con-
sidered normal by the vendor.
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Part Mode
2950
9/20/63
3560
9/20/63
4084
,0/14/64
Transistor Q20 Open
(tylm 2N869)
Capacitors C15
& C19 (type
CL65CJ-
470MP3)
I Zener Diode Over-
(type 1N821) stressed
l
3998
5/3/64
Improper
grounding
3940
4/8164
1541 Capacitor C*
11/24/64
Reading of
thermo-
couple off
scale
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test _Ause of Analysis ond
Environment Failure Conectlve Action
Sequencer Power Supply 8/N 0006
Room (manufactu-
ring)
Room (manofanta-
ring)
Room (msnufsetu-
ring)
Accident (test
error)
Accident (test
error)
Suco_dery
This Sequencer Power Supply was being used to check out a new tent fixture
in the manttf_cturing area. Several prcblems in this test rack cattsed
transistor Q2O to be destroyed and at the same time C18 and C19 were re-
moved. The loss of these c'o_s removed the -*2 volt DC from the F
Cameras.
As a precaution against failure st a later time, this diode was replaced be-
cause it had been overstressed during accidental damage to the power sup-
ply. The damage occurred during the checking out of a new test stand.
Several other components Jn the circuit were destroyed. P.e_r to _-
tion Reports 2950 and 3560.
Sequencer Power Supply S/N 0007
Ambient Accident Investigation of no isolation between F and P ground cLrnuitu revealed thnt
there was a wiring error in the power supply which tied the two grounds to-
gether. The wiring error was corrected.
Sequencer Power Supply S/N 0009
Thermal-vacuum Noncontirmed During a special thermal-vacuum test requested by JPL, the reading
(+55 ° C) of a thermocouple was off scale. The test was performed with the thermo-
cc_ples stabili_d at +55 ° C prior to turn-on of the equipment. There were
no specified limits for temperatures after turn-on as this was a special
test. Therefore, this caanot be classified as a nud_km_.im.
Sequencer Power Supply S/N 0010
Ambient
r Workmanship
i
Excessive noise was encotmtered on the video output of the P*, P2. and 1)4
cameras during electrical tests on Flight Model III-4. After extensive
testing of these cameras failed to reve_ any reason- for _ noise, a check
was made of the Sequenoer and Sequencer Power Supply, which revealed
noise on the P-Channel output of the Sequencer Power Supply. Sequencer
Power Supply, Serial No. 0005, was incorporated into Flight Model IH-4
and the observed noise was reduced considerably.
A bench check showed that Sequencer Power Supply Serial No. 0010, ex-
hibited excessive noise spikes on the -27.5-volt supply line at the emit_rs
of transistors Q1 and Q2. Capacitor C1 was suspect_l of not faltering the
high-frequency component of the signal, and when this compommt was re-
placed, the noise dropped to a normal level. The removed calmcitor was
found to have a value of 48.5 microfarade with a leakage of less than 1
micrcampere and a dissipation factor of 17.5 percent. The high-dinsipaticc
factor indicates that the cspe_itor would not filter as it should. This change
in characteristic indicates a leak in electrolyte. When the capacitor was
examined under a microscope a small hole in the rubber seal was revealed,
and the entire seal under the conformal coating had changed to a red color.
indicnting a defective seal.
The vendor ststed thst the seal had becn panntured by the tantalum wire. R
was posUdated that this opening had allowed electrolyte to leak out, thus
causing the dissipation factor to increase. Seal tests with blue thymol re-
vealed no evidence of electrolyte leakage. The vendor analysis indicated that
there was a presence of silver deposit which suggests some reverse veltage
was applied that could cause high internal presm_e. The vendor further
ti_t this increase in internal pressure could lccsem the seal to retch
an extent that the volatile constituents of the electrolyte could escape and
affect the conductivity of the electrolyte. This would increase the equivalent
series resistance, thus causing an increase in the dissipation factor.
It is RCA's position that the hole in the seal was the cause of the loss of
electrolyte and the resultant increased dissipation factor. The silver de-
posits were insufficient to increase the leakage current associated with the
capacitor, and therefore, would not have affected the intereal temperature
of the device.
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Component Failure Test I Cause of ] Analysis and
Part Mode Environment { Failure I Corrective Action
Filter Assembly, S/N 004
Ambient Accident
2191 ' Connector
5/21/64
3596 Filter
5/11/64
l
4789 Capacitor
3/28/64
4790 CapacRor
4/4/64
2661
1212164
2O7O
21/7/64
1533
12/8/64
Low resis- [
tence
Loose pin
Ambient (JPL) Wearout
During an inspection performed immediately after the receipt of this as-
sembly, an AC voltage was applied to which resulted in the application of a
reverse voltage across polarized capacitors. The capacitors were replaced
and the inspection procedure revised so that this malfunction could not
recur.
Wearout of pin 12 of connector A38P1 caused the pin to fail the one-ounce
pin retention test. The JPL sleeve was inserted; the pin was retested and
passed the test.
Filter Assembly S/N 006
Ambient Accident Investigation into the inability of the Filter Assembly to comply with the
response specifications of RTSP-1164 resulted in the revision of the re-
spense curve. The test specification, RTSP-2264, was revised.
Filter Assemblies, S/N 007 and S/N 010
Incorrect
frequency
response
Low [Room(bench)
resistance [
Accident During inspection performed immediately after the receipt of these assem-
blies, an AC voltage was applied which resulted in the application of s
reverse voltage across a polarized capacitor. In each case, the capacitor
was replaced. The inspection procedure was revised subsequent to the
analysis.
Filter Assembly S/N 012
[ Resistance Ambient
Out of spe-
cified
range
I
Response Thermal-vacuum
curve out oil
specifica-
tion
Frequency Ambient
response I
was out of
specifica-
tion
Accident
Workmanship
Nouconflrmed
During previbrational electrical testing, Filter Assembly, Serial No. 012,
failed to comply with specified DC resistance values of RTSP-2264. An
electrical-continuity measurement between pins 2 and 4 and between pins 9
and 12 of connector Jl indicated 2.7 ohms, while the specified resistance
between these contacts is 2.0 ohms +_20 percent.
The i. 7 ohm values were obtained with a VTVM, RCA Model WV98C, as
specified in Test Method No. TM-1-1752265. When the resistances were re -
measured with a wheatstone bridge, J2-1 to J2-4 measured i. 84 ohms, and
J1-9 to JI-12 measured 1.82 ohms. These values were considered the cor-
rect resistances because of meter tolerances (3 percent for the VTVM,
compared to 0.5 percent for the wheatstone bridge). The parts between pins
1 and 4 and pins 9 and 12 are two 5-miUihenry choke coils, and the value
of resistance for each 0.92 ohm. Therefore, the specified resistance value
between these pine should be 1, 84 ohms+ 10 percent. With this interpre-
tation, the 2.7-ohm resistances measured would be within the specified
range. RTSP-2264 has been modified to reflect this change in resistance
value.
During the first 0 ° C test, the response curve plotted was out of specifica-
tion at 2000 cycles. This was corrected by connecting the cable shielding
to the output load groand. This effectively removed a ground loop caused
by the 26 feet of cable at the output of the filter assembly. A test was
run and all data points were acceptable. The 0 ° C test was not necessary.
A response test in thermal-vacuum exceeds the acceptance test require-
ments of Specification RTSP-2264. It was recommended that the test
method be revised to reflect the test requirements of the specification.
The Filter Assembly was rejected during final acceptance tests. The fre-
quency response was out of speciftoatiou at 2500 and 3000 cycles par
second. Filter performance was not degraded. This unit had a better than
normal filter response characteristic.
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MR Number COmponent Fa{lure
and Date Part Mode
Test C_use of Ana{ysls and
F_vlronment Failure Corrective Action
Battery, S/N 001 (type 252)
Design1386
7/1/63
1387
7/15/63
1389
813163
{_ort
Short
Short
25 ° C (l_ngiueer-
Jr_)
This battery was undergoing qualifications test.
A short from the negative side to the chassis was observed at the conclusior
of low-temperature soak test. This was caused by an insulation failure. In
addition, shorts were occurring in the separators. A design ch_uge has
been made to the separator configuration to improve performance.
Bs_tery. S/_ 002 (type 252)
Thermal-vacuum Design The battery was undergoing qualification test. Cell No. 21 reversed polarity
test during the 16-amp discharge while being submitted to the high temperature
Thermal-Vacuum Test. It is believed that the ceil shorted. In addition,
shorts were occurring in the separators. A design change has been made tc
the separator configuration to improve performance.
Battery, S/N 006 (type 252)
25 ° C (Eugmser- Design
mg)
The battery was being submitted to Life Test when Cell No. 14 shorted
after 52 hours of cruise-mode operation. Due to lack of other evidence,
it was determined that the short occurred due to separator exhaustion. The
vendor has recommended that increased separator protection be incorpo-
rated into furore cells. Various test ceils have been fa_ricatod to evalume
which proposed separator improvement prevides the best solution.
Bat_ry, S/N 007 (type 252)
Short Design1390
7/31/63
25 ° C (Engineer- This battery was undergoing qualification test. R had been sent to JPL for
shock test. Cell No. 20 was found to be shorted prior to the shock test.
The battery _ms shock tested, and then returned to the vendor for analysis.
The previous hlstory taken from the vendor report indicates a dehydration
in Cell No. 20 starting after the high temperature soak. The vendor sta_es
that the potting level in the cell _vas not sufficiently low to completely en-
oapsulate the _eF_toz- envelope tops.
It is recommended that clear pelystreoc RMD-4511 cell cases he substituted
for the white cycol_c cell cases previously used. The ubillty to see through
the ceil case would preclude high epoxy petting. RMD-4511 cell cases have
been procarred and pressure tested by the vendor.
4051
8/15/63
Short Vibration
(engineering)
Battery, S/N 008 (type 252)
Design This batter),was undergoing qualificationtest. Ceil No. 20 shorted during
vibration test. The battery was sent to the vendor for analysis. Symptoms
encountered during finaldischarge at RCA, suggested that lead-wire
breakage had occurred in Ceil No. 20 and possibly in Cell No. 22. Inspec-
tion showed that in Ceil No. 20 allwires except 1 were found to be broken.
The vendor has recommended an improvement in the epoxy potting level,
in the protective coating, and increasing the number of lug wires from 2 to
3 on each plate. Six test ceils incorporating the first two of the above
recommendations were schecklled for shock and vibration tests at RCA.
4233
L2/9/63
2614 ........
Cell shorted Room (JPL)
Leakage Thermal-vacuum
Battery, 8/N 025 (type 202)
Wearout The voltage from ceil No. 20 was found to he 0 volts. The battery had been
subjected to 5 charges and 4 discharges. Three charge-discharge cycles
are the normal life-expectancy of this type of battery.
Battery, S/N 029
Wearout The LTM Battery was found to he leaky after finaltesting at JPL. The bat-
tery had been subjected to several deep discharges and had surpassed its
de sign goals.
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TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
Component Failure I Test Cause of
Part Mode I Environment Failure
I
3434
9/17/63
3431
9/14/63
I
3432
9/14/63 1
3421 I
9/24/63 ]
2618
9/17/63
3438
9/17/63
4266
10/4/63
4265
10/4/63
4052
7/31/63
(Continued)
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Battery, S/N 032 (type 202)
It_te rnal IRocm (JPL)
riort I
Secondary The batteries were overcharged, resulting in overheating. This caused
the electrolyte to leak onto the battery-moniter connector.
Battery, S/N 036 (type202)
ILow battery [Room (JPL)
Iv°ltnge I
Noneonfirmed Batteries were completely discharged. Recharged batteries.
Battery, S/N 037 (type 202)
.ow battery IRoom (JPL)
ottage L
_eU No. 2 IMVT No. 2
;as 0.05 I100 ° F Test
oils i
Nonconfirmed l
Wearout
Battery, S/N
Batteries were completely discharged. Recharged batteries.
Cell No. 2 would not accept a charge after 20 minutes. Other cells read
1.94 volts. The vendor indicated that the cell had shorted because of normal
wearout.
038 (type 202)
roltage IThermal-vacuum
,elow speci-1(41 ° F)
ication r
Wearout The battery had been operated with the terminal voltage below the minimum
specified level. An attempt to recharge this battery failed. Cell No. 1
measured zero volt when tested. In addition, electrolyte was noted leaking
from around the terminal.
This battery had been subjected to four charge-discharge cycles prior to
its failure, The vendor guarantees this type of silver-zinc battery for only
two recharge cycles. These batteries deteriorate very rapidly with increasec
use.
Battery, S/N 039 (type 202)
Secondarynternal ]Room (JPL)
_hort l
The shorting of the pins on the battery monitoring cable caused further
shorting of cells in the battery.
The battery sensing switch in the GSE was not operating. Battery voltage
was read as 38 volts when it was actually 42.5 volts.
Battery, S/N 042 (type 202)
Nonconfirmed /
- thermal -vacuum
{low-temp. )(JPL)
During a low-temperature thermul-vacuum test at JPL, a drop m cell
voltage was indicated. When the battery was removed from the chamber,
the connector was found to be covered with electrolyte.
Later investigation proved that Battery Serial No. 44 had failed and leaked
onto the connector.
Battery Serial No. 42 was checked out by the vendor and found to be
satisfactory.
Battery, S/N 044 (type 202)
_uspected IThe rmal-vacuum
shorted Cell l(low-temp. )(JPL)
NO. 14 I
'Leakage of [25 ° C (engineering)
slectrolyte I
Wearout
During thermal-vacuum testing at JPL, large quantities of electrolyte leaked
from cell No. 14. The voltage of the cell dropped to O. 14 volt. This battery
had received five charge and discharge cycles prior to its wearout. Battery
voltages were to be closely monitored to detect end--of-life before it occurred
and, thus, prevent damage caused by leakage of electrolyte.
Battery, S/N 049 (type 202M)
Design The battery was undergoing qualification test. It was sent to JPL for shock
test, at which time an electrolyte lead was observed. A pinhole was de-
tected in the potting. The strong bond between the paint and battery ease
caused the case to separate from the cell. Teflon tape has been wrapped
around the battery to prevent further damage being caused by the bond be-
tween the paint and case.
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MR Number Component
and Dat_ Part
4053
9/3/63
3440
9/25/63
4054 - I
9/4/63 ]
J
4261 J
9/25/63 I
2176
4/10/_
r_ilum ] T_t
I Mode I Environment
i
I I
Cause of
Failure
Battery, S/N 050 (type 202M)
EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysis and
Come _ive Action
S_ort +IO ° C
Design
The battery was undergoing qualification tesL A short occurred from the
position side to the cassie after the required +lO ° C soak. The strong bond
betwe(m the paint and bsttery case caused the case to separate from the cell.
Teflon tape has been wrapped around the tmttery to prevent further damage
being caused by the bend between the paint and case.
Battery, S/N 051 (t_pe 202M)
Leaky Ambient
Electrolyte } Accident Refer to MR 4261 (Battery, S/N 053).
Battery, S/N 052 (type 202M)
+54 C (engineer- Accident The battery was undergoing acceptance test. A bulge was noted on the top
ing) of Battery after the test. These bulges were believed to have been caused by
heat from an external source. The battery was returned to the vendor, the
top was milled down, and a new layer of epoxy was put on the top. The bat-
tery is now in use.
Battery, S/N 053 (type 202M)
Leaky Ambient
electrolyte
I Accidest
Battery was sent to JPL for use daring ambient conditions because it was
not flight-qualified. It was accidentally placed in cold storage.
Belly Bands Bolts did Ambient (JPL)
not fit
Batteries, S/N 78 and 79
During installation of the batteries for a vibration test, the belts for the
battery belly bav_ could not be installed because of hole misalignment with
the TV Subsystem structure. The holes on the structure were enlarged to
accommodate battery mounting.
Workanmshlp
Battery, S/N 080
2269
115165
3982
4/19/64
I
Motmting i Ambient (JPL)
acrew hofes[
misaligned ]
Batteries Ambient
would not
fit
Design
I
During installation of battery, Serial No. 80, on Flight Model HI-4, the
bellyband screws wouldnot fit because of a misalignment of the screw holes
/ in the Subsystem structure and the mounting holes in the bellyband. Prior to
fabrication of Battery, Serial No. 99, t_e hellyband was installed by the
vendor before shipment, and the baV_ry-caan mounting holes were drilled
upon receipt at RCA. As a result, the drill fixture which tightly con_ola
hole locations could not be used for installation of the bellyband. Starting
with battery, Serial No. 99, the battery vendor drills the holes and then
installs the beUyband using the drill fixture as a template. The same drill
fixture was used to drill the clearance holes in the structure. Thus, this
problem should not occur on any batteries with Serial Nos. of 99 or greater,
which includes the Ranger IX flight and flight spare batteries. To assure that
earlier type batteries can be used in the structure for vibration and test
backup requirements, the structure holes were changed from O. 201 to O. 25
inch diameter, an per ECN to he incorporated on RCA Drawing No. 1756545,
Appendix C. This change was originally incorporated on all former flight
structures, and the PTM structure.
Batteries, S/N 080andO81
Design The batteries would not fit properly during iastallation in the Subsystem. It
was found that the bottom edges of the batteries were not chamfered. Revi-
sion D of Drawing No. 1703273 was issued on April 29, 1964 to require
chamfering of the edges. The batteries were replaond with ones with
chamfered edges.
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TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS
I Failure Cause ofComponent Mode Test
Part Environment Failure
4655
2/17/65
ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Anolysis and
Corrective Action
Battery, S/N 089
Shorted Ambient
special test)
Not Applicable A special test was performed to simulate the failure-mode conditions of two
flight batteries, Serial Nos. 110 and 111, (see MR 4651 and 4652). The
special test was performed on two batteries, Serial Nos. 84 and 89, which
had previously passed flight acceptance testing. The initial electrical checks
on these batteries were:
Resistance
Average Cell (+ Terminal
Battery Voltage to CaseL._
Serial No. 84 1.86 volts 100 K megohoms
Serial No. 89 1.86 volts 150 K megohms
Thermocouples were attached to the batteries to monitor temperatures
during test. Battery, Serial No. 84, was placed in a shipping container,
while Battery, Serial No. 89, was left exposed. The test temperature pro-
file was defined utilizing temperature data obtained from the U.S. Weather
Bureau for the Trenton, New Jersey, area for the weekend of January 29,
1965 (time of shipment of Batteries, Serial Nos. 110 and 111). The batteries
were then placed in a temperature chamber, and the temperature profile
was duplicated for 54 hours. The positive terminal-to-case resistance was
monitored continuously, and the battery temperature was monitored and
controlled. The resistance readings remained within specification during an(
after the test, indicating that no leakage of electrolyte had occurred from
either battery.
The batteries were then vibrated in the thrust plane with no abnormal con-
ditions detected in pre- or post-vibration electrical tests. Both previous
failures (Serial Nos. 110 and 111) were detected in the thrust-plane pest-
vibration electrical test. Thirty-six hours later, before vibration in the
lateral plane, Battery, Serial No. 89, was found to have a resistance of 300
ohms from positive terminal to case, indicating a leakage of electrolyte to
case. Battery, Serial No. 84, successfully completed the lateral-plane
vibration tests, with no detected abnormalities.
The batteries were returned to the vendor for analysis. Battery, Serial No.
89, had its metal case removed. The ceils were cleaned and no cracks were
found. A voltage reversal had occurred between ceils 13 and 14. Cell 13
was cut, cleaned, and carefully examined, but no signs of cracks or leakage
of electrolyte was found in Battery, Serial No. 84.
It was concluded that an exposed battery that is subject to a similar tempera-
ture profile, followed by vibration in the thrust plane, can be made to ex-
perience the same type failure mode experienced by flight Batteries, Serial
Nos. 110 and 111. The results of the analysis by the vendor were incon-
clusive in defining the exact internal failure mode.
It should be understood that this malfunction report does not represent an
actual failure. Battery, Serial No. 89, was intentionally destroyed in a
special test.
4654 Thermistor
2/11/65 T2
High impe¢ Ambient
ance
Battery,
Nonassignable
S/N 106
During flight acceptance testing, temperature sensor T2 indicated a high volt-
age. This condition had existed during the entire test cycle. Resistance checks
were made on the thermistor with different measuring devices. The dif-
ferences in the resistive values (170 k, 430 k, and 530 k ohms) obtained are
a function of the heat generated as a result of larger currents in the unit dur-
ing the test. The thermistor was then X-rayed and two hair-line cracks were
detected. The unit was carefully polished to remove the surface material and
expose the cracks. This type of thermistor is extremely fragile. The unit
is attached to a terminal board and the entire assembly is petted with Sty-
cast 2651 for protection. The part had been checked and was acceptable after
the petting operation. The exact cause of the cracks in this thermistor could
not be determined.
Replacement of the thermistor T2 on Battery, Serial No. 106, restored
normal operation.
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and Date Part
2311
2/23/65
2313
3/7/65
4651
4652
2/4/65
2270
1/18/65
2271 I Thermistor
1/27/65 T85
I
I Foilure ] Test Cause of
I Mode J Environment Failure
I
I Batteries
did not fit
in sub-
system
ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysis and
Co_ectlve Action
Batteries, S/N 106, 108, and 109
Ambient (ETR) Workmanship The batteries did not fit into the +X side of the Subsystem (or in the +X or
-X side of the Spare). This was due to the misaligemeut of the dowel pins
in the Subsystem with respect to the holes in the batteries. The battery case
were not square, and the vendor compensated for this during the drilling
operation. This compensation caused the interference problem and should
not have been allowed.
Battery, S/N 107
Low telem-
etry indi-
catian
Ambient (ETR) Workmanship Telemetry point 90-45, P Battery. external temperature, indicated 2.15
instead of 2.6 volts during a special Subsystem test. A review of the test
data revealed that the resistance of this thermistor has been high, thereby
_ving a faulty telemetry reading. This battery has _n excellent performance
record. The 90-45 point is read only during terminal mode and is redundant
A new calibratien curve, which reflected the resistance of the thermistor,
was prepared.
Shorted Ambient
I
i
I
Batteries, S/N II0 and III
Accident During the postvibration electrical check of acceptance testing of Batteries,
Serial Nus. 110 and 111, 500 and 300 ohm shorts, respectively, were re-
corded between the positive terminal and ground. These batteries had been
in a shipping environment which varied between -1 and -12 _ C for 48 hours.
Daring this extended period of time, the internal temperatures of the
batteries had sufficient time to stabilize at the low-tempersture extremes.
There is a 3..4:1 ratio of expansion and contraction between the magnesium
casing and the internal plastic materials. Excessive strain was, therefore,
placed on the casing, which resulted in cracks and a leakage of electrolyte.
The malfunction has been attributed to poor control during the shipping cycle.
The remaining Ranger batteries will be shipped on a hand-carr:y basis, if
necessary, to assure that abnormal temperature extremes are not experi-
enced for extended periods of time.
Battery, S/N 1"14
WorkmanshipI Dowel Ambient (JPL)
] guide holes
lout of spe-
ctflcstien
I
tBartery, Serial No. 114, could not be mounted on the _X side of the TV
Subsystem structure because of a misaligument of the dowel pins with re-
spect to the guide holes in the battery. The location of the dowel guide holes
is out of tolerance. The battery could be mounted on the -X side since the
!tolerance on the pins on the TV Subsystem structure is opposite to that on the
battery. Battery, Serial No. 114, will be used only as a test backup unit
aud then, only on the -X side. Batteries, Serial Nos. 106, 108 and 109,
were checked and would enly fit in the -X side of Ranger IX {Reference
MR 2311).
Battery, S/N 115
High im-
pedance
Ambient (JPL) Nanassigeable The P-Clmnnel Battery, Serial No. 115, that was mounted in the TV Sub-
system for the RF Link Test and Antenna Deploy Test was found to have a
thermistor that indicated an excessively high impedance. Since this battery
is not a flight unit, the thermistor will not be changed. A check of all bat-
teries after Serial No. 100 indicated that all the thermistor values were
within tolerance, except for thermistor T2 of Battery, Serial No. 106,
(MR 4654), whose thermistor has bean replaced.
3357 Fuse F4
6/30/63
3933
3124164
)pen
_o output
Room
(integrstien)
Ambient
Distribatien Control Unit (DCU), S/N 002
Secondary
Accident
This fuse was destroyed when the full scan High-Currant Regulator failure
placed the tmregulated battery voltage on the regulated line. (Refer to
MR 3355).
Investigation of no output from the Distribution Control Unit during a test
revealed that the power lead in the test equipmant was missing. The wire
was inserted and the test was successfully completed.
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TABULATION OF
Component Failure
Part Made
59 31
4/15/64
Wiring
error
4778
3980
4/17/64
3788
9/3/64
Low diode
reverse
resistance
reading
Error in
wiring
4026
1/4/64
Short in
terminal
E5
1759
3/7/63
2173
8/26/64
C apacitor
C27
Short
No video
output from
F -channel
5831 Wire
4/16/64
Extra
3335
5/19/63
Capacitor C1, Overload
Fuse F1 Fuse F1
MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failuce Corrective Action
Distribution Control Unit (DCU), S/N 002 (Continued)
Ambient Workmanship The loss of the telemetry from the Clock was the result of an interface
wiring error in the DCU. Two changes resulting from Revision R to the
wiring list Drawing No. 1703981 bed not been incorporated. The unit was
reworked and normal operation was obtained.
Distribution Control Unit, s/N 005
Ambient Accident
Ambient Workmanship
Investigation into the low reverse resistance measurement on diode CR3
revealed that a test equipment selector swRch was in the wrong position.
With the switch in the proper position, a correct measurement was obtained.
Distribution Control Unit, Serial No. 005, was modified to the Flight Model
III-3 configuration. During an electrical continuity check prior to vibration,
an open circuit was detected. Investigation revealed that a jumper wire
between pins 29 and 43 of connector J5 wan missing. The jumper was in-
stalled and testing resumed with normal performance.
Distribution Control Unit, S/N 006
Room Workmanship The investigation of why the DCU was drawing 5 amps (instead of 2 amps)
when the F Channel was on, disclosed a short from A34JS-33 to chassis
ground. This short was caused by a lead on resistor R1 being too long and
touching the chassis. The resistor was not affected and only the terminal
needed to be replaced. Because of the possibility of this type of short
"floating" and going undetected if the chassis is not connected to ground
during testing, it was again emphasized that all chassis should be grounded
during test.
Distribution Control Unit, S/N 007
Room Design
(integration}
Ambient Design
Ambient
Leads within the unit were shorted to ground by one of the mounting screws.
The harness was repaired and protected with a chaffing corner. In addition
terminal E7 was moved out of line of a mounting screw.
During test of the PTM, no video output was received from the F-Channel.
At first, it was thought that the problem existed in the sequencer. This unit
was returned to AED and tested. Operation was normal, except that the
telemetry voltage for the F-Channel timer was 0.6 volt rather than the ex-
pected -2.14 volts. This problem was traced to connector J2 on the se-
quencer where two leads had been reversed, placing an incorrect polarity on
capacitor C27. Investigation showed that these leads had been deliberately
reversed during rework to compensate for a wiring error in PTM harness
30Wl, and expedite delivery of the PTM. In modifying the PTM to the
Ranger VIII configuration, a new harness was installed. Since the reversed
eads in the sequencer bad not been corrected, the result was a reversed
polarity on capacitor C27 and an incorrect telemetry reading; actual se-
quencer operation was normal in every other respect.
In the meantime, further troubleshooting of the PTM spacecraft revealed
that the lack of F-Chasnel video was due to the fact that a ground circuit was
missing in Distribution Control Unit, Serial No. 007, because of the design
changes incorporated for the Flight Model III-3 configuration. The PTM was
then modified to the Flight Model III-3 configuration by providing the require<
ground circuit, and the Subsystem then performed normally.
Distribution Control Unit, S/N 009
Workmanship An extraneous wire was left in the Distribution Control Unit (DCU) following
rework of the unit to Revision H of Drawing 1703981. The wire was dis-
covered during a manufacturing test and was removed.
Command Switch, S/N 003
Room ambient Workmanship Electrolytic capacitor was found to be wired in backwards. Quality Control
had not checked out PTM component modifications.
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MR Number Component Foilui_
and Date Part Mode
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment FQ_lune Corrective Action
Commsnd Switch, S/N 004
2856 Zener Diode
3/22/63 CR4 (type
1N2970B)
3331 Diode CR4
5,/9/63 (type 1N2970B
2988 Diode CR3
6/3/63 (type 1N2970B)
3360 Diode CR4
7/13/63 (type 1N2970)
4023 Trsnsietor
12/7/85 Q1 (type
2N1720)
Trs_sistor
Q2 (type
2/41720)
Trmlststor
Q4 (type
2N149_
Diode CR3
(type 1N2970B)
Diode CR4
(type 2970B)
Diode CR5
(type 1N538)
Diode CR6
(type 1N458)
Resistor R7
Resistor R12
Resistor R]3
Resistor R17
Resistor R19
Resistor R21
Capacitor C1
Capacitor C 2
Capacitor C3
Capacitor C4
2932 Diode
5/31/63 (1N485B) CR7
Short
Shorted
Shorted
Short
Open
Ope_
Shorted
Stressed
Stressed
Stressed
Stressed
Charred
Charred
Low Value
Burned-cp
Charred
Charred
Stressed
Stressed
Stressed
Stressed
Opened
Room
(tntegr=tien)
Room ambi_mt
Room
(tntegrntien)
Accident
Noaassignable
Accident
Channel B would not turn en. Diode CR4 in the command switch had bee_
accidentally shorted to grmmd dur'mg test.
An internal inspection revealed a burned element due to im aRplisd over-
stress condition. Cause of failure could not be determined.
While investtgsting 'Ire'n-on" m_d '_n-off" trsnuients across diode CR3,
the diode was short -circuited to grotmd. This occurred while an escmo-
scope was corrected across A13-J1 through the use of a breskott box.
Investigation revealed that the scope was grounded to the payload through a
digital voltmeter. The diode was replaced mid operation was normal.
Command Switch, S/N 005
Room Workmsnshtp P-Chsnnel would not command ON due to a shorted zemer diode. This real-
(integration) f_mctten was caused by the incorrect cc_nectlon of the Subsystem to the OSE
Video Ampl/fler. A special test cable hsd not been properly modified for
split-system operation _d placed the Silicon Control Rectifier gate to OC
ground. The battery voltage was thus planed across the zener d/ode caus/ng
it to short.
Commsnd Switch, S/N 006
AccidentVaclmm -
chamber (door
open) hmbiont
(integration)
Investigsliem into the inability to in/tiste cralse mode w/th the RTCo7 com-
msnd revealed a damaged Commend Switch. The connector _Ide the
thermal-vacuum chamber was reversed mid. as a result, the wrong polarity
had been placed on the Command Switch.
Comnumd Sw/tch, S/N 008
Thermal-vacuum Accidont This Command Switch had sucoessfally passed thermal-vacuum tests at
(+55* C) 0, 25. and 55" C, snd thea wu left to soak for several hours. Whm com-
mzoded to "warm-up,' during subsequent testing, the K1 relay failed to
close because diode CR7 was open. J1-47 was accidentally touched to
J1-46 and e_cesuive reverse voltage was applied to CR7.
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I
MR Number J Component Faiiure
and Date I Port Mode
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Command Switch, S/N 008 (Continued)
Room Nonassignable3343 Diode
6/4/63 1N2970B
CR3
3552 Capacitor C1
8/27/63
2949 Transistor
9/28/63 Q1 (type
2N1720)
4028 Transistor
1/4/64 Q4 (type
2N1490)
4072 Zoner Diodes
10/3/63 CR3 and CR4
(type 1N2970B)
4088 Diode CR3
10/30/63 (type 1N2970B)
5822 Capacitor C1
3/24/64
3927
4/2/64
3835
4/28/64
Partial
short
Shorted to
switch
Open
base
Shorted
Shorted
Shorted
Voltage
Polarity,
Reversed
Resistance
measure-
ments not
within
specified
Limits
Change in
charging
current
Room (manufac-
turing_
Workmanship
The voltage at the SCR gate should have been 32.2 _1 volt and was
actually approximately 35.5 volts. This occurred after the diode CR7
(see MR 2932) had been replaced and potted in the Command Switch and
while the Command Switch was being rechecked. Diode CR3 was tested
and found to be partially shorted. A new diode was installed and the
operation was normal.
The defective CR3 diode was lost in the mail, thus making an analysis
impossible.
Minus 22 volts was found at pin Ji-40 during system testing instead of
the expected zero volts. Investigation disclosed that the epoxy coating
on capacitor C1 had been penetrated, allowing electrical connection with
contact 10 on switch SIB. The penetration had occurred after the unit
had successfully passed the necessary vibration, thermal-vacuum, and
electrical tests.
Command Switch S/N 009
WorkmanshipRoom (manufac-
turing)
Room Workmanship
During testing following the reworking of the LTM Command Switch As-
sembly to the "split system" design, the base of transistor Q1 opened
because of an improperly wired circuit.
During initial electrical check of the Subsystem, an attempt was made to
turn-on the Subsystem by the RTC-7 command. The Subsystem did not
respond to this command and it was noted that the line current was
excessive, lnvestigatton disclosed a shorted Q4 transistor believed
caused by a wiring error which resulted in the base of the transistor
being shorted to ground. This would have resulted in the battery voltage
being placed across the base-to-emitter junction.
Command Switch S/N 011
WorkmanshipRoom (manufac-
turing)
Room (pest-
vibration)
JCorkmanship
'vendor)
An investigation into the failure of the Command Switch Assembly to func-
tion properly disclosed two shorted diodes. The diodes had been shorted
by a screw that cut into the harness, resulting in a short to the frame.
The screw has been shortened to prevent the recurrence of this malfunc-
;ion.
The diode was found to be shorted following the vibration tests. Through-
out the tests, the voltage output was monitored at the SCR gate. At the
end of the test, the voltage was normal. Upon examination of the de-
fective diode, it was noted that a black material was covering the anode
lead.
Command Control Unit, S/N 001
Ambient Design Investigation into the inability to turn-off Cruise Mode revealed that capa-
citor C1 was installed incorrectly. The schematic drawing showed the
capacitor installed with the wrong polarity resulting in the application of
reverse voltage and destruction of the capacitor. ECN's have effected
manufacturing changes and Revision H to Drawing No. 1755337.
Command Control Unit, S/N 002
Ambient Accident The operator used a Senior Volt Ohmyst VTVM instead of the specified
Simpson Model 270 VTVM to make the resistance measurements. Use of
the specified meter provided satisfactory results.
Command Control Unit, S/N 004
Ambient Accident Investigation of the inability of the Command Control Unit to operate
properly revealed that the test method was in error. The test method
has been corrected.
H-56
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1348
9/11/64
3592
4/27/64
Capacitor C2
Capacitor C1 Open
i F-Channal
would not
turn off
1345
9/9/64
Relays K1 and
K2 (Type
SL-110B)
Welded
contacts
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Command Control Unit, S/N 005
Ambient Accident
Ambient Workmanship
During testing of Ranger VIII, F-Channel could not be turned off by the
CCU. The problem was traced to a shorted capacitor, C2. A review of
part application with a measurement of turn-on and turn-off voltages
indicated that at worst-case conditions, the capacitor can was +5 volts
with respect to one of the terminals. The capacitor was opened and
signs of silver deplating from the inner surface of the case were found.
This was similar to a previous failure. Examination of other capacitors
suggests that the silver plating occurred before the capacitor was in-
stalled in the circuit. Capacitors C1 and C2 of the Command Control
Unit are the only applications of this type capacitor in the TV Subsystem.
The reverse leakage current of these capacitors has been checked in all
Command Control Units and was found to be within the specified value in
each case.
As follow-up action, capacitors C1 and C2 of CCU, Serial No. 005, were
measured for leakage current with the capacitors in the circuit and with
current first in one direction through the cir(mit and then _lth a
reverse-polarity current. Leakage current obtained with this test setup
and on the capacitors alone indicated tlmt the capacitors were good.
In another test at the vendor, beth capacitors were found to be good unita
Investigation into the inability to turn off the P-Channel led to the re-
Ilacement of capacitor C1. Although an initial electrical check of the
component proved satisfactory, a closer examination revealed that ex-
cessive heat had been placed on the capacitor terminal which resulted in
melting the seal and opening the seal contact. The replacement of the
component restored normal operation of the assembly.
Command Control Unit, S/N 006
Ambient Secondary Following a series of special measurements of cruise currents, the TV
Subsystem could not be _'_ncd off using the Cruise On Test and Cruise
Off switches. Investigation shewed that the plus side of the -23 volt
power supply in the OSE was shorted to the AC input to the charger
timer. This short in the OSE caused serious damage in the CCU. When
the Cruise On Test switch was actuated the contacts of K1 and K2 welded
together. The AC was also applied to the 22uf capacitor A4C1, cruising
it to leak and preventing Subsystem turn-off dee to rectified AC being
applied to the set side of K3. CCU, Serial No. 006, was repaired by
replacing Relays K1, K2, and K3, Capacitor A4C1 and diode A5CR1. The
ground power supply on the other OSE units were checked and the charge
timer jumper had been removed.
3778 SCR's CR1 and
6/11/64 CR2
3861 Oscillator
8/6/63 Counter S737
Tripped
external
circuit
breaker
Erratic
operation
Ambient
Thermal-vacuum
+65°C
Command Control Unit, S/N 007
Accident When the RTC-5 indicator was depressed during the command-line con-
tinuity test of the initial power application and checkout of Flight Model
[]I-3, the external circuit breakers tripped. An investigation traced the
trouble to SCR's CR1 and CR2 in Command Control Unit, Serial No. 007,
which are used in the TV Subsystem turn-off circuitry. The mica
washers on which the SCR's are mounted were not present In this unit.
The result was a direct short to ground. During subassembly testing,
the CCU is not firmly attached to ground for checkout. However, when
mounted on the TV Subsystem structure, the unit is firmly clamped to
!ground. All other Command Control Units were checked and all SCR's
were found to have the mica washers.
Electronic Clock Assembly, S/N 002
Vender
Workmanship
During the +65°C thermal-vacuum test, the 10-second output triggered
spuriously.
Since this was a purchased item, it was returned to the vender to be
analyzed and repaired. The vendor found that a capacitor lead was
loose.
H-57
MR Number
and Date
3863
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3511
8/19/63
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Gomponent Failure Test Cause of Analysis and
Part Mode Environment Failure Corrective Action
Electronic Clock Assembly, S/N 002 (Continued)
3862
8/8/63
Oscillator Out of Room
Counter specification (engineering)
(Serial No. 744)
3877
3/24/64
47OO
4/15/64
Oscillator Out of Postvibration
Counter specification (+65 ° C)
Serial No.
$758)
Out of Postvibr ation
OscillatOrcounter(serialNo. specification (engineering)
$745)
rimingnot
#Rhin
specified
limits
2075
11/29/64
Workmanship
(vendor)
4681
1/6/64
Workmanship
(vendor)
Following vibration the 10-second interval was not within specification
limits. A test was made at plus 40 ° C and the 10-second interval was again
not within specification limits.
These failures oceured on the Clocks, two on the QTM, and one on a flight
unit. All failures were noted during the postvibration check. The units did
not meet the time specification, and were returned to the vendor for failure
analysis and repair. These units are completely encapsulated. It is be-
lieved that the core of the magnetic oscillator was changing its position with
respect to the windings. AN RC oscillator (solid-state) was used to replace
the magnetic oscillator.
During pestvibration, a check at plus 65 ° C revealed that the 900-second
interval was not within specification limits because of drift in the 100-cps
osnillator following a qualification-level vibration test.
These failures occurred on the Clocks, two on the QTM, and one on a flight
unit. All failures were noted during the pestvibration check. The units
did not meet the time specification, and were returned to the vendor for
failure analysis and repair. These units are completely encapsulated.
It is believed that the core of the magnetic oscillator was changing its
position with respect to the windings. An RC oscillator (solid-state) was
used to replace the magnetic oscillator.
Electronic Clock Assembly, S/N 003
Workmanship
(vendor)
During pestvibration, checks of the 900-second and 1O-second intervals
revealed them not to be within specification limits because of drifting in
the oscillator counter.
These failures occurred on the Clocks, two on the QTM, and one on a flight
unit. All failures were noted during the postvibration check. The units
did not meet the time specification, and were returned to the vendor for
failure analysis and repair. These units are completely encapsulated.
It is believed that the core of the magnetic oscillator was changing its
position with respect to the windings. An RC oscillator is being used to
replace the magnetic oscillator.
Electronic Clock Assembly, S/N 005
Ambient Accident
No Ambient
telemetry
Failed to Thermal-vacuum
_perate
Loose Room
:onnector
Noneonfir reed
Investigation of why the timing of the Electronic Clock was not as specified
revealed that although the counter used to count the pulses had been last
calibrated within an acceptable period, it was now out of calibration. A
properly calibrated counter was utilized and the timing of the Electronic
Clock was found to be within specified limits.
Investigation of the inability to receive a telemetry output from the Elec-
tronic Clock after sending a Clock Start command resulted in the removal
of the Clock. The operation of the Clock, however, was found to be satis-
factory and further investigation revealed that the malfunction was caused
by a wiring error in the DCU. Refer to MR 5931.
Electronic Clock Assembly, S/N 007
Accident The TV Subsystem was not turned on by the 63-1/2-hour clock pulse during
the aimalated-mission thermal-vacuum testing of Flight Model IH-4. In-
vestigation revealed that the cruise-mode switch had not been activated by
test personnel as required by the test procedure to enable the SCR gates.
The SCR gates were enabled by depressing the "Cruise-Mode On" indicator
on the test console. This permitted activation of the F-Channel at the 63-
3/4-hour clock pulse. The 63-1/2-hour clock pulse would be verified during
thermal-vacuum testing at JPL.
Electronic Clock Assembly, S/N 008
Workmanship During the initial electrical checkout of the Subsystem, the connector on the
clock timer could not be fastened. The nut which secures the connectors to-
gether was not mounted tightly to the connector housing. This prevented
the screw on the opposite plug from tightening when the units were joined.
The locking nut was properly torqued into a locking position.
H-58
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2258
12/4/e4
Clock tern-
on Iste
OF MALFUNCTIONS
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Envlronme_ I Failure
ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Armlysls and
Corrective ActiOn
Electronic Clock Assembly, S/N 008 (Continued)
WorkmanshipThermal-vacuttm
rPL)
Turn-on of F-C_nnel by a Clock output occurred 5 minutes 53 seconds late
during high-temperature thermal-vsouum testing of _ Model IH-3 at
JPL. This was not within the specified limits of 15 minutes for turn on.
The Clock, Serial No. 008, was returned to RCA where a series of tests on
the regulated voltages and the 900--second count isolated the problem to the
Incremag unit. With regulated input voltages of 31 and 41 volts, the 900-
second count was recorded at 948.99 and 939.526 seconds, respectively.
The Incremag was returned to the vendor, where capacitor C3, a type
PN1100 mylar unit, betweec the oscillator and pelse-forming network, was
found to be bad.
The capacitor was damaged so that the failure mechanism could not be
flrmlyestabltehed. Measuremeniofthe leakage current indicated that the
value was less than 1 mieroampere which is within specification. It had
first been thought that the leakage current had increased. Measurement of
dissipation factor and capacitance revealed that these parameters varied
as a function of the mechanical pressure applied to the component. Micro-
scopic inspection of the damaged area on the capacitor showed evidence of
potting material which appeared to adhere to the metal portion of the com-
ponent.
A gouge was found in the capacitor. The vendor indicated that no special
tools are utilized during assembly of the SCR cktmping circuit and
all assembly is by hand. The gouge has been attributed to improper han-
dling of a soldering iron.
The vendor concluded that the capacitor was damaged before or during as-
sembly of the Incremag unit and that subsequent environmental tenting had
caused the unit to receive varying degrees of mechanical stress, which, in
turn, caused the capanltenee or disalpaticu factor to vary. The degree of
parameter variation is thought to be directly related to the number of en-
vironmeatal stresses encountered by the unit.
The failed capacitor C3 was replsced and the Incremag unit performed
normally. Clock, Serial No. 008, has been assigned to the spare category.
Clock, Serial No. 007, has been installed on the Ranger VI_ Spacecraft
Spare Clocks, Serial Nos. 003 and 006, were subjected te 2 real-time
missions in a thermal--vactmm environment and successfully completed the
test.
2165
3816
516164
F-Chaneel IThermal -vsouum
did not turn [(JPL)
on
Electronic Clock Assembly, PTM
Nonconflrmed During MVT No. 2, F-Channel did not turn on in warm-up when the Clock
was to turn on. Investigation revealed that JPL had not provided an enabliv
of the Subsystem because the "Hydraulic Timer Switch" and "Solar Panel
Deployed Switch" were open. The "Solar Panel Deployed Swltoh" was
closed and 30 minutes later, whan a second clock turn-on comm_nd was
sent, F-Channel tin'ned on. Changes were suggested to JPL procedures to
ensure that this problem did not recur.
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3972
7/27/63
3436,
3435,
3437
9/17/63
1687
8/8/63
3975
8/10/63
4263
11/26/63
4029
4030
1/6/64
2193
4/15,/64
3779
8/13/64
Cable 30W12,
S/N 001(Block
Ili-1)
Cable S/N 001
Cable S/N 004
Cable S/N 004
Harness As-
sembly 30W27,
S/N 004
(Block Kl-1)
Thermistor
Cables, 30J6,
3014 (Block HI-I)
Cable 30W31,
Serial No. 005
(Flight Model III-:
Video Cable
A8-P3, Serial No.
A2-A3, Video
Cable AS-P4,
Serial No. A2
(Flight Model
III-4)
Harness Assem-
blies, 30W30 and
30W31 PTM
Harness 30W29,
Serial No. 001,
Flight Model
111-3
30W29
30W31
30W34
R-F Con-
nector (A24P31
Leads
FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Cause of Analysis and
Failure Corrective Action
I
Cable and Harness Assembly Failures
Broken / Room
wire (integration)
Damaged Room (JPL)
by battery
shorting
Binding Room (inte-
Mechan- gration)
ically
Short
Orienta-
tion of
connector
and cable
Epoxy in
seating
ring plug
off-center
Harness
interfer-
ence
Cable
arcmg
Room (integra-
tion) (pre-
thermal -vacuum
Ambient (JPL)
Rooi]l
Ambient (JPL)
Ambient
Workmanship
Secondary
Wearout
Workmanship
Design
Workmanship
Workmanship
Accident
Excessive handling of this Cable caused a wire to break
making Camera F A inoperable.
The Cable was resoldered and potted.
Failures were the result of MR 3438 and MR 3434.
These cables were damaged when the battery monitor-
ing cable shorted.
This type of mechanical failure would have no effect on
normal spacecraft operation because this removal
would not be necessary except during certain electrical
tests.
These connectors are not designed to be repeatedly con-
nected and then disconnected. Thus, after several such
operations, they tend to bind and become difficult to in-
stall or remove.
Channel F would not turn on by use of either Simula-
tion or CC&S warm-up commands. By the use of the
RTC-7 command, the turn on was finally achieved.
However, neither the cruise mode nor the 225-kc
telemetry circuits were operating.
Upon removal of the spacecraft shrouds, hvo cables
were found to be pinched causing the two low-current
voltage regulators to be shorted to ground. This
shorting had disabled the telemetry power supply re-
sulting in channel 8 and both 225-kc VCO's being in-
operative. The cables were replaced and rerouted so
that they no longer interfered with the shrouds.
Attempts to connect the battery monitor cable, 30W21,
Serial No. 005, were unsuccessful because the con-
nector was attached to the reversed direction. An ECN
has been written to show the orientation of the connector
with respect to the cable.
Durhlg initial electrical test on the Subsystem, these
cables were replaced because of poor worlm_anship.
, When an attempt was nlade to make the Subsystem to the
JPL Bus, it was found that harnesses 30W30 and 30W31
and the mideourse propulsion system fuel tank interfered
with one another. The harness location was changed
by JPL to eliminate the interference.
During the initial power application and check-out test of
Flight Model IH-3, application of power to the High-
Current Voltage Regulators was required by step A-3-1-d
of RTSP-1100A, Appendix A. Since the battery cables are
not brought through the power control relay at this time,
an adapter cable could not be used. Jumper plugs were
obtained and when installed sparks occurred that caused
the wire between pins B and A of the jumper to burn.
Also, pin G of jack 30J14 was scorched.
H-60
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Serlai Number Part Mode Environment
FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Cousl+ of Antllysls and
Failure Co.ective Action
3779
8/13/64
(Continued)
2274
2/8/65
1584
3/2/65
Cable Harness
Connector
(Flight Model
III-4)
Cable Harness
30W318, Serial
No. 00] (Spare
No. 1)
Telemetry
reading out
of specifica-
tion
I
P2 Camera
malfunction
Cable and Harness Assembly Failures (Continued)
Ambient (JPL) Random
AccidentAmbient (ETR)
Iuvestigation revealed that the jumper plug employed
was of an older variety that had been used on an earlier
TV Subsystem which differed from Flight Model III-3.
This plug had pins F and G jumpered together and when
the plug was inserted into jack 30J14, a direct short
was placed across the F-Battery.
The 30W29 cable, Serial No. 001, was removed along
with the two Current Transformer Units and the
Current Sensing Unit. These were replaced with
other units.
During a special test of the TV Subsystem, the output
of the P-Channel unregulated bus telemetry point (data
point 90-46) dropped from the normal 3.8 volts to
approxh-nately zero volt. Investigation disclosed that
the failure was caused by a considerable increase in the
pin resistance in the cable harness connector to the
DCU. Since the current carried by the pin in question
is only a few microamperes, the connection can be
classified as a dry circuit. Operating under this condi-
tion for an extended period of time, it is not unusual
for the resistance of the connection to increase consider-
ably. When the connector was _ped by mating and
demating, the condition was cleared. Since this circuit
is a telemetry reading and is semi-redundam (un-
regulated bus voltage can be detected by at least two
other telemetry points), no further action other than
cleaning is recommended at this time. The connectors
were inspected, cleaned, and remated. A pin retention
test was performed and ali pins were satisfactery.
The plotting boot, at right-angle connector AIA2p3 of
the cable, separated, and a wire or solder joint opened
causing a P2 C_aera maifunction. The connector is
subjected to bending stresses after installation on the
camera. The connector was laced into place to support
the cable. Final system testing has been completed and
there were no plans for the operation of the spare. The
cable would be replaced prior to further operation of the
spare spacecraft.
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MR Number Component
and Dale Port
Failure Test Cause of Analysis and
Mode Environment Foilure Corrective Action
Transmitter Power Supply Assembly, S/N006
2894 Relay K2, -73C
4/11/69 volt
3295 2N2124
6/4/63 Q1J Q2
IN645
CRll
Capacitor
C6, C7
2076 Diode CRll
2077 (type 1N645)
6/10/64
2104 Diode
8881 Bridges
6/12/64 CR1 and CR2
(type PS2813
and P82812)
2879 Resistor Rll
2/6/63 200 _, 10 w
4032 Diode
8/28/63 Bridge
CR3(type
PS2818)
4033 Transistors
8/26/63 Q1 and Q2
(type 2N2124)
2896
4199163
33O7
7/10/63
L__
o -750 [Thermal-vacuum
_lts I
,verstress [ Room
Nonconfirmed
Accident
Relay would not operate in thermal-vacuum. Passed bench test. The High-
Voltage Relay was tested and found to be good.
The input voltage was accidentally applied with the wrong polarity by test
personnel. This occurred while the power supply was being used for a
special test designed to determine the need for silicon grease.
Inspection and test of the power supply showed that Q1 and Q2 were shorted
CRll had opened, and C6 and C7 may have been overstressed.
Transmitter Power Supply Assembly, S/N007
_ori Thermal-vacuum
_oss of [ Thermal-vaouum
+lOOO volts
and -750
volts
)pen
_gh
Leakage
Random
Accident
The Transmitter Power Supply was returned to AED for testing and was
operated at high temperatures without failure. When exposed to thermal-
vacuum testing, the diode shorted, causing the circuit breaker to open
(MR 2076). This diode had no previous record of relevant failures. Sev-
eral failures of the diode had occurred when 29 volts were applied in the
forward direction because of wiring errors or_reveraing of power leads.
The replacement diode shorted (MR 2077) because of reverse wiring.
During an investigation of power fluctuations, this Transmitter Power Sup-
ply was operated at a temperature of 55" C and with an input voltage of 39
volts. The input voltage was increased to 36 volts, and after 14 minutes of
operation, the -750 volt and +1000 volt diode bridges failed. Investigation
showed that one lag of each bridge failed catastrophically; -730 volt bridge
(zero ohm short) and +1000 volt bridge (1200 ohin short). The failures
were attributed to a special test under abnormal, overstressed conditions,
specifically intended to isolate a previous failure.
Transmitter Power Su _ly Assembly, S/NO09
Ambient (bench) Secondary This failure mode was due to a short in the IPA. IPA _S/N 028) (MR 2841)had an intermittent power tube shOrt which overatressed Rll.
Transmitter power Supply Assembly, S/N010
Room (JPL &
engineering)
Nonoonfirmed This power supply was onthe LTM. While the failure occurred on 8/20/63
it wasu't reported until engineering worked on the power supply on 9/6/63.
No output from the -750 volt power supply was thought to be due to a dafeo-
tire relay, K2 (MR 4034). The diode bridge was checked and showed a low
reverse impedance.
When the bridge was checked by Reliability, the diodes were found to be
good. As a result of this check, the engineering group also reviewed the
component and found it to be good.
The problem does not appear to be in the power supply. It may be in the
test setup or the test equllznent.
Transmitter power Supply Assembly, S/NOll
i
Room [Test Error During testing, personnel accidentally put a VTVM, with the ground con-
(engineering test) /(Accident) neoted, to +10OO VDC output and grounded it.
J
TranSmitter power Supply Assembly, S/N012
Diode 1N646 Diode open Bach test
CRII
Resistor RII ,Open, and Room
element (manufacturing)
shorted to
ecre
I
Accident
Secondary
Test harness had wrong polarity for relay and pot wrong polarity on diode:
harness was changed.
When the IPA tube shorted, resistor Rll opened and the resistor elmnent
shorted to the metallic case.
H-62
MR _mb_
and
TABULATION
3971 Resistor RII
7/18/63 Relays K1
and K3
4684 Teflon sleeve
118164
4695 Resistors
4751 R6 and R7
21sl_
2124 [Connector
9/12/64 JI-A1
3300 lResil_or R6
6/15/63 _and R7 (40
[ohms, 6.5
3301 Captive nut
6/15/63
4456 Diode CR8
1/4/64 (type 1N1831)
4457 Diode
115164 Bridge CR3
(type P52813)
2260 Relay K1
1218164
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cmuse of Amllysls and
E#lvlm4_ment Fuilure Corrective AcSon
Transmitter Power Supply Assembly, S/N 01$
Thermal-vactmm Secondary Exten_ve arcing had occurred inside the Transmitter Power Supply during
(integration) a one-hottr full-power run under thermal-_mmum conditions. Re_sior Rll
was found open and the contacts of relay K2 ware _tmd welded closed.
_ to _Room Workmanship Following the discovery of the malfunction in MR 4688 on transmitter power
Vanoum
supply S/N Ol9,a continuity check was performed on this Power Supply.
A short was found from the input test point to gromsi. This was caused
by s.u edge of the cover cutting through the teflon sleeving on the collector
lead of transistor Q1. The collector leads of transistors Q1 and Q2 had
_condsl_
not been properly located during manofactorlng. They were properly
aligned.
After approximately 49 minutes of full-power operation during thernml-
vacuum testing at ambient temperature, the F-Channel output fell to zero.
A visual inspection of the Power Supply revealed that resistors R6 and R7
in the ÷10O-volt circuit had been severely overheated. Alt_tg]1 bench
testLng of the Assembly showed them to still be operational, the resistors
were replaced because they had bees overst1_essed. This malfunction was
found to have coourred because of the thermal rnmway of tran_ster Q2
in the X12 multiplier as noted in MR 4500 on Transmitter S/N 801.
Ambtent
Transmitter Power Supply Assembly, S/'N 015
Random During the testtng of the spares for Flight Model HI-S, the plus 1000 volts
was lost at the F-Channel Power Amplifier. The trouble was traced to
coaxial insert pin A1 of Connector Jl which had bee_ pushed out of the
co_e_tor. This mslfu_tion was found during the performance of RTSP
1100A, Appendix A, which was intee_ed to determine the presence of sash
problems.
Transmitter Power St_pply Assembly, S/N 016
_postvthrat_ion ]Work_muJ_p An e_esslve current drain (one for approximately 30 seconds) was
ampere
i
l c_-used ._y a mis_ug wire on Transmatter Serial No. 017 (see MR 3298).
This drain caused charring of the insulation on resistors R6 and R7.
E=mminaflon of the resistors indicated that they had not failed. However,
they were replaced.
Transmitter Power Supply Assembly, S/N 017
Wo rk_umship
_ Posivibration
Room
Room CPL)
_orknmnahip
Workmanship
Workmanship
It was impossible to terque-dowe one of the mounting screws to mount the
power supply for vibration testing. Visual e_mmin_tlon showed that one
of the captive nuts was bent. This proble_n had existed in the pest.
JI>L applied a conform_l ecating to all accessible solder joints when the
Power Supply was delivered. It is believed that this coating applied an
undue stress on the glass seal of diode CR8 resul/_ng in it cracking. In
order to make resistance checks, an attempt was made to remove the
coating and the anode lead was pulled from the &lode.
lavosfigation into the loss of 750 and 500 volts from the P-Cham_el Trmm-
mitter Power Supply indicated tlmt idn No. 1 of the diode bridge CR3
shorted to the chassis. The diode bridge was removed and • eanall hole
was noted in the potting c_mpound at the bottom of the bridle. Later in-
vest_gation disclosed that one of the diodes in the bridge was out of place
and one of its leads extended through the bottom of the bridge.
During thermal-vat, ram test No. 3 on Flight Model Ill-$ at J-PL, the 90-
point telemetry indicated the ÷1000-volt supply from the Transmitter
Power Supply was applied to the P-Channel power amplifier at vntrm-up
mode. The Transmitter Power Supply, Serial No. 017, was reinreed to
ECA for investJga/_on of the failure. A resistance check between pins AI
and Jl-I indicated that relay KI was open, which is normal. An opera-
_[onal check showed that when the power Supply was switched to warm-up,
the ÷100O volt supply appeared at the same instant. Visual inspection
revealed no discrepancy. Leeds 7 and 9 of transformer T1 were disoon-
nected and an ohmmeter was placed across contacts 1 and 2 of relay KI.
H-63
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2260
12/8/64
(Continued)
4683
1/8/64
3785
8/24/64
3888
_orted
input
Diode (type Excessive
1N1126A) noise
CR4, 5, 6
and 7
Transformer, High-
Serial No. current
701237 surge
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Transmitter Power Supply Assembly, S/N 017 (Continued)
When the power supply was switched to warm-up, the contacts res*nained
open. When full-power was applied, the contacts closed; and in reduced-
power mode, the contacts opened. This is normal operation.
Leads 7 and 8 of Transformer T1 were reconnected, and the failure re-
curred. The contacts of relay K1 were disconnected again and an ohmmeter
placed across contacts 1 and 2. This time the failure occurred. Relay K1
was found to be intermittent. A resistance check proved acceptable. How-
ever, when the relay was energized, the contacts remained opened. Upon
slight shaking of the coil, a rattling noise was heard, and when the coil
was de-energized, the contacts closed and remained closed. The glass at
the terminal weld was cut and the contact was viewed with a microscope.
It was concluded that the weld between the terminal and the moving arm of
the contact was improperly made and became loose in the glass capsule.
This caused an intermittent failure. This is the second problem of this
tatare encountered with relay K1. It is attributed to a poor weld joint.
The relay contacts were clean and not pitted, and exhibited no evidence
of arcing. Evaluation of the inadvertent application of the 1000 volts to the
)ower amplifier concluded that the tube was not damaged and is satisfac-
tory for flight use. The relay K1 was replaced and the Transmitter Power
Supply tested in accordance with RTRB No. 128A. The failure is felt to be
an isolated instance; however, relays in stock and new procurements would
be preconditioned for a minimum of 2000 cycles and a maximum of 3000
cycles of mechanical operation.
Tran _mitter Power Supply Assembly, S/N 019
Room Workmanship
Ambient
Thermal -vacuum
Workmanship
(vendor)
Workmanship
Investigation into the shorted input disclosed a nick or flaw in the hardcoat
directly under the collector of the chopper transistor resulting in its being
shorted to ground. It is believed that the nick was mechanically caused.
An insulating mica washer was installed between the collector and the
chassis. Also, a teflon sleeve was placed over the stud on the transistor.
During an electrical test of Flight Model III-3, noise spikes were noted on
P-Channel video output. The problem was traced to the Transmitter Power
Supply, where the diodes of the 100-volt diode bridge were ringing exces-
sively. An investigation revealed that the diodes employed in this particu-
lar power supply were units manufactured by General Instrument, Inc.
rather than diodes manufactured by North American Electronics, which
were originally used. Comparison testing of the diodes from the two man-
ufacturers indicated significant differences in characteristics. The diodes
manufactured by General Instrument, Inc. resulted in noise that was 4 to
5 times higher than experienced with the North American Electronics units
A specification control drawing was issued and specified the use of 1Nl126A
diodes manufactured by North American Electronics in the 100-volt diode
bridge of the Transmitter Power Supply,
In the cold cycle of thermal-vacuum test on Transmitter Assembly, Serial
No. 211, a high-current surge was observed during warm-up mode. Sub-
sequent tests of the transmitter indicated abnormally high line current,
varying erratically from 5 to 10 amperes. Normal current is between 4, 5
and 5 amperes. Resistance measurements traced the source of the prob-
lem to the transformer of Transmitter Power Supply, Serial No. 019.
Low-resistance paths were measured from terminals 7, 8, 11, and 12 to
case (900 ohms) and between terminals 11 and 12 to 7 and 8 (1400 ohms).
A leakage test was performed, which indicated a small le_k existed at the
potting seal seam in the vicinity of terminal 14: this was indicative of voids
in the potting material in the area of that terminal. When the transformer
was opened, a void and carbonized area was found at terminals 7 and 11.
The leak was not in this area, but this defect could have accelerated the
conditions that caused electrical breakdown.
During system tests of the Ranger IX Spacecraft at JPL, the chopper pulser
from the Transmitter Power Supplies were viewed on a scope for any
presence of corona or arc-over. No evidence of corona or arc-over was
found.
H-64
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Part
4461 Diode
12/6/68 Bridge CR1
(type PS2813)
4545 Diode
12/11/63 Bridge CRI
Cype PS2813)
4462 Transformer
12/11/63 T 1
3967 . Transformer
1/4/64 _ TI
I
I
I
4492 Diode CRll
1/21/64 (type ].N64_
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Failure I Test Cause of
Mode I Environment Failure
I
A_lysls and
Cotre ctive Action
Transmitter Power Supply Assembly, S/N 020
_orted
Shorted
Zoss of RF
power
Shorted
inrns tn
_ttage
_orted
Thevmal-vs_mm
(0" C) (eng.)
Therma]-va_anm
(eng.)
Therma]-vaouum.
(0" C)
Vacuum @PL)
Room
secondary
Secondary
Workmanship
Workmanship
Accident
During qualification testing in the thermal-vacuum chamber, the RF power
output disappeared. Investigation revcaled that pins 2 and 3 of the 1000-
void diode bridge were shorted. This failure was c_used by the breakdown
of the power transformer de_ribed in MR 4462.
The diode bridge again failed because of the defective power tran_ormer
referred to in MR 4462.
investigation following the loss of power after 8 minutes of full power re-
vealed that transformer T1 bad failed. A bre_2_ in the seal of the trans-
former was found and air bubbles were noted when the transformer was
placed in an oil bath. An epoxy void in the transformer had become filled
with air and failed when e_posed to a thermal-vacuum environment.
The T1 transformer of the P-Channel Transmitter Power Supply was found
to have shorted turns in windings 7 and 8.
An analysis on the transformer revealed several discrepancies: (1) air
voids in the potting material, (2) insulation around the high-voltage winding
not thoroughly impregnated, and (3) de_nite signs of corona breakdown.
All five transformers received in the same lot as this one were r_noved
from equipment. RCA Quality Control peraonnei then monitornd the con-
struction of replacement transformers at the vendor.
Following repairs to the power supply because of the malfunction mentioned
in MR 3967, the assembly was being prepared for thermal-vacuum testing.
During an electrical chenl_cut, the line current was observed to be e_mes-
siva whec an attempt was made to turn the power supply on. Investigation
disclosed the polarity of the 27. 5-volt supply had been reversed.
Transmitter Assembly, fi/N 002
Nonae sigaable2902
3/11/63
2889
3/12/63
289O
3/12/63
2901
3/12/63
2852
S/lS/6S
2853
3/14/63
I i i
Trmasistor Intermittent [ Room
RCA 2N 1493 (integration)
Resistor Change in ] Room
220 D, 1/4 W, resistance ] 0ntegration)
0tl) Carbon
Composition
Trimmer Jammed [ Room
Capacitor, piston (integration)
JFD SC-133
(C 32)
Transistor, S_orted Room (bench)
S/N 109 _4)
Ri_at-Angle Intermittent I Room
Connector Ontegrntton)
(AVL945-011)
in RF Cable
Cable (30W18) 9egvadattonl Room
(integration)
Accident
Wearout
Accident
Wsarout
Wearout
Output power was intermittent, subject to tapping on X12 Multiplier case.
Q1 was replaced and X12 Multiplier functioned properly. DC beta checked
lower than nominal but wns not considered a likely cause of intermitteecy.
Replacement of Q1 and R1, together with cable reconnsctione, may have
cleared a poor solder joint or connection.
Resistor was accidentally shorted to 70-volt line during trouble-shooting,
Tuning piston jammed. Failure was attributed to wear of adjusting screw
due to an excessive number of trimming adjustments performed on the
PTM. The MIL specification had a 75-cycle rotational limit.
Adjusl_nents were then limited to a maximum of 20.
Transistor was accidently overstressed when input drive was not reduced
before tuning the output.
Reduced output power was at first thought to be due to a transmitter mal-
function. However, it was discovered that the RF cable from the 4-point
hybrid to the antenna had a loose connection which increased the VSWR.
The cable had bee_a used for numerous tests at AED and JPL requiring man
connections and rumovals. Metallic filings were found iedicating thread
wcar.
No power output. The transmitter and cable impedence could not be
matched. The connector was not firmly fastened to the cable and the
shielding was loose and frayed. Failure is believed to be due to excessive
connections and removals, together with maintenance induced mechanical
stress.
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Comp ..... I Failure I Test C f..... Analysls and
[ IM°de Environment Failure Corrective Action
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 003 (Continued)
No power Room Design
_utput
Low power Room %ccident
output (integration)
Arcing to Thermal-vacuum Design
metal case.
-750 volts
shorted to
ground
Choke over- Thermal-vacuum Secondary (see
stressed and MRA 2845)
discolored
Tube over- Thermal-vanuum Secondary (see
stressed MP..A 2845)
Shorted Thermal-vacuum Workmanship
C to E
Incorrect Room Design
frequency
Erratic Room
change of
bias voltage
Broken Vibration
(engineering test)
Design
4044 IPA Cavity
3/16/63 Serial, S/N
008
2855 IPA Tube
3/22/63
2845 Bourns Trim
4/11/63 Pot (200R)
207L-51-201
R9
2847 Choke,
4/11/63 O. 22 ph.
2846 Tube 7870
4/11/63
2849 Clark
4/11/63 Transistor
S/N 109 (q4)
3293 ; Diode
6/4/63 1N3028
3292 50 Dummy
6/4/63 Load on J2
4041 Capacitor
9/10/63 Mounting
Bracket
4468
5885
3/20/64
2182
5/8/64
Wearout
Low voltage _40 ° C bench test _ccident
at J1
F--Channel Thermal-vacuum
RF power
fluctuations
Secondary
The Serial No. 008 cavity was replaced with Serial No. 010 following no
)ower output from the transmitter. The cavity, less tube, was returned
to the vendor for analysis. A redesign of the Ranger transmitter for Flight
Models IH-3, and III-4 and spare units replaced the IPA cavity with a Resdel
IPA. This redesign made the failed IPA cavity obsolete.
Power output was low. The IPA tube was replaced and the unit retuned.
The vendor attributed the failure to external overstress of the screen grid.
To reduce overloading of the tube, checkout at reduced power was then
limited. Also tube handling during test and troubleshooting was carefully
controlled to avoid grounding of the -750 volts DC and subsequent overstress
of the screen. The second IPA was eliminated by the redesign. The IPA
tube performance was to be closely monitored.
The resistor was mounted incorrectly. Flight equivment will use a Bourns
3020L which does not have a metal case.
IPA tube screen drew excessive current. Choke was discolored. Choke
was replaced and passed electrical test.
R9 shorted -750 volts to ground. This placed _ 0 volt on anode and cathode
while +250 volts with respect to cathode was present on screen grid.
Screen drew excessive amount of current.
Transistor nut properly fastened to its heat sink. No silicone grease was
used around transistor.
It was impossible to align the modulator properly (FEmerg" = FN); there
was a difference of 1.5 volts. Examination showed that the diode (CRS) was
operating at 18 volts (within specification, the nominal value is 22 volts).
An Engineering Change Notice (ECN) was issued which replaced the CR8
(1N3028) with a type 1N3029 which has a nominal value of 24 volts.
The bias voltage at the modulator, J1, was erratic and the DC deviation was
twice its normal value. The Dummy Load was visually examined and the
connector was found to be damaged. The Dummy Load was redesigned as
follows: the coax-connector was capped; the value of R2 was changed to
366 ohms; and the input end was grounded.
It was not possible to retune the X12 multiplier to regain the IPA power
output to ground. This failure Was caused by a broken bracket for capacitor
C 32. This was the first history of this type of a failure. No corrective
action was deemed necessary at this time since this subassembly had been
exposed to three qualification~level vibration tests.
Investigation of low voltage at connector J1 of the X12 multiplier revealed
that a terminal post was shorted. During rework, excessive beat had been
placed on the terminal and had caused solder to flow down the center of the
terminal. The terminal was replaced.
During mission verification test No. 2, F-Channel full power was lost at
approximately C+55 minutes. The F-Channel external power supply breake]
opened. No reason for the breaker tripping could be found. A 5-second
power fluctuation wae noted during which time the video was intermittently
lost. The telemetered p-Channel regulated bus dropped below 21 volts and
three seconds later the p-Channel current was 3 amperes high. The tran-
sients in the P-Chaunel were considered to be caused by intermittent
shorting of the P-Channel High-Current Voltage Regulator. Analysis of
this High-Current Voltage Regulator, SfN 009, indicated arcing had oc-
curred in the mounting arrangement of transistor Q6 (see MR 2199).
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and _ I JPart Mode bvlronment Failure
3228 Varactor
5/ss/6s _-_
3229 Comlector J2
5/ss/es
4040 Varant_r
10/7/63 Diode CR2
_ype
MA484aD)
4464 Transistor
s/is/e4 Q4 (type
s/s 109)
4466 Capacitors
4467 C25 and C27
s/_s/64
4465 Resistor R21
3/18/64
2764 Crystal Y1
10/13/62
2892 Varacior
4/3/63 Diode CR1,
CR2, MA
4348D
2844 20R Resistor
4/11/63 6.5 W _7)
Wirewound
Anofysls ond
Co_rectlve Action
Tzlmmnitter Assembly, S/N 004
Loes of l)O fcvthration
RF power
Loose Room _mch)
connector
Change in
character -
istice
Power
c_tpat below
normal
Room ¢_L)
Ambient
Broken _t
C_nged
value
Ambient
Workmanship
Accident
Random
Nonconflrmed
Workmanship
Workmanship
The transmitter operatod intermitt_mtly during pom_rthraflon electrical
tests.
The transmitter was opened aud visual inspection of the X12 MulUplier
revealed that the varactor (CR6) was broken. This break was apparently
caused by improper wiring of the varactor to the board. The varactor was
replaced.
Tapping on the X4 Multiplier caused the output power to fluctuate. This
occurred after the repair of the X12 Multiplier (see MR 3228). The com-
plete X4 Multiplier was replaced with a spare unit and the replaced unit
was re_rned to RCA for avalyaie. The spare X4 Multiplier operated
satisfactorily wh_m the oulput jack from the X4 Multiplie_ to the IPA stage
was tightened. Apparently the trouble was caused by a loose connector at
the outtmt stage of the X4. Investigztion began of methods to limit the mzm-
her of required removals.
During operation of the Subsystem at J1)L, the RF output could not be
measured, a]thoug_ all inputs were normal. Investigation disclosed that
the varactor diode CR2 w_s defective. Becimse of thair Internal nonstrae-
tion, these diodes tend to change characteristics after being subjected to
numerous thermal cycles. The vendor produced a new type of varactor
diode thJat would not be subject to this fault.
The output of the X12 multiplier during testing following rework was con-
sidernd to be below normal although within suecified limits. _ did
not increase the ouirput and transistor Q4 was replaced with a type s/N 115.
The replaced transistor was later found to be fully operational. The actual
cause of the low output is described in MR 4465.
IXtring the replacement of resistor R21 (refer to MR 4465) these componentl
were broken. The components were replaced. Perscmnel were instructed
to use more care thtring the replacement of components.
The inability to correct the below-normal output by the replacc_nent of
transistor Q4 resulted in the discovery that the resistance from remstor
R21 to ground was 30 rather than I0 ohms. During rework, six compo-
nents including re_stor R21 had been reseldered. Excessive heat had beEm
placed on this resistor resulting in discoloration and a change of value.
Replacement of the resistor resulted in higher output.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 005
a) Cracked Qttullfleation-
cry_ml - vibration
center
frequency
shift
b) Loose
wires
X4 would Thermal-vacuum
not stert
Over- Thml-vacuum
stressed
and
blistered
Wearout
{vibrational
fatigue)
Nonas sigmble
Secondary
Vendor Analysis:
Failures in the FM Modulator of the QTM Transmitter following the quali-
fication vibration test were investigated. Observed failures were: (1) a
possible cracked crystal; (2) a disconnection of the negative lead of C6; and
(3) a loosemng of the junction of RI8 and R19.
The exact cause of these failures could not be determined. This particular
modulator had undergone ai_Proximately five (5) vibraUon tests. It is be-
]ieved that these fsilurea were pomoly directly roxmected to the exvcmsive
mmber of vibration testa.
The crystal am] c_?acitor were replaced and the junction was reseldered.
The unit then opezztod satinfactorily.
X4 would not start in thermal-vacuum nor on the bench. Varacior diodes
were replaced, and X4 operated satisfactorily.
The varactor diodes (CR1, CR2) were sent for analy_fls. One of the diodes
was found to be "open" and the other was all right. The cause for the
"open" could not be determined.
Resistor was an incorrect type. All other units were checked for correct
type.
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i
2869 Vacuum tube
9/6/63 (type 7870) SpN
MIL-B-209
4043 Relay K1
9/16/63
4046 Transistor
9/25/63 Q2 (type
2N706)
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 005 (Continued)
Nonas signable)Den I Room
ilaments i
_pen coil Vibration
(engineering
qualification-
level test)
Low power Ambient
output
Random
Nonconfirmed
After less than two hours operation at full power the IPA output went from
9.4 watts to zero. The tube was returned to the vendor for analysis. He
determined that the filaments were intermittently opened. In addition to a
a static electrical check the tube was opened for a microscopic examination
of the interior. Here he noted signs of overheating, arcing and melting of
the tube element. A spectrographic analysis was performed on the material
on the external heater contact.
This material turned out to be a soft solder such as was used in the cavity
filament contact.
This tube was an original qualification test unit and was exposed to over-
voltage in the old power supply configuration.
During the electrical testing of the Modulator following vibration, it was
noted that there was no difference in normal frequency and the emergency
frequency at a bias of -0. 875 volt. When the bias was raised to 1. 876 volts
(the upper limit) and switched to "emergency", the unit continued to operate
at "normal" frequency. Upon investigation it was determined that relay K1
would not operate due to an open coil.
No corrective action was deemed necessary since this unit has been sub-
jected to four previous qualification-level vibration tests. The affected
relay was replaced with a spare and the unit was tested again.
Replacement of transistor Q2 resulted in normal power output. The beta
of the transistor was checked and found to be 40. (Specification limits were
20 to 60). However, the RF specifications of the transistor could be
checked. Investigation did reveal some signs of degradation.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 008
2876
2887
2/27/63
1678
6/2/63
1680
5/23/63
1677
5/9/63
2900
6/13/63
Capacitor C6 IShort
6.8 #f, 35
volts
Tube intermittent
RCA 7870 short
Power
drop--off
Tube Low output
RCA 7870
I
Ambient {bench) Accident
(maintenance
induced man-
ipulation)
Ambient {bench) Awaiting
Thermal -vacuum
Thermal -vacuum
Analysis
Nonas signable
Nonconfirmed
The capacitor was shorted due to excessive soldering heat during modifi-
cation of "random rate response" on the PTM No protective heat sink was
used. PTM was under engineering redesign, and changes were not made
by manufacturing. Changes on all flight models were made by trained
wiremen under Q. C. surveillance.
There was no output from IPA when in full-power mode. Shorting occurred
in IPA. The tube was replaced and returned to the vendor for analysis.
The RCA 7870 IPA tube failures were reviewed by the vendor. The vendor
attributed the failures to external overstress of the screen grid. To re-
duce overloading of the tube, checkout at reduced power was limited. Also
tube handling during test and troubleshooting was to be carefully controlled
to avoid grounding of the -750 volts IX3 and subsequent overstress of the
screen. The second IPA was eliminated by the redesign. The IPA tube
performance was to be closely monitored.
The transmitter displayed a power drop-off and loss of video which lasted
for approximately 23 milliseconds.
An examination of the carriers showed an amplitude drop in the P-Channel
transmitter carrier. The LTM was returned to AED from JPL, and the
communication system was to be e_camined under the thermal-vacuum
environment.
These malfunctions were all associated with momentary drop--outs of pawez
that occurred during the testing of the LTM at JPL. This problem was
still under investigation by AED and was thought to be associated with the
Four-Port Hybrid Assembly. These malfunctions usually could not be as-
sociated with a loss of video data. The effect of these malfunctions on an
actual mission could not be determined. For detail, refer to the Mission
Verification Report for the LTM issued on November 15, 1963.
Low power output from transmitter (008). IPA cathode current was in-
creased in an attempt to increase output, but it was ineffective. Tubes
were placed in a good system and output was still degraded. The IPA tube
7870 was removed from the LTV B-Channel Transmitter, and returned
to the manufacturer for analysis. The tests indicated that the tube met
specifications.
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Component I
Foilu_ T_ Couse of
2882 _onnocter
2/12/63 A14 A_7
2886 _apaclter,
2/24/63 Varacior JFD-
_C 133 C24
1663 Transistor
3/30/63 4 TA2084
2911 ---
8/91/63
2612 ---
61s163
2798 Variable
1/14/63 Capacitor
C15
0.8te 8.5_
1673 Power
4/19/63 Amplifier
1674 Transmitters
4/26/69
1675 Power
4/29/63 Amplifier
10468 Tube Vl
6/19/69 (type 7870)
3308 Tube Vl
10459 (type 7870
7/10/63
4038 IPA Cavity
9/1/63 Serial No. 025
ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysis ond
Co_ettive Actlon
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 007
Intermittent Ambient
(integration)
;_nd _i_t (bench)
_dJu_
mechanism
Transt stor Thermal-vacuum
shorted MVT #3 at JPL
Power Thermal-vermin
_rep-off
Power Thermal-vanenm
drop-off
Accident
(maintenance
induced
manipulaUon)
Wearout
Workmanship
Nonaas ig_able
Nonas signable
The feraale connector on RP cable between the X4 and XI2 multipliers was
distorted. This caused drop-off in power. Mating of connectors was not
made with proper alignment. Care was then taken during integration to
properly mate connecters.
It was not possible to adjust capacitor. A similar malfunction was analyzed
and attributed to wcar of the screw adjusUnent. Trimming adjus_nents on
flight units were limited to a maximum of 20 adjustments as compared to a
limit of 75 cycles in the MIL Spec. Engineering was instructed against
applying heavy torques which could force a mechanical stop.
Transistor shorted. Hcat sink not properly mounted. TA2084 was to be
replaced in all fligtlt models with Clark S/N 115.
After 49 minutes of operation, the combined power output of the two TV
transmitters dropped 5 db for about 0.25 second.
Subsequent investigation revealed that the temperature of the systemhad
been dropped below the specified levels.
A power drop-off of 3 db occurred approximately 36 seconds after full-
power was turned on: the drop-off lasted for about 0.23 second. The trans-
mitters were to be investigated when the LTM was returned to AED from
JPL.
Malfunctions reported in Mlt,s 1680, 1678, 2911, and 2612 were all asso-
ciated with momentary drop-outs of power that occurred during the testing
of the LTM at JPL. This problem was still under investigation by AED
and was thought to be associated with the Four-Port Hybrid Assembly.
These malfunctions usually could not be associated with a loss of video
data. The effect of these malfunctions on an actual mission could not be
determined. For detail, refer to the Mission Verification Report for the
LTM issued on November 15, 1963.
Transmitter Assembly. S/'N 010
Wearout_ould cot [Bnoch
adjust
LOW power lThermal-vacuum
output MVT #6 at JPL
RF power [Thermal-vacuum
drop-off [MVT #7 at JPL
7db
Low power [ Post thermal-
autput vacuum MVT #7
at JPL
Open Manufacturing
filament [
Short, Manufacturing
G1 to G2 [
Power drop [Thermal-vacuum
ofldb
Nonassignsble
Design
Nonassignable
Workmanship
{vendor)
Workmanship
(vendor)
Nonas sig_able
Adjustment screw binding. The vendor attributed the jamming of the trim-
mer capacitor to either excessive tuning excursions or the application of
a hcavy torque at s mechanical stop. The MIL Specification rotational
limit was 75 cycles. Engineering required a maximum of 20 ad)usUnents
to tune the equipment. The engineers were advised to exercise caution when
applying turning torques to avoid forcing the "stop," and to minimize the
number of trimming cycles to prevent fatigue of the adjustment mechanism.
Power amplifier was retuned. Previously 2nd IPA required reb.ming.
RF breakdown in the RF cables.
C7 was machined down. Reported arcing questioned. Care should be ex-
ercised in tuning the communication equipment.
After approximately 4 hours of operation the transmitter power went to
zero. A check of the IPA tube revenled that it had an open filament. The
QC report verified this open filament.
With only four hours this tube c(m]d fall into the infant mortality group.
The tube was only in the system for 1/2 hour when s short occurred between
the screen and control grid of the IPA tube. The IPA problem was s_ll
under investigation at this time.
The power outtmt dropped 1 db for approximately 1 second. Later, during
instrumented test, the power output dropped to zero and then recovered
within 3 seconds. The cavity was disassembled and examined. No physical
damage was found. The causes of the power drop and loss of power could
not be determined.
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4046 Tube (type
10/20/68 7870)
5886
3/26/64
6861
3/26/64
3825
4/1/64
3949
5/2/64
3818
6/6/64
2883 Crys_l Y1
2/16/63
2884
2/18/63
10454 Tube V1
6/3/63 (type7870)
3227 ---
5/9/63
2864 Tube (type
7/8/63 7870)
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
I
Test _ Cause of Analysis and
Environment [ Failure Corrective Action
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 010 (Continued)
Drawing [ Postvibration
_xcessive I
torrent [
_scillating [ +40" C previbra-
tion test
Low power [ Postvibration
output [
RF outlmt ] Ambient (JPL)
too high [
RF output
too high
RF power
] increase
Ambient (JPL)
Thermal -vacuum
Workmanship
(vendor)
Accident
Accident
Accident
Accident
Nonconfirmed
During postvibration testing, the power output dropped to zero, I L rose to
10.6 amperes, and the test-harness fuse for minus 750 volts opened. The
IPA tube was tested and found to have low transoonductance and excessive
current drain, Inspection under a microscope revealed extensive crazing
and some chipping on the cathode.
Oscillation of the Transmitter during a +40* C operation prior to vibration
was found to have been caused by improper toning of the X4 and X12 mul-
tipliers. The assembly was carefully retoned and normal operation was
restored.
The output power was found to be less than the specified limit during a
pestvibration test. Investigation disclosed that the assembly had been
improperly tuned during rework. Proper tuning provided an output within
specified limits.
Investigation of the level of the corrected RF output of the Subsystem being
too high resulted in changing the correction factor from 8.3 x 105 to 7.65
x 165. Personnel were instructed to closely monitor the power-measuring
equipment.
Investigation of the level of the corrected RF output of the Subsystem being
too high resulted in changing the correction factor from 1.32 x 104 to 1. 062
x 103. Personnel were instructed to closely monitor the power-measuring
equipment.
At "1"-1 minute, an increase in Transnitter output power from 54.2 to 59
watts occurred within O. 5 second. A similar increase was observed during
test at AED and was caused by the inability of the regulator in the Telem-
etry Processor Assembly to reach and hold the regulated-current level
during the initial stabilization period. At torn-on, the Intermediate Power
Amplifier and Power Amplifier were detoned to a degree that the regulator
could not reach its regulated state. This resulted in a low-power output.
The output power generally started at a lower level and gradually increased
to its optimum level. The sudden increase in output power, although un-
usual, could be considered a normal function of the warm-up stabilization
period of the cavities and the regulator.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 011
Incorrect I Ambient (bench)
frequency I
Varactor I
PS115-10 I
CR1O I
i High vlate Room
I current
Random
Random
Design
The crystal was replaced when it was not possible to bring the transmitter
to desired frequency. However, this did not completely correct the fault.
When the new crystal failed to bring the transmitter exactly on frequency,
the diode was replaced. The unit was then operating on frequency.
The suspected varactor in the FM Modulator was sent to RCA Central
Engineering for analysis. Capacitance at 50 Mc and minus four volts DC
bias was 7.93 pf. The nominal value was 10 pf ±20%. The absolute capaci-
tance value was marginal and under a worst-case combination of tolerances
might have accounted for the difficulty in bringing the transmitters to the
desired frequency. Replacement of the varactor corrected the problem.
This was the first reported malfunction of this nature.
The low-power output and the plate current became intermittently high.
EOscillation
[ Erratic
I operation
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 012
Room (bench)
Room
(engineering)
Design
Secondary
The use of a spectrum analyzer showed that the transmitter was oscillating
at approximately 6 Mc on the carrier, thus indicating that the X4 Multiplier
was not properly biased at "turn-on". The addition of a 2.2-megohm,
I/4-watt resistor in parallel with the X4 bypass diode corrected this situa-
tion and restored normal operation. The 2.2-megohm, 1/4-watt resistor
was added to all Block Ill models.
The proper power output could not be attatnea even though the biases were
twice their normal value. The IPA tube was then removed and tested.
During the testing, the filament wire was broken. The wire would weld
to_ether when the cavity was jarred sharply. The tube was then broken
H-70
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2864
7/3/63
(Continued)
1666
3/30/03
2155
5/31/e4
287O
8/20/63
4031
8/20/63
38O6
5/1/64
3948
5/2/64
Tube 7870
Vacuum Tube
(type 7870)
S/N _92
Low power
Low
F-Channel
output
power
Pow_
dmp-off
Vacuum Tube Power
(type 7870) drop-off
S/N MIL-B-
828
RF inter-
_renes
Power
fluctuations
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Anolysis and
Emvk_nment Fa|l_rQ Cor_ctive A_en
Trznsmitter Assembly, S/N 012 {Continued)
open. lnspecticm trader a microscope dlselo6ed that the fllamemt wire hsd
broken ut a po_t betweE_ the coiled belix mid the ceramic motmting bar.
It could be determined that the wire had broken told welded several times.
In addition, there was some discoloration on both the plste and grid.
Tiffs tube had been used in en nnmedifled power supply. All power supplies
were then modified to prevnnt the conditions which caused the err_c oper _a'lcu,
Trenmnitter Assembly, S/N 013
MVT #3 at JPL
Thermal -vacuum
Room
(engineering tea
Room
(en_neering test)
Ambicut(JP_
Ambient(Jp_
Nonass_cable
Accident
Nesas_able
Nonassignable
Nnnconflrmed
Nencuaflrmed
LOW power output. New tube restored the power. Cause believedto be
aging and deterioration of t_be, The 2nd IPA stage was then obsolete,
During the first 5 minutes of thermul-vacuum misston test No. 2 at 53" F,
the F-Chaunel Transmitter output power was low and not within the speci-
fied limits. The Battery voltege was also low but higher than the specified
minimum voltage of 30.5 volts. The cause of the low output power was
believed to be the low temperature. The Transmitter was retested at am-
bient conditions and the power profiles were normal. The Tranmnitter
could be remned for low-temperature conditions, but this would result in
a emal] decrease in power at high temperah_re. The present power profile
was such that after the Transmitter had warmed up, reinning at low-
temperal_re condittons was not warranted.
The init_t] output power was astisfactory but after several minutes of up-
elation it dropped Off. When the tube was removed several small spheres
of metal were found betwee_ filament rings. These spheres were re®aoved
and the tube installed in a cavity where it operated properly for some time
before having power difficulties.
The vendor's static analysis indicated several points of failure and the
visatal inspection revealed the tube has been excessively overheated. The
par_cles originally found between the heater and cathode are suspected
of coming from the cavity. The responstble en_neering group has been
assigned the task of measuring and monitoring all Of the applied vol/_ge,
current, and transients applied to these IPA tubes under actual operation,
The power output dropped off after 3 heurs operation. When the tube and
cavity were inspected, several small metallic particles were found in be-
tween the heater regulator and the tube base. When cleaned cut and re-
tested, the power again dropped off after approximately 3 hours. The tube
was reh, rned to the vendor for analysis. Nothing was found to be wrong
with the tube in a static test nor in a Ranger cavity. When the tv.be was
opened and visoally inspected, the screen showed signs of having been
overstressed. In addition, a heavy deposit of material was noted around
the anode, and a slight layer of the same material on the cathode. The
deposites were not carbon. The heater ecattng was still in good condition.
As requested by the vendor, extensive monitoring of the voltages, current
and transients were to be performed by RCA engineering under actual op-
erattng condition. In addition, the engineering group would determine the
inter_l cavity temperature under operating conditions.
The Subsystem without Thermal Shrouds was mated with the Bus for the
mstch-mate test. The interference was noted when the high-gain m_tmma
was in the launch postticu, but not whea the nntmma was deployed no that it
radiated into free space. It is believed that the interference was caused by
the antenna radiating back into the Subsystem. This interference was not
considered to be a malfunction because the test was performed _ the
Subsystem in a nonflight configuraticu.
During the postshipment test of the Subsystem, 0.15-<1t) fluctuations were
noted in the RF power output, These fluctuations were very minor mad emtld
be accounted for by clumges in light level on the cameras asd by chs_ges in
timing. Because the fluctuuticus were very minor, were not always present,
and did not produce a malfunction, they could be classified as ncucrltinal
even though they did occur on other Subsystems. This classification could
be further substantiated by the fact that there did not appear to he eny effect
on either camera or telemetry performance. Subsystem operation was to be
closely menttored to determine if any degredsticu occurred,
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MR Number Component
and Date Part
1672 Transistor Q4
4/19/63 (rA 2084)
3297 Feedthrough
6/13/63 Capacitor C5
3296 Transistor
6/13/63 Q4 (type
2NI15)
3302 IPA Tube V1
6/18/63 (type 7870)
2865 Transistor
8/22/63 Q4 (type
2N 116)
2867 Transistor Q4
8/23/63 (type 2Nl15)
2866 C apacitor C 34
8/23/63 (rrimmer)
2868 Transistor Q1
8/24/63 (type 2N338)
1662 ---
3/14/63
Failure I Test Cause of Anolysls and
Mode I Environment Failure Corrective Action
I
ow power, Thermal-vacuum
_w beta MVT _ at JPL
_rc-over Bench, cold
(-o ° c)
.ow power Room (bench)
)pen Room
'ilament s
Short, col- Thermal-vacuttm
lector to (0 ° C)
emitter
Room
(engineering)
Broken Room
case (engineering)
Base not Room
connected (engineering)
Detaned Room
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 014
Design
Accident
(test procedure)
Random
Secondary
Workmanship
Secondary
Accident
(test error)
Accident
(test error)
Power output low and intermittent. The component was returned to AED.
Oscillation occurred in thermal-vacuum. Unit returned to subcontractor
for repair and alignment. TA2084 was replaced with Clock S/N 115.
Arc-over occurred about 50 to 60 seconds after a pan of liquid nitrogen
was placed on the baseplate to lower the transmitter temperature to -1O ° C.
Examination showed that some frost and moisture had collected on com-
ponents when the system was open to atmosphere.
The capacitor was replaced.
Initial testing of this transmitter showed low and unstable output power.
Closer investigation showed low output power from the X12 and X4
Multipli ere.
Apparently the low power was due to the new Q4 transistor type S/N 115.
Transistor Q4 of the X12 Multiplier in the Transmitter Assembly, Serial
No. 014, was replaced. This part was returned to the RCA Central Engi-
neering Laboratory for analysis. The part appeared to be marginal since
it measured 2.9 volts as compared with the one-volt maximum specified
by RCA for VCE (sat.).
This tube failed after 8 minutes of full-power operation. It had previously
been subjected to a severe overstress when capacitor C5 arced to ground,
(Refer to MR 3297.) With the -750 volt line grounded, the screen voltage
became +250 and it conducted an excessive amount of current. Due to the
circuitry and tube configuration when the -750 volt line drew an excessive
current, it could have an adverse affect upon the tube filament.
The tube was cut open and extensive discoloration and signs of arcing on
the screen were noted. In addition, the external base of the tube around
the centering pin was discolored and showed signs of solder.
During the Thermal-vacuum test, at 0" C, the line current increased and
no spectrum feed-thrnugh was evident. Investigation disclosed that tran-
sistor Q4 in the X12 Multiplier had a resistance of 9 ohms between the col-
lector and ground. Further investigation revealed that there was no sili-
cone grease around the transistor.
Assembly methods at that time did not call for the installation of transistors
requiring silicone grease until after all cleaning operations were complete.
However, subsequent cleaning following rework could wash out the silicone
grease. Instructions were then disseminated that warned personnel to
avoid erroneous washing away or removal of the silicone grease.
Following the repairs required under Malfunction Reports 2865 and 2866,
another attempt was made to retune the X12 Multiplier. During the un-
successful retuning, the collector current of transistor Q4 exceeded the
maximum limit. It was replaced. The failure to retune the unit was be-
cause of the difficulties discovered under Malfunction Report 2868.
After the replacement of transistor Q4 under Malfunction Report 2865, the
X12 Multiplier had to be returned. In attempting to adjust capacitor C 34,
which was locked with epoxy, a small section of the rotating cover was
broken. Although the capacitor still performed e_ectrica]ly, it was re-
placed for preventive maintenance reasons.
Investigation of an inability to vary the voltage attest point VJ4 revealed
that the base lead of transistor Q1 was disconnected. When properly
soldered, the modulator functioned correctly. This disconnection probably
occurred during the troubleshooting and repairs performed during the
investigations for Malfunction Reports 2865 and 2866.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 015
I Design
Low power output during Mission Verification Test No. 1 at JPL. The
cause of the second IPA detuning could not be definitely assigned. How-
ever, the aging of the tube and parts required retuning of the amplifier.
The second IPA was eliminated by the system redesign and would not be
included in the flight units. The transmitter was retoned by RCA personnel
at the JPL site.
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i
MR Number Component j TestFailure Cause of
and Date Part Mode I Env/ro.menf Failu_
10_5
6/4/63
10456
6/14/63
10457
6/15/63
2862
7/29/63
Diode CR1 Intermit_nt Room
(Varacter No. output (manufacturing)
MA4348)
Capacitor C3 Room
(manufacturin_
240-Mc Cavity Intermittent Room
output (manu/actoring)
Resdet Shorted Room
Amplifier cavity engmeerin g)
_erial NO. 137)
3226
5/18/63
3291
6/1/63
3303
6/22/63
Bourns Pot Shorted to iThermal-vacmma
(3020L) R9 ground [(engineering)
J
I
Test Cable High- Thermal-vacuum
No. 7 voltage
Capacitor C35 standing
wave rntio
Jammed Room
33O4
6/24/63
2861
7/22/63
Transistor Q2
(type 2N1493)
Tube V1
(type 7870)
LOW Room
power output engineering)
Short _hermal-vacuum
10453
5/16/53
Transistor Q1
(type2N1493)
Open [Whemal(40.
emitter ]
I
l
i
FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
A_tysis ond
Co_ective Act/on
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 015 (Continued)
Nonconfirmed
Workmanship
Workmanship
Workmanship
(vendor)
Intermittent output measured from the Timer. The unit functioned satisfac-
torily when the diode was replaced.
The replaced item was checked in QC laboratory, but the intermittence wan
net observed. (Refer to Malfunction Report 10457).
The mica capacitor, C3, was found to have a crack and the power output from
_he Transmitter was again intermittent. When the unit was replaced the
Transmitter still functioned intermittently. (Refer to Malfunction Report
Io457)
_e intermittent power problem continued even after replacing diode CR1
and capacitor C3 (10455 and 10456). The 240-Mc cavity was replaced and
proper operation wan obtained.
The plus 100-volt test point on the power supply went to zero volt when the
transmitter wa_ switched to full power. When the Resdel Amplifier was
replaced, the circUit operated satisfactorily. Ex_niv_tion of the malfunc-
tioning amplifier disclosed a broken socket that had shorted the 1000 volts to
ground. The 1000-volts supply was so severely loaded by this short, that
the 100-volts test point indicated zero volt.
The Resdel Amplifier was returned to the vendor for repair. Also, instruc-
tions were given the vendor to use tighter quality control inspection proce-
dures on future units.
Transmitter Assembly. S/N 016
Design
Design
Wearout
Nonconfirmed
Design
ut200-ollm, 5-watt '_rimpot" (R9) was shorted to ground. The transmitter
as opened and R9 was found to have a metal case. The shorted trtmpot was
Bourns type 3020; R was replaced with the Bourns type 207L which was in-
sted from gnotmd by two layers of mica. The type 207L also eliminated
e mounting screw through the metal cap of the trimpot.
Luw p_wer output was recorded from the thermal-vacuum chamber. All the
cables were tested and Test Cable No. 7, which had a TNC connector rather
Lhan the N-type on all other cables, had a high-voltage standing wave ratio
{1.34). The connector was changed from a type TNC to a type N.
the threads of the tuning screw were rounded, showing definite sign of wear.
This capacitor became more and more difficult to adjust until it would not
move at all. This failure had occurred several times before. A replacement
)art was recommended and waS being considered by the skill center.
"ransistors Q1 and Q2 had to be selected for the individual circuit in order
_o obtain the proper output. The output of this transistor was within spoei-
[teation limits, but would not provide proper drive for this individual circuit.
Replacement of both transistors Q1 and Q2 provided sufficient output.
This tube was in the communications channel that had the Power Supply (S/N
D13) fallure. (Refer to MR 3971. ) When tested in a bench setup the tube
[udicated a short from screen grid to control grid. Since one failure caused
the other, it was now necessary to discover which system failed first and
then determine a solution that would prevent this failure.
The failure wan considered to he part of the turn-on transient problem.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 017
Design No output power; caused by the emitter having burnt open due to excessive
vurrent. Further investigation revealed that Tube V1, tube type RCA 7870,
_ftbe IPA Cavity, Serial No. 032, in the Transmitter Assembly, Serial No.
[}11, had failed.
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TABULATION
Component Failure
Part Mode
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 017 (Continued)
Workmanship3298
6/15/63
3299
6/15/63
3305
6/29/63
3306
7/5/63
4235
12/17/83
2103
6/9/64
2105
6/16/64
2106
6/16/64
2107
6/18/64
Zener CR1 Shorted Room
(1N2835B) _ostvibratio_
Subminiature
Connector
A14, A2J10,
to A14, A3J1
Feed-through
Capacitors C5
and C7
IPA Cavity
(S/N 020)
Modulator
Transistor Q1
(type 2N1493)
Diode CRll
(type IN251)
Varactor
Diode CR1
Capacitor C8
--- Room
Chipped and Room (bench)
discolored
Breakdown Room (bench)
of -750ovolt
circuit
Frequency Ambient (JPL)
shift
Incorrect Ambient
wiring
Open Ambient
Low Ambient
output
}ower
Incorrect Ambient
capacitance
value
Workmanship
Accident
(test error)
Secondary
Nonconfirmed
Workmanship
Design
Random
Workmanship
Diode CR1 was shorted during a repair. Examination showed that the load
was not connected and all the current flowed through the zener diode (CR1).
At the same time, resistors R6 and R7 were damaged.
A new inspection procedure, requiring an engineer or qualified technician
to supervise all rework, was instituted. This new procedure also required
that all reworked units have the critical B+ points checked with an ohmmeter
prior to being electrically checked.
A visual inspection of the cable assembly revealed that one of the connectors
was assembled with a teflon insulator missing and that there was a hairline
crack on the metal connector. These defects apparently did not affect the
cable assembly performance during testing. The defective cable assembly
was returned to the vendor, and the vendor was directed to review and en-
force the manufacturing and quality control procedures.
The transmitter was performing erratically for the first 10 seconds of op-
eration. Capacitor C5 was chipped and capacitor C7 showed signs of arcing.
These capacitors were removed and subjected to a 1500-volt high-pot, which
they passed successfully. Even with the capacitors replaced, the system
did not function properly. (Refer to MR 3306.)
This Cavity had just been returned to the system following repairs caused
when arcing occurred on capacitors C5 and C7 due to moisture. A partial
shorting in the -750-volt line was Indicated. This short did not stop when
the tube was replaced. After replacing the entire Cavity, the Transmitter
functioned satisfactorily.
A frequency shift was noted during the electrical test following vibration
testing of the Subsystem at JPL. Investigation of a shift in frequency in
Transmitter Serial No. 017 of Flight Model IE-2 indicated that the L4 coil
was defective. The coil was returned to AED for testing. The results of
the testing, Including test under extreme high temperature, disclosed no
abnormal operation.
This malfunction involved the lack of RF output from the X12 Multiplier.
This was attributed to the incorrect wiring of transistor Q1 (type 2N1493).
This X12 Multiplier unit had been returned to Manufacturing for rework that
involved the removal of transistor Q1. The transistor was incorrectly wired
at the completion of the rework.
Test point No. 2 which monitored the output of the modulator was void of a
reading. Investigation revealed that diode CRll (type 1N251), which was
in series with test point No. 2, was open. Replacement of diode CRll cor-
rected this condition. CRll was a protective diode in the test-point cir-
cuitry and had no electrical function in the FM modulator. The "fall-open"
mode was the intended operation of this diode in the event of an overstress.
Low output power from the Z4 Multiplier was attributed to a faulty varactor
diode (CR1). Proper operation was restored with the replacement of the
diode. The failed diode was electrically checked and found to have a break-
down voltage of 16 volts (specification called for a 120-volt breakdown volt-
age). X-ray of the diode revealed no anomalies. This malfunction was
detected during the first electrical test following rework of the Transmitter.
Since this diode was extremely sensitive to handling, damage probably oc-
curred during rework. The electrical stress was rechecked and was found
to be applied properly.
Initial bench check of the Transmitter revealed that the modulation output
was high and the modulation range poor. Investigation revealed that capaci-
tor C8 of the X12 Multiplier measured 9 picofarads instead of the specified
15 picofarads. Replacement of this capacitor restored proper Transmitter
operation after retuning.
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OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
_93
4495
1/23/64
4494
1/23/64:
4496
1/23/64
5901
1/25/64
5903
3/;/e_
5902
3/14/64
3777
s/n/_4
-'] "l *Part Mode Environment
Capacitor CI5 ! Cracked Vibration
i
I
Crystal Holder [ Postvibration
XT-1 Le_
Con_ctor Loose
A14A4-J2 female
contact
Room
Cyrstal Y1 Change in Ambient
frequency (postvibration)
IPA, No output Thermal-humidity
Serial No. 139
Varactor Diode Suspected Thermal-humidity
open
X4 Multiplier Loose coil Vibration
Serial No. 3(_
Cause of
Failure
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 201
Transistor Q3 RF power Thermal-vacuum
(type 2N1493) drop-off at +60" C)
Design
Noncoaflr med
Nonconfirmed
I Design
Workmanship
Noncoufirmad
Workmanship
Workmanship
Following vibration, the capacitor was found to be cracked in the area of
the solder seal and was replaced. R is believed that the crack was caused
by an overstress condition during the qualification-level vibration testing.
The G-amplification factors were reviewed to determine if mechanical re-
design were necessary. (Refer to MR 4496.)
Investigation into the frequency drift of the Transmitter revealed that the
crystal holder was not holding the crystal firmly in place. Although there
appeared to be nothing wrong with either the crystal or holder, the holder
was replaced for preventive maintenance.
A visual inspection of the RF cable connecting the X4 malt/plier to the IPA
cavity revealed a loose female contact. Although no malfunction had been
caused by this, the cable was removed and the contact replaced for pre-
ventive maintenance. The contact was found to have been pushed into the
teflon insulation and had been spread excessively by repeated connection
and disconnection.
The change in frequency was found to occur when the Y1 crystal was tapped.
Microscopic examination revealed a cracked weld along the support inter-
face for the crystal wafer. Because two previous malfunctions had been
caused by vibration, this type of malfunction was believed caused by an
overstress condition occurring doting the qualification-level vibration
testing. The G-amplification level was substaul_ly reduced by the appli-
cation of blue urethane, and new crystals capable of withstanding higher
G forces were ordered as replacements.
Investigation of no output from Resdel IPA, Serial No. 139, during a
thermal-humidity test disclosed a short across the mica insulator located
between the control grid of the tube and the cavity wall (DC ground). The
assembly was returned in the vendor where the mica insulator was replaced
and a fillet of teflon was bonded around the control grid to increase the re-
sistance of the leakage path. The modified assembly was succesafully
retested in therma]-humidity, me _ecifico-tio_ were_ changed to reaatre
the above modification.
Replacement of the varactor diode following the loss of output from the X4
multiplier during a thermal-humidity test restored normal operation. How-
ever, examination of the component failed to show any evidence of componevd
malinnctlon. During a subsequent vibration test, a coil which served as tlle
support for the diode came loose. (Refer to Malfunction Report 5902). It
is believed that this malfunction was caused by the coil being loose.
During the second vibration run at qualification levels, the large coil in the
X4 multiplier was loosened. Evidence was found of improper manufacturing
techniques resulting in a poor solder connection. The location of the other
three multipliers manufactured by the same vender was determined. One
was at the Pioneer ground station and was not reworked; however, the re-
matuing two were at AED and were properly rewerked.
The QTM Transmitter Assembly, Serial No. 201, failed to operate during
the first six thermal-vacuum tests at 55 ° C. The transmitter then turned
on and operated for a short period of time. When the operating temperature
reached 60 ° C, the RF output power dropped off sharply. The trouble was
isolated to transistor Q3 in the X12 multiplier circuit. When solder was
removed from the transistor, the base and collector leads were found to be
broken. In addition, the transistor was found to be loose and not properly
sealed on its beryllia wafer. The transmitter had been vibrated three times
at qualification levels, it was therefore concluded that the transistor failure
was due to fatigue that resulted from the motion during vibration because of
the improper mounting of the transitor.
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2174
6130164
2175
6/31/64
Resistor
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 201 (Continued)
2065
7/6/64
3774
7/10/64
3799
9/24/64
Resdel Inter- Drop in
mediate Power output
Amplifier, )ower
Serial No. 124
Capacitor C4 Broken
IPA Tube Power
3CX100A5 reduction
Nonassignab]eOverheating Ambient
and incor-
rect telem-
etry indi-
cation
When the P-Channel transmitter was turned on following installation on the
PTM, smoke came from the transmitter power supply. No RF power was
observed during the time power was applied; the only abnormality noted was
that the power supply output was 95 instead of 100 volts. Resistance meas-
urements madeonthe spacecraft indicated a drop in resistance from A21P2
to ground. The zener diode was measured as being shorted to ground. The
diode was found to be good. The transmitter and power supply were re-
turned for integration into the spacecraft. The unit operated satisfactorily,
but plus 30 volts instead of a minus voltage was obtained at TP1. A check
indicated a resistance of 7.5 ohms instead of 100 ohms from TP1 to ground.
The plus voltage and low resistance could not be explained. Resistor R3 of
the transmitter was charred and indicated that a high-power dissipation had
taken place. The only source of plus voltage of this magnitude was the 100
volts. Following this second malfunction, the unit was returned to AED.
During testing, a break in the insulation was found in the 70-volt wire going
to the X12 multiplier. If the wire had touched the case during operation on
the PTM, it would account for the drop in the 100-volt line. In addition, if
the voltage to the X12 multiplier had dropped to 50 volts or less, there
would have been no RF output. This wire could have been crimped between
the X4 multiplier and the modulator cover and could have become loose
during removal of the unit from the PTM. The smoke probably came from
R6 and R7 wired into the 100-volt circuit of the transmitter power supply.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 204
At +63 ° C Workmanship
Ambient
Ambient
Accident
Random
At the conclusion of a one-hour operating test at +63 ° C, a sudden and sharp
drop in the transmitter output power from 7 watts to 1 watt was experienced.
Tuning the transmitter failed to restore the 7-watt output. The unit was
cooled to 50 ° C, and the normal 7-watt output power was obtained. When
the transmitter was allowed to heat to 60 ° C, a similar power dropoff
occurred.
Investigation revealed that the aluminum cover of the Resdel IPA cavity was
rapidly changing in shape with temperature. The physical change of the
cavity shape changed the RF electrical parameters of the cavity and resulted
In a detuning of the IPA with an associated reduction of RF power output.
A measure of the distance between the cavity sides and the grid separator
plate that forms one end of the cavity revealed a spacing of 0.006 inch on
one side and 0.007 inch on the other side. These values exceeded the max-
imum allowable tolerance of 0. 003 inch.
Also, capacitor C8 was found to have one lead bent, such that the Durez
coating had a slight crack. A deposition was noted on the sides of the cavity
touching the cover plate. This was later found to be excessive lactate.
The cavity of each Resdel IPA was measured and those out of specification
were returned to the vendor.
Trimmer capacitor C5 was accidently broken while removing the potting
material to retune the X4 Multiplier after incorporation of the Resdel IPA
modification. Upon replacement of Capacitor C5, normal operation was
restored.
The P-Channel Transmitter was replaced on Flight Model IH-3 after a re-
duction In output power was noted. When tested, the output of the X4 meas-
ured normal, and the problem was traced to an aging of the tube In the IPA.
The bias resistor was reduced from 470 to 340 ohms and the power output
was restored to 8 watts. A 24-hour test was then performed with no further
evidence of aging of this tube. The tube was removed and returned to the
vendor for analysis. The vendor tests indicated that the emission of the tube
was greatly reduced and that the transconductance was one-half the normal
value. Readings indicated that a change in the spacing of the elements had
occurred. Further examination revealed that some cathode material was
on the plate in the form of a black deposit.
The previous history of this tube showed that the IPA, Serial No. 117 had
been involved in 3 one-hour runs and 2 one-half-hour runs with a filament
voltage of 7.4 volts. It was the conclusion of RCA and the tube vendor that,
while it was normal to experience a reduction in the transeonductanee during
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Transmitter Assemb] S/N 204 (Continued)
and Date Part
3799 Double
9/24/e4
(contmusd_
3798
9/24/64 Currier
4652
2/28/64
Lossof
RFpower
Power drop3796
9/22/64
Ambient Noncenflrmed
the first 100 hours of operation, the severe reduction in power output that
was experienced with this _ IPA could only be explained by opera-
tion for a long period cf time at as e_essive filament voltage.
During the testing of the P-Channel telemetry on Flight Model I]1-3, a
double carrier was reported to exist. Investigation disclosed that the
double carrier was actually the marker used on the display _ the spectrum
analyzer.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 205
Ambient Accident
Thermal-vacuum Accident
(Design)
During the preshipmont test, CC&S Warmup was used to init_te Subsystem
operation; full power came on after the 5-minute warmup period. After 8
minutes of full power, the Command Switch was stepped to Emergency.
One minute later, the CC&S Warm-up command was released to allow i_rn-
off with RTC-7 commands. At this point the P-Chaunel RF disappeared.
F-Channel remained in full power. The P-Channel emergancy telemetry
was missing and the telemetry was switched to the F-chmmel 225kc VCO.
The telemetry indicated that P-Channel had been reset and was in warm-up.
An attempt wan made to place the P-Channel back in full power by use of the
CC&S Full Power command. However, the RF output from P-Channel was
barely visible on the spectrum analyzer. The CC&S Full Power command
was released and the Subsystem turned off by stepping the Command Switch
to zero. The operation of P-Channel was closely monitored during the inte--
gratton and testing of Flight Model IH-3.
The F-Channel RF power output displayed a gradual decrease daring the
one-hour thermal-vacuum test. The measured decrease was from 19.4 to
19.1 watts. The specified minimum output wan 19.5 watts both during and
at the conclusion of the test. A reinning of this transmitter was accom-
plished before the test. An additional retuning of the IPA restored the per-
formance to within specification but the output was still considered to be
]ow. The cathode biasing_ resistor was changed resulting in an increase in
power output from the IPA to 9 watts. All future cathode biasing resistors
were to be selected to provide a power ontput of from 8 to 9 watts.
1531
11/3/64
3897
11/10/64
Resdel IPA RF caused
Serial No. 123 variation in
amplifier
oul_put
i
I
Lmbient
_ezmsl-_
4_'C_
Transmitter Aasembly, S/N208
Design
Accident
RF was present on the minus 500-volt DC line to the 4-pin connector to the
RF amplifier. The outp_ of the amplifier varied 1 watt when the DC line
was touched. It was recommended that a 330-pf, 1000-volt capacitor be
added across capacitor C5. The trouble was traced to the Resdel IPA (ser-
ial No. 123), which was removed from the transmitter and returned to the
vondor for a failare analysis. The output variations were confirmed, but
the oscillation could not be repeated during test. Capacitors C3, C4, and
C5 (330 pf, 1000 volts) were replaced without any noticeable improvemeat.
A similar ealmcitor was placed in parallel with capacitor C5, and the prob-
lem was solved. A Material Review was conducted, and MRA 100-64-196
wan issued approving the addition of a capacitor in parallel with C5.
The transmttter operated succeasfully for three runs at 0 ° C. During the
first run in thermal-vactmm at 45 ° C, the power ontlmt of the Resdel IPA
decreased. During a run made at 28" C in thernml-vasuum, the power out-
pat ceat_nued decreasing. The unit was then operated at normal pressure
and at room temperature in an attempt to find the trouble. After capacitor
C7 was adjustad, power increased. However, the problem was not com-
pletely solved. The potting on the J1 connector was brekea. An adjustment
was made, but power decreased. The J1 setting was returned to the origi-
nal position and power did not decrease. Several runs were made at room
temperature with no power decrease. The unit was operated in a bell jar at
atmospheric pressure with temperature increasing to a maximum of 55 ° C.
Power output decreased. The temperature was stabilized at 55 ° C and
power decreased. The transmitter wan reamed. The unit anccess_lly met
the requiremeat of the specification during the complete temperature range
of thermal-vacuum flight acceptance test. The unit was accepted as a flight
spare. The malfunction was caused by: (1) The transmitter not being re-
tuned to compensate for the mismatch of the longer bell jar cables; (2) This
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3897
11/lO/64
(Continued)
3890 Capacitor C18
10/5/64
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS
Component Failure ] Test Cause of
Part Mode I Environment Failure
r
4500
2/8/64
4498
4499
2/8/64
4470
2/11/64
3999
4/2/64
3857
5/23/64
3858
5/25/64
Transient I Ambient
response I
not within I
specified I
llmlt I
I
Transistor Q2 1Shorted, [Vacuum
(type 2N1493) base to I
collector [
Resistors R12 Open IThermal-vacuum
and R13
Capacitors C6 Cracked IAmbient
and C7 insulation I
Chipped IAmbientCapacitor CU
Choke L5
Resistor R8
Capacitors C22 Parts IAmbient
and C29 damaged I
IPA tube, Output lAmbient
Serial No. 1415 power I
drop I
ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 208 (Continued)
tube being more sensRive to temperature change and being subject to more
than normal detuning at the upper temperature tuning at T+8 rather than
T+5 minutes compensated for this particular tube characteristic; end
(3) A permanent change that may have occurred in the plato capacitance
in this tube.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 211
Workmanship The transient response (Paragraph 4.3.7 of RTSP-1150A) of Transmitter,
Serial No. 211, was not within the specified limits. A review of the history
of this unit revealed that this out-of-specification condition existed pre-
vinusly, but had no effect on the performance of the Transmitter. Closer
investigation revealed that capacitor C18 in the modulator circuit was not
the correct value. It measured 130 picofarads rather than the specified
27 picofarads. Whe_ the proper-value capacitor was installed, normal
performance was restored.
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 301
Workmanship
Secondary
Workmanship
Accident
Nonconfirmed
Random
After 49 minutes of full-power operation, the RF output from the F-Channel
was lost. An unsuccessful attempt was made to obtain full-power operation
by operating the channel through a five-minute warmup cycle, investigation
of the loss of power revealed that the +100-volt supply was open. Two re-
ststore (Refer to MR 4498 and 4499) were severely overstressed. Further
investigation revealed that this overstress had been caused by a collector-
to-bane short in transistor Q2 of the X12 multtplier. This short is believed
to have beem caused by thermal runaway of the transistor caused by either
an insufficient amount of silicone grease under the transistor or the failure
of the transistor to be firmly attached to its heat sink.
Quality Control has been instructed to closely inspect a11 transistors that
use a wall-typo mounting to ensure that sufficient silicone grease is present
and that the transistor is firmly mounted. If any transistors are found not
to be firmly mounted, they are to be removed, additional silicone grease is
to be applied, a new beryllium wafer and teflon insulator are to be added,
and the transistor is to be firmly supported so that no movement is allowed.
During the investigation of the malfunction noted in MaLfunction Report 4500
these resistors were found to be open. While the short remained on that
transistor, these resistors tried to dissipate over six times their rated
values and were destroyed.
Although the ceramic insulation on these feed-through capacitors was found
to be cracked, this is not a true malfunction as defined in AED-7O8 because
the equipment had not been operated. The components are believed to have
been damaged during rework. Procedures, standards, and instructions
were examined and found adequate to prevent this type of problem.
A cracked ceramic capacitor was noted during rework. Although the as-
sembly operated normally during a brief electrical test, the capacitor was
replaced. During the replacement, choke L5 and resistor R8 were broken.
These components were also replaced.
While investigating the Transmitter Assembly (Serial No. 301) to evaluate
rate-response distortion (See MR 3859), capacitors C22 and C29 required
adjustment. These components are miniature trimmer capacitors that had
to be bonded in a fixed position. Attempts to adjust the capacitors resulted
in the rotor stripping from the adjustment screw. The epo_cy bond was
stronger than the bond of the rotor to the screw. All personnel have been
informed of the damage that may occur to epoxied trimmer capacitors
should readjustment be required.
The output power of the IPA dropped from 7 to 5 watts. The IPA tube, Ser-
ial No. NILB 1415, was replaced by Serial No. NILB 216 and normal opera-
tion was restored. The failed tube was tested and instability and low emis-
sion were verified. During this testing, the tube was operatedwithoutcoolin
and serious overheating resulted. The tube was returned to the vendor for
analysis but no definite conclusions could be reached as to the cause of failure.
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and Dgte
3859
5/22/64
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS
Component Failure Test Cause of
Part Mode Environment Fuilum
2168
2180
2181
2183
5/2/64
5/5/54
5/_/64
2164
6/3/64
2169
5/e/e,.
ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Ano_sis and
Co_e_Hve AcHon
Transmitter Assembly, S/N 303
NouconflrmedE]=asnive Ambient
dintortinn
The excessive distortion reported in this FM modulator was found to be due
to a subtle degradation in test equipment used for this measurement. The
defective unit, a receiver, was repinced by one having a lower inherit
distortion error and the FM modulator was then within the specified dis-
tortic_ requirements.
PTM Trazmmitter Assembly
SecondaryPower Therraal-_
fhctaa_ons
Poor Ambient
Power
Profile
Nonconflrmed
The power fluctuations associated with these malfuuctto_s of the PTM Com-
municatinns Group are believed to be attrihated to the Transmitter Power
Supply Assembly (Serial No. 007). This power supply was associated with
a previous problem in the F-Channel on November 23, 1963. Transmitter
Power Supply (Serial No. 007) was replaced in the PTM on May 27, 1964
and no indications of the power-fhwtuation problem have been e_countered
since that time.
The Transmitter chains of the PTM were not retorted _t AED after they had
been reworked to the Ranger VH flight configuration. Several extended
power runs contributed to the acceleration of the dotuning. The F- and P-
Channel Transmitter ehai,m have now bec_ reiuned and the power profile
iS normal.
FM I]I-2 Transmitter Assembly
Aml_eat NonconfirmedRF inter-
Eere_ce
Prior to the closing of the chamber for a thermni-vacu_un test, a TV refer-
ence test was performed, at ambient condiUens, on the Flight Model 11I-2
TV Subsystom mated to the JPL BUS. This test is performed in accordance
with JPL test procedure 3R320.01, dated June 8, 1964.. For the TV reier-
ence test, no wires are connected to the Subsystem and no collimators are
employed, however, the shrouds and batteries are installed. The TV Stth-
system is mounted on the JPL Bus with the high-gain ont_a folded end
facing the floor of the 25-foot chamber. A microwave-absorber material
(Eehosorb) was lined on the floor, however, structural metal members of
the chamber were between the antenna and the absorbent materi_. During
the test, the F B and P3 Camera Subassemblies encoantered RF lnterfereRee
and severe interfer_ce wan noted in the telemetry. In new test ccmflgura-
tions such as this, a prototype model should be empleyed to define interfer-
ence problems and to avoid exposure of a flight model to an unlmown en-
vironment. JPL was notified of this problem. During the intiis] set-up of
the test, no precaution wan taken by JPL to determine the effects of the
antenna pattern bouncing within the chamber or to determine the effects of
the chamber str_tural members. The antenna was not deployed in
configuration daring this test.
1382
2/2/63
1758
3/7/63
5801
3/17/64
Poor regu-
la_on
Transistor Q7 _ort
(type 2m4eo)
Transistors Q6 Reading
on,ofN1490) specified
limits
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 002
Thermal
(+5 to +60" C)
Room (_egration)
Ambtsat
Workmanship
Secondary
Accident
Unit was out of regulation with a 30.5-volt input and 5.6-amp. load. A
visual inspection revealed corrosion around the base of the SCR (2N2025),
Q6 and Q7. When the corrosion was removed, the unit operated correctly.
This PTM regulator did not have a protective finish applied (lridtie). All
flight units are protectively coated.
Regulator output voltage was -32 volts instead of -27.5 volts. This regula-
tor has been subjected to meny overload8 daring the life of the PTM, in-
chding shorts in the DCU (reported in MR 17_). It is belinved that the
parameters of one of the matched control transistors changed, under these
conditiens, resulting in an overstress of Q7.
A voltage reading taken daring testing was 0.23 volt lower tlum the specified
minimum of 27.0 volts. This reading, however, was taken at the end of a
5-foot cable that presented sufficient resistance to reduce the voltage level
below the specified m_l_m. The transistors were replaced, before the
real cause of the misreading wan discovered, and were found to be fully
operable.
H-79
4
SCR
1383
4/24/63 Rectifier
2199 Transistor Q6
type 2N1490)
3333 _ransistor Q6
5/8/63 (type 2N1490)
TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON
comp _ ,... ] c ,..... .....Part Envlronmen! Failure
3355 Transistors
6/28/63 Q6 and Q7
(type 2N1490)
3351 Transistors
Q6 and Q7
(type 2N14D0)
FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysis ond
Corrective Action
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 002 (Continued)
WorkmanshipAmbient (visual
pection)
This failure was detected during a visual inspection of the High-Current
Voltage Regulator, Serial No. 002, and is not an electrical failure. Part
of the SCR lug was protruding through the thermofit sleeving, and removal
of the sleeving revealed the broken lead. The connecting welded part had
been removed and was not available for analysis. The conclusion was that
this failure was a random fault of workmanship. All High-Current Voltage
Regulators, except Serial Nos. 002, 003 and QTM, were inspected and the
weld points have been reinforced with a coating of conductive epoxy and
covered with a coating of noncouductive spray.
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 003
1959 Ground wire
1/2/63
1661 Pyrofuse wire
3/11/63
Silicon Control_
I Shorted I Ambient
Shorted Room (ambient)
collector-
emitter
Design
Workmanship
Nonassignable
Insulation was worn. (-) Battery lead was grounded to mounting screw of
SCR heat sink.
Corrective Action:
Wire routing will be specified;
Wires will be epoxied down;
Mounting screws will be covered with epoxy; and additional insulation
will be used.
An attempt to use the RTC-7 command to turn-on the P-Channel into warm-
up resulted in the tripping of the P-Channel external-power-supply circuit
breaker. Subsequent attempts gave the same results. The P-Channel
High-Current Voltage Regulator (Serial No. 003) was removed from the
Subsystem and investigation revealed that both the regulated and unregulated
outputs were shorted to ground. The unit was returned to AED and tested.
Transistors Q5, Q6, and Q7 were removed and replaced. Transistors Q5
and Q7 were found to be satisfactory; however, transistor Q6 was shorted
base-to-emitter, and collector-to-base. The mica insulator appeared to be
the basic cause of the failure. The transistor mounting screw abraded the
mica when it was installed and caused cracking and flaking. Arcing at this
point eventually led to a complete short. A teflon insulating washer, which
has a tendency to cold flow, compounded the problem and may have resulted
in a loss of secure mounting. Flight units have been modified to correct
this situation, but the PTM was not corrected since it was at JPL.
An inspection of the failed part revealed a burned element due to an applied
overstress. Failure Modes & Effects Analyses were performed but the
cause of failure could not be determined or predicted. Transistors Q6 and
A7 were replaced with a matched pair.
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 005
Accident,
test error
Accident
The test console "turn of 2' voltage had been turned up to 150 volts when it
should have been 70 volts.
A portion of this problem is apparently due to the same cause as that listed
in MR 3355, i.e. extremely high "turn ofI _' voltage in the test console. A
further cause is due to operai2ng the High-Current Voltage Regulators
without sufficient load on their output.
To correct this problem a change has been made in the SCR turn-off procedure.
When there is no load on the outppt of the High-Current Voltage Regulators,
the voltage is now turned down on the GSE using the variac on the Console
Power Supply, All integration and ground station personnel have been
warned not to tamper with the console SCR turn-off supply unless the pro-
cadure is closely monitored with a meter and the test director is notified.
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 006
System test i Workmanship Ground-return wire for Pl c hatter missing. Wt instailed...... .....
(ambient) ECN change not put into FM-2.
Room Accident MaLfunction occurred at JPL. No battery voltage indicated on GSE during
presystem test of TV. Accidental short of battery monitor cable opened
the fus s in the High-Cur ent Voltage R gulator.
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MR Numl_r Component
and Date Part
4/18/64
5s34
4125164
I
I
3751 Insulation
5/12/04
2170
8/n/_4
4055 Transistors
2/28164 QS and Q7
(type 2_4_0)
4783 Resistor P,9
3/21/64
5814 Mica washer
3/30/64
3962 SCR Type
8/18/64 1706820
3352 Transistors
6/23/63 Q6 and Q7
(type 2N1_0)
3929 I
4O57
4/1/64 1
F_lure Test Cause of Ar_lysis o.d
Mode Environment Fai|u_ £or,ertlve Action
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 007
Ou_ut AmMant
voltaire
outof
specified
Umite
Leakage Ambient
Failed Ambient
bonch test
Workmanship
Workmanship
Workmanship
The oul_ut of the HCVR daring testing failed to meet the speci_isd minimum
requtrem_mt. Replacement of transistors Q5, QT, and Q7 did not remedy
the malfunction. Further investigation revealed th_ a wire connecting the
emitter of trmasistor Q6 to resistor PAl was broken. Replacement of the
wire restored normal operation of the HCVR. The replaced transistors
were checked _md found to be fully operational.
investigation of the inability of this regulator to pass the insulaHon and
leakage test following reassembly after vibration testing revealed that the
cover had been improperly attached and had caused the printed circuit board
to shift. The QTM was considered a nonflight unit, and, therefore, did not
receive the latest ECN which relieved the sharp areas on the corner post of
the right-side plate.
Following the modification of the SCR gate levels to the R_tger VII flight
configuration, the High-Current Voltage Regulator (Serial No. 097) failed
the electrical be_ch check test. investigation revealed that electrically
condactlve epoxy had been improperly applied to the SCR by the JPL Chem-
istry Laboratory, and a short resulted between the gate and the anode of the
SCR. The epoxy was removed and the SCR recoated in accordance with the
procedure specified for flight tmiis. This HCVR then successfully passed
be_ch test.
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 008
Des_
White Thermal-vammm
deposR
No regu- Ambient
lation Ambient
Cracked
Suspected Amblem
bent SCR
lead
Workmanship
Accident
Nonco_firmed
Investigatioc into white deposits found c_ the series regul_or transistors
Q6 and Q7 in the High-Curr_mt Voltage Regulator revealed the deposits to
be composed of eadmitun and, in minor amounts, cadmium l_droxide. The
s_trce of the cadmium was found to be the cadmium plating on the transis-
tors. Although the two transistors were electrically undamaged, micro-
seopie examination revealed signs of arcing on the sides of the transistors.
Measurements across the deposits at the mica insulators revealed the de-
posits to be conductive. ALl cadmium-plated transistors have been re-
placed by the gold-plated type used on Flight Model r_-2 and sul_equent
equipment.
Investigation into loss of regulation revealed the installation of a resistor of
the wrong vatas for resistor Rg. A 220-ohm resistor was incorrectly th-
stalled for one of 1.2 k ohms. The correct value was installed and normal
operation was obtained.
Investigation of the inability of this High-Current Voltage Regulator to pass
the electrical case leakage test disclosed a cracked mica washer under the
SCR. Excessive tightoning of the mccmtisg screws probably caused the
mica washer to crack. Another possibility could be that the surface on
which the washer was mounted on was not thoroughly cleaned prior to
mounting. A directive has been issued specifying the correct torque.
The SCR gate lead of High-Current Voltage Regulator, Serial No. 008,
appeared to be bent. This SCR was the new flag type. This was not an
actual malfunction and was detected by visu_ inspection. The control lead
of the SCR gave the appearance of a slight bend as a result of the swaging
operation. This cecdition was normal. Because of past difficulties es-
countered with SCR's, this malfunction report was generated to ensure that
this condition was not almormal in the new type SCR.
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 009
Short Room
C-Z (integration)
I Aecidant
test error
The test console "turn of_' voltage had been turned up to 150 volts when it
should have bean 70 volts. To correct this problem a change has bean made
in the SCR torn-off procedure.
High-CurrestVoltageRegulator Assembly, S/N 010
Acclder_Reading not Thermal-vacuum
within spac- (+55" C)
flied limits
Investigation of a reading not within specified limits disclosed that the test
fixture was incorrectly wired. The buttery was directly shorted by the
switch, there was no possibility of damage to the Assembly° The test fix-
ture was wired correctly and the test was completed satisfsutorily.
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MR Number
and Dote
Component Failure Test Cause of Analysis and
Part Mode Environment Failure Coerectlve Actlon
4237
217/64
Fuse FI Open
4013
9/5/63
4012
9/6/63
4011
9/6/63
4080
10/11/63
4238
2/7/64
2262
12/10/64
I Potealtiometer Erratic
i R3 operation
Resistor RI
Transistor Q6 Short,
(type 2N1490) emitter to
collector
Short to
ground
HCVR Ope_
S/N 012 {IH-3)
Resistor R24 ,Output
(type ivoRage not
RN65E2002E) within
[specified
]limit
1689 Transistor Q6 Collector
11/18/63 (type 2N1490) Lo emitter
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 011
Room Accident I During investigation of a malfunction of sequencer, the negative battery
(JPL} I terminal was shorted to ground through fuse F1 by a grounded terminalon a digital voltmeter.
High-Currant Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 012
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Room
Room (JPL)
Thermal-vacuum
Accidental
Noncoafirmed
Accidental
Nonconfirmed
Accident
Design
The trim potentiometer was damaged at the CW end and its wiper was
burned during testing because of an accidental overstress.
Resistor R1 was replaced because the regulated voltage could not be ad-
justed. The resistor was then tested and fcund to be within specification
limits,
Transistor Q6 was found to be shorted, emitter to collector, investigation
disclosed that this was caused by either an overstress in the test set-up
or the shorting of a test probe.
The chassis of the regulator was shorted to the ground. A check of the test
set-up revealed a defective test lead. The lead was shorted internally be-
tween the shielding and conductor. This is the DC return on the digital
voltmeter.
During an investigation, the negative battery terminal was shorted to ground
through the fuse by a grounded terminal on a digital voltmeter.
During thermal-vasuum testing at JPL, High-Current Voltage Regulator,
Serial No. 012, was not operating within specified limits, Telemetry data
indicated an output voltage of -26.0 volts, with an indication of one momen-
tary drop to -23.0 volts. However, at no time did the communications or
video output indicate an insufficient input-power condition. The assembly
was returned to RCA, where troubleshooting revealed that resistor R24 in
the regulated output telemetry circuit was changing resistance value. The
component varied from 20 kohms normal to 15 kohms when heated. The
resistor was replaced in the HCVR. High- and low-temperature tests were
performed with no measurable change in the telemetry voltage after 30 min-
utes of operation. The resistor was then permanently installed, and the
HCVR was acceptance tested.
X-rays of the failed resistor revealed that one of the internal leads had
separated from the resistive element. In resistors of this type, the leads
arc attachedto a talon insert, which is bonded to the resistive element by a
conductive cement. The cement is a mixture of silver and an organic
binder, in which unseen cracks or voids occasionally occur during the cur-
ins process. This failure mode has occurred before. The previous failure
was reported in Malfunction Report No. 3593 and involved the same resistor
R24 in HCVR, Serial No. 13. The vendor is aware of the failure mechanism
and indicated that it is an unusual occurrence, in order to increase part
reliability, construction of this type of resistor has been changed from the
talon lead, which failed, to a capped-lead construction. New resistor pro-
curements will be of the end-cap configuration.
A review of the TV Subsystem design indicated that RN65-typo resistors
are also employed in the Video Combiner, Low-Current Voltage Regulator,
and High-Current Voltage Regulator Circuits.
High-Currant Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 013
Room Accident The regulator failed during initial turnon. An inspection of the regulator
revealed a shorted transistor, Q6, and a foreign material spread over the
transistor and heat sink. This material was found by the chemistry labora-
tory to be alkaline. This deposit was not a contributing factor to the mal-
function. However, all replacement transistors were gold-plated. The
malfunction was caused either by improper loading of the regulator or by
an improper turn-off procedure.
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TABULATION
Componen!parl FailU_Mode l
4682 Capacitor C1
1/7/64 Bracket
5835 Transistors
4/26/64 Q6 and Q7
(type 2m490)
3593 Resistor R24
4/27/64
3903
5/27/64
4083 Holddown
10/13/63 Bracket
4475 SCR CR5
12/7/63 (type 2N2025)
4027 SCR CR5
1/4/64 (_/pe 2N2025)
4724
i116164
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis ond
Environment F_ilure Co.ective Action
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 013 (Coettnued_
c_assr_ to Room
Failures to ! Ambleut
regulate
output
Vabae Ambient
ch_ged
Output at Ambient
low end of postvibra_ion)
specified
limit
Design
Workmanship
Workmznshlp
Nencc_i
Upon _ntrn-on of the assembly, no outputs were present. Invest_'stlon
revealed that the chassis was shorted to the terminal of capacitor CI. Four
other Htgh-Curr_t Voltage Regulators had bee_ reworked to shorten the
capacitor brackets for additional clearance, bat Serial No. 013 had not been
included for the rework. The capacitor bracket was cut down end the as-
sembly operated normally. The mechanical drawings will he modified to
reflect this change.
Following replacement of the cadmium-plated trmnsiztors on this regulator,
the assembly did not regulate properly when operated at an input of 30.5
volts and as output of 5 amperes. Although the malfunction was thooght to
have been caused by improperly retched transistors, R was found that the
regulators operated properly when the transistor mounted lugs were cleaned
and the transistors retightened to provide a good electrical contact.
The output telemetry of this regul_or exceeded specified limits during
bench testing. Investigation disclosed that the resistance value of resistor
R24, a 20, 0O0 ohm ± 1 percent type, had changed by 6 percent. The vender
has been changing his methods of manufacturing from a tslon-lead type of
construotiou to a secure-end-cap type. The date code of this eomponemt
indicated the tales-lead type of construction. The vesder verified the out-
of-specfficatton resistance value (9.2 percent) above nominal value. The
talon lead wan loosened or was pulled slightly away from the ceramic core.
The conductive cement that originally txmded the lead to the core separated.
This condition has occurred previously with the tales-lead resistor and has
been known to result in a positive change of resistance from t to 10 percent.
A radiograph established the failure mode which wan ces_a_ned wh_m the
molded jacket and protective coating were removed. The resistive elemant
wan measured in a test clip end was found to be within tolerance. The
manufacturer has changed from a talon-lead to a capped-lead construction.
The regulated output of the High-Current Voltage Regulator (Serial No. 013)
measured -27.00 volts during the peatvthretion test with an input of -30.5
volts arid a 5-ampere load. RTSP-1132A r_-'-'.'renan c_._,t voKage of
-27.5 ± 0.5 volts. The voltage drop across the SCR was measured, and
while it was not found to be excessive, it was slightly higher than normal.
The High-Currest Voltage Regulator (Serial No. 013) wan sent to the Chem-
istry Laboratory for cleaning and remounting of the SCR. A hold was placed
on the unit for rop]acesmant of 2N329A transistors. Since the High-Currant
Voltage ReguLator was wRhin the specified limits of output voltage (al_ough
at the very low end of the tolerance), this is technically not a malfunction.
The recommendation has bees made that the SCR be cleaned and the meas-
urement repeated (-30.5 volt input, 5-ampere load) prior to replacement
of the SCR. If this cannot be accomplished, testing of the High-Currest
Voltage Regulator to RTSP-1132A should be followed closely to determine
if a problem still e:_sts.
High-current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 014
DesignShort to Room
ground (bench)
Erratic Ambient
turn-on (Mama.)
and in-
terim
cut-off
Low cathode Room
gate re-
eietance
Noncosflrmad
Secondary
An improper oetp_it wan found when the regulator was bench tested. This
wan caused by a short from the C 1 mounting bracket to the cover of the unit.
Two other new regulators were inspected and it was found that these
brackets were also too close to the covers. The bracket was reworked,
reducing the size of the bracket and relocating the mounting screws elimi-
nat_g the short.
Following erratic operation chring manufacturing test, the SCR wen tested
and found to meet all specifications. However, with only a small load
present, the SCR will not fully turn-on nor will it stay in the conducting
state during voltage variations.
A continuity check of the Subsystem following a malfunction in the Distrilm-
tion Control Unit revealed a change in the front-to-back SCR cathode-gato
ratio. The ratio should have been 10 to 1, it measured 5 to 1, however.
Although the High-Currant Voltage Regulator still functioned properly, the
component wan replaced because of the ratio change.
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Component ] FailurePart Mode
4027
1/4/64
4724
1/16/64
(Continued)
4707 Transistor Q4
1/24/64 type 2N329A)
4056
4/9/64
4797
4/12/64
3559
9/17/63
4082
10/12/63
4685
4702
1/8/64
4798
4/16/64
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 014 (Continued)
:pen Thermal-vacuum
:ollector (+55* C)
Poor Ambient
regulator
SCR would Ambient
not trigger
I
Potentiometer Poten- ]Ambient
R3 (type tiometer
22UL 500-501) open
Hold-Down Short to Room
Bracket ground
44784477 Lead
12/13/63
Transistor Q6 Shorted, Room
(type 2N1490) coUector-
to-ermitter
Wires Shorted Ambient
Poor [ Room
regulation [
Workmanship
(vendor)
Workmanship
Workmanship
When the Distribution Control Unit was shorted, 3.5 amperes passed
through the cathode-gate junction of the SCR. The maximum allowable
gate current is only 2 amperes. The gate current, therefore, was 1.5
amperes over the specified limit and resulted in damage to the junction
of the SCR.
In order to prevent a recurrence of this malfunction, a procedure has been
issued which states that the chassis of each unlt is to be grounded during
bench testing. This will prevent "floating" shorts.
Investigation of intermittent operation of the High-Current Voltage Regulator
during a thermal-vacuum test revealed a defective Q4 transistor. Opening
of the transistor disclosed a defective bond between the collector lead and
the transistor junction. A review of the previous Ranger malfunction indi-
cated that no previous type 2N329A transistors had failed. However, sub-
sequent problems were revealed with the Raytheon Transistor and they were
replaced with Sperry and National units. No documentation change was re-
quired to implement this replacement.
Investigation of a low output voltage from the HCVR (26.86 volts as opposed
to 27 i 0.5 volts) revealed an excessive voltage drop across SCR CRb. The
SCR was replaced; however, during the replacement, deposits of flux and
oxidation were discovered on the sides of the heat sinks where the cable
lugs are attached. This contamination was established as the cause of the
malfunction after a check on the SCR (removed from the HCVR) proved it
to be fully operational. Instructions for cleaning the heat-sink contact
surfaces have been issued and are now in effect.
Investigation into the inability of SCR to trigger revealed the installation of
a resistor of the wrong value in the test set-up. The correct value resistor
was installed but the SCR still would not trigger. Further investigation re-
vealed a 600-ohm short from the junction of C3, R27, and CR8 to ground.
This malfunction was caused by a pinched wire that was improperly routed.
Replacement of the wire in its correct route restored normal operation of
the SCR.
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 015
Accidental
Design
Secondary
Workmanship
Potentiometer was open at the lower end. Vendor analysis indicated that
the element at the CW end over the termination-tab area a_ud the wiper were
burned because of an overstress due to a test error.
An improper output was found when the regulator was bench tested. This
was caused by a short from the C1 hold-down bracket touching the cover
of the unit. Two other new regulators were inspected and it was found that
these brackets were also too close to the cover.
The hold-down bracket was reworked, reducing the size of the bracket and
relocating the mounting screws eliminating the problem.
Following the repairs necessitated by Malfunction Report No. 4683, it was
found that the output from the High-Current Voltage Regulator was 32.3
volts. This indicated a shorted series transistor. Transistors Q6 and Q7
were both replaced because they are a matched pair. It is believed that the
shorted input noted in MR 4683 on trmusmitter power supply 019 caused this
malfunction.
Investigation of shorting which appeared during testing of the High-Current
Voltage Regulator disclosed four wires within the Assembly that were either
pinched or chafed and were shorted to the chassis. The wiring errors were
corrected. Cable rerouting and modified wiring information are being is-
sued that will prevent a recurrence of this malfunction.
High-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 016
Workmanship The High-Current Voltage Regulator exhibited poor regulation during the six-
camera bench test. investigation disclosed that the lead used to connect the
emitter of transistor Q5 to resistor R12 had been pinched and severed dur-
Ing assembly. The damaged wire and several other leads were replaced.
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MR Number I Component I Failureand Date Port i M_lle
4497
4491 Cable 30W28,
1/3/64 Serial No. 012
3932
3970
5881
3/24/64
34;?,3 Valve Core
lol31_
3966 I_mmy Load
10/10/63 (RCA Dwg.
8483238)
4267 Valve Core
1/15/64
27s4 P_vsesures/2s/s3
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Test Cause of I Analysis and
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Four-Port Hybrid Assembly, S/_N 004
Power IPartial vacuum
fluctuation t
Workmanship Investigation into a power fluctuation of 0. Z db during the high-power,
i0nization-breakdown acceptance test of this stripline hybrid revealed a
severe scratch extending across the copper center-conductor strip on the
J-connector strip. This scratch had almost completely severed the strip.
This scratch had occurred prior to the plating process because gold plating
was noted along the edge of the scratch. All contact strips will be examined
under a magnifying glass to prevent future failures of this type.
Four-Port Hybrid Assembly, S/N 006
WorkmanshipPower Partial vacuum
finctumies
A power fluctuation of 0.3 db occurred during hlgh-power ioaization-
breakdown acceptance teats. The fluctuations appeared to depend more on
temperature than on the partial vacuum and were not affected at all by the
presence of Cobalt 60. After replacement of the Hybrid with Serial No. 004
did not cure the malfunction, the cable was replaced and the malfunction
disappeared.
An X-ray examination of the cable revealed that a solder void of 45 percent
e_Lated bet_,een the center conductor and the connector pin at A24P4. It
shoald be noted that the high-power ionization teat will always reveal this
type of malfunction in an RF cable.
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 004
High leak Ambient
rate
Design The malfunction reports recorded three consecutive times that the assemb]
did not pass the leak test. One malfunction was attributed to the cutting of
the silicon-rubber spacing pads. However, all malfunctiens occurred prior
to the issuance of a requirement for increased torquing of the screws used
to fasten the cover of the pressure vessel. Following retorquing, the as-
I
! sembly passed the leak test.J
i
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 009
Gas leak
High VSWR
Room (JPT)
Room
Workmanship
Random
Two failures were discovered on this unit. First the unit was leaking pres-
sure and second it had a high VSWR. Preliminary analysis indiuated that
tapping the unit would change the VS_rR. The problem was investigated by
AED mechanical engineers, and it is believed to he a fabrication weakness.
The responsible personnel have issued revisions to manufacturing and
fabrication control drawings.
%_"nes tested the Dummy Load was found to be tap-semsRive. (Tapping would
cause the VSWR to increase.) The unit was disassembled for e:mmination
and then reassembled so additional tests could be performed. The unit was
no longer tap-sensitive and had an acceptable VSWR. The failure could not
be duplicated and the vendor was unable to furnish any possible reason for
tlds failure.
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 011
AccidentLeaky IRenm {AMR) Investigation into the drop in pressure of the pressure vessel for the Dummy
Load from 15 to 5 psig revealed that the valve core had been crushed allow-
ing it to leak. The pressure gage and tank filler can be tightened so that the
valve core is crashed. Only the individuals who have been properly in-
structed in the proper use of the filler and pressure gage should make the
pressure measurements. Also, all valve cores which have not beam changed
since December 13, 1963 should be replaced because prior to that date, all
pressure cheeks were made without the realization that the core could be
damaged.
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 012
S_*eared Room (engtheering Accident (test The pressure valve was sheared off at the threaded end when the valve cap
off test) error) was torqued on without using the proper tools (torque wrench).
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Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 012 (Continued)
Ambient Workmanship It is believed that during the installation of the Dummy Load in its housing,
the proper procedures were not followed, attempts were made to force-fit
the cable into the housing, and the fiberglass jacket of the RG 142 A/U
cable was ruptured. The proper procedure has again been brought to the
attention of mantffacturing and quality control personnel.
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 026
Thermal-vacuum Accident
(integration)
5880 Cable
4/16/64 RG 142 A/U
4024 Pressure
12/13/63 Valve,
(Model 300-1)
3375 Coaxial
7/13/64 Connector
1544
11/30/64
3575 Cable Ser-
1/6/65 ial No. 034A
1504 Purge Screw,
1/21/65 Purge-Screw
1548 Gasket,
1/22/65 "O" Ring
1549
1/26/65
Broken
fiber
jacket
Loss of
pressure
Damaged
Decrease
m internal
}ressure
High
VSWR
Excessive
leak rate
Ambient Accident
During the thermal-balance testing when the malfunction of MaLfunction
Report A4045 occurred, the output power was noticed to drop below normal
Following the replacement of the Sequencer Assembly, a power profile on
the P-Channel was performed. The power profile revealed excessive re-
flected power. A check of the pressure vessels revealed that the pressure
in the Dummy Load Assembly was zero psi. It was determined that the
pressure valve core had been deformed by the pressure gauge. The "O"
ring, pressure valve, valve core, and RF connector were all replaced.
All personnel have been informed to use care when pressurizing the Dummy
Load pressure vessel.
The Voltage Standing-Wave Ratio (VSWR) was measured as 1.52. The
maximum allowable value is 1.30. The unit was disassembled and found
to have a damaged coaxial connector. One of the contact leaves of the cen-
ter conductor was broken. The unit was returned to the manufacturer for
repair; however, it was decided to procure a new load and scrap Serial
No. 025. The new load, Serial No. 031, has been installed in the pressure
housing, Serial No. 006, and has satisfactorily passed its acceptance test.
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 027
Post-thermal- Nonassignable During the post-thermal-vacuum pressure check of the dummy load, it was
vacuum found that the pressure dropped from 13 psig to 7 psig. The core valve
and the purged valve gasket were replaced. The unit was pressurized to
15 psig, and the valve was torqued to 30 inch-pounds. The core and cap
were checked and found to be good. Leak rate was within specification
limits.
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 031
Ambient Workmanship
Vacuum Wearout
During acceptance testing of spare Dummy Load, Serial No. 031, the initial
VSWR measurement read entirely off the meter scale. Troubleshooting
isolated the problem to an RF cable, Serial No. 034A, in the pressure
vessel, Serial No. 006. The cable, when checked with an ohmmeter, was
found to have a short from the center conductor to the shield. Examination
of the cable revealed that the female contact of the cable connector was bent
to one side, and in this position, the male contact of the feedthrough con-
nector shell on the bulkhead would not mate properly. This would indicate
that the female contact of the cable had slipped down along the side of the
feedthrough male contact instead of over it, thus making a connection from
the center conductor to the outer shell. This short would not have occurred
if the connector at the pressure-vessel end of the cable had been properly
assembled. Inspection of the connector revealed that the front teflon insu-
lator had not been Installed. This insulation is a detached part and must be
installed as the final step prior to installation of the connector outer shell
and pottIng of the cable. The cable was replaced.
Following installation of the internal RF cable (MR 3575), Pressure Vessel
and Dummy Load, Serial Nos. 006/031, were retested and failed the leak
test. The leak rate was measured as 1.95 x 10 -5 ce per second, while the
maximum specified value is 1 x 10 -5 cc per second. The excessive leak
rate was thought to be due to a worn purge screw. The purge screw,
purge-screw gasket, and "O" rIng were replaced. The unit was repres-
surized and again failed the leak test with a measured leak rate of 2.95 x
10 -5 ce per second. The unit was disassembled, carefully examIned for
nicks or burrs, cleaned, and reassembled with a new "O" ring. The unit
again failed the leak test with a measured leak rate of 1.5 x 10 -5 cc per
second. At this time, it was discovered that the wrong-sized "O" ring had
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and Me Part
1504
1121165
1548
122165
isle
1125185
2109
3882
6/20/64
3926
3/25/64
5815 MinaWasher
3/31/64
3783 Resistor R4
s/26/64
3842
9/28/54
kilum I Test Cause of Anolysis and
1
Mode [ Environment r_ailvre Corrective Action
1
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 031 (Contlxmed)
I
i
i been used. The unit was assembled with the proper size "O" ring, pres-
surized, and successfully completed the leak test. The initial failure wu
attributed to the worn purge screw. All wrong-sized "0" rings were re-
moved from stock.
Dummy Load Assembly, S/N 301
Excessive Ambient
leak rate leak te6t)
Accident Dummy Load Assembly, Serial No. 301, was found to have m2 e_cessive
leak rate. The unit _as disassembled, resesled, and retested. The ex-
cesstve leak rate was still present. The unit was again disassembled and
exam_ed. Several scratches were found across the seal ares of the "(T'
ring mating area. Most of the scratches were inflicted after iriditing and
appear to be caused by handling. The scratches were polished, and the
mating surfaces refinished. When the unit was reassembled and tested,
the leak rate measured within the specified value (8.8 x 10 -6 std eerie
per second).
Low-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 004
kmbie_ Accident Investigation of the inability of this Assembly to pass the acceptance test
indicated the possibility of operator error. Therefore, the test was
repeated with satisfactory results.
Low-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 005
Me_urore-
meats not
within spec-
ified limits
Cracked
Leakage to
chassis out
of speci-
ficsties
Ambient Accident Investigation of the inability of this Assembly to pass the electrical leakage
test revealed that the mica washer was cracked. The washer was replaced
and the Assembly passed the test. It is believed that either excessive
tightening, foreign material under the washer, or surface irregularities
were the cause of the washer cracking. The proper torque to be used has
been disseminated and all mounting surfaces will be carm%lly cleaned and
inspected in order to prevent recurrance of this malfunction.
Low-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 007
Ambient Design
Ambient Nonconfirmed
This is not atrue malfunction, but is a design modificaties required by the
repiscement of the Instrument Development Laboratories, Comemtetors
with units manufactured by the Fifth Dimension, Inc., on Flight Models
]]I-3 and to-4 and the Spare TV _bsystem. This change of Commutators
reduced the load requiremealts on the Low-Current Voltage Regulator from
250 ma to 150 ma. In order to maintain an output voltage of exactly -27.5
volts at 150 ma, it is required that resistor R4 of the Low-Current Voltage
Regulator be selected very close to its nominal value. Low-Current Voltage
Regulator, Serial No. 007, has not deviated from its voltage tolerances
during any tests.
During a leakage test on Low-Current Voltage Regulator, Serial No. 007,
a measurement of -0.145 volt was read on a digital voltmeter. This ex-
ceeded the specified limit of -0.1 volt. The measurement was repeated
with two different digital voltmeters and the leakage was found to be within
the specified limit, indicating the original voltmeter employed was degec-
tive. However, a calibration procedure was performed and the voltmeter
was found to be within specification. A leakage measurement was again
taken with this voltmeter and this time a normal value was obtained.
The digital voltmeter is still considered to be the probable source of this
malfunction. If a malfunction of this nature recurs, the test equipment will
be thoroughly investigated internally to determine the cause of the failure.
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TABULATION
Component Failure
Part Mode
Monitored
voltage not
within spec-
ified limits
5883
5884
3/24/64
5888
3/26/64
5871
3/27/64
5889
3/27/64
5890
3/27/64
5873
4/1/64
3826
4/20/64
3829
4/24/64
Transistor Q2 Stressed
(Wpe 2NI_OA)
Diode CR2 Shorted
(type IN935)
Voltage
out of
specified
limits
Low input
voltage !
Frequency
out of
specified !
limits
Frequency
out of spec,
ified limits
Corrosion
on printed
board trac£
I
Filter Shorted i
Capacitor
Power sup-
ply input
below
specified
limits
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Low-Current Voltage Regulator Assembly, S/N 009
Ambient Accident Investigation of a monitored voltage not being within specified limits dis-
closed that a resistor of the wrong value had been installed in the circuit.
The drawing had been accidentally changed to call for this resistor. Both
the Assembly and the drawing were corrected.
Telemetry Power Supply and Regulator
Ambient Design
(-iO ° C)
Ambient
Thermal-vacuum
(0 ° c)
Thermal-vacuum
(+45 ° C)
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Accident
Desigu
Accident
Accident
Workmanship
Design
Design
Investigation into the tripping of the circuit breaker at initial turn-on re-
vealed that excessive current had been drawn by the shoYting of diode CR5
and the resultant overstressing of transistor Q2. This had been caused by
the interchanging of two wires and the nicking of the teflon sleeving in the
base of transistor Q2. The nicking was caused by the hat of the diode being
pressed into the base of the transistor. Both the diode and the transistor
were replaced and the base leads of the transistor were rerouted. Normal
operation was obtained.
An insulation diode had been added in series with the input to the Telemetry
Power Supply and resulted in an input of only -26.6 volts rather than -27.0
± 0.3 volts. The specification is being changed to permit -26.5 ± 0.5 volts.
In addition, the output voltage varied from 26.0 to 26.9 volts although the
specification called for 28 ± 1.4 volts. Because the reference voltage may
vary 1.5 volts, the specification is being changed to permit an output voltag_
of 27 -* 2 volts. The frequency of the VCO was found to be 6 cycles low at
-10 ° C because of the lower voltages. It should be noted that although the
specified maximum variation is 5 cycles, this is at 0 ° C and allowances
should be made for lower operating temperatures.
The addition of a diode (type 1N538) in series with the input from the power
supply resulted in a voltage drop of 0.5 to 1.0 volt which provided an input
voltage below the specified minimum. The specification was revised to
indicate a lower specified minimum. The operation of the assembly is
satisfactory.
The measurements made on the assembly while undergoing testing at 0 ° C
were compared to the limits specified for ambien_ operation, The meas-
ured values were not within these limits and the assembly was, at first,
considered to have failed the testing. However, the measured vaIues did
compare favorably with the limits specified for operation at 0 ° C in RSP
l140A. A new data sheet is being prepared that will specify the limits
during operation at 0 ° C, -10 ° C, and +45 ° C (Refer to MR 5890).
The same problem as noted in MR 5889 occurred on this malfunction except
that the values measured during operation at +45 ° C were being compared
to the limits specified for operation at ambient.
Green surface corrosion was found on the printed circuit wiring. Further
examination revealed incomplete removal of the solder flux and bare copper
streaks on some of the printed traces. These problems are believed to
have been caused by an inadequate rinse after removal of the board from
the plating bath. All corrosion was removed and the printed wiring was
covered with a heavy, smooth solder coating. This is the only occurrence
of this type of problem and it in no way affected the electrical operation
of the circuit.
Investigation of the shorting of the filter capacitor revealed that this type
of capacitor is mantffactured using the case-within-a-case type of con-
struction. This type of construction is prone to shorting between lead to
case on both ends of the capacitor thus resulting in a shorting of the capaci-
tor. All capacitors of this type will be replaced with type 6K105AA or, in
one instance, with type 29F1563.
The input to the Telemetry Assembly power supply was below the mimmum
specified voltage; however, operation of the Telemetry Assembly was
normal and within other specification conditions. Data from the test were
reviewed by JPL and operation of the telemetry chassis was considered
acceptable.
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3987 Capacitor
4/27/64
3878 Transformer
5/6164
3765
6/23/84
2898 l-
5/3/63
4264
11/26/63
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Telemetry Power Supply and Regulator (Continued)
I
Mylar Thermal-
insulation vacuum
cut
Open Qualification
winding (vibration)
Input Thermal (at
voltage 0 °C)
below
specified
value
A2836 I -
4/9/63
2983
4/12/63
4236
115164
1671
4/19/63
1669
4/12/63
2899
5/3/63
Room
(ambient)
Ambient (JPL)
_ (0"c)
_ Thermal-
vacuun_
Room (JPL)
3309
3359
7/11/63
_ Thermal-
vacuum
incorrect Room
telemetry (ambient)
voltage
Short Room
(integration)
Accident
Wearout
Nonconfirmed
A heavy load on the negative voltage supply was found to have been caused by
the cutting of the mylar insulation sleeve during the mounting of the capaci-
tor into the supporting clip. The damage was repaired and normal operation
restored.
Investigation of the loss of pedestal reference levels during the second
qualification level vibration test for the commutators (SD Inc. ) revealed an
open primary in the transformer. The leads had broken at the terminal
end of the toroid. This Telemetry Assembly and Power Supply ha_ under-
gone at least six vibration tests at qualification leveis. Therefore, the
malfunction is considered to have been caused by vibration fatigue.
The telemetry power-supply input voltage read -25.74 and -25.77 volts at
0°C. The specified value is -27.5 _1.5 volts. MRA 100-64-130 has been
I approved by JPL indicating acceptability of this condition. This reduction
] in input volt.age will not affect the operation of Voltage Cont_olled Oscillator
or the telemetry power-sapply output.
90-Point Commutator, S/N 1002
Design
Noneonfirmed
Incorrect data read from point No. 85. The commutator was returned to
the vendor to increase brush pressure and add lubricant to switch contacts
to prevent build-up of film.
Following erratic indicatioas from telemetry points Nos. 46, 41, and 66,
the commutator was replaced with a spare. The malfunctioning commutator
was returned to RCA for tests and was found to be good. It is possible that
a connector was responsible for the missing telemetry points.
90-Point Commutator, S/N 1003
I Design
Data point missing. Returned to vendor to increase brush pressure toapproximately 15c_ and add lubricant to switch contacts to prevent build-up
__ of film.
90-Point Commutator, S/N 1005
Design
Wor kananship
Data points missing. Returned to vendor. Vendor will increase brush pres-
sure to approximately 15c_ and add lubrication to s_qtch contacts to prevent
balld-up of film.
The 90-point commutator was returned to the vendor for analysis because
it was readlugopen onpoint Nos. 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13. Durlegthe leak
tests to which all returned commutators are subjected, this commutator
exhibited excessive leakage around the speed-adjust petcntiemeter. The
capsule that contained the air-conditioning agent was found to be empty.
This resulted in contamination to the contacts.
90-Point Commutator, S/N 1006
Design Data point missing. Returned to the vendor to increase brush pressure by
approximately 15% and add lubricant to switch contacts to prevent build-up
of film.
90-Point Commutator, S/N 1008
Design
Workmanship
(vendor)
Point No. 88 read a positive instead of a negative voltage value. Believed to
be due to an incorrect switch wiring. The commutator was returned to the
vendor (IDL) for repair, modification, and analysis.
The opinion of the vendor was that contact bounce was responsible for the er-
ratic data on this point. The increased brush contact pressure and the lubri-
cation of the contact corrected this malfunction. All flight commutators will
receive the same modification.
Erratic operation of the Telemetry Assembly on the Subsystem was verified
on the bench. The 90-point commutator was faulty at every other data point.
This commutator was returned to the vendor for analysis.
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3309
3359
7/11/63
(Continued)
3977
4/18/64
3958
5/5/64
4000
5/5/64
2140
7/12/64
1664 I -
3/28/63
5875
412164
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90-Point Commutator, S/N 1008 (Continued)
It was discovered that a plastic bag, containing a conditioner, had developed
a leak. This fluid is a conductor and formed parallel conductive paths,
allowing the switch to contact. The vendor considers the makeup of this
conditioner and its need in the switch to be proprietary and will not reveal
this information. They state that they have had very few failures, if any,
of this type and several of their bags of conditioners are used in all of the
switches that they make.
90-Point Commutator, S/N 1012
Loss of Ambient
data points
Workmanship The voltage output from point Nos. 64, 66, 68, and 70 of the 90-point com-
mutator were positive with respect to the zero reference. Investigation re-
vealed that this was caused by contact contamination resulting from a loss
of air conditioning fluid caused by air leaks in the sealed unit. All IDL
commutators are being reworked and in addition, a second source from
Fifth-Dimensinn, Inc. is being tested for qualification and, if approved, all
IDL commutators will be replaced,
90-Point Commutator, S/N 4986
Telemetry I Vibration
noise 1
Noisy ] Qualification
operation [ (vibration)
Secondary
Workmanship
I
I
The commutator (Serial No. 4986) was returned to the vendor after noise
was detected during the operating vibration test. The unit had failed
initially (See MR 4000) and it was discovered that the brushes had been
damaged but not replaced after the failure. The brushes wore replaced
and the unit successfully completed the operating vibration test.
The output from the 90-point commutator became noisy during the qualifica-
tion vibration testing. The noise was only on the leading edge of the data
points and all information could be interpreted. Operation of the unit withoul
vibration was normal, but when subjected to flight vibration, again became
noisy. An examination of the unit by the vendor revealed that an insufficient
amount of epoxy has been applied to the "C" clamp and rotor resulting in the
"C" clamp loosening and allowing some slight movement of the rotor about
its shaft. The amount of bonding material has been increased so that the
epoxy is now applied to the entire "C" clamp.
L
Datapointsl Ambient (camera
No. 75 ] calibration veri-
and 90 I fication)
reversed [
Loss of I Thermal-
data pointsf vacuum
90-Point Commutator, S/N 4987
Design Improper data were received from dath points Nos. 75 and 80 during the
camera calibration verification. This situation occurred after the thermal-
vacuum test performed on April 26, 1964. Confirmation of the failure was
not possible until recently whe_l both channels of the commutator were
operated independently, Examination of the commutator revealed that the
wiring of data points No. 75 and 89 was interchanged. These points are for
the heat-sink telemetry; the correct notation is as follows.
Data Point No. 75: P-channel PA heat-sink temperature (Sensor No.
Data Point No. 80: F-chaimel PA heat-sink temperature (Sensor No. 7)
The applicable data sheets were corrected and the cognizant RCA represent-
ative (SDAT) was notified of the condition. Speeilicatioas are being revised
to reflect the change.
15-Point Commutator, S/N I001
Design
I contacts to prevent build-up of film.
l
Loss of points 8, 9, I0, Ii data. Returned to vendor. Vendor will in-
crease brush pressure approximately 15_ and apply lubricant to the switch
15-Point Commutator, S/N 1003
High and Ambient
erratic
current
drains,
grinding
nmse
Workmanship During a bench test, the 15-point commutator was reported as making a
grinding noise. High and erratic current drains were also noted. Replace-
ment of the unit resadted in normal operation of the telemetry chassis. The
malfunctioning unit was returned to the vendor for analysis and repair,
An initial electrical inapectinn indicated an intermittent open eirc uit. In addi-
tion, the motor was drawing excessive current. After disassembly, the wear
on the carbon brushes was found to be less than normal, which indicated low brus_
pressure. The pressure was increased, and the latest modifications were in-
corporated. The commutator was assembled, tested, and returned.
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15-Point Commutator, S/N 1010
Noisy Ambient (JPL)
data poh_
Workmanship Following the x-axls noise bursts of the vibration test, the 15-point telem-
etry became noisy and information from several of the data points was lost.
The operation of the commutator throughout the vibrationtesting had been
noisier than normal. Replacement of commutator Serial No. I010 with
Serial No. 1011 restored normal operation. It is planned to replace the
IDL commutators on tlm PTM, the only Subsystem to still use the IDL types
of commutators, with 5-D Iftc. types when they become a_ilable.
15-Point Commutator, S/N 1012
WorkmanshipLoss of Ambient
data points
Investigation into the loss of output from point Nos. 7 through 13 revealed
a condition similar to that discussed under MR 3977. In addition, it was
found that epoxy was flaking off the brushes and was reacting with the
cramaline used to lubricate the contact surlaces. Refer to MR 3977 for
reeommendation_.
2307
2/4/65
Telemetry i
out of
specifica-
tion
Ambient (ETa)
15-Peter Commutator, S/N 5948
Nonass ignable A review of telemetry data during Ranger VIII collimator alignment indi-
cated that the output from data point No. 12 (full-scale reference) of the
15-pdint telemetry Commutator, Serial No. 5945, wa_ only _ its normal
width and normal amplitude. On the next telemetry frame, the s_nplitude
was reduced to a small spike. All subsequent telemetry frames indicated
an output of +0.2 volt for data point 12 which is an indication of open-circuit
condition.
The unit was replaced by spare Commutator, Serial No. 5949, and norlnal
operation for all dsta points, tocludtog data point No. 12, was restored.
All pins of the disconnected cables were given a pin-retention check and
were normal.
The failed unit was installed on the Spare TV Subsystem and operation of
all data points including data point No. 12 was normal. The Commutator
was returned to the vendor where a costact-resistanse test indicated that all
data points were normal (O. 2 ohm). The specification value is less than i
ohm. This test indicated good contact and gee0 connection for all circuits
of data point No. 12. The following items were then examined under a
microscope with no indications of abnormalities: the pins of the commutator
ccoacctor, wire side of the connector with the commutator disassembled,
the wires, brushes, and commutator segments. The _endor could not con-
eeive of any failure mode, _ich would affect only one data point, that was
not checked in these tests.
Two cosnectors and a cable, the telemetry unit, and the commutator com-
plete the circuit. The reference voltages for the 15- and 90-point Com-
mutators are obtz_ed from the same source. The full-scale reference
voltage for the 90-point Commutator was normal daring the time that the
full-scale reference voltage for the 15-point Commutator indicated the
abnormal +0.2 volt. The Commutator will undergo further tests at RCA if
required to support the Ranger IX Subsystem.
3757
5/22/64
3758
3759
5/22/54
• I
Center
frequency
! out of
: specified
limits
Apparently
out of
specified
limits
Thermal-
v_tmm (qmdifi-
cation level)
Ambient
Cbannel-8 VCO, S/N 037
Accident
Nonconfirmed
The center frequency of the Channel-8 VCO was out of specification limits
when tested at 45 "C under thermal-vacuum qualification-level cvvditic_s.
The center frequency measured 2993.7 cps, while the specified limit is
3000 _5 cps. The Channel-8 VCO was then tested at ambient conditions
and the center frequency was still cot of specified limits. The center fre-
quency was readjusted at ambient and subjected to temperature extremes.
The center frequoncy then remained within specified limits. The malfunc-
tion was attributed to parts not screened at high-temperature, and as a re-
sult of operation at +65 ° C, these parts assumed a permanent set. Th_s
Channel-8 VCO was retested under thermal-vacuum conditions.
The Telemetry Assembly was inadvertently tested to the unrevised RTSP-
1140, Appendix B, and the Channel-8 VCO and Channel-P VCO were con-
sidered out of specification. When tested to the revised RTSP-II49,
Appendix B (revised May 5, 1964), the Channel-8 VCO and Chansel-P VCO
were considered with the specification limits.
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limits
- Frequency
out of
specified
limits
3761
6/1/64
3955
5/8/64
3767
6/29/64
5876
4/2/64
3771
7/6/64
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
T
Test _ Cal/se of Analysis and
Environment | Failure Corrective Action
Channel-8 VCO, S/N 3403
Thermal-
vacuum (+55 ° C)
(-10 ° C)
Ambient and
-10 ° C
Workmanship
(vendor)
Workmanship
Workmanship
Center frequency changed by 60 cps at +55 ° C during thermal-vacuum test.
The allowable change is :_5 cps. Unit was returned to the vendor for
analysts. The vendor found an intermittent lead connection between R12
and R18. The vendor will institute tighter assembly and quality control
inspection procedures.
This malfunction was previously analyzed under MR 5874. This is the
second malfunction report written on the same problem.
At -10' C the frequency output of the VCO was 3.2 cycles below the speci-
fied limit of 2995 cps. During subsequent testing under ambient conditions,
the VCO could not be modulated. Following replacement with VCO Serial
No. 3431, the malfunctioning VCO was microscopically examined. This
disclosed considerable flaking and wear of the gold plate on the contacts.
The malfunctioning was believed to have been caused by either shorting
between the contacts because of loose gold flakes or by an open circuit
because of foreign matter being trapped at discontinuities of the plating.
The cleaning of the contacts restored proper operation.
Channel-8 VCO, S/N 3431
Center Thermal- / Accident When tested under thermal-vacuum conditions at +43 ° C, the center fre-
frequency vacuum (+45 ° C) quency of the Channel-8 VCO w,-_ measured at 3005,1 cps, while the speci-
out ot I / fled limits for the center frequency are 3000 _5 cps. It was concluded that
specilied I the Charmel-8 VCO has assumed a permanent set due to temperature bake
limits I in thermal-vacuum. The center frequency can be brought into specified
/ limits by retunlng. This deviation was reviewed by Material Review
[ Action and approved by JPL.
__ I
Channel-8 VCO, S/N 3433
Ambient Workmanship The output of the Channel-8 VCO varied during a check-out test following
vibration testing. Examination of the unit revealed a poor solder connection
on the chassis connector. Proper soldering of the connector restored nor-
mal operation.
Channel-8 VCO, S/N 3435
Thermal- Noneonfirmed
vacuum (at
+45 ° C)
Variation :
m out'out
I
I
i
i canter- I
, frequency I
[ reported I
out el I
The center-frequency of the Channel-8 VCO drifted from 3001.8 cps (the
original frequency) to 3009.6 cps after 64 hours of a thermal-vacuum test,
(The tolerance specified for the VCO is ±5 eps.) The excessive drift is
attributed to a malfunction of the HP counter used for frequency monitoring.
Channel-8 VCO S/N 4007
Ambient RandomLoss of
output
Low
output
voltage
Thermal (at
O* C)
Nonconfirmed
After attempts to alter the output amplitude only resulted in a loss in ampli-
tude, the assembly was returned to the vendor for analysis because it is
sealed and proprietary.
The vendor removed the potentiometer, measured the resistance, dis-
covered an open circuit, and then inadvertently discarded the failed poten-
tiometer. Therefore, the reason for this part failure could not be estab-
lished. No previous open-potentiometer failures have been encountered on
this VCO.
During thermal test at 0 ° C, the output voltage of the Channel-8 VCO,
Serial No. 4007, was measured at 5, 8 volts, peak-to-peak. The specified
minimum output voltage is 6.0 volts. Channel-8 VCO, Serial No. 4007, is
an early design which incorporates a series resistor and a tapped potentiom-
eter for a variable output. Later designs employ a single fixed resistor.
The output voltage at 25 ° C measured 6.5 volts, peak-to-peak; at 0 ° C in
vacuum, measured 6.2 volts; and at 45 ° C was 7.1 volts. The performance
of the TV Subsystem will not be Mfected by this condition. MR 100-64-134
has been approved by JPL, indicating acceptability of this condition.
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TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Par_ J Mode ] Env_onment Falture
[ I
Analysis and
Ca_ective AcSon
Channel-8 VCO, S/N 4007 (Continued)
AccidentFrequency [ Ambient
shift I
During a recheck of the F-Charmel of Flight Model I]1-3 TV Subsystem, the
frequency of the Channel-8 VCO shifted as the F-Channel current was in-
creased. The actual frequency appeared normal when viewed on an oscillo-
scope. Further testing revealed that high-frequency noise on the 3-kc input
to the counter was causing the counter to be falsely triggered.
When the gain on the counter was reduced, the frequency of the Channel-8
VCO became stable and within specification.
Channel-8 VCO, S/N 4010
Unstable I Vibration
center I
frequency I
Workmanship
(vendor)
Center frequency wan unstable and could be shifted by tapping the case.
The VCO wan returned to the vendor for analysis. The vendor found that
capacitors C1 and C2 were intermittent, transistor Q3 bad low gain,
and Q4 was open. The VCO was repaired and the vendor instituted tighter
receiving and quality control test procedures.
225-kc, VCO, S/N 002
Ambient AccidentHigh out-
put level
During testing of Flight Model III-4 at JPL, the output of F-Channel VCO,
Serial No. 002, was 3 db higher than nominal. This unit, manufactured by
Datatronins, bad replaced VCO, Serial No. 1034, manufactured by Vector,
on this Flight Model. Specification requires that the output of the VCO is
to be adjusted for 1.5 volts, peak-to-peak, measured across a 10-k21ehm
load at the end of flight-length subminiature cable. Resistor R5 in the
modulator circuit must be adjusted to provide the proper telemetry devia-
tion for a 1.5-volt input to the IF modulator. The encountered problem
occurred because the Vector VCO is not an emitter-fullower output-type
(output impedance is 20kilohms) as the Datatronics unit, and is affected by
modulator input impedance which varies from unit to unit. Therefore, the
Datatronins VCO is not a direct replacement for the Vector unit without
adjustment.
Resister R5 in the modulator has been adjusted so that the telemetry side-
bands are 0 db below peak carrier amplitude.
225-kc VCO, S/N 004
Center- Thermal-
frequency vacuum (at
out of +0 = C +45 = C
specifi-
cation
No output Room
(engineering)
Nonconfirmed
Workmanship
(vendor)
The center-frequency of the F-channel VCO was 224. 324 kc during the O° C
test and wan 225. 760 kc daring the +45" C test (the specification tolerance
is 225 ±O. 5 kc). Furthermore, the VCO was slow in stabilizing when it was
tamed on. The trouble was traced to an HP counter which was found to be
reading 1_ low (by 2.25 kc at the VCO center-frequency). The VCO was
adjusted to 1Vc high in frequency and then subjected to electrical acceptance
tests. The center-frequency was readjusted, using a calibrated counter,
and normal operation was restored.
The VCO was removed and sent to the vendor for analysis because of no
output. The vendor reported that the decoupling capacitor was defective.
This capacitor is a mylar, polycarbonite sheet inside the cane of the VCO.
The vendor further reported that this sheet had yellowed, probably because
of subjection to an excessive amount of heat that resulted in the lessening
of the dielectric strength and thus allowing the capacitor to short.
2108
6/18/64
Unstable ] Ambient
I
225-kcVCO S/N 005
Workmanship
(vendor)
The P-Channel output of the 225-kc VCO wan unstable. The output fre-
quency varied for a fixed-voltage input after a warm-ap period of approxi-
mately 15 minutes. This VCO wan replaced by Serial No. 009. Examinatio_
of the faulty VCO revealed potting compound on pins 4, 5, 8, and 9 of its
cormector. The connector was cleaned and retested. Operation was still
unstable, so the unit was returned to the vendor for analysis.
The vendor confirmed the failure. Some foreign material wan found be-
tween the collector-resistor and emitter-resister leads of the input tran-
sistor on the printed circuit board. The foreign material was removed,
the board cleaned, and operation was normal. The material wan not
analyzed.
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I Component Failure I
Part Mode i
Frequency
} deviation
Out of
specifica-
I tion
2800
1/25/63
2863
7/25/63
3595
5/1/64
OF MALFUNCTIONS
Test
Environment
3996
5/1/64
Thermal-vacuun
Adjust- Bench test after
ment commutator
burn-in
3773
7/11/64
2148
10/29/64
Loose Room (engineer-
potentiom- ing)
eter
ON FLIGHT
Cause of
Failure
225-kc VCO,S/N 015
EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Ou_p ut not
within
specified
limits
Accident During thermal-vacuum testing, at 45 ° C, of the 225-kc VCO, Serial No.
015, the frequency deviation was higher (10. 544 ke) than the specified upper
limit of 10.5000 kc. In addition, the output level for a +l.25-volt input was
lower (1.26 volts) then the specified minimum value of 1.30 volts. How-
ever, the frequency deviation was linear throughout the entire range. Re-
view of the history of this unit revealed that the center frequency was ad-
justed at ambient condition, and that the input-voltage extremes (+1.25 to
-5.0 volts, DC) were checked for conformance to the frequency specifica-
tion, The unit had not been checked for frequency deviation at +45" C,
which would include the +1.25-volt input. This check is not required, but
is usually performed as a precaution before flight aceeptaane testing. The
VCO was checked in a Tenny chamber at +45 ° C for frequency deviation,
and the sensitivity, center frequency, and pulse amplitude were adjusted
for optimum operation. The VCO performed normally during this test.
This out-of-specification condition has been referred to JPL on MRA No.
100-65-002 and has JPL concurrence.
225-kc VCO, S/N 1023P
R_ndom
225-kc VCO,
Could not set peak-to-peak deviation to 10 kc. Unit functioned properly
during initial tests, Returned to vendor for analysis. The vendor has re-
ported that this is the first failure of the type encountered. It was random
in nature and not due to design, operations, or processes. The subcon-
tractor was requested to furnish more detailed failure analyses, as a
matter of record, in the event additional malfunctions are reported.
S/N 1026P
Workmanship
(vendor)
The output potentiometer on the VCO was found to be loosely mounted.
While no changes in the unit's electrical characteristics could be attributed
to this mechanical problem, the loose potentiometer prevents the VCO from
being used on a spacecraft, The VCO, Serial No. 1026P was replaced.
225-kc VCO S/N I047P
Ambient
(O ° C)
Accident
Secondary
The apparent failure of the F-Channel, 225-kc VCO to operate was caused
by the failure of the operator to perform the test in accordance with the
latest revision of RTSP-1140A. During a test in accordance with this speci
fication, the unit did operate although not correctly. However, this com-
ponent was utilized only to complete telemetry change for Qual testing
other components. These VCO's are being replaced by Datatronics.
During a new series of re-qualification teats performed because of changes
in the Telemetry Assembly for Flight Model III-2, the output of this VCO
was noted to be out of specified limits. This VCO was inctuded only to pro-
vide proper power supply loading and was known to be operating improperly.
(Refer to MR 3595)
Center Thermal-
frequency I vacuum (at
nctwithin I 45 ° C)
specified I
limits
Center Explosive safe
frequency I (JPL)
out of
specifica- I
tion
225-kc VCC S/N 1468
Nonconfirmed
Workmanship
The center frequency of Channel-F VCO, Serial No. 006, measured 224.43
kc during flight acceptance subassembly testing under thermal-vacuum
conditions at 45 ° C. The specified limit for the center frequency Is 225
±0.5 kc. Allowable center frequency and deviation are governed by the
band-width of the ground-receiver discriminator. The 70-cycle shift en-
countered is well within the capability of the ground-receiver discriminator
and will have no effect on receiver operation or telemetry received.
During an Explosive Safe Area TV full-power test, the F-Channel 15-point
Telemetry was erratic. The frequency of the F-Channel, 225-kc Voltage
Controlled Oscillator was measured as a function of input bias, using
telemetry calibration chassis A-100. The frequency deviation was normal,
approximately 10 kc; however, the center frequency was approximately 8 kc
high, which made the recovery of telemetry impossible. This VCO, manu-
factured by Vector, was removed and replaced with an equivalent unit manu-
factured by Datatronics. A linearity plot of the VCO was performed and no
adjustments were required. Operation of the TV Subsystem was normal.
The failed unit was scrapped. Only Datatronics 225-kc VCO's will be used
on Flight Units.
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MR Number Component
and Date Part
2878
2/5/63
3879
5/9/64
I
2158
2877
2/6/63
5887
3/26/64
4699
4/14/64
3827
4/21/64
I Failure Test ] Failure Anolysis ond
Cause of
Mode Environment Corre_-_ ve A(Son
225-kc VCO, S/N 1469
Excessive i Thermal- Design
drift I vacuum (0 ° C) (vendor)
Drift in Thermal-
output vacuum
frequensy ]
i
Noisy ] Ambient
90-point [
telemetry [
Low volt- i Pre-thermal-
age cutput i vacuum
Frequency (-10 _ C)
not within
specified
limits
3944 JPL Test
5/2/64 Equipment
Wire [ Ambient
I reversed ]
[
!
i Broken I Pre-vibration
! wive t test (o"c)
i Cruise I Thermal-
mode did I vacuum (JPL)
[ uet operatel
j Unit drifted by 1 kc du.ring thermal-vacuum exposure at 0 ° C. The limit
is _500 cps. The VCO was returned to the vendor for further analysis.
The vendor has changed several parts and modified the design. However,
for proprietary reasons, detailed changes were not disclosed.
225-kcVCO, S/N 1471
Accident Investigation of why the output frequencies differed from the specified
values in RTSP-II40 revealed that these specified values were incorrect.
The RTSP has been corrected.
225-kc VCO, Miscellaneous
Nonconfirmed
Workmanship
(vendor)
Accident
The 90-point p-Chanuel telemetry was very noisy. The telemetry deviation
for the P-Channel 225-kc VCO was found to be low. While the specified
amplitude of the first sideband is -20.8 db below the carrier amplitude, it
was measured at -22 db. The frequency of the 225-kc VCO was found to be
approximately 0.5 kc off center frequency. This would be a contributing
factor to the noise experienced on the 90-point telemetry. The discrimina-
ters were replaced aud the noise was decreased. The reason that changing
the discriminators decreased the noise is that the second discriminator
limits at a lower input-signal level (225 kc) and therefore results in less
noise on the detected output signal. The deviation was increased by retuni_
the 225-kc VCO.
On VCO's, S/N 1038P, 1034, and 1468, vendor used a 47-k instead of a
20-k reactor, which reduced the voltage to less than 1 volt p-p. The traits
will be repaired. The vendor attributed the low output to the use of as in-
correct resistance value. Resistance values used for the Ranger assem-
blies are different from those used for the vendor's standard design and
specified output voltages of the unite were accidentally checked against the
wrong specification.
Investigation into the frequency output of *.he VCO not being within specified
limits during a -10 ° C test revealed that althoagh the thermocouple did
record a temperature of -10" C, the air that was blowing directly on the
VCO was at -20 ° C resulting in the VCO being at approximately -20* C. A
baffle was added and the temperature of the VCO was stabilized at -10 ° C.
The test was rerun successfully. The test specification has been modified
to include the baffle.
Telemetry Malfunctions, Miscellaueous
Accident
Workmanship
Nonconfirmed
The input wiring for F and P Channel at the input jacks on the Telemetry
Assembly was reversed. The drawings are being changed so that the
assemblies will reflect this configuration rather than re-work the wiring of
the Assemblies.
Investigation of s reading of zero at test point 4 instead of 27 _.1.4 volts re-
vealed that one end of the lead from test point 4 to capacitor C5 was broken
at lug C5. The lead was resoldered and normal operation was obtained.
The cruise mode did not turn on when activated during the 16-heur simulated
mission performed in thermal-vacuum. The cruise mode had previously
been turned off by the unit 18 console but the JPL hydraulic time switch had
nut been de-energized. This caused the integrating circuit on the cruise-
mode relay to remain charged resulting _u the inability to reactivate cruise
mode by the unit 18 console. Cruise mode could be activated, however, by
switching the power select relay off, then on again. This gave the appear-
ance that the power control relay was defective; later proved not to be true.
The JPL procedure has been reviewed and suggestions have been made to
ensure that this type of problem does not recur.
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I
Telemetr
i Thermal-
vacuum (JPL)
Cruise
mode did
not oper-
ate
Cruise
mode
turned on
too early
Erratic
telemetry
reading
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Ambient (JPL)
2896
5/6/63
3422
9/28/63
Thermal-
vacuum
RF Connector Broken pin Room (Ambient)
(J2) Rings
KA-19-d
Leaky Room (JPL)
i
Cause of Anatysls and
Failure Corrective Action
Malfunctions, Miscellaneous (Continued)
Nonconfirmed
Nonconfirmed
Accident
During MVT No. 2, the JPL test director requested turn on of the cruise
mode by the "Solar Panel Deployment" command. The cruise mode did not
respond because the hydraulic timer switch had not been opened. (Refer to
MR 3944.) Cruise mode was initiated by opening the hydraulic timer switch
and providing the "Solar Panel Deployment" command. The recommenda-
tion has been made to include into the test the "Solar Panel Deployment"
command for enabling of the Subsystem.
Cruise *node turned on when power was applied to the Subsystem although
no cruise-on command had been initiated. The Subsystem was turned off
and several attempts were made to cause a repeat of the problem; all with-
out success. Investigation disclosed that during center-of-gravity and
weight measurements, the solar panels had been deployed by using a jumper
plug which had inadvertently activated the cruise-on relay resulting in the
initiation of cruise mode as soon as power was applied.
During thermal-vacuum testing of Flight Model iR-4, Telemetry Point No.
1O of the 15-point, channel 8 telemetry indicated 2.25 volts during one
frame and returned to its normal level of 0.5 telemetry volt during the next
frame. A check of the battery voltage indicated that a very slight voltage
drop had occurred; but if the magnitude of the current indicated by the
telemetry were drawn across the entire battery, the battery voltage drop
would have been four times the drop that was indicated. Review of the
battery cell-monitoring circuit showed that a voltmeter in parallel with a
digital voltmeter is used for cell monitoring. The circuit employs a
current-limiting resistor in series with the meters to protect the battery
from unusual current surges should a short occur in the voltmeter or digi-
tal voltmeter.
While the value of this current-limiting resister is normally 1200 ohms,
the resistor in use at the time of the problem was only 12 ohms. The only
explanation for this problem is that a momentary short occurred between
signal ground and chassis ground of the digital voltmeter. Since the oper-
ator was approximately one-third to one-half way through the cell monitor-
ing procedure, the voltage was approximately 12 to 14 volts dropped across
the 12-ohm resistor. This would give a current indication of 1.2 amperes
through the Current Sensing Unit. This value compares very closely to the
current monitored at that test point during short intervals. Although this is
the only possible conclusion, momentary shorts in any of the digital volt-
meters in the Ranger Program have not been confirmed.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 003
Wearout
Workmanship
(vendor)
During integration of the power amplifier on the structure, the coaxial
female contact was seen to have a broken spring quadrant. The cable was
replaced. Failure was attributed to wearout due to numerous insertions
and manipulations.
During initial testing at JPL, the pressure in the vessel was measured at
only 10 psig. Several days later, a remeasurement was made and only 8
psig was recorded. The vessel was repressurized to 15 psig and a leak de-
tector was utilized. It was found that all jacks in the vessel we*'e leaking.
The malfunction report was not immediately written because the leak rate at
which a failure occurred was not defined.
Because extensive rework would have been necessary to replace the pressure
vessel, all jacks on the Serial No. 003 vessel were replaced with those from
the Serial No. 015 vessel. AED engineering investigation into the leakage
around the RF connectors from these pressure vessels revealed that the
pressurized RF conductor with a standard type 2022C RF fitting was de-
signed incorrectly. The groove of the 2022 C connector is such that none of
the available O-rings would provide a proper fill. The thickness of the O-
ring groove was 125 percent of the width of the O-ring groove. This re- |
salted in a very poor seal at the connector and a high leakage rate that is Igreatly accelerated through rapid temperature changes.All of the pressure vessels are to have the standard RF 2022C type fittingsremoved and replaced with Automatic Connector type 101-T3101-75 fittings.
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4035 ]IF Cable
9/Z0/63
4086 Resdel
9/22/63 Amplifier
4463 Vacuum
1161_ Tube
Amplifier (Type
s/_ _L-7855)
4690 Connector
1127/64
2842 Pressure
3/29/63 Valve
(Shraeder)
4048
11/5/63
ON FLIGHT
Loose Room
Connector (engineering}
Low
power
output
Open !
!filament t
I
t
I
r t
Bmd_
EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysis and
Corrective Actien
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 006
Workmanship
Bench Workmanship
(vendor)
The connector on the RF input cable which connects the pressurized
housing to the Power Amplifier broke off. Because of a loop in the cable,
a twisting force is always present on this connector. The excess cable
is required for installation and removal of the Power Amplifier.
The Resdel Amplifier was replaced because the power output was only 20
watts after 2 to 5 minutes of 8 watts of input. The unit was returned to
the vendor. The vendor discovered several of the metal contact fingers
between the tube housing and active cavity were bent out of position.
These fingers were bent during manufacturing when the tube cavity was
joined to the cavity. The loss of these contacts would cause a decrease
in RF power output.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 013
Room Workmanship
(post
vibration)
investigatinn into the opening of the filament of the tube during vibration
revealed that the interior elements of the tube, i.e., plates, grids, and
cathode emmisive coating, showed no evidence of overheating or dis-
coloration. The filaments were found to have broken at the point the helix
is welded to the terminal. It appeared that the filaments were crushed
when welded, thus breaking when vibrated.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 015
Room Accident The P2 connector was binding when removed from the Resdel amplifier.
Vis_ inspection of the connector failed to reveal any reason for this.
After the eoaneetor shell was cut open, the binding disappeared. It is
believed that the shell had been deformed because of being tightened or
removed by use of an adjustable wrench or a wrench of the wrong size.
The connector was replaced. A new procedure, delineating torque re-
quirements, has been implemented.
power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 018
Loss of I The rm_l-
pressure [ vacuum
High Voltage Shorted
Con_eetor,
J4 DC4-
504000
I
I
i
i
2188
5/19/64
i Not
sufety-
_ired
Design Pressure could not he stabilized m test chamber. When removed from
chamber, a pressure check of Power Amplifier housing revealed zero
psig. A leak test was made and leakage was detected at pressure valve.
Engineering is going to a Shraeder-type 300 rank valve which has been used
on TIROS.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 020
WorkmanshipThermal-
vnetrd_
Post-
vibration
All RF output was lost and the line current dropped to 4.5 amps (normal
valve is 10 amps at operational levels). It was believed a short had
occurred in the 1000-volt jacks. The resistance between J4 and grotmd was
found to be i, 9k. When the connector was opened by engineering personnel,
a large dark deposit was noted on the teflon inmtlator. This connector was
returned for analysis. Unfortunately the connector had been cut open so
that when it was examined there were excessive amounts of metal around
the insulation. This prevented an accurate analysis. In addition to the
metal, there was also sflteone grease around the burn mark.
In the futsre the failed parts will not be disassembled by e_rlng per-
sonnel. Secondly, at no time will sillcone grease be used on these eon-
cectors, and care will be exercised to see that no grease ts picked up from
the pressure vessel
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 021
' Workmanship The cover was removed from the Power Amplifier Assembly (Serial No.
021) and it was discovered that the coaxial connectors on the Resdel cavity
were not safety-wired. This power Amplifier Assembly was originally
a spare that replaced Serial No. 618 on Flight Model IH-2. The unit had
been final tuned and sealed without safety wiring because of the lack of
documented procedure on this function. Normally, all units designated for
flight are final tuned, safety-wired, and sealed; however, spares areusually
not safety-wired or sealed. All spares will be tagged to indicate that they
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TABULATION OF MALFUNCTIONS ON
Componen_ l-anure 1 Te,t Cause of
PaU Mode ) Environment Fuilure
2910 Mylar gasket
3/2/63 capacitor
(C3)
322 3
5/15/63
4047 Resdel
10/31/63 Power
Amplifier
4037 Resdel
9/24/63 Amplifier
1676 [ Resdel
Power
Amplifier
Arc-over
Increase
m
reflected
power
ffigh I
reflected i
power
1865
10/14/64 Serial No.
210 (Flight
Model III-4)
Thermal-
vacuum
4042 Anode Ring
9/13/63 of Power
Amplifier
4693 Connector
1/28/64 J2
Room
(bench)
FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysls ond
Corrective Act_o_
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 021 (Continued)
have not been safety-wired and special quality-control procedure will be
followed to ensure they are safety-wired when designated for flight
operation.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 039
Ambient
(engineering)
Drop in Bench
output
power
Low Thermal-
output vacuum
Secondary
It was not possible to stabilize test chamber pressure. Also, line current
fluctuated from 6.5 to 14 amperes. Power amplifier housing lost pressure,
causing arc-over around mylar gasket.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 120
Noneonfir reed
Accident
The reflected power at the PA input increased from O. 2 watt to approxi-
mately 1 watt when the PA was being tuned. C1 and C2 were retuned for
maximum power output and minimum reflected power. C2 was lightly
tapped and the reflected power again increased to approximately 1 watt.
This amplifier was checked by the vendor and found to operate properly.
Difficulties may have been encountered in tuning this particular amplifier
in a transmitting channel. The tuning of capacitor C2 was very critical.
The solder-Iug washer on Capacitor C2 was believed loosened during test.
The solder-lug washer was re-epoxyed and the unit was returned to service
after a satisfactory electrical cheek.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 121
Nonconfirmed
power
After 30 seconds of full power, the power output level dropped from 60 to
40 watts. The power amplifier was retuned by turning capacitor C2
approximately 1/8-turn and the output level rose to 60 watts. The setting
of capacitor C2 was critical.
Power Amplifier Assemhly, S/N 122
Transmitter Low Room
power (ambient)
output
_ Workmanship
The power amplifier was returned to vendor for analysis. The results of the I
analysis indicated that the finger contacts at the bottom of the cavity were
not making good contact. This would result in an effective change of the
size of the cavity.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 124
Accident During initial RF operation of the P-Channel, o_ly 18 watts of power was
obtained at the Four-Port Hybrid. Inspection of the transmitter revealed
that the capacitor C2 on the Resdel IPA (Intermediate Power Amplifier)
was adjusted so that only 1.5 watts could be obtained from the IPA. With
the capacitor in the normal position, the power out_put was 8 watts
(normal). Inspection of photographs taken when the transmitter was
released to integration, showed the capacitor in the normal position. It
could not be determined when the capacitor was reset. A Quality Control
seal will cover the adjustment hole for capacitor C2 to prevent a resetting
of this capacitor.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 125
Anode I Bench
ring ]
loose l
,I
Accident Investigation of why power decreased from 60 watts to 20 watts disclosed
that the anode ring was loose. Vendor analysis showed that undue pressure
from the tuning slug exerted pressure on the anode plate that is mechan-
ically attached to the tube. Care should be exercised in the adjustment of
the tuning slug.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 137
Binding
i
!
i
I_oom Accident During electrical checkout of Flight Model II1-4, a slight fluctuation in out-
put power was observed. The cable between the Power Amplifier and the
pressure vessel was suspected to be the cause. During the replacement
of the cable, it was found that the cable was binding. It is believed that
the connector was damaged during either assembly or disassembly by the
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4693
1128164
(Continued)
4752 Resdel
2/11/64 Amplifier
5877 Pressure
5878 Vessel
5879
4/3/64
FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Analysis and
Co_ective Action
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 137 (Continued)
Arcing Room Nonasaignable
use of either an adjustable wrench or a wrench of the wrong size. A new
procedure which delineates the proper torque to be applied has been
recommended.
During the Subsystem test of Flight Model I_-4, power fluctuations of 1 to
5 watts were observed. The investigation of these malfunctions lead to the
replacement of the Resdel Amplifier Serial No. 137 with Serial No. 158.
The replaced amplifier had had a previous mechanical failure (MR 4693).
A close inspection revealed indications of arcing in the vicinity of the
anode-spring contact and the cavity wall. The Power Amplifier was then
returned to the vendor for as analysis which indicated that the assembly
had been operated in a partial vacuum. However, a review of the past
history of the assembly by AED did not reveal any evidence of the exist-
ence of a pressure problem. The actual cause of the arcing, therefore,
could not be established. Another failure mode, other than the partial-
pressure mode advanced by the vendor, could be a tolerance or machining
error in the parts of the amplifier.
Power .-'unplifier Assembly, S/N 140
DesignExcessive Ambient
leak
rate
Replacing of the O rings, purge valves, seals, and valve caps did not
lessen the excessive leak rate exhibited by this assembly. As a result,
a directive was issued for requiring an increased torquing of the screws
used to fasten the cover of the pressure vessel, in addition, a higher
leak rate was established because the previously specified maximum of
9 x 10 -7 ec per second was unrealistic. The assembly now passes the leak
test.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 144
Nonassignable3886
9/3/64
DC Connector High
'_9" Ring leak
I rate
Ambient
I
A leak in the pressure vessel of Power Amplifier Assembly, Serial No. 144
was traced to a defective '_D" ring on DC connector J3. Inspection of the
'_:)" ring groove, mating surfaces, and the rubber "O" ring indicated that
the "O" ring had to be replaced. A new ring was installed and the leak
test was successfully performed. The replaced "O" ring was not retained
for examination; thus, it could not be determined whether the '_)" ring
had been pinched or twisted, or just dried out.
10452 Tube
5/3/63 (type
MIL-7855)
3334 Tube
5/10/63 Machiett
3CX100A5
5882
3/23/64
Low
perform-
anee
No power
output
Power Arcing
Amplifier, during
Serial No. 155 tam-on
Pressure
Vessel
Thermal
(manufacturing)
Room
(ambient)
Ambient
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 145
Accident Tbeheaterand plate voltages were applied atthe same time_Sthoutthe
five-minute warm-up.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 147
Accident
(test error)
During checkout, there was no power output from the Resdel amplifier.
Tube replacement corrected the fault. The replaced tube was returned
to the vendor who found a small leak around the grid insulator. Apparently
this leak was present during the last successful run, but was not im-
mediately detected because the leak rate was low. Possible cause of the
leak was an excessively hot ambient condition.
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 155
Accident investigation of arcing inside the assembly at turn-on revealed that all the
helium had not been removed from the assembly. This had resulted in a
partial-pressure condition caused by a mixture of air and helium. The
breakdown voltages for equal spacing are 1,200 volts for helium as opposed
to 11, OOO volts for air. The manufacturing procedure for purging the
pressure vessel for the Power Amplifier is being revised to ensure that
this failure mode will not recur.
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2114
6/30/64
Tube
MA7885
High-
voltage
puncture
of mylar
wafer
capacitor
3836
5/4/64
3852
5/12/64
Current Exuded
Transformer potting
Units,
Serial Nos.
011 and 012
Current Open
Transformer connec-
Unit, tion
Serial No.
015 (Spare)
5823
3/25/64
1324
9/24/64
Telem-
etry
voltage
Positive
Telemetry
reading
not within
specified
values
3928
3/31/64
Output
not within
specified
limits
OF MALFUNCTIONS ON FLIGHT EQUIPMENT (Continued)
Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Power Amplifier Assembly, S/N 158
Ambient Accident During bench test, the output of the IPA was being checked. Normally, the
high voltage (+1000 volts) and filaments of the Power Amplifier Assembly
are off during this check. However, power was applied to the Power Ampli-
fier Assembly, and the plate dissipation of the power amplifier went to 125
volts (normally 65 volts) for 2 minutes. It was found that a roughness in
the casting caused the puncture of the mylar insulator. The housing was
made smooth and was replated. The insulator was replaced. The vendor
also repaired a cracked solder joint in the output coupling loop and removec
the shim stock found inside the housing near the input matching capacitor.
Current Transformer Units
DesignThermal-
vacuum
Ambient Workmanship
Investigation of the potting compound exuding from the case of the Current
Transformer Units during thermal-vacuum testing revealed that the
plasticizer was being pulled from the transformer coil by the vacuum.
The plasticizer, if not retained by the urethane barrier applied over the
coil, will react with the potting compound. Final analysis indicated that
both CTU assemblies were potted before the conformal coating on the coils
was completely cured. This resulted in the entrapment of toluene within
the potting material. The solethane conformal coating and the potting
material in contact with the toluene remained in a solvated condition. It is
believed that when the units were subjected to thermal-vacuum tests, the
solvated resins surrounding the coil exuded through the relatively porous
potting material and foamed at the surface.
The cure procedure has been changed to incorporate a vacuum cycle before
the final cure during the final potting.
During a continuity check following assembly and potting, no continuity,
as required by specification, was measured between pins 1 and 4 and 3
and 4. An X-ray photograph of the unit revealed that the leads were ppen.
Current Sensing Unit S/N O01
DesignAmbient
Ambient Nonconfirmed
Investigation into the wrong polarity of telemetry voltage from the Current
Sensing Unit resulted in a design change which corrected the situation. The
necessary Engineering Change Notices have been distributed and have
effected manufacturing changes and Revision A to Drawing No. 1758384 on
March 27, 1964. The PTM assembly has been modified.
During final acceptance testing, Current Sensing Unit, Serial No. 001, was
rejected because of an out-of-specification telemetry voltage reading. The
unit was checked and found to exhibit a telemetry voltage reading that was
7 millivolts out of specification at 27.0 volts and 1 millivolt out of specifica-
tion at 27.5 volts. This condition was the result of a higher-than-normal
breakdown voltage in diode 1N746A of the telemetry output circuit. This
telemetry variation from its specified value will not affect the operation of
the Current Sensing Unit, nor will it affect the overall performance of the
telemetry. MRA 100-64-161 has been written to cover this deviation from
specification. Based on the MRA, the unit has been accepted by RCA
Product Assurance and JPL.
Current Sensing Unit S/N 002
(0°C) Design During the calibration test, two of the recorded readings were not within
the specified limits. Examination of these limits revealed that they should
be revised to a graphical rather than specific limit. The test specification
has been revised.
3893
10/24/64
Current Sensing Unit S/N 003
Premature Thermal- / Accident The calibration test of Current Sensing Unit, Serial No. 003, was initiated
turn-on vacuum _ before the thermal-vacuum chamber had stahilized to the prescirbcd pres-sure of 1.0 x 10 -5 mm ltg. The pressure at the start of test was 1.1 x 10 -5
__ [mm tlg. _MRA-100-64-193 was initiated t .... 'cr thi ......... "....... Test
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Current Sensing Unit S/N 003 (Continued)
3893
10124164
(Continued}
3894
lO/28/64
3895
10/26/64
Telemetry
out of
specifica-
tion
Thermal-
vacuum
Secondary
personnel have been cautioned as to the problems of
premature turn-on during thermal-vacuum testing, and
have been instructed to double-check the accuracy of
all test conditions prior to initiation of testing.
These malfunctions involved two slightly out-of-
specification telemetry readings in the Current Sensing
Unit, Serial No. 003, which occurred during thermal-
vacuum testing at high temperature, investigation
revealed that this P-Channel Current sensing Un t is
slightly more temperature-sensitive, and the out-of-
specification readings will not affect the operation of
the unit. The telemetry deviations have been upproved
by MRA-100-64-194 and MRA-100-64-195.
Current sensing Unit S/N 004
Accident4799
4/17/64
Output not
within
speeffisd
limits
Thermal-
vacuum(+55°C)
During the +55°C thermal-vacuum testing, the readings
of the output from the Current Sensing Unit were not
within specified limits. It was found that the digital
voltmeter used to measure the output had been sitting
on too of a power supply and had been overheating.
Retesting of the Unit a few hours later provided
satisfactory results.
Current SenningUn_ S/N 005
3791
9118164
3574
10/6/64
2069
11/5/64
Current sensing
Unit Serial No.
905 Cable 30W29
(QTM)
Diode CR1
(zenertype
1N74_
Excessive
ripple
Telemetry i
reading
not within
specified
limits
No current!
drawn
from
power
supply
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Accident
Design
Accident
An out-of-specification ripple voltage was encountered
during electrical checkout of current Sensing Unit,
Serial No. 005. Investigation revealed that a design
change had been made in the direction of current flow
through the Current sensing Transformer. The cable
used to connect the Current Sensing Unit, Cable 30W29
was an older type. V,_cn the current was revised, the
unit performed satistsctoriiy.
Engineering Notice EN 92261-009 has been issued to
apecify the direction of current flow for testing the
QTM with the old cable (30W29). All flight units have
been checked with new cables with the current direc-
tion specified by Test Method TM 1-1758390,
Revision C.
Current sensing Unit, Serial No. 005, was removed
from its normal test cycle for evaluation of the
telemetry-nntput problem experienced with CSU,
serial Nos. 007 (See MR 1359). Substitution of zener
diode CRI (type IN746) was performed on this unit in
order to obtain an optimum output slope of the transfer
curve between 14 and 17 amperes of control current.
This, therefore, did not constitute an actual failure,
but the problem was anticipated, based on experience
with CSU, Serial No. 007.
When the unit was turned on, no current was drawn
from the power supply. This was found to be caused
by an improperly connected cable in the external test
harness. The inside retaining ring became loose and
allowed the connector block portion of the Amphenol
adapter to turn within its stops. The connector can
mate in a correct or incorrect way. In an incorrect
mating, a short ciruit occurs across the external
power supply. The failure report shows no current was
dra_-n from the power supply indicating that an in-
correct mating did not occur. Thus, no undue stress
was applied to the unit under test. The unit functioned
properly when the connector pins were oriented
properly.
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1532
11/6/64
Component Failure Test
Part Mode Environment
Cause of
Failure
Current Sensing Unit S/N 005 (Continued)
Calibra- Ambient
tion data
out of
specifica-
tion
Current Sensing Unit S/N 006
Accident3789
and 3790
9/13/64
Telemetry
reading
not within
specified
values
Ambient (post-
vibration
3573
10/5/64
1359
10/10/64
Telemetry
reading
not within
specified
limits
Subassembly
Serial Number
Diode CR1
(Zener type
1N746)
Current Sensing Unit S/N 007
Analysis and
Corrective Action
Telemetry
reading
not within
specified
limits
Workmanship A discrepancy was noted between the pre-thermal-
vacuum and postacceleration calibration data. The
data in question were obtained during post-acceleration
testing. It was decided after a review of the data that
the discrepancy was due to operator error. It was also
discovered that the post-thermal-humidity test was
performed with the test harness between the CSU mad
the CTU improperly connected. The test was rerun
with a properly connected harness. Calibration data
then met all specifications.
Ambient
Ambient
Design
Design
During the postvibration electrical test of the Current
Sensing Unit, Serial No. 006, telemetry readings were
not within specified values. The unit indicated proper
values for the low ranges (0 to 500 ms), but was out of
specification for the high range (14 to 17 amps). In all
subsequent tests, the telemetry readings were within
specified values for both the low and high ranges. The
postvibration electrical test was repeated and the
telemetry readings were normal.
It was therefore concluded that the out-of-specification
condition during the first postvibration test was due to
faulty readings.
During calibration tests of Current Sensing Unit,
Serial No. 007, the minimum slope of the F-Channel
transfer function between 14 and 17 amperes of control
current was not within the specified limit, for input
voltages of -27.0, -27, 5 and -28.0 volts. Investigation
revealed that the slope of the transfer curve is a func-
tion of zener diode CR1 in the telemetry output circuit
and the magnetic coupling in the Current Transformer
Unit. It is difficult to determine which zoner diode
(all with same characteristics) will provide a correct
transfer-slope. A compatibility check must be made
by substituting zoner diodes into the circuit until opti-
mum slope of the transfer function is obtained.
The particular Current Sensing Unit and 30W29 Harness
that are anceptance-tested together will remain as a
single unit, in order to maintain simlla_r character-
istics of magnetic coupling which could affect the slope
of transfer function. A drawing change has been
initiated to reflect the necessity of selecting the proper
IN746 zener diode for each Current Sensing Unit.
Following the initial malfunction of CSU, Serial No.
007, (see MR 3573) calibration tests were rerun and
the slope of the transfer curve was inconsistent over
a number of runs. This resulted from the difficulty in
reading exactly the same current each time. The
average slope reading was 81.5 millivolts per ampere
between 14 and 17 amperes of control current with an
input of -27.0 volts. The specified minimum\value of
85 millivolts per ampere (100 my/amp ± 15%) at -27.0
volts input to the CSU is too close to the design capa-
bilities of the CSU. The specification limits have been
revised to 100 mv :e 25% to correct the situation.
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3439
10/9/63
3824
5/12/64
4268
i/i6/_
3373
7/23/63
2273
2/2/65
Temperature
Sensor Assembly
i Serial No. 004
(Block I_-1)
Temperature
Sensor, Serial No.
J006 (Flight Model
!m-2)
Temperature
Sensor Assembly,
Serial No. 007
(Flight Model III-l)
i Temperature
Sensor S/N 008
Temperature
Sensor, S/N 009
(Flight Model
HI-4)
Diode CRI
(types
MZII.2V25
and
M Z 18V05)
Mounting
Flange
Diodes CRI
and CR2
(Types MZII.2
V25 and
MZI8V05)
Diode CR3
(type
MZISV05)
Reistur R7
2981
4/9/63
4676
6/ii/64
2127
6/22/64
Structure (PTM)
Battery Position-
ing Bar (PTM)
(Flight Model
m-2)
Shrouds
Impactegraph
Battery
Teamper ature Sensor
Shorted Room (JPL)
Shorted to Vibration (JPL)
structure
Shorted Room (ETR)
Short Room (bench)
Low
telemetry
indication
Deposition
of a light
oily film
Large
clearances
Leaky
battery
Ambient
Accident(test
error)
Workmanship
Random
Accidental
Random
The Channel-8 telemetry, points Nos. 3 and 4 read
zero volts following the application of both GSE and
battery power during thermal-vacuum testing. The
2 diodes were found to be shorted when the Tempera-
ture Sensor Assembly was inspected. In addition, it
was noted that all the inked markings on the terminal
boards were blistered and smeared. Further investi-
gation revealed that the wrong lacquer had been applied
and the blistering and smearing bad occurred during
sterilization. Future units will utilize the proper ink
and lacquer although these units will not be subjected
to sterilization.
Investigation of w_, the output of temperature sensor
No, 11, the Shroud Temperature, was reading low
during vibration testing revealed that the resistance
from pin 34 of the Temperature Sensor to the chassis
was 10, 00O ohms. Opening of the Temperature Sensor
revealed that the board mounting flange overlapped a
terminal on the board, resulting in the shorting of the
terminal to the structure. Revision E of Drawing
No. 1706223 caused eight insulating washers to be
added to the Temperature Sensors.
Investigation into the inability to obtain battery tem-
peratures revealed that diodes CR1 and CR2 in the
Temperature Sensor Assembly were shorted. Both
diodes shewed evidence of extreme heat, believed
caused by an overvoltage. The exact cause of the
failure was not established.
Unable to obtain any voltage due to zener diode CR3
being shorted. This occurred when the connector cable
was shorted while the unit was undergoLng thermal-
vacuum testing.
In a special Subsystem check, telemetry point 90-86,
camera bracket temperature sensor No. 3, indicated
6 instead of 2.7 volts. This reading was traced to
resistor R7 in the temperal_are sensor and the re-
sistur was replaced. After extensive testing at JPL,
the defective resistor was X-rayed, checked
electrically, and found to be open.
MisceUaneoas
Thermal-
v_uum
Ambient
Ambient
Nonassignable
Nonconfirmed
Accident
Film was too thin for chemical analysis. Did not
repeat in later thermal-vacuum test.
Following dynamic testing at JPL, the Battery Po-
sitioning Bar had large clearances surrounding the
shear pins. These clearances were probably the
result of initial manufacturing and would have no effect
on the Battery during environmental testing (vibration
and acceleration). No action is required for Flight
Model IH-2. The Battery. Positioning Bar for Flight
Models III-3 and III-4 will be constructed of stainless
steel rather than aluminum.
When Flight Model IH-2 was removed from its shipping
container at AMR some liquid was observed on the
lower thermal shield. The liquid was traced to a
batteD" installed in the impactograph that had developed
a leak during transit from JPL. Further investigation
revealed that no other portion of the TV Sdbsystem was
exposed to this liquid.
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2127
6/22/64
(Continued)
2126
6/22/64
2275
2/26/65
Subassembly
Serial Number Part
(Flight Model
Ifl-2)
Component [ FailureMode
2312
2/27/65
Thermal Shroud
(Flight Model
III-4)
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Test Cause of Analysis and
Environment Failure Corrective Action
Dropped Ambient
shipping
container
Fin B of Ambient (ETR)
the -Y
shroud
had non-
uniform
alpha
Lower Therm_
Shield (Flight
Model IH-4)
Fin B
Improper Ambient (ETR)
fit
Miscellaneous (Continued)
Accident
Workmanship
Workmanship
During transit the air conditioning unit in the van
broke down and the temperature in the van rose from
the 80°F level, for which the air conditioner was set
to 98°F. The batteries for the impactograph were
supplied from JPL stock and were considered to be
fresh.
Upon the receipt of Flight Model IH-2 at AMR no
attempt was made to remove the Subsystem from the
shipping container. The bolts holding do_ the cover
were removed and the cover was raised; the cover,
however, did not separate from the shipping container
base and the entire container was raised between 1/8
and 1/4 inch from the floor. While in this position the
base of the shipping container containing Flight Model
III-2 separated from the cover and dropped to the
floor. As the container base separated a rush of air
was evident indicating that the pressure within the
container was other than ambient. This failure was
attributed to this pressure differential.
Flight Model III-2 was removed from the shipping
container, visually inspected and electrically checked.
The drop was evaluated and the resulting g-loading on
the Subsystem was determined to be insignificant.
RCA specification RSP 1170A is being modified to
ensure that the existing pipe plug in the cover of the
shipping container will be removed prior to unpacking
to ensure an equalization of pressure.
The alpha of fin B of the -Y shroud varied between
0.37 and 0.49. A computer program analysis indica-
ted that under the worst possible case, i.e., the
complete fin B with an a s, of 0.37, the lower portion
of the TV Subsystem would run 9°F cooler than
Ranger VIII and the camera area 3°F cooler than
Ranger VIII (including the anticipated cooling of 2 °F
due to the lower solar constant in March). Because
only one-fourth of the fin area was nonuniform, the
most probable case is that the Subsystem will run
3 to 4°F cooler than Ranger VIII. The Ranger VIII
Spacecr_dt was 4 to 5°F warmer than nominal, there-
fore, no change was needed on Ranger IX since the
effect of a varying alpha tends to bring the tempera-
tures closer to the design nominal.
The flight lower thermal shield did not fit properly
because of interference with the Four-Port RF coaxial
cable clamp. The spare unit did not fit either. An
investigation disclosed that the side panel in the
battery monitor connector area did not fit becasue it
either had been sewn in upside down during initial
assembly or too large a seam allowance had been used
during final assembly. The side panel seam was
opened and the panel repositioned and resewn to fit
properly.
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